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Abstract 

The study addressed the challenges and burden of leadership ~àcing Nigeria by 

virtue of its quest for promoting and sustaining good neighbourliness as well as the 
. . 

situation of its national" security in West and Central Africa. lt also captured the emerging 

issue~·a:nd challenges facing Nigeria's national security in relations with its neighbours. 

Primary and secondary data were employed for the study. The Primary data were 

obtained thrôugh the administration of in-depth interviews and focus group discu_ssions 

(FGDs). The iQ-depth interviews were condùcted arnong officiais of government ranging 

from desk officers of the Nigerian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, to staff of the Nigerian 

National Boundary Commission, law enforcement agents at the border · posts and 

academics who are specialists on the subject. The FGDs were carried out mai,rly among 

the border communities i.e. traders, arfr ,1ns, students and civil servants. The officiais 

interviewed were purposively selected because' of their irivolvement in policy formulation 

and implementation on the subject. While the choice of rr:: 1ple in the border areas 

between Nigeria and the neighbouring countries is because they have a nuanced and first

hand feel of what transpires in the bo~der ar~as; · such as the nature of security 

· threats/cooperation as well as the dynamics of cross-border interactions in the areas: The 

. Primary . data were complemented with Secondary data· - involving extensive and 

thorough desk research. The data collected were analysed using descriptive rnethod. 

The study revealed that there are no consistent programmes on Nigeria's national 

security in relations with its West and Central African neighbours. lt was also discovered 

that. Nigeria's security agenda is still fore~gn-driven (i.e: driv.en main,ly by the major 

players in the international system, especially the United · States of America). 

Furthermore, the findings showed that apàrt from scholarly ati.alysis of Nigeria's national 

security in relations with its neighbours, the Nigerian governinent did not give it the much 

XV 
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needed attention. lt was also found that most Nigerians and the law enforcement agents, 

in particular, are not properly mobilised towards the protnotion of national securit y. This 

has been worsened by the people's informed self~interest, corruption and warped notion 

of success/achievement. 

. · ·The study concluded· that Nigeria's hegemonic sway in West and Central Africa 

demands that the nature and character of its national security ·concerns become more 

expansive, Africanised and highly prioritised. 
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Chapter One 

l. l Introduction 

Unlike individuals: nations find themselves 111 · an inevitable web of 

relations~ip. While the former can relocate, the .latter cannot. If this · is accepted as a 

given, Nigeriais geostrategic location within West and Central Africa has not been given 

a deserved and adequate scholarly attention. There is also a dearth of anaiysis on the 

nature and dynamics of the geopolitics that the ciicumstance of Nigeria' s location 

generates, especi~lly as it relates to its national security with its West and Central Africa 

neighbours. lt is these missing gaps that this stÙdy seeks to filL The variables that would 

be used brief1y in this introduction include the dynamics of Nigeria's relations with its 

West and Central Africa neighbours; the increasing emphasis on human s·ecurity today; 

the exigencies of the post Cold · War international relations, the demands of security in 

today's international relations and the French factor in West and Central African 

· international relations. 

Extant literatui·e is replete with arguments that since independence in October 

1960, Nigeria's relations with its immediate neighbours - which incidentally are· ail 

Francophone countries, have oscillated between outright cold relations, to open distrust, 

suspicion artd conflict. It is further àrgued th~t this development has brought into focus 

the threat perceptions between Nigeria and. its immediate neighbours. This position has 

been streghtened with reported cases of clashes between security agents and innocent 

citizens .in the border ateas, a phenomenoh that could be traced to hostile trans-border · 

incid~nts in the l 980s1
. 

This study, hmvever, posits that it is not always irritants and hostilities that 

charàcterïsed Nigeria's relations with its neighbours. For instance, since independence,_it 

is one ofNigeria's cardinal principles to play the role ofa ''.big brothèr" to its neighbours 

as reflected in its "good neighbourliness" policy. To be sure, good neighbourliness is 
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primarily anc,hor~d on the fact of territorial contiguity and more often than not,. on socio

cultural similarities which transcen<l international boundaries. In fact, .most prox.imate 

states and those that are not neighbours eflter into it as the basis of their official . 

relationships. In. public international law, good neighbourliness includes respect for the 

sovereignty and independence of neighbouring states, non resort to the use of force, non 

interference in· the internai affairs of neighbouring states, pacifie settlement of disputes 

between neighbouring states and co-operation betwéen neighbouring states2
. Be that as it 

may, most of Nigeria's neighbours see the country as a potential source of threat - as 

clearly det'nonstrated in the numerous disputatforis over the maritime and land border 

areas. In the long run, these 11eighbours became keenly sensitive about how. vuln_erable 

they are, in their relations with Nigeria. Thus, it èould be.said that the border incidents as 

well as the establishment of defence alliances between these neighbùurs and France (their 

' erstwhile colonial master) could .be seen as means to bolster their national self-confidence 

and increase their psychological margin of security3. This explains why these neighbours 

often. undermine the gestui-e of generosity shown to thern by successive Nigerian 

governments. 

In respect of this, Bolaji Akinyemi, a former Nigerian Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, once argued that a stable, prosperous and ·secure Nigeria can translate to a stable, 

prosperous and secure West Africa. Therefore, the policy of 'good neighbourliness' 
. . 

towards these neighbours is perhaps predicated on the need to ~Ilay their fears and 

reassure thern· that Nigeria will ·not be a bully4. It is the retlection on this· nationàl security · 

interest that made the country to resort to a policy of rapprochement with its neighbours 

in the post Civil War period and years after5. 

Beside the foregoing, the issues of shared ethno-linguistic and liistorical 

background impinge on the riatui·e and character of the relationship that Nigt'ria has with 
. . 
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its neighbours. Whereas, colonialism made us believe that sovere1gn boundaries 
. . 

delineating one country from the other are mutually exclusive, what Sir Abubakar Tafawa 

Balewa, the first Nigerian Prime Minister said on this is relevant: 

171e. co!onising powers of the /ast centmy partitioned Africa in a 
haphazard and art[ficial manner and l/rcw houndaries which ~ften . 
cul right across the former groupings'. Yet, however arttficial those 
botmdaries were al first, the countries they created have conie to 
regard themselves as 1mits, i11depende11t c?f one another6·. · 

Therefore, if ethnie groups are divided across several countries, a time may 

corne when they may yeam to unite. Indeed political · exigencies and politicians in man y 

plural societics have often stoked the idea of re-uniting with their kiths and kins to form a 

grand ethno-cultural group across the frontiers. This is the case with the Hausas in Niger 

Republic and Nigeria, the Yorubas in Benin Republjc and .Nigeria, and Ewes of Ghana. 

and Togo. But as will be shown later in the study, attempting to reconstruct these 

boundaries is more problematic than leaving them as they are currently defined_. and 

constituted. 

Thcre is no gainsaying the fact that, in defending a nation's frontiers, the 

citizens living in :mch areas form the first li~e of defence7
. Thus, general ~10bilization of 

the people for the nation's security and defence is a major argument that will be 

~evelo_ped in this work. By this we mean security of the nation i.s no longer a solely 

military matter, but an issue that involves the mobilization of the population. This,. we 

believe is on: of the options that is opened to Nigeria in its post Cold War international 

relations. It is this that takes us to the issue of hum an security. It should be mentioned that 

internai instability poses greater threat to national security · than external aggression. In 

1979, Lieutenant General Olusegun Obasanjo, the then Military Head 0,f State said: 

For as /~mg as we neglect the true interests <?{ the generahty of our 
people, so long will other powers find it easy to i11te1.fere in 011r 

internai affairs and divide our peoples. There is no better defei1ce 
against external forces than the g01~ernment which e11deavours to' 

3 
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carry the majority of tlie populàtion with il and treals ils peoples 
fair/y decentl/. · · ·· . . · 

He further emphasized that: 

/11 tirnes of crises; the jirst re,,ponsibility _is defe11ce cif any c01mt1y. 
For that defence to be ve,y meaningfu/çmd to real/y have what you 
want, total commitment to .that. defencé must be made by the. 

. . 9 
nationals qf that counhy . 

This important subject matter will be addressed fully in the study. 

Another issue that is germane to this 'study, apart from ht~man security, is ·the 

post Cold War international relations. It would be recalled that the defunct Soviet Union 

Ied the defunèt Socialist Eastern bloc and Warsaw Pact, while lhe US led the 

Capitalist/Westeni bloc in the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO). Throughout 

the· Cold War, there were hostilities and rivalries between the two contending power 

blocs. F~r as long as the intense rivalry lasted, there was no direct military confrontation 

between them. lt was this situation of 'cut-throat' competition and waging of surrogate 

wars between the two blocs/super powers that was termed the "Cold War". Shortly __ after 

the collap~e of the Soviet Union in 1989, super power rivalry and competition for spheres 

of influence in the globe disappeared. Now that the Cold War pressure bas abated, there is · 

a global trend towards promotion of regional cohesion and entente among nations, hence, 

an understanding of Nigeria's national security goes beyond the country's rel.ationship 

with its imm~diate neighbours alone but to other countries in the sub-region and far 

beyond. 

Towards the end of the Cold Wat, the defunct Soviet Union not only became 

wary of its commitments to the war tom countries of Africa, but it also eut down on its 

support in terms of arm deliveries and in-country military assisürnce. For instance, 

Moscow gradually withdrew its involvement in the Leftist governmcnts of Republic of·' 

Benin, Libya, Ethiopia, and also in the liberation struggles in Mozambique, Angola, 
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. . 

Guinea. Bissaù,-Namibia and South Africa10
. By _1991, there were about 95,000 African 

students in colleges all over the Soviet Union11
, but today the number has declined 

considerably. AJ:;;o, the Soviet Union redirected its involvem~nt in technological transfer 

in many capital projects in Africa. Equaily, rnany Russian institutions· symbolising its 

interests in. Africa were either downgraded or reorganised after the disintegration of the 
. . . 

Soviet Union. An example _ is the Patrice Lum~mba Fiiendship University that · was 

· renam_ed Russian Friendship University. Also the Moscow lnstitute of African Studies 

was distressed and lost central funding12
. Worse still, th~ Russian public have negative 

view on issues bordering on Africa.· Thus since l 992, Russia had dosed up to sixteen of 

its embassies i_n Africa, white maintaining skeletal services in many others. Rùssia 'trade 

relations with Africa had also declined13
. 

Furthermore, the end of the Cold_ War made US policy makers to re-strategise 

and re-design a new policy ~o deal with Africa. Instead of its former anti-communist 

posture _and opposition to Soviet influence in some African states, it i s now pur~uing 

issues on conflict. r~solution, democratization and good governance. For good measure, 

the US has consistently tried to co-opt Russia in achieving this objective._ This 
,, 

development translates to the fact that after 1989, regional crisis perpeti-ated in Africa 

through · exteriial support for the warring factions took a different dimension14 
- as they 

were no longer based on keenly' contèsted Cold War considerations. Coupled with this 

· was that the l!S policy in the 1990s emphasized less of the US thirél party int~rvention 

that had been the case before 1989 and more support for Africa's own initiatives: For 

instance, after the Cold War and following th,e failure of the US to quell the Somalian 

crisis in 1993, the US became weary in intetvening in African conflicts. What ensued was 

'regionalisation' of peace operations - such that African solutions were sought for · 

Africa~ prob:ems15
. 
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Evidently, Nigeria has a lot of security responsibilities with respect to its 

neighbours in the sub-region. More pertinent is the. fact that most times, govemments 

facing insurgency readily get access to weBpons and logistics in the international market 

place. How.ever, insurgents cannot successfully operate without the active support of 

neighbouring govemments. Beyond that, we sho'uld not forget that i1_1surgents someti1nes 

have sympathètic relatives living across the border who could provide arms and safe 

havens to the insurgents. To tum a blind eye to this type of cross-border activities is a 

national security risk for govemments16
. <Therefore,'_ the issues this study would be 

addressing are the implications of the above-mentioned type of development for Nigeria's 

national. security; the leverages or constraints that Nigeria has in tackling this kirtd of 

national security · challenge; as well as the nature and · character of interactions or 

responses that the development could generate from Nigeria's neighbours both far and 
,, 

near. 

Our concem will be to revîew the position which .exclusively construes security 

in Cold War terms, as that which meant fortification of a ·nation with armed forces and 

stockpiling of arms for defence of the nation's territorial integrity. The point is that the 

proliferation of internai crises; which threatens the essence of many nations, has called for 
' . . 

a redefinition of security to include _economic and social development. 

The ~ffect of France's presence in West Africa is also central' to the study of 

Nigeria's· relations with its neighbours. Nigeria being a former colony of Britain has 

always had close ties with the Commonwealth. But Francophone countries, which 

_surround the country, have strong linkages both with each other and with France in many 

spheres .i.e. economic, judicial, administrative, cultural, ètt. This peculiar geostrategic 

. situation has made Nigeria to always nurture the fear of eilcirclement and vulnerability_ of 
. . 

its t~rritorial security to violation, if not by the contiguoüs states, possibly by their former 
' . 
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colonial power (France) that could exploit the advantages of its relations with these 

countries17. Indeed, France's mqral, diplomatie and finandal suppo1t to Biafra during the 

Nigerian Civil War was with the hope of dismembering Nigeria, whiçh France has always 

seen, because of its size and wealth, as a threat to its Francophone neighbours .. This· 

particular theme is addressed extensively la:ter in this work. 

The work is divided · into seven parts. Chapter one which is the introduction 

addr,es.~e.s ~he }ollowing themes: research problematic, research questions, objectives, 

. . 

scope and significance of the study, and methodology. Chapter two is devoted to review 

of literature and theoretical framework for analysis .. The third chapter examines Nige~ia 

' and its neighbours in geo-stratcgic context. Chapter four is on the nature of threat that is 

posed fo N~geria's national security. The fifth focuses on Nigeria's i:iational security and 

its neighbours in a contemporary context. Chapter · six is on thè issues and challenges 
. . . 

.. . 

facing Nigeria-' s national security in relation to its neighbours, and chapter seven contains 

the conclusion, prospects and suggestions. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

~uvvo;;Ss1ve 1"1igerian governmem::i ttt no point pursueci poiicies borderi~g on 

aggressive territorial acquisition in its relationship with neighbours. This is perhaps due to 

its lack of aggressive or expansionist i~tentions towards these neighbours, modesty oi1 the 
,• 

part of its leadership or Jack of attempt to unduly · appropriate the advantage derivable 

from keeping a friendly neighbouL But the country's experience during the Civil ·war 

years (1967 - 1970) marked a tuming point _;__ as it became clear that it is beneficial for the 

. country to have_ ~iendly neighbours not only in wartime but also during peaceti_me. This 
. . 

led the nation's foreign policy makers to evolve·what was th"en called a policy of "good 

neighbourliness". The policy was meant to end,ear and cultivate friendship based on trust 

and affection wit~ these immediate neighbours. In pursuing this new policy thrust, many 
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. . . 
options were considered - which include gra~ting them financial assistance _and outright 

undertaking or ~nderwriting the cost of some infrastructures like construction of roads 

è.g. in 1979, Nigeria jointly established with the People's Republic of Benin a cernent 

factory at Onigolo (in the latter's territory) costing 59 milli,on pound sterling
18

. Also in 

1978, i~ a bid to facilitate the transportation li~ks with Republic of Beni.n, Nigeria 

constiucted the Lagos - Badagry - Seme - Kpodji highway. The project cost Nigeria 40 

million poÙnd sterling. After the ill-fated (three-hour) January 1977 invasion of Cotonou 
~ ' . . 

by an unknown band of mercenaries1
", Nigeria signed a military cooperation agre~.ment 

~ith the Republic of Benin. The agreement com~its Nigeria into offering training 

facilities to Beninoise armed forces and provide for the free movement of aircrafts and 

ships between the two countries20
. Not oniy that, IleJa - Birni -_N'koni highway and the 

double cardage bridge built at the cost o~ 280 million CF A francs were commissioned to 

' 
ease transportation between · Nigeria and Niger Republic. Apart from that, in Save, a 

Sugar factory was established that was jointly owned by Nigeria and Niger. There is also 

a mining industrial co-operation between the two countries: e.g. Uranium at ~fasto 

estuary, Iron-Qre· at Say and Phosphates at Taboua - ail in the Republic of Niger21
. 

Additionally, the two countries co-operate on developing their water resources e.g. Kanji 

and Makalam dams as well as Yobe Basin Scheme. In 1972, a pact was signed in.which 

Nigeria, was to ·supply about 30,000 kilowatts of electricity annually to Niger22
. In fact, 

. Benin and Niger Republics inundated the Nigerian authorities with request for assistance 

to build local roads and highways,. within their domai~s, during Nigeria' s oÙ b~om era. 

Within the same period, Republic ofCametcion was keen on enlisting Nigeria's assistance 

for the c~nstruction of its local road christened 'Unity Roads'23
. It need be stressed here 

that industrial co-operation between Nigeria, Niger ~rid Benin is mor~ intense than that of 
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Chad and Ca~eroon because the latter two see themselves as belo.nging to the central 

African sub-system where Cameroon is strongly laying claim to its leadership. 

As .a result of this policy of good neighbourliness, Nigeriàn leaders. expected 

that these neighbours will reciprocate this friendly gesture, but the revers~ was the· case. · 

Most times, this staridoff position taken by many of its Francophone neighbours recurs . . . 

despite the fact that Nigeria is not subversive to the regimes there. For instatlce;when it 

became 'Obvious that certain political groups in Nigeria were aiding Djibo Bakary · in 
. . '. -~ \ . 

Niger Republic - steps that were clearly embarrassing ~o the Federal Government of 

Nigerià, the SAW ABA party which Bakary led wâs formaHy proscribed in. Nigeria
24

. 

Apart from this, the Civil War situation was a great deal of eye opener to the Nigerian . 

leadership. 'This was because Emile Zinsou - the then · Beninoi~e President made his 

territory available to the InterTJ~tionéil C_ommittee of the Red Cross and some other .relief . 

agencies to use Cotonou for the airli ft of relief materials to the Biafran secessionist group~ 

This act was considered to be inimical to Nigeria's war effort·_ às some of the relief 

agencies like the Catholic Relief Agency - CARIT AS Internationalis was caught with 

stockpile of arms in its aircraft that was Biafran bound25
. Thus in 1984, the former 

Nigedari Externat Affairs Minister ( Ibrahim Gambari) lamented that Nigeria has for too 

. long over-estimated the love between it and its adjoining neighboùrs26
. Indeèd, threats to 

the security and stability of the neighbouring Francophone countries have not come·from 
:, ' ' 

Nigeria, but fr~m the acrimonies and petty jealousies between Francophone states and 

their leaders themselves27
; from the Russians and Cubans as the Daka~ Franco- African 

summit of April 1977 acknowledged and from Libya' whose sometin1es abrasive thrusts 

and meddlesomen~ss into Francophone fold have raised eyebrows as was the ca.se in the 

Chadian crises during the regime of former President Hissen Habre28
. 
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Regrettably too, there were many instances of border incidences between 
. . . 

Nigeria and Chad, Fernando Polsland, Republic of Benin, Niger Republic and Cameroon 

from the 1970s to date - which could have .been resolved' amicably but got out of control 

and led to blooshèd29
. For instance, in 1976 and 1980, Nigerians were killed by· Chadian 

gend~rmes following disturbances in the Lake Chad islands of Gubi, Doro and Boga over 

fishing rightsbetween the fishennen of the two' countries30
. The discovery of petroleum in 

Lake Chad is ·another source of deterioration in. Nigerian-Chadian relations. Nigerfan 

National Petroleum Corporation '(NNPC) started oil exploration in the Lake Chad basin 

since 1977 and by 1981 CONOCO - a:n American oil ·company was doing the same for 

, Chad Republic in the same basin31
. 

1~ April 1983, · hostilities broke out between Nigeria ·and Chad over Kanisara, 

Gundara, Kofiya, Koloram and other adjoining islands - because of economic and 

territorial reasons32
. In fact, when Nigeria open~d its land borders in March 1, 1986, 

which was closed in April 1984, the borders on the Chadian end were not opened for 

security reasons33
. Not only that, t.here was an invasion/occupation ofNigerian villages of 

Tungan-Goge, Gulma and Tung-Chadi in the lllo district of Sokoto ·state of Nigeria by 

troops from Benin Republic in March 198I34
. Besicles ail the foregoing, the May 1981 

incidence when five members of Nigerian naval patrol vesse) were killed by the 
. . . ' 

Cameroonian gendarmes in Ikang - along their common maritime borders was initially 
' 

considered by .the Cameroonian authorities as an action against 'smugglers'35
. But iri. 

actual sense, it was the discovery and ·exploitation· of petroleum. · by. Elf-Serepca - a 
' ' 

Franco-Cameroonian oil firm, within the Akpayafe estuary that was considered by the 
. ' 

Nigerian authorities as hazards to both its ·shipping and strategic naval manoeuvres. - · 

This is because the estuary sei:ves as maritime boundary between the two cpuntries a~d it . . 

is there that Elf-Serepca began to in~tall its oil r,igs. Indeed,'the. status ofBakassi - the oil 
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rich peninsula led to a major diplomatie row between Nigeria and Cameroon." The reason 

for the rift is about the status of Nigerians that live ther~. Though by convention, Nigeria 

recognizes Cameroonian sovereignty over· the islands, but Nigerians living there have 

· dominance in artisanal fishing and 90 percent of those àffected by occasional skirmishes 

in th~ area are Nigerian· fishermen36
. The issue somewhat came to a head in 2002, ~hen 

Bakassi which was a major cause of an enduring diplomatie row. between Nigeri~ and 

Cameroon was declared to be the latter's, in ajudgment passed by the lnternational..Court 

of Justice (IÇJ) in the Hague, the Netherlands. It should be said that three years after the 

ICJ' s judgment and even after the signing of the 2006 Green Tree Accord, t Ile Bakassi 

issue still remain messy - the details ofwhich shall be discussed fully in chapter six. . . 

Within the context of border incidences are Nigeria' s relations with Equatorial 

Guinea - which have also not been always cordial. ln order to i_nduce some measure of 

understanding between the two ·countries, Nigeria approved a N5 billion loan for 

Equatori_al Guinea in December 1989 at 3 per cent interest payable in ten years. It also 

approved the building of an English-speaking school in Malabo (Equatorial Guinea's 

siate capital). Nigeria within the same period also donated a naval boat to Malabo with 

· Nigerian instructors to teach the Eqùatorial Guineans the technical aspects of its use. 

Also, in 19~0 N20 millio·n and 40 pick-up ~ans were given to Equatorial Guinea in order 

to help her host the conference of Union D"ouaniere des Etats. d'Afrique Centrale 

(UDEAC)37
. ln spite of ail of these material and security assistance, the countiy · bas 

remained a major threat to Nigeria's security over ·the years. For instance, part of its 

territory was used as staging post by gun running. aircrafts that supplied àrms and 

munitions to the Biafran secessionist group. Two, Equatorial Guinea had incessantly 

maltreat~d, expelled and killed Nigerian workers in the Cocoa plantations all over · the 

country. Three and technically, though Equatorial Guinea was a Spanish ·colony, its entry 
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into Francoph'one orbit through its membership of the Communaute Francaise d'Afrique 

(CF A) on January 1, 1985 and the UDEAC .in Dece1nber 1983, was another step that was 

not in the inter~st of Nigeria, security wise38 
- as it completes the total encirclement o_f 

Nigeria in.all fronts by Francoph~ne neighbours and thus makes the country to be more 

vulnerable to France. To this should be added the fact that before 1990, Equatorial Guine~ 

was flirting with apartheid South Africa. For instance, in 1985, $2. · 8 million was given to 

Malabo by ~outh Africa and South African ~ilitary aircrafts enjoyed unbridled access to 

the airfields in Malabo at a time when Nigeria was an arch-enemy of the apanheicl regii'ne . . . 

in South Africa39
. There is no doubt that these incidences had rendered Nigeria more . 

vulnerable off the Bight of Benin border as it has untoward implications for Nigeria's 

security concerns -- like the oil installations in Calabar, Port Harcourt, etc, - areas in 

Nigeria which are. within the striking and jamming distance from Malabo. Indeed, 

Equatorial Guinea's govcrnment allowed South Africans to build a satellite tracking 

station whose giant antennae was proposed to be sited on Pico de Malabo, the highest of 

the volcanic mountains that is facing Nigerian shores 4°. 

Thesè. developments in the context of Nigeria's security in relation with its 

neighbours point to the fact that Nigeria' s attitude to its national security issues in the · 

region has to change given the imperatives of today's occurrences in West and Central• 

Africa regions, · èspecially with the rising c'ases of state collapse in the area ând the 

accompanying .humanitarian and security problems that had arisen in its wà.ke41 . A post 

Cold War characteristic of international institutions that _has become evident in 

international organizati6ns like the UN and in the attitude of Western nations, in general, 

is the unwillingness to intervene in ·contlict situations in the sub-regions either because of 

legal wrangling, resources constraints, worries about loss of life of their combatants with 
. . . . 

untoward domestic political implications e.g. the US involvement in the Sornalian civil 
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war where it~ soldiers were killed and dragg~d on the roads of Mogadishu, diversion of 

attention to some other regions of th~ world like the Balkans (Kosovo), and the Pe.rsian 

Gulfie~ion (Afghanist~n and Iraq), Jack of tonsensus and c~rtain level of crisis fatigue 4
2

. 
. •. . 

In this wor~ Nigeria's neighb~urs are defined not only in terms of those 
. ! . ., 

1 • 

countries 'shal'ing contiguous borders with it, but al~o those in the region whose activities, 

policies, interna! convulsion, crisis or collapse impinge on Nigeria's _national security._ 

This explains why Nigeria could not just ~tand aloof. and· watch the· decaying states of_ 
. . 

· Liberia, Sierr&.-Leone43 and Guinea in the) 990s in spite .of its ow1~ internai Grisis and 

economic problems. So, Nigeria's national security interests extend beyond its immediate 

neighbours. . 

It should be said that Nigeria's national security .in. relàtions with.its neighbours 

could oniy be properly understood when the French factor is brought in. The literature44 

is replet_e with France's conscious effor1 towards. prevénting Nigei-ia's hegemony and 

.leadership in West Africain particular, lt should be reiterated at this juncture that Nigerià . . . ' 

is surrounded by Francophone neighbours.:... in the North~East by Chad; North West by 

Niger Republic, Western border by Republic of Benin. Eastern border by Cameroon ~nd 
. . . 

~outh East Seaboard by Equatorial Guinea. · Ali of these contiguo~s neighbou rs èxcept the 
. : ' ' 

.latter are erstwhile colonies of France· who ~part from strorig political and economic ties, 

have signed military and defence pact wi~h France45
. It is against this ba~kdrop that 

· · Nigeria's apprehension and caution, in hs relations with its. neighbours, can be 

understood. 

This point should also be under~cored by the fact. that security issues have 
. ' ' . 

l • 

psychological dimensions as wèll as perceptual implications: For instance, in the West 
. . l . 

African ·stib-rcgion, ov~r 55 per cent of the '.people are Nigerians, which ~eans that one 
. . : . . . . . . 

out of every three West Africans · is a Nigeri~n46
. With this intiinidatirig demography and 
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abundant natur:al and human resource endowment, the fear of these smaller neighboi.lrs 

are not misplaced after ail. Not only that, this preponderance of the country' s size has a 

telling effect on its national security, since the small and weak countr}es surrounding it as 

well as,the extr~-African powers are apprehbnsive of the nation's demographic enormity. 

A~other problem area is the arbitrary nature of delineation of states and 

territory in Africa by the European colonisers that have adverse effects on the 

international r~lations of these · states. Whereas, boundar1es of modern European states 

evolved through due and prolong process of revision after wars and conquests, African 

states boundarjes were delineated by impe~ial fia.t in less than. two years. Africa,n 

population was constantly migrating, subject to war, conquest, trade, and revision of 

. . 
boundaries .. There was no formai . delineation of boundary. Therefore, the culture of 

exclusive statejurisdiction and boundary autonomv was alien to Af~ican tradition47
. We 

. èan also say that nations would prefer natural boundariès such as mountains ,and ri vers 

that can easily be distinguished and which, as obstacles, could facilitate the defence of 

homeland. While this is true of many boundaries in Europe, Africa's international 

boUndaries were drawn and agreed upon by the· Europeans during t·he colonial era for 

their adJ?inistrative conveniences - as evid~nt inNigeria's boundaries with its neighb'ours 

that were shared ·between Britain and France48
. In fact, Lord Salisbury - the British 

• 1 
• 1 • • 

Minister in 1890, during an Anglo/French convention captured this proble~atic 

graphically by saying that: "We have been engaged. in drawing lines upon maps where no 
White man's foot ever trod"49

• It is this ambiguity and naked disregard for local 

peculiarities of the Africans by the colonial masters that explain why there are several 

. . 

cases of border: incidences - simply _because kiths and kins have been arbitrarily separated 

and estranged .. 
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Added to this boundary problerri is the nagging issue of trans-border crimes . . . 

· that are on the increase. For instance, as a result of infiltration from Chad and Niger 

republics, there were bloody relig1ous crise~ in the Northern parts of Nigeria -:-- especiall y 

the notorious · 1981 'Maitasine Riot' in Kano. Cri minai activities . are also going on 

unabated from the same Nigerian neighbouts (Chad and Niger), not to talk of the one on 

· the Nigerian/Beninoise border that has become the easiest channel for criminals to 
. . . 

smuggle arms and ammunitions to Nigeria. The· estuary that is bordering Nigeria and 

Cameroon 1s violated with impunity and ,this has implications for Nigcrian oil 

installations sited in this area. To be sure, ail of these have grave implications for 

Nigeria's. national security. 

, · The last but not the least is the prolonged military .rule in the country and high 

Ievel of corruption cum leadership failure, which · have further aggravated the national 

security problem and have led to ail sorts of social dislocations rang1ng from joblessness,. 
. . 

highly corrupt security agents which have made the borders more porous, rnilitarization 

of the civil society, religious fanaticism, rising ethnie agitations, rise ot'private armies, to 

ail forms of soèial anomie which have made the citizens not to be property motivated for 

patriotic and ·national security feelings. This shows a total lack of concern for the nation's 

security. lt is, therefore, pertinent to reitera'te here that internai instability is one of the 

greatest threats to national security and this is even grèater and more worrisome than the 

fear of external aggression. 

i 

Ail these are the cornplex and nagging national . security problems facihg 

Nigeria in its international relations and they are the issues that this study seeks to 

examine and analyse in deta i 1. 
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1.3 Objectives of the Study 

This study has both broad and specific objectives. The broad objective of the 

study is to evaluate national security in Nigeria's relations, not only with its contiguous 

neighboùrs, but also with others countries in West and Central Africa ·- with a view to 

understanding the issues and challenges facing Nigeria's security and how they can be 

resolved. 

The specific objectives are to: 

• examine the nature and dynamics ofNireria's national security in relations with 

its neighbours; 

• identify the challenges that Nigeria's geopolitical peculiarities pose to its 

national security; 

• · evaluate Nigeria's responses to perceived national security challenges within the 

. context of its relations with West and Central African sub-regions. 

• make suggestions on how Nigeria's national security policy with its neighbours 

can be improved upon. 

It is agairist this backdrop that the s·tudy will provide answers to the following pertinent 

research questions: 

• 

1.4 Researèh Question~ 

Basically, this study will attempt td address the following questions: 

Do the Nigerian demographic strehgth and resource endowment, relative to its 

neighbours; have any national security impÙcation for it and its neighbours? 

· • Should the contiguous French-spe~king neighbours be a source of concem for 
. . . 

· Nigeria's national security calculation and/or policy planning? 
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• Is France, by virtue of its erstwhile colonies surrounding Nigeria, a real or 

imagined national security threat, as demonstrateq in many crises situations? 
' . 

• What are the emerging security issues and challenges that are facing Nigeria's 

national security in relation with its neighbours? 

• What are the overall strategies that Nigeria could adopt to enhance. its national 

security_ in relation with its neighbours? 

1.5 Researd1 Hypotheses 

This study seeks to test the following hyp<?theses: 

. • That Nigeria' s national securi ty is dependent on the nature and dynan1ics of the 

relationship it has with its neighbours. 

• That internai instability is a threat to national security. 

• That the post Cold War international relations i.e. the divestment o~ the super 

powers from their African interests, the US policy emphasis on Jess of third 

party intervention, the lateness o~ the UN intervention in African crisis and 

regionalisation of peace have placed enormous responsibilities on Nigeria 

( especially as it concerns its national security with its neighbours) and its status 

as a regional power. 

1.6 Scope and Limitation ·or the Study 

The study takes a bird-view of the nature and dynamics of relationship that 

borders on Nigeria's national security with its. neighbours_ from independence in 1960. 

However, it places emphasis on what characterises the relationship in t-he 1990s to date. lt 

focuses ·on neighbouring countries like Republics of Chad, Njger, Benin, Cameroon and 

Equatorial Gu1nea and other countries in West and Central Africa. Hence, the study does 
' . . . . 

. . 

not limit 'neighbours' to the contiguous ones alone but to those countries in West and 
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Central Africa whose relations impinge on Nigéria's national security. This translates into 

discussing Nigeria's neighbours in a political sense, not in the context of geographical 

propinquity alone. 

ln the course of the study, access to information and many officiais of 

government became highly restricted to the researcher for so many reasons. The 

researcher ~Iso found it difficult to corne by official documents for obvious reason of 

· 'strict confidentiality' - given by the bureaucrats. Those that were made available were 

faciÜtated by persona) and informai contacts. Many of the information provided were also 

generated from the interactions that the researcher had at this 'informai sector'. 

Another limitation is that the current volatile and unsettled situation ·in the . ~ 

Bakassi peninsula. The disputed oil-rich, land and maritime _boundary between Nigeria 

and Cameroon did not permit the researcher to conduct a field study there. 

1. 7 Significance of the Study 

'No doubt, there is a large volume of work on Nigeria's relations with its 

neighbours. nie debate in the extant literàture centres on trade, economic integration, 

bilateral relations, border issues, peacekeeping, and colonial experience, to mention j~st a 

few. The miss_ing_ gap that this study seek~ to fi.Il is the issue of national secu_rity as a 

parameter for evaluating the relations between Nigeria and its West and Central Afi-ican 

neighbours since the end of the Cold War. 

Beside ïhis, the nature and character of Nigerian population is. another factor 

that is worthy of attention. It should be recalled that, one out of every three West Africans 

is_a Nigerian - this is one of the factorsthaf makes Nigeria th~ most populous Black state 

_in the world5o-. lts demography is also ranked arnong the top ten in 01e world51
. This could 

be translated to mean that, more than 55 percent of ail the people in West Africa live in 
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Nigeria52
. Also, apart from Nigeria, no other country in the sub-region has a population in 

excess of 15 million. Aside from this demographic strength, Nigeria' s economic future is 

critical to the fate of many of its neighbours53
. Thus; we should note that a nation' s power 

is not only mèasured by what power it thinks it has, but also what other nations think it 

has54
. Arising from this, it is evident that any issue that borders on Nigeria's national 

security has a telli11g dfect on its neighbours and as such shoulcl be taken seriously. 

It i~, thcrefore, an amalgam of these reasons and the fact that security matters, 

like human rights and environmental issues occupy the front burner in interstale relations, 

especially in today's international relations, that have made an enquiry of this nature 

worthwhile. Henœ, the study will analyse the various dimensions of the suliject matter 

under consideration and make some modest contributions to knowledge on the nature and 

dynamics of Nigeria's national security with its iinmediate and remote neighbours. 

Additionally, it will also discuss how Nigeria's national security in relation with its 

neighbours could be improved upon, especially in this age of collective and an all

embracing national security culture between and among nations. 

1.8 Research Methodology 

Primary and Secondary data will · be used for. the study. Primary data will be 

coJlected through in-depth interviews as follows: · 

• .In-depth interviews with desk officers of the Nigerian Ministry of Foreign 

Aff airs .who have served in the cou~tries covered by the study. · 

• 

• 

The staff of the Nigerian National Boundary Commission will be·intervieweçl . 

In-dept_h interviews and focus group discussion (FGD) with border communities 

of Nigeria and its neighbours. 
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• In-depth interviews with Experts (Academics) i.e. experts on the subject. 

(Attached are the research instruments or interview guides -:- as appendixes J -

4). 

The officials interviewed were purposively selected becaùse of their involvement 

in policy f<;>rmulation and implementation on the subject. While the choice of people in 

the border- areas between Nigeria and the neighbouring countries is becaust they have a 

nuanced and first-hand feel of what transpires in the border areas; such as the nature of 

security threats/cooperation as well as the dynamics of cross-border interactions in the 

areas. 

To complement the- Primary data, Secondary data will · be collected from 

textbooks, academic journals, government gazettes, publications, documents and press 

releases, newspaper clippings as well as periodicals. Also, excerpts from the addresses or 

national broadcasts ofheads of state and top government officiais will be used. 

Data collected :wiII be analyzed using descriptive method of analysis. 
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Chapter Two 

2.1 Literature Review 

Scholars. political analysts, policy experts. historians and strategists have d?ne 

extensive works within the broad framework of Nigeria's relations \Vith its neighbours. 

The theme that is, thcrefore, prominent in the literature on the subject has cither been a 

lengthy or casual examination of the French factor in Nigeria's relations with its 

. Francophone · neighbours; the commercial and trading between and among Nigeria and 

these neighbours; . boundary issues; sub-regional security and/or peacekeeping 

arrangements. 

However, this literature has not critically examined the dynamics and contents . 

of Nigeria' s national security in relations with its. neighbours especially within thé last 

two decades. There is also a dearth of analysis on how the dynamics_ of geopolitical and 

strategic peculiarities of Nigeria impinge on its national sec1:1rity with specific reference to 

its West and Central African neighbours. lt is these missing gaps that this work seeks to 

fill. 
1 

On the French factor in Nigeria's relations with its neighbours,. there is a 

plethora of works, especially done by S. B. Peters, Bassey Ate, Bola Akinterinwa, 

Margaret. Vogt, Abubakar Momoh, Oscar Ede, Tale· Omo le, Emeka Nwokedi, Bmce 

Arlinghaus, Onyekwere Nwanko, L. S. Aminu, Ali Ma~rui, J. . Chipman, Williain 

Za.1tman, Gilbert Comte and Winrich Kiilrne. According to S, B. Peters, Nigeria is 

strategically focated between West and Central Africa. It is in the middle of the French 

'empire' in Africa. Ail its immediate neighbours are Francophone countries. This French 

presence, no doubt, affects Nigeria's national security and its emergence as a sub-regional . . 

-power - because of the- various measures deliberately put in place by France to prevent 

Anglophone hegemony in West Africa1
. 
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Also ~riting on "The Presence of France in West Central Africa as a 

Fundamental Problem to Nigeria" Bassey Ate'si position is that France's status as a 

world power is maintained as· a result ot' its influen~e in. its erstwhile colonies or in 

regarding them as integral part of France. Furthen~ore, Ate and Bol a Akinterit~wa3 wrote 

that in spitc of a very substantial heavy French investment in Nigeria, (taking the 

advantage ·of its demography and market), France's presence in the sub-region, 

constitutes immense national security threat to Nigeria. Furthermore,. that the coming into 

• ' , ! 1 ,J ; •1, •,, • 1 I • ,•~ : , a • 

Nigerian market by France is perceived to be the long run calculation of France to 

neutralise the Nigerian factor, as a substantive threat to both its continuing hegemotiic 

domination ,.1f West Africa generally and the preservation of the autonomy of key 

Francophone West African states such as .Cote d'Ivoire and Senegal, in particular. This is 

perceived to be as a result of France not only penetrating the sensitive areas of Nig~ria's 

economic sc,~tor, ·but also the military. They argued that since· French multinationals 

operating in Nigeria have stronger roots in its Francophone neighbours, it will be. very 

easy for Fre11cp business enterprises to dominate an Economie Community of West 

African (ECOWAS) common market, to the detriment of African indigenous 

manufacturiri;5 or trading companies. In order to eut this intrusive French activity and 

neutralise Fniüce'·s security and strategic a
1

dvantage in the sub-region, they proposed a 

strategy of a. more aggressive economic i'ntegration in the sub-region4, · to be led by 

Nigeria, with a bid to bolstering Nigeria's natioi1al security in the sub-region. 

Contributing on the same issue, Abubakar Momoh, in a monograph aligned his 

thoughts with that of Ate, Akintertnwa and Margaret Vogt by saying that:. 

The Francophone neighhours <?( Nigeria ~lo 11ot the~11selves pose any 
direct threat ta Nigeria as they are generally weaker even tf their · 
total resources are put together. They on/y pose threats indirect/y, 
thanks to the powe,fu1 presence C?f the . French ;,, the 
neighh<mrho<,cf. 
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He poir)ts out that France was always handy to reinforce the military capacity 

of Nigerian's Francophone neighbours, in the event of any crisis between 1hem. Since, 

Nigeria is surrounded by Francophone neighbours, its leadership role in West Africa and 

its foreign policy challenges ema11ate, füst and foremost, from these Francophone states. 

In fact; some analysts have concluded that the observable low profile of Nigeria's foreign 

policy towatds these neighbours is sometimes attributableto a real or imagined France's 

response in support of these neighbours in case of any aggressive policy against ar~y of 

therri. There i~; no gainsaying the fact that there is a: strong presence of French iritelligence 

as well as administrative and diplo~atic personnel in most Francophone states6
. Beyond 

that, throughout the tenure ofCharles de Gaulle and Georges Pompidou, Nigeria was seen 

as a potential source of threat. to France's interest in sub-Saharan Africa. This 

apprel~ension made de Gaulle to desire to dismember Nigeria during the Nigerian èivil 

War7. lndeed, du~ing the Nigerian Civil War, Niger, Chad, Camer9on, and Togo ~ere 

resolutely bchind Nigeria while Senegal via its activities and supposed humanitarian 

efforts in the International Red Cross was sympathetic to the Biafran seces:;ionist side. 

This may be because President Leopold Cedar Senghor of Senegal believed also the 

French President's aversion for the size. and demography of Nigeria, wl1ich were 

considered too làrge and inimical to France's interest in Africa. In addition, Senègal was 

not supportive of Nigeria during the war bècause it felt that the latter wâs becoming a 

pole of attraction to the neighbouring Fran~ophone states. of West Africa, thereby 

detracting from it. the pretensions it was makirtg to the leadership of the. Francophone 

states. This finds expression in the fact that the enormous wealth and size of Nigeria are 

seen as the major factors that are drawing away co.untr1es like Chad, Niger, Benin, and 

Togo from the Francophone orbit8
. 
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Further on the French .influence in Africa, it bas been observed that France did 

not place high premium in developing the colonial. armies. Rather than developing 

effective local military forces in i1s former çolonies, ·France strengthened its own defonëe · 

system .. and yet ensured. that it preserved its. African empire
9

. As a deliberate French 

policy mea~t to underscore the aforementioned, long after indep~ndence, most of these 

Fra.ncophone West African countries do not have armies that are capable of meeting.their 

internai and extemal security needs; hence they still depend on the French military arms 

and technology. Due to this weakness, many Francophone West African countries signed 

numerous bilateral defence agreements with France.· indeed except Guinea, Mali, and 

Burkina Faso, ail other twelve countries that emerged out of the French Union signed the 

defence· treaties, under which France, being the senior partner, dictates internai and 

external security tenns to these countries. One striking portion of the term is that Fr:ance 

could mifüarily intervene in any of these countries: The implication of this is that French 

troops could be invited to join the local military forces of a contracting party, to suppress 

opposition and dissent ail in the name of preserving internai order. Of course, France 

maintained priority status in t~rms. of orga11izing, instructing and eq\tipping the national 

forces of the contracting parties. Thus, it is not surprising that 160, 000 out of 700, 000 

colonial troops that fought on the side of France 111 the World War Il, came from 

Africa. 10
. 

Since independence · in these Francophone states of West Africa, France has 

traditional military bases and has continually maintained its troop.s there for strategic 

reasons, Either to maintain internai order or support the incumbent against rebellious 

opponents or to overthrow a government or protect its nationals, France had intervened 

militarily in many West and Central African countries i.e. Chad, Cameroon, Gabon, 

Niger, Mauritania etc1 althoµgh these .intervèntions have been 1oudly condemned by ~any 
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other African countries11
. ln this regard, the involvement of France in West African 

politics is partly attributed to fulfilling part of its colonial obligation. ln the ·Gaullist 

parlance, it is pursuant of the 'civilizing mi3sion' of the Freµch empire. In fact, in 1977, 

when France intervened rnilitarily in the Shaba province in. the then Zaïre,. President 

Giscard d' Estaing justified the action by saying that it was_ meant to ma1ntain European 

solidarity with Africa. He was quoted to have said that: ''I don't want African states to 

feel abandoned where ·. their security is threatened... Europe cannot disregard w·hat 

happens on th~ African continent" 12
. But today niany of the French troops i1dts forrner 

dependencies have been withdrawn either because it has become anachronistic_ or because 

France is conçentrating its efforts in developing nuclear strike capability in Europe. 

Emphasis has to be laid on the·fact that France's interest or irivestment in the 

West African sub-regi,m is mainly e·conomic ~ts its interests are found majorly in the 

Uranium and Oil in Ni:~er, Gabon, Chad and Cameroon. There is no doubtthat it has .also 

penetrated the West/Ct 11tral Africa financial, cultural and technical networks with French 

functionaries, h_encc Frnnce is de facto extra-Africa~ regional hegemonic power in Africa. 

It will rather be an undcrstatemen~ to say that without a prohibitive cost, France can make 

or mar regimes especially in most of its ex-colonies in West and Central Africa. This is 

one of the reasons that Ali Mazrui argl:led that the natural rival that Nigeria has in West 

Africa is Frànce13
• In ordcr to appreciate th·is full y, Nigeria is the single la;gest economy 

in sub-Saharan Mrica, apart'from South Africa. She· is .strategically located as a meeting 

point between West and Central Africa. Clearly, · the basic position of Nigeria as an 

underdeveloped and dependent economy in the context of world ca.pitalism p~ses a 

fotemost constraint to its leadership in pursuing an e?(pansiv~ and autonomous regional 

policy .. 
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Starting from the late 1970s, Nigeria had emerged as France's leading market 

in Afric~, superseding South Africa and Cote d'l~oire. France had successfully penetrated 

the Nigerian banking, automobile, public works/construction, oil exploration ·as weil as 

marketing and distribution sectors14
. ln the banking sector alone, there is the United Bank 

for Africa (UBA) - which was established in 1949, Societe Genei:ale Bank ( 1977), · 

Merchant Banking Corporation (.1982), The Credit Lyonna:is Bank ( l 984) and Uni versai 

. Trust Bank (UTB) (1985). The assets of these Fren'ch banks total .25 per cent of the 

combined as sets of ail commercial and merchant banks in Nigeria - as far back as 1985 15
. 

The French Peugeot Societe Autonoh1e (PSA) which established the Peugeot . . 

Automobile of Nigeria (PAN) in 1972 began production in 1974. Nigerian automobile 
1 

market represents 8 per cent of (France PSA's) total market in the world 16
. ln public 

works and construction there are about 60 French compHnies in Nigeria with Fougerolle,. 

Dumtz nnd §pie=al}atignolh~§ = as the leading ones. In this sector,. French companies have 

competed favourably with other foreign contractors. ln the oil industry, French firms like 
. . . . 

ELF-Aquitaine and TOT AL are very prominent. ELF came into Nigeria as Safrap Nig. 

. . 
Ltd. in 1962; it becarrie ELF-Aquitaine in 1974. Not only that, the leading French 

companies in the distribution sector are Compagliie Francaise de l'Afrique Occidentale 

(CFAO) and Societe Commerciale de l'Quest Africaine (SCOA); they have earned 

second and third places respectively, a.fier the British United Africa Company (UAC), in 

tenus of their op~rational capacities in the Nigerian economy17
. It is said that: 

About 180 French companies hm;e sellled in Nigeria, some of them 
even be/ore lndependence Day and their investments cover a ve,y 
hroad .~pectrum. Many c?{thejoint ventures they hm,e gone into with 
Nigerian partners ranl<S among the fargest jirms in the local market 
and their names have become hoirsehollf ivords he,:e as they are in 
France. This is quite a valuable achievement, in vielv of the tact .that 
011 the whole, ·we were comparative/y laie comers to Nigeria 8. 
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However, France's export to Francophone countries is over 50 per cent of its 

export products and it gives substantial financial aid to meet balance of payment d~ficits 

of many ofthese countries19
. 

The· story is ·different today, indeed France's economic .rresence in Nigeria 

dates back to more than one hundred years - when. the Compagnie de l'Afrique 

Occidentale (CF AO) opened a trading post in Lagos in 1902. However, as it currently 

stands; the totality of French investments in Nigeria are estimated to be equal to those of 

the other West African countries. There· are French in the oil and sector i.e. Total, . . 

Technip, etc; the industrial sector· i.e. Lafarge, Peugeot, Michelin and Air Liquide, etc; 

services. i.e. SDV-Bollore, Accor, Sodexho· and_ Air France, etc; and infrastructures i.e. 

Bouygues, Eiffage, Alstom, Areva and Schneider. 

In. 2006, trade between France and Nigeria exceeded the 3 billjon pound 

sterling mark. In 2007, France' s exports to Nigeria foll to .1.1 billion pound sterling and 

imports frbm Nigeria to France dropped to 1.3 billion pound steding. Part of the 

explanation for the fall is the .depreciation of the Euro and the drop in productio~ and 

export ofNig~ria oiJ20
. 

Total concentrates 10 per cent of its world production and 15 per cent of its 

proved reserves in Nigeria. Its production ôf hydrocarbon iri the country is growing very 

strongly, doubling between 1999 and 2006:. The French group is planning is planning to 

double lt again within the next five years. In January 2007, Peugeot, which is the largest 

French auto assembly plant in sub-Saharal) 'Africa, decreased its holdings in automobile 

(Peugeot. Automobile Nigeria (PAN) from 40 to 10 per cent. The Kaduna assembly line 

factory is deerned to be unprofitable. lt is no'.'.' r:ontrolled by- a local. dealer - which will 

continue to produce under licence. Also in January 2007, Michelin decided to close its 
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factory in Port Harcourt for reasons of industrial energy. However, the Clermand-Ferrand 
. ' 

based group is continuing its commercial and hevea culture activities21
·. 

Michelin began with the production of unprocessed mbber from. its mbber 

plantation in Port Harcourt. Air Liquide operates facilities all over the country, supplies 

hosp_itals with industrial gas and oxygen. Lafarge is one of the two largest cernent 

prnducers in Nigeria22
. Bouygues is one· of the French main construction companies . . . . 

which built Abuja-:- the seat of Ferlerai Government of Nigeria. Alstom, Shneider, Areva, 

Clemessy, SDMO among others are large French electrical companies that boost 
.. 

Nigeria's energy capacity. Alcatel and Sagem were respectively involved in developing 

Global System of Communièation (GSM) telephony and the production of secured 

identity cards in Nigeria. Accor is expanding in its hotel services, Air France - KLM is a 

first-rate international airline operating in Nigeria; white SDV Bollore ranks among the. 

leaders in freighting and logistics23
. Over the -years, these French companies have 

· invested heavily in Nigeria to the tune of $4 billion stock; a sum larger than investments 
' 

in all of the rest o~West Africa. This financial commitments place France just behind the 

US, and ahead of Great Britain. France exports to Nigeria refined petroleum products, 

electrical and electronic equipment, transportation equipm,ent (automotive industry), 

engines and turbines, chemicals and pharmaceuticals as well as processcd food products: 

According to Nigerian statistics, France ranks fifth among Ni~eria's suppliers24
. 

France traditionally purchases from Nigeria the following items: _hydrocarbons 

- c~de oil, natural gas and refined petroleum products. Nigeria also purchàse from 

Nigeria agricultural, silvicultural and piscicultural products as well as food-and-beverage

industry products .. Overall, France is considered to be Nige~ia 's füurth largest export 

destination. In· fact, sin ce 2006, Nigeria is France' s main partner in sub-saharan Africa, 

becorning its largest supplier and second largest client respeètively ahead of South Africà. 
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On a global scale, Nigeria is France's 44111 largest client and 28
111 

largest supplier
25

. France 

has about 10 percent ofNigeria's internai 1narket
26

. 

The nature of French involvement in the 'defence of Fraµcophone states has 

taken the form of provision of military training facilities in France for their officers, · 

military co-6peration and defence agreements, as well as the establishment of well 

equipped bases manned by French pers~mnel in. some African countries to counter 

revolutionary movements. In fact, at a time, Article 5 of the Defence Accord between 

France and its Francophone ex-colonies states that utilization of ail raw materials and 

strategic products located in the newly independent ~tates (except Guinea and Mali) we~e 

· to be priority reserve for France. The signatories to this accord ùndertook that they will 

stock-pile ~hese strategic minerais to the benefit of France and to suit the demand of 

French Defence interest, they also agreed to limit or ban their exploitation by other 
. ' 

countries27
. As mentioned earlier, why France invests so much of Francs in a continent 

that is so far a:way from its boundaries is partially because they are used as a 'world 

power status symbol' - for France28
. 

lt is, therefore, apposite to. sum up this cohsideration of the French factor in 

Nigeria. relations with its neighbours with William Zartman's evident comment 'that: 

France's commit1nent to its erstwhile African colonies is hinged on the following four 

factors i.e. : (i) a cultural element that èmphasizes the common heritage of French 

speaking societ_ies; (ii) a moral element that translates the experiences gained during the 

colonial years into a sense of on-going responsibility; (iii) an economic element that seeks 

sure sources for crucial raw materials and growing markets for goods and investments; 

and (iv) a power element that recognizes that a large follow~ng within the Third World 

. m;1ke5 France.a more important state29
. 
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In spite of the for.egoing analyses, this study has the following observations to 

· make. In the first instance, by January 5, 1961 (three months after its independence), 

Nigeria broke diplomatie relations with France following the latter's testing of its third 

atomic explosion in the Sahara d.esert, precisely in Reggane - Algeria. The Nigerian 

. government issued a 48-hour ultimatum to the French Ambassador in Lagos, Raymond 

Offroy, and his embàssy staff, to leave the country. Iri addition, the Nigeria govermnenr 

barred French aircraft and. ships from Nigerian air fields and. sea-ports and withdrew ail 

French transit rights30
. nie relationship was .not restored until October 26, 1965. lt is 

instructive to note that for as long as the· severance of diplomatie· relations between 

Nigeria and France lasted and tllroughout the Nigérian Civil War years, "the ~conon1ic 

link between them remained not only almost unhurt but aetually prospered"31
. Hence 

William Za.rtma.n argued that the absence of diplomatie relations between Nigeria and 

France, from 1961 to l 965, was never an explicit obstacle for the commercial activities 

going o.n between them32 In the same token, Nwdkedi coi1cludes that the r~storation of 

dipiomatic relations between the two coutitries smoothen ail other r~ugh edges along the· 

negotiations process. 

But thèn, the pro-Biafran stance of the Gaullist government was premised on a 

French attempt to eut Nigeria down to size because the. French President had not 

forgotten, nor forgiven Nigeria - the humiliation which France suffered as a result of 

Nigeria's· break in diplomatie relations with it. It must however be stressed that no doubt, 

France was re~lly uncomfortable with Nigeria's standing as a. counter-weight to its 
. . 

influence in t.he West Africa~ sub-region and thus explained why it suppli~d arms to the 

secessionists through Gabon and Cote d'Ivoire - that recognized Biafra. But there is 

ineonsistency in this France' s poliey. as it concerns arms deals especially in 1968 when 

France supplied 13 Panhard AML- 60/90 armoured fighting vehicles to the Nigerian . 
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Federal governnient33. The point that is bei~g made is that it appears in Nigeria's case, as 

it also was in the Libyan and South African cases, that econoinic· considerations take 

precedence over politicc!.1 factors as far as the French arr_ns deals with other countri~s are 

concerned. 

Another rcason for caution is thàt over the years, several Nigerian government 

officiais iiave had to go to Paris on both official and unofiicial visits withotit the fear of 

being molested, the same for France. In fact, General Ibrahim Babangida visited France to 

receive medical treatment, when he was in govemment. Aiso, the visit of the then French 

· President Jacques Chiraq in July 1999 is also a pointer to an intimate relationship between . 

Nigeria and J:rance - because that visit wa~ the only one by a French Head of State since 

Nigeria's independence in 1960. I.n return, President Olusegun Ôbasanjo made the first 

state visit to france in February 200034
. Ngozi Okonjo. Iweala, the Nigerian Finance 

Minister· during Obasanjo' s administration also went to Paris in January and April 2005 

on the issue ofNigeria's debt in particular35
. As a result, France played an active role in 

the $31 billion debt forgiveness granted to Nigeria by the Paris Club. lt also got involved 

and conunitted to assisting Nigeria in its anti-corruption crusade. ln this regard, Economie 

and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC), the body set up by the Nigerian government 
' . 

to ~?rnsecute he war-on corruption benefits from European Union 's assistance to the tune 

of 24.7 million Euros. lt is instructive to note that France contributes 24 percent of the 

European Develppmerit Fund through which the. assistance given to EFCC is 

bankrolled36
. · From May 24 through 26, 2005, Président Olusegun Obasanjo made 

another official visit to France. Interestingly, President Obasanjo was not only an 

acquaintance of President Chirac alone, France is reported to be keen on political 

development and democratic progression of Nigeria. In this regard, its contingent ·was 

included in the European Union's 100-member Observer Mission of the Nigerian April 
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2007 general ~lections that ushered in the regime of President Umaru Yar' Adua. The 

Mission made 40 million Euros a:vailable to the lndependent· National Electoral 

Commission (INEC) and other Non-Govemmental Organisations (NGOS) that are 

involved in the process37
. Dimeji Bankole, the current Nigerian Speaker of-House of 

representativ:es visited France between ~arch 26 and 27, · 2008 and. met high-ranking 

French officiais including Bernard Accoyer, the President of the Assemblee Nationale as 

well as the President of the Friendship Group in the national assembly38
. · 

Sincc then there have been high level contacts between the French oflitials and 

their Nigerian counterparts. For ii1stànce, Ojo lyladÙekwe and Bernard Koucher, the 

· Nigerian and French Ministers of Foreign Affairs rèspectively also held discussions ii1 

Paris on May 19, 2008, ahead of President Umaru Yar' Adua's oflicial visit to Paris on· 

June 12, 200839
• Overall, it is discernable that political relations between Nigeria .and 

France are qui.te low. It is the lève! of economic relations that is much I1igher40
. · 

A lot of French investors and mul1 inational corporations màintain their 

presence in Nigeria because the country is the Jargest African market -and France 

acknowledges and respects this fact, as mentioned earlier. · Fmthermore, the 

Nigeria~Cameroonian border clashes, especially, the Bakassi peninsula's issue on which 

the two dragged each other to International Courl of Justice (ICJ) in the late 1990s and 

was decided in 2002, did not degenerate into full-scale war. On the strength of these, we 

can safely say that the Nigeria/France <livide is not as precarious as it is amplified in the 

literature. More so, it is no longer in France's interest to subvert Nigeria. 

S. B. Peters vividly captures this by sayi11g that in spite of close cultural, 

economic, and political linkages between France and its Fr~ncophone dependencies in 

West Africa and in spite of an attempt to dismember Nigeria by supporting the 
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secessionists, as well as other irritants in Nigeria/France relations, France aéknowledges 

the eçonomit benefit it could derive from Nigeria. To quote him: 

France neverthe/ess recognised the importance of Nigeria for 
French economic expansion. A,5 early as 1965, the French 
govemment had tried to encourage iis industria/ists to invest in 

· Nige,:ia because it (?ffered extensive economic reward'i to be reaped 
· in full, in the.fi1ture41

. . · 

To underscore this, from 1973, France had inq·eased its commerciai 

relationship with Nigeria by encouraging Fren~h companies to invest in the country, 

especially in the area of automobilès, pneumatic tyre, oil ~xploration, distribution, 

banking, agro-allied and construction. According to Pèters, this French penetration of 

Nigeria's economic sector is to secure a pr.esence in sub-Saharan African's largest 

ec:onomy. He concludes that while Nigeria could not oppose France's considerable 

influence in its ex-colonies, both now and in future, France itself cannot afford to 

underestimate Nigeria's economic and political potentials in West and Central Africa
42

. 

Oscar Ede corroborated this with the hint that in the French Africanist circles, Nigeria bas 

been seen as a threat to France's influence in the neighbouring Francophone states simply 
' . 

because of its enormous population and wealth. He also rightly maintained that Nigeria's 

political relations with France during its first decade of nationhood were stormy, but 

"their ec:onomic relations went ahead largely undisturbed"43
. Besides, French corporate 

interest in Nigeria would appear not to have sought, either by comm~ssion or omission, to 
. . 

incur the displeasure of the Nigerian authorities. From .1972 onwards, Nigeria was to 

become one of the principal suppliers of petroleum to France. The 1973 Yom Kippur war 

in the' Middle East intensified this possibility. Starting from 1976, . Nigeria became 

France's m~st important customer in Black Africa and its third customer in Africa 

(behind Algeria and Morocco) in overaU commercial interactions. Nigeria's major export 

product ~s crude oil - ar~ounting to about 95 percent of Nigeria's total exports to France. 
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In terms of the volume of French oil supplies from other countries, Nigeria ranks third 
. . . 

afl:er Saudi Arabia and Iraq. Cocoa, fruits, and Jeather are items that France imports from 

Nigeria. France on the other hand exports rr1yriad of commercial and industrial products 

to Nigeria starting from vehicles;. including completely knocked down (CKD) parts 30 -

40 per cent, to sugar 14 per cent, heavy equipments and· materials 12 per cent and 

petroleum products about 6 per cent. There is also thé Michelin; a Nigerian based French 

tyre manufacturing company which covers 60 perce.nt ofthe local market needs. In the. 

oil sector, ELF-Aquitaine is involved in research and production,. white TOTAL is the 

leading petroleum distributor in the country'14
. 

As it stands today, the Michelin plant in Port Harcourt has just been closed 

down. The i-eason given for the closure is that the plant is not internationally èompetitive 

any more, as compared with the other sites of the grou·p. However, the company intends 

to focus on sales and gum trees planting in Nigeria45
. Also the shares owned by the 

Nigerian· government and Peugeot France have been sold to a Nigerian private sector
46

. 

Today, the French oil giant -·Total .is into a huge investment in the Nig::rian oil and·gas 

sector. Fm: instance, its output at Amenam field reached 120,000 million barrels per day 

in January 2005: The Amenam field contains reserves of around one billion barrels of oil 

equivalent. Total's Akpo field is expected to corne online in 2008, with estimated output 

capacity 225,000 million barrels per da/7
. 

In sum, to France, Africa accounts for 100 per cent supply of uranium and 

cobalt, 75 per cent of manganese, 56 per cent qf chrome, 33 per cent of iron ore, 25 per 

cent of lead. So Fr~nce's frantic efforts at màintaining foreign troops, military bases, sales 

of arms and military technical assistance to countries in West. and Central Africa are to 

perpetrate France' s influence in the area for the purposes of ,various .forms of economic 

exploitation. Precisely, France has extensive economic investments in Nigeria, it nieans 
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that its· economic linkage with Nigeria is very. important to the health · of its national 

economy, e~en if it is indirect; therefore, it has a stake in ensuring that Nigerian economy 

remains viable and its polity stable
48 

. 

. Again, the link between France and its ex-colonies is not always as firm as the 

Iiterature suggests; going by the submission of Richard Joseph and Ornotayo Olaniyan
49

. 

In the same vein, Margaret Vogt reminds us that i.t is not ail the Francophone_ countries 

that niay be willing to allow France to use their territories. against Nigeria's interests -

Iike the Republic of Benin did during the Nigerian Civil War. Furthermore,.she is of the 

view that most.Francophone states in the sub-region have only returned to France afl:~r an 

unstable relationship, simply because there is no credible alternative - using Matthew 

Kerekou's Beninoise Marxist government's declaration and Republic of Niger's Seyni 

Kountche and the Chadian Government of National Unity's (GUNT) declarations, as 

exainples50
. Put differently, 1t cou Id. be. said that the Francophone countries are not. 

entirely homogenolls in their political leaning and reaction. For example, there were the 

. radical and anti-French groups that have allowed East European and other West European 

and North American countries to penetrate their economies. Those in this group inçlude 

Republic of Gu~nea under Sekou Toure, Mali under Mousa Traore, Benin Republkunder 

Mathieu Kerekou, and Burkina Faso under Thomas Sankara etc. Be that as it may, French 

influence in these countries is still noticeable in the areas of import and export51
. It is 

worth noting thàt ·among Nigetia's immediate neighbours at some point in time, Benin 

Republic was .radical; Chad Republic pro-french; while Niger Republic and Cameroon 

were moderates. Economie, geo-strategic and ethnie factors have made Benin and Niger 

to be areas of the least threat to Nigeria, but because of the.resource potentials in Bakassi 

and Enung peninsulas; Cameroonian borders with Nigeria are now explosive. 
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On boundary issue, the literature is replete with records_ of boundary disputes 

and border incidences bctween Nigeria and its neighbours. As rnentioned earlier, the 

arbitrary boun~iary delineation of Africa has worked in a manner that has distorted the 

ethno-political features of the continent - hence members. of the sàn1e ethnie group find 

themselves under different political sovereignties52
. The_ s~mmary of the causes of these 

conflicts in the · boundaries shared by Nigeria and its Francophone neighbours are: 

imprecision .of the boundaries; the presence of vital economic, and mainly, minerai 

resources within the frontier zone and · trans-border activities of the borders 

• · 53 . commumt1es .. 

It lrns been observed; therefore, that the bou11daries between Nigeria: and. its 

neighbours are frontiers of contact rather than that of separation. Indeed, the volume of 

· unrecorded cross-border commerce between Nigeria ·and each of its neighbours exceed 

that of official (recorded) transactions54
. These cross~borde~ activities are either to collect · 

taxes or arrest criminals as well as crossing of border by people who exploit currency 

disparities and ethnie affinities ·_ to deal illegally in currencies and goods. )ndeed, S. 

Ukpabi and Aforka Nweke catalogue the cross-border incidences that have occurred 

betwecn Nigeria and its neighbours in the past three decades. For instance in 1970, many 

of the 60, 000 Nigerian workers in Fernando Po l~land were killed beforc the Nigerian 

government evacuated the rest. In the 1970s, the Chadian and Nigerien governments 

becan1e very hostile to Nigerians living there such that by May 1976, the Chadian 

gendarmes killed some Nigerian Policemen in a border clash, apart from the fact that 

there was' an incursion into Nigeria through Chad during the Nigerian Ci~il War years. In 

March 1981, Beninoise military unit violated Nigeria's western border. Also in May 1981 

and in the 1990s borde,· incidence occurred along Nigeria/Cameroon border55
. 
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S. a.· feters also shed more light on the series of these border incid_ences. He 

wrote that in 1983 Chad occupied some Nigerian Islands that separate it from Chad. lt 

took some military actions to recover them A)so Equatorial Guinea's border.with Nigeria 

in the Bight of Benin offNigeria's South E.astern flank made it a very strategic beachhead 

for any maritime or air invasion of Nigeria. In 1988, a diplomatie row occurred between 

Nigeria and Equatorial Guinea because South Africans \-Vere invited to help develop the 

runaway in the state capital - Malabo and build communication· facilities there. This was 

when· South Africa was still the bastion of apartheid and racism - that which Nigeria 

vehemently fought at international fora and as such · became an archenemy 0.f the 

apartheid government. Sorne Nigerians thought that Equatorial Guinea should hav~. been 

annexed in 1973 when Nigerian contract labourers working on the cocoa plaiü'ations thcre 

- under a labour agreement between the two countries, were summarily expelled without 

justification56
. 

Bolaji Akinyemi reasoned that some of the problems which Nigeria has with 

many. of its neighbours are, perhaps, derivable from their perception that the military 

option is not regarded as a vital instrument for the implementatiol'l of Nigerian foreign 

policy. He, therefore, suggested that the armed forces should be properly fündeâ and 

maintained, in· order to be mobilized for nation~) security57
. But even if Akinyemi's 

argument on underfunding of the military could be sustained at that time, an alternative 

. position is that Nigeria does not employ force in its international relations, except on ve~y 

rare cases. Apart from that, Akinyemi is of the view that the nation's military spending is · 

not enough or that the kind of attention· "needed to devote to the .a~med forces" is 

deficient, but in today's internatiorial relations, a militant and active foreign policy is not 

mainly predicated on outright exercise of military might to reinforce a foreign policy 

position, but on a wide range of other important factors like the stat{,s of the economy, the 
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nation's.global image arid credibility, quality of the leadership and morate·ofthe domestic 

population, and other such like factors. 

Howeyer, more fundamental is the arb1trary nature of stat_es' and territoriàl 

deiineation in Africa by colonialists that clearly has adverse effects on their international 

relations. J.F. Ade-Ajayi, A. I. Asiwaju, Akin Mabogunje and Michael. Crowder speak to 
' ' . . . ··. . . 

this. Again, whereas boundaries of modern Éuropean states evolved over centuries as a 

result · of revisions .after wars · and conquests; the states' boundaries in Africa were 

delineated.by imperial fiat in less than two years. Subsequently, national sovereignty was · 

enforced by the colonisers, whereas, this idea of exclusive state jurisdiction and boundary 

autonomy, especially with characteristic restriction on people's movement was alien .. to 

Africari culture and tradition because African population was constantly migrating. So, 

there was no formai definition or delineation or boundaries as done by the colonial 

masters. What obtained then was that territories traditionally contracted or .expanded 

based on whether rulers lost or gained territories after wars or as result of substantial 

· . · 58 m1grat1on . 

' 
This type of scenario is what K. J. Holsti called 'inadequate stateness' ofthese 

. . . 

states - which in iurn gave rise to intractable problerns of state rnaking because of their 

arbitrary creation59
. Unfortunately," the Organizat:ion of African Unity (OAU) (i1ow, . 

African Union (AU) ernphasizes the retention and sanctity or inviolability of boundaries 

that were arbitrarily delineated by the colonial powers, and this is what is generating the 

various border skirmishes such as the ones mentioned60
. · In a recent book pub li shed in his 

honour, Oluyemi Adeniji, the immediate. past (Nigerian) Ferlerai Minister of Externat. 

Affairn touched on the said principie of non-interference in the internai affairs of states by 

making reference to how it was pointed out by the immediate past Secretary General of 

the United Nations {Kofi Arman) in his 'Agenda for Peace' that there is a need for a more 
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flexible interpretation of article 2, paragraph 7 on non-interference by the organization in 

the affairs of its members. Also that the Secretary Genei-al of the Organization of African 

Unity (OAU) equally queried the sanctity of Article 3 paragraph 3 of the OAU Charter 

whiclr forbade interference in the internai affairs of members. Adeniji is of the opiiüon 

that one should not be indifferent when there is a .crisis 'next door' only on the excuse .of 

non-interference in the affairs of neighbour~ - which is consonant with Owolabi' s 

position that the principle is now dysfunctional as it is obsolete due to the contemporary 

realities in the international. arena61
. 

According to Bassey Ate, T. A lmobighe62
, Abubakar Tafa,wa Balewa and Jaja 

Wachukwu, Nigeria has no regional expansionist ambition. It was said that through a 

United Nations (UN) plebiscite in 1961, Northern Caineroon willingly decided to remain 

in Cameroon. But in the thinking of Nigeria's immediate neighbours, it séems Nigeria has 

· sub-imperial potentials - given its demographic, military and economic strength. Indeed 

to capture the non-expansionists policy of Nigeria, Sir Abubakar Balewa - the then 

Nigerian Prime Minister said in a speech: 

On the problem ~f boundaries, our vie111 is that although in the past 
some of these were created artiflcial(J'.... nevertheless those 
bo1111daries should be respected and in the interest c!f peace, must 
re,main the recognised boundaries until such limes as the peoples 
concerned of their own fi·ee will to merge into one, not by force or 
through undue pressure to change, since such inte,1fere11ce could 
o ·1/y result in unrest and in harm to the oJJerall plan for the future <!( 
t/tis great continent63

• . · . 

The first Nigerian Minister of Foreign Aff airs and.Commonwealth Relations also echoed 

this positio11: 

He hav~ in Africa to-day some àrtificial boundaries that hav~ heen 
established most 1111-realistically; wide(v scattered ~ribal gro11ps; 
jirmily relations broken. .. Thal the normal urge, a/ter i11depe11de11cc. 
is to seek to bring together these people ~i1/10 have been separatedfor 
s11 long. But- there is the question <?f linguistic, cultural and political 
differences ... ; a,id any attempt to adopt suc!, a pobcy (merger) 110w 
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will resu/J in chaos... 71,erej<Jre, existing bmindaries must be 
recogmsed 1111/ess the people or the states concemed decide on their 
ownfree will to merge or remcwe such bo1111daries64

• · 

The significance of the citations lies in the fact that successive Nigerian 

governmenfs have kept the spirit and letters of the declaration. For instance, the 

diplomatie row be1 ween Nigeria and Cameroon on the border areas between the. two 

countries on Bakas:-i Peninsula was taken to International Court of Justice (ICJ) in March 

1994. On the issue, Cameroon alleged that "it could not sit down with Nigeria in the same 

room without thin' parties being present -·· to sec fair play". To Richard Akinjide, this 

claim is unfounded because, for instance, in one of the world's largest joint development 

zones. shared betwcen Nigeria and Sao Tome and Principe, it was agreed that 60 per cent 

will go to Nigeria ( with a population of 120 million, at least), and 40 per cent will go to 

Sao Tome and PriJ1cipe (which has a population of approximately 120, 000). The .. same 

goes for the Nigeria's maritime boundary trealy with Republic of Benin. In all of these, 

no attempt was made by Nigeria to pressurize its much smaller neighbours into an unfair 

bargain. More so, Nigeria, Republics of Benin and Niger have a Joint· Boundary 

Commission whièh meets regùlarly to resolve issues on their common boundary. · With the 

engagement of modern technology like satellite imagery, issues are resolved amicably 

without fear or favour, in spite of.the clisparity in the population sizes of the respective 

countries65
. 

Lastly, on sub-regional security and Nigeria, it is obvious that the country has 

in its neighbourhood some of the world's poorest- c<;>untries with substantially untapp~d 

'minerai resources, yet it has the potential of leading these surrounding countries and even 

far beyond .. Regrettably, the West African sub-region, until recèntly, was relatlvely more 

stable than oth.er parts of Africa. One of the rea:sons for the recent volatility of the sub

regÎon, according to the repott of Econ Centre for Economie Analysis on ','Economie 
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Driving.Forces of Violent Conflicts and War" -- commissioned by Norwegian Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs is that, most of the violent an~J seemingly intractable wars in Africa (an~. 

West Afrï'ca: Sierra Leone, Liberia, Guinea and now, Cote d'Ivoire, etc, in particular) 

have economic agenda. In other words,. these wars are driven by greed not grievances. lt 

was also reported that in the world today, more than 90 per cent of armed cor1flicts take 

. place within rathct than between states. Again, out of the 101 conflicts between 1989 

(when the Cold War ended) and 1996, 95 of them were internai and most were in 

developing and transition countries66
. ln the light of this, if Nigeria warits to tackle the 

. . . 

issue .of its national security frontally, it carinot but be concerned m distant lands, 

especially at its West and Central African 'backyard'. 
' 

Going by · Abubakar Momoh' s account, the West African sub-region is 

currently in a flux of conflicts: Liberia, Sierra Leone, Cote d'Ivoire, Guinea and so forth. 

The conflicts are said to be hydra-headed ranging from. dispüte over governance to 

boundary disputé 7. Christopher Tuck attributes the declihing state of security in the sub

region to state collapse, political fragmentation, and. 'war~lordism' and late cum 

inadequate intervention from the UN. Ali these are the manifestation of post. Cold War 

conflict .which is aècompanied with the problem of grossly displaced pèople and other 

forms of humanitarian disasters68
. 

In this event, Nigeria could not afforc;l to be indifferent; hence, it provided the 

bulk of_ the forces in the ECOW AS Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) peacekeeping 

op~rations when Liberia went through the spasm of Civil Warin the 1990s. Out of 8,430 .. 

troops, Nigeria had 4,908, Ghana 1,028, Guinea 609, Tanzania 747, Uganda 760, Sierra

Leone 359, The Gambia 10, and Mali 1069
. 

In concluding this section, the words of the former Nigerian Head of State Rtd. 

General Ibrahim Badamosi Babangida are very relevant: 
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In a .5ub-region of sixleen cmmlries where out <?f three West Africans , 
is a Nigerian, il is imperative that any regime i11 this cou11try should 
relentlessly strive towards the preve111io11 or avoidance <?f the 
deterioration of any crisis which · threatens to jeopardise !"; 
compromise the stability, prmperity and security of the sub-region '0• 

2.2 Thcoretical Framcwork for Analysis 

· Tradition~lly, s~curity hns becn n subject of vnrious interpretntions by scholnrs 

and analysts. Arnold Wolfers posits that "security rises an·d falls with the ability ~fa 

nation to deter an attack or to defeat it71
". Morton Berkowitz and P. G. Bock see it a~" ... 

the ability of ~ nation to protect its internai values from. external threats72
". To 

Mohammed Ayoob, the term security is "that which ·threatens or have the potential to 

bring down or weaken state structures, both territorial and institutional and goveming 

regimes7
~". So in the Third World, state security is also synonymous to regime survival; 

because any threat that can hamper state's. and regime's effective performance of its 

duties, both at domestic level and at the lev el of international politics, is considered to be 

a national security" risk. He is also of the opinion that security must impact mainly and 

firmly rooted within the realm of political consequences, though other societal variables 

· may filter into the security calculus74
. 

What we can deduce from these orthodox definitions or· conceptualizations of 

security ïs th~t they are state-centric and speak mainly of military capability to ward-off 

external aggression or subdue an aggressor. But the meaning and scope of security, as 

employed in this study, transcends this traditional usage. lt occupies a predominant 

position as a c.onèept within International Relations and is central to the understanding of 

interstate relations. Security was used as an instrument by the super powi~rs in their Cold 

War rivalry. It was focused at either rolling back Communis~ or at containing domino 

and cascading effects of Capitalism. In a way, the French .involvement in Africa during 

the Cold War era was actually complimentary to larger North Atlantic Treaty 
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Organization's (NATO's) design - which was salient during the rivalry between the East,. 

' 75 and the West . In fact, United States of America - the leading NATO power has 

cultivated the habit of deferring to metropolitan initiatives in African continent, except in· 

critical cases such as Zaïre (Shaba), Southern Africa and an important state like Nigeria. 

This US/NATO position on African issues at that time was borne out of the fact that it is 

cost effective for NATO as well as· the US. Also colonial ties between the imperial 

powers and their colonies makes it possible to utilize specialist experience [of. the 

colonialists) in working with Africans rather than a generalised Western response. 1t is 

this same design that made the US to condone Fran~e to use its limited military resources 

for interventionist end.eavours in Africa because it is not antithetical to NATO's/West's 

strategic design in that continent76. France through this means had legitimize·d its (and 

NATO's) involvement in Africa. The US and Britain could not freely do this without 
.. 

provoking or risking series of reactions among Africans and without risking some kind of 

counter-action by the Soviet Union and its allies. But in the guise of bilateral agreement 

or a pretext of legjtimate invitation, France had dispatched troops to many of its erstwhile 

colonies. 

Again, in the traditional sense, security as seen by the Realists and Idealists is 

pre-occupied by a particular type of state and how it is to be peacefully maintained. 

According to Barry Buzan, security was seen as that whièh mainly concerns the great 

powers. Whae saying this, he employed the Realist viewpoint - that eventually dominates 

security debate in International Relations 77
. This development was what Ied to Strategic 

St.udies because super powers rivalry requires that they keep abreast of the Iatest. 

developments ~n· weaponry, warning systems and similar issues. Thus, the need to change·· 

the concept of secutity became unnecessary and dangerous in order not to rupture the 
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del~cate balan'ce that had pr:evented nuclear conflict. Obviously, from this Realist · 

template, Third World security hardly features. 

Going by Lloyd Pettiford's _account, this Realist paradigm makes reg1me 

survival the ~ssence of Third World security. Governments' preoccupation was to mainly 

keep 'minimum values' which they use to justify keeping internai order at any cost.. This 

in tur·n led to repression and expenditure to satisfy certain narrow interests. Therefore, as 

defined by the Realists school, security is negligent of the imperatives of many people in 

world's poorer states. 1t is only the Pluralists and Structuralists paradigms of security that 

challenged the· Realists paradigm. While the Realists use a "billi.ard ball" mode! of 

International Relations, the Pluralists see the world as a "~obweb" - where many actors 

. are in interactive sessions. To them, security is Jess about self help, but more on the idea 

of well being. They emphasize wars, but glorify international stability. The Structuralists 

are of the Dependency school. They have 'Marxian' persuasion - wh~re copious . 
explanation of international relations and mode of production and contradictions 

generated there-from is attributed to 'class struggle78
'. 

According to K. Booth, in view of the contemporary development in interstate 

interactions, security is no longer on military matter·s alone, because many Third World 

problems could no longer be understood using only the traditional doctrine of security79
. 

In line with Booth, Tony Blair - immediate past British Prime Minister appropriately 

remarked on the occasion of ~ATO's 501
h anniversary, that: 

... We ca1111ot ignore new po/itical ideas in other countries tf we wa111 

to innovate. we cannot tum our backs 011 conjlicts and the violation 
of human rights in other cmmtries [f\ve still u·anl to be secure80

_ 

K. Booth and Tony Blair are not alone, Lloyd P~tiiford anà Meiissa Curley, 

Sola Akinrinade, J. A Tickner and Caroline Thomas also strongly believe on the need for 

re-co~ceptualisation or re-exàmination of security. Pettiford and Curley are of the view 
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that secürity has a fixed meamng m International Relations, but this meanmg 1s 

undergoing some modifications in r~cent years81
. J. A. Tickner pointed out that since 

1983 when.Barry Buzan's book - "People, States and .Fear" came out; the concept has 

been redefined, re-theorized, reconceptualised or refi.gured82
. Barry Buzan himself has 

this to say: "Security, in its prevailing usage, the concept is so weakly developed as to be " 
' . . 

inadequate83
" - this is what dominated his thought and analysis in the above mentioned 

book. 

In the ·same vein, Sola Akinrinade construes that the concept and issues of 

security, as contained in the literature, are largely of Western origin and cannot be 

automatically applied to Africa and Third World situations. Citing Mohammed Ayoob, 

Arnold Wolfers.and Walter Lippman, Akinrinade pointed out that security, according to 

them, is based on the notion that most threats are externàlly generated and that these · 

threats a~e military in nature; which require military response, if the security of the state is 

to be preserved84
. 

Akinrinade further reasoned that one · interesting development after the 

recession of nuclear threat and perceived decline of military power, an enlargement or 

broader concepts of security in Western discourse emerged. ~t this point discussion on 

threats of terrorism, drugs and environment began to appear. But in Africa, various threats 

of secession, irredentisrn, and border dispute as weU as legitimacy crisis have coritinued 

to perturb the se'curity of regimes - hence us1ng the orthodox definition of sec~irity for 

Africa is problematic and inadequate. in this event, we should be speaking of endogenous 
. . 

African security concerns rather than the ones that are externaÜy conditioned. 

Caroline Thomas' seminal work on expanding the definition of security to suit 

the Third World countries situations is apposite for reference here: 
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Security does not simply refer lo the milita,y dimension, as il is <?fie11 
assumed in Western .discussions <l lhe concept, but to the. lvhole 
range of dimensions of a state 's _exi.~lence which are already taken 

· care of in the inore developed statel.). 

Horace Campbell aligns with the position of Pettiford, Curley, Akinrinade, 

. Tickner and Thomas on the need to expand the definition of security. He emplo.ys 

Afrocentric .intellectual tool, În the tradition of Amilcar Cabral, Cheikh Anta Diop ând 

Frantz Fanon in challenging the unsuitability of the conventional Eurocentric notion of 

peace and security, which, according to him, is either ahi"slorical or selectively historical 

and ideologises the African situations. He concluded by saying that .this conventional 

notion is hot only peripheral in treating the African situation, but also could not·whoJly 

expl~in the main issues surrounding conflicts in Africa86
. 

Also on the expansion or reconceptualisation of security, Mary Kaldor is of the 

view that after the Cold War, hopes are that global security concept will expand and 

encompass wider range of other issues; which are meant to supplant the narrow, defence 

oriented concepts aimed mainly on security of nations and blocs. Military spending was · 

expected to drop dramatically and thus many wars prevented. But these hopes were 

dashed even almost two decades afler the Cold War; when rhetoric pervaded the globe on 

the need for respect and promotion of hÙman rights, democratization,. and activation _o'r 

the civil society. This rhetoric is at odds with continuing violence, insecürity and 

militarism; couple with the fact that there are more wars and the attendant refugees' crisis 

and displaced persons87
. 

Kaldor continues by saymg that military spending has only dropped with. 

respect to the defunct Soviet Union, but not with Western Europe and the US. To ber, ail 

these are a product of misdiagnosis of the sources of insecurity and meant to allow the 

fantasies of technologists, military industrial institutions, military planners, the spin- of 

. . 
instant television · coverage and traditional assumptions of diplomats to dominate our 
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definitions of security issues. By extension,. this explains the unwillingness of advanced 

countries to engage their armed forces to take iesponsibility in enforcing global security 

in areas outside 'home' as the need arises, no matter how imperative and expedient such 

could be. To these advanced countries and their security planners, new wars are merely 

described as 'military operations other than war' or 'low intensity conflicts' or 'internai 

conflicts'. Retired military officers, une1nployed military specialists, mercenar·y groups 

and unpaid or spatially paid regular armies are the major characters in the new wars. They 

make light weapons available or sell them at the black market. They are the ones that 

contribute to the unending series ·of new wars, especially in Africa88
. 

ln order to properly locate Nigeria's national security m relation with its 

neighbours within the context of security de~ate, it is fruitful to refer to D. Deudney and 

S. Watt whose submission is. that: today, security encompasses numerous actors and 

issues. Fùrthermore, there is no gainsaying the fact that security of many of the actor:s is 

closely linked; hence, it is not profitable to study any: type of actor in isolation 

(atomistically), but rathet as a part of a whole (holistically). But we must be careful not to 

consider all threats to human well-being as threats to security89
. What is clear now is that, 

there is a changé in paradigm. This paradigm shift should not be seen as if the world is on 

a cutting--edge of profound historical change. Again, there · is no doubting the, fact that 

expansion or re~conceptualization of security is desirable and justifiabÎe, but the rapidity 

of this change does not guarantee or readily present a finished theory. 

Strategic Studies leapfrog_ the Realists paradigm of focusing security deb~tes 

only on state actqrs and military affairs alone: But the end o_f the Cold Wa1' and the threat 

of nuclear · war ( on which Strategic Studies were based) did n_ot me.an disappearance_ of 

. threats of nuclear war, but gave way to other actors and issues that împact on security 
. . ' . 

debate. li is within this new process that the security needs and realities of the Third 
: . . 
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World countries are appreciated and given vent. This explains why Mohammed Ayoob 

opined that: 

The orthodox de.finition of securily is ètlmocentric and slatist. lt lvas 
1101 value neutral and perhaps a Westem ahf,;.lorical and acultural 
geueralization. (1hen), ifs redejinitio11 or reco11cephtalization, 
expansion or re-theorization is somewhat more historical and 
culturally specijic90

• 

Having said the foregoing, it is, therefor·e, within this prism that we would be 

able to locate Nigeria, in the security debate. By so doing, we would be able to situate 

Nigeria's national security vis-à-vis its neighbours. lt should be add.ed also that, to the 

' . 
· detriment of human security, most Third World leaders' making and implementing 

foreign and domestic policies are preoccupied (if not obsessed), by state and regime 

security and they shape their policies accordingly. This expiains why security vote 
' . 

accounts for about 19 percent of most Third World countries total annual budget9 1
. In 

fact, some states in the Third World normally understate military éxpenditures and hide 

security expenditures under different budget headings; hence, the actual percentage of it 

in the national budget is often higher than those present~d to the public92. Regime security 

in the Third .world are mostly guaranteed by the armed forces (military and para-military 

alike), hence, defence, security and/or military budgetary allocations are heavy. It is on 

the strength of the paradigm shift, as evident in the foregoing narrative that we see~ to 

correct the anomaly evident in the focus and coverage of the term security, doing so 

especially by critically appratsmg national security . in Nigeria' s relations with its 

neighbours today . 

. We want to add, for emphasis, that national security is not the sàme thing as the 

defence and survival of the state; because it is within the context of erroneous impression 

of national security that the military arrogates security responsibilities of the state only to 

itself3
. Apart from that, civilian statesmen have also fraudulently used national security 
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as a political rhetoric merely to rally the citi.zens in face of internai or externat threats to 

the government in power, whereas, national security is not synonymous with regime 

survival94
. National security embodies the state's sovereignty, inviolability of its 

territorial inkgrity and the rights of the individual and collective self defence against 

internal/external attacks or threats95
. ln fact, the state · is secure · to ·the extent that the 

entire people under it has a consciousness of belonging to a common sovereigri political 

community, enjoy equal political freedom, human rights, ·economic opportunities and 

when the state itself is able to ensure independenc~ in its development and foreign policy. 

In other words, "security relations ... must be understood in a wider and subtler 

term than the crnde employment of violence ... · lt requires the integration of military, 

economic and political factors, not an approach that presumes the independence of these 

factors in shaping the exterior behaviour of other states96
". The advantage of 'expanded 

agenda'. of national security is that it presents security problem as a synthesis of political, 
. . ' . 

econornic, socio-psychological, military and geo-strategies for meeting the challenges or 

threats to the survival of new states in international politics97
. 
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Chapter Three 

Nigeria and its Neighbours. in Geo-political Context 

This chapter on Nigeria and its neighbours in geo-political context atternpts a 

definition of the concept of neighbourliness/neighbourhood in ail ramifications. It goes 

fürther in its second part to situate Nigeria in its neighbourhood - focusing on its pecuiiar 

endowments and its global engagements. The third section explores the peoplçs, cultures 

and countries sharing borders with Nigeria in Wes~ and Central Africa. It discusses the 

impact of coloni.alism on the peoples and countries in the Nigeria neighbourhood - both 

categorized as· 'contiguous' and 'political'·neighbours. The former is so characteriz~d as a 

result of proximity while the latter do not share contiguous boundary with it and perhaps 

are not within its West African strategic zone, they are far apart, yet their internai spasm 

or incidence .have critical implications for Nigeria' s national security and status. 

3.1 The Concept of Neighbourliness in International Relations 

Basically, a neighbourhood is a srnall physical area ernbedded within a 1.arger 

area in which people inhabit dwellings. Thus, it is a geographic and social subset of a 

larger unit. In the process, there is a collective lifü that emerges from the social networks 

that have arisen among the residents and the set of institutional arrangeinents that overlap 

these networks. That rneans that the neighbourhood is inhabited by ~eople who perceive 

themselves to' have a cornmon interest in that area and to whom a common life 1s 

available. Neighbourhood also has some tradition of identity and continuity over time1
• 

Most neighbourhoods have been characterized by heterogeneity of population 

simply because of increase in the 1mmber of immigrants2
. The following could easily be 

used to determine the boundaries of a neighbourhood; settlement, grnwth and history .of 
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the area, local identification with the area, the local presence of natural and artificial 

barriers, such as ;ivers and highways3
. 

Neighbourhood symbolises that image that we call 'home' and serves as a 

haven of safely and belonging4
. Complementary to the doctrine which treated the Western 

hemisphere as the exclusive preserve of US, the Good Neighbourhood policy embodies 

the idea that US-Latin American relations should be conducted on the basis of sovereign 

equality and ~utual cooperation5
. Good neighbourhood therefore is anchorecl primarily 

on the fact of territorial contiguity and more often than not, on socio-cultural similarities 

which transcend international boundaries6
. 

It must b·e stated at this stage that Ùrba:n decay in many major metropolitan areas 

of the world have implications for neighbouring states. Part of which is the fact that crime 

represents an intense threat to neighbourhood life .. This also underlines the fact that the 

. sources of threat to neighbourhood life are internai and externaf. Furthermore,' the higher 

the rate of crime the higher the tendency of disrupting the capacity for maintaining · 

control in the neighbourhood. For instance, residents may withdraw from participation in 

.community affairs because of the heightened fear and anxiety. If such withdrawal from 
. ~ . 

local networks becomes widespread, the sense of rnutual responsibility. among the 

residents is underrnined, and those who are able to do so may attempt to physically 

abandon the neighbourhood. at the earliest possibilit/. This is the nature of national 

security that this thesis s_eeks to examine. 

In this study, we will be seeing a definition of neighbourhood in the following 

senses - a limited number of states linked together by a geographic relationship and· by a 

degree of rnutual interdependence; geographical proximity, common bonds · ( ethnie, 
. . 

linguistic, cultural, historical and social), economic interdependence, regular and intense 

relationships among the constituent units, and common perceptions of the regional sub-
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system - as well as a 'we-feeling'9
. A shared neighbourhood irnplies burden-sharing and 

joint responsibility in addressing regional problems among ail partners10
. 

One of the cardinal principles to ensure good neig.hbourliness as shown in the 

experience oflndia with its neighbours like Pakistan, Maldives, Bhutan, Bangladesh, 

Nepal and Sri Lanka, include:. 

• The 'senior' neighbour does not ask for reciprocity but gives ail that it caµ, in 

good fajth and trust. 

• None of the countries in the neighbourhood should allow its territory to be Üsed 

· against the interest of another country of the region. 

• 

• 

• 

No~è will interfere În the internai affairs of another 11 
. 

AU the countries in the neighbourhood must respect each other's .territoria.l 

integrity and sovereignty. 

Enhancing that . ail their disputes are settled through peaceful bilateral 

negotiations 12
. 

No doubt, these tenets have over the years yielded rich dividends. The same goes for 

Indian/China style of developin& a relationship of friendship, co-operation and good 

neighbourliness, exploiting the potential for favourable growth wherever it exists, and 

seeking to find a fair, reasonable and mutually accèptable solution to the outstanding 

border issue. The facilities to achieving the desired results have manifested in the 

following: 

• a series of high-level visitation; 

• growing bilateral trade and economic co-operation; 

• an agreement on confidence-building measures and 

• the signing ofwider dialogue on security13
. 
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. . 

·Each state within international society, being a cluster of systems organized by 

an administrati~e system responding to and behaving within an environment, seeks to 

influence other states which comprise its environment. The· means of influence ,vary with 

circumstances and. c~pabilities. lt could be said that the role of eàch state in international 

society is determined by its capabilities, its cultural traditions and its environment. In 

which case, sho1t-term conditions, e.g., the personality of leaderships, do not. determine 

state behaviour ultimately, especially if there is a change from the known tradition and 

such changes are always short-lived. What this boils down to is that role behaviour is a 

continuing phenomenon. lt is the behaviour other states expect by reason of traditional 

behaviour patterns14
. 

However, unacceptable roles create response that can be controlled by threat 

and force, bùt orily in the short term. For instance, attempts by the defunct Soviet Union 

to integrate Eastern European econorriics led to increased demands for independence;. US. 

attempts to control Latin American politics have given power to the factions it seeks to 

curb, alliance domination leads tu alliance disintegration, aid offered on unacceptable 

condition promotes responses the aid was designed to avoid, attempts by outgoing 

colonial powers to leave behind a government favourable to them promote hostile 

politicl;ll inovement15
. 

By extension, if an attempt is made to defend or enact unacceptable role,. the 

result will _rather be destructive. To illustrate this, the systematic motivation of states in 

seeking to influence others is not that vague and ·alleged primitive urge to have more 

power and to dominate more people. Rather it is the systemic need to influence or control 

decisions affecting relevant wider system. For instance, a state need. may require it to 

manipulate the environment (i. e., other states) so as to reduce required responses to those 

that are withiri the adjustment capability of'the state. Thus in the thirties, Japan at first 
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made passive attempts to persuade other states ,in its neighbourhood to alter their trading 

policies; and when these were frusfrated, it embarked upon what appeared to be a classic 

case of aggression. Nowadays, these states that are Japan's neighbours (as it is elsewhere) 

have been struggling to be free to determine their own .responses in an environment that 

does not discriminate against them 16
. 

It has been made clear from experience that no regional power can fulfil its 

aspirations without · addressing its problems in the neighbourhood. This means that no 

matter how frustrating, there is no alternative diplomacy available to an aspiring regional 

power (like Nigeria as India, South Africa and Egypt) other than a substantive, patient 

and constructive engagement of its neighbours. Accompanying this for the regional power 

is a huge stake in the rapid economic development of the neighbourhood, without which 

it cannot prosper or secure. ln this regard, .it can work at resolving long-standing conflict 

betwe~n ·and among the neighbouring countries, · integratè their markets or find ways of 

co-operating with other great power. This will no doubt enhance · co-operative secu~ity, 

and former adversaries or potential adversaries will begin to shift their confrontational 

policies17
. 

In saying this, we do not intend that the countries in the neighbourhood should 

merely abstain from violence and tlueats, but there should be an acti".e engagement in a 

search for politicat' solution and a comrnit!.11ent to preventive measures. It also re.quires a 

conversion of the various comi.tries within the neighbourhood to an attitude of good faith 

to one another, as well as the process of building confidence and trust. 

The basic guiding ·principles and objectives of Nigeria's foreign policy find 

expression in its multilateral and· bilateral relations especially with its neighbours and 

Africa in its entirety. Over the years Nigeria has placed a high premium on the 

maintenance and developing of closer relations with its neighbours. The desire was 
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encouraged by its experiences · of the civil war. The promotion of good-neighbourly 

relations with its sister states in the regioo is in Nigeria's enli&htened interest since any 

event occurring in this area has direct impact on Nigeria's security and economic 

interests. One demonstration of such commitment is the lèading role that Nigeria played · 

in the establishment of ECOW AS· - aiming at. not only. promoting agricultural, natural 

. resources, commerce, monetary and financial matters, as well as social and cultural 

matters; it also intended on raising the standard of living. of their peoples; increase and 

maintain economic stability, fostering doser relations among members and countries te 

the progress and development of the African continent 18
. 

One of the primary sovereign i·esponsibilities of astate is the extent to w~ich it 

controls its borders (migration) especially in this globalising age - when finance and 

goods cross borders with relative ease. States are becoming weaker and their boundaries 
,, 

are becoming increasingly porous. In this process, a number of issues are alre:dy being 

noted as potential threats to global and regional security especially in many years to 

come19
. Within a few years, oil reserve will have reached their limit20

. A more valuable 

commodity, water, has already prompted wars and iriternational coliflict and is likely to 

be a major source of insecurity in the twenty-first century21
. As a result of this and other 

resource problems, migration is likely to cont,inue in scale and scope. So, migration will 

continue to be viewed as a threat to human issues of the twenty-first century. 

. As a footnote to the foregoing, we also need to understand the nature and 

character of global neighbourhood. Tt is really a divided neighbourhood, where enormous 

disparities abound. There are eco-dispar_ities, disparities in terms .of access to resources, to 

basic 'human rights, not just political and civil rights, but economic, social and cultural 

rights as well. In the global neighbourhood, there is really a tiny cabal of the wealthiest 

neighbours in . the neighbourhood, who are well to do and have ail the facilities. _They 
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represent a minority in the larger or global neighbourhood. These are the G7 countries -

the wealthiest, most industrialized and the .richest of the world. They represent a global 

· minority. They also represent ~me-seventh of the world's population, but they consume 70 

percent of the world's resources. They live large and well and they are powerful. lt i~ this 

little èiique of neighbours that tends to control the institution of global governance. They 

sort to run the Security Council of the United Nations. They run the neighbourhood 

Chamber of Commerce, that is, the World Trade Organization. They really control the 

neighbourhoocl banks, that is, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF). lt is this G7 that is the little clique in the rich neighbourhood - representing the . . 

ruling minority ~hat are directing the affairs of the other 6 billion people in the world who 
. . . 

do not live in the G7 countries. The latter category represents the seven-eighths of the 

world population22
• 

The two categories in the. neighbourhood have different de finitions of priorities 

for international stability. The G7 clique in the neighbourhood says it is terrorism, 

weapon of mass destruction and nuclear proliferation .- that are gr.eatest threats to the 

neighbourhood. But the others outside. the G7 countries says that the threats to the 

neighbourhood are principally found in poverty, HIV~AIDS and myriad of local conflicts 

within their 'homes' 23
. 

This explains why Nelson ·Mandela - former South African president opined 

that ·the emergence and currency of such concept of "the common neighbourhood" ii1 a 

globalized world, is a ruse. This is because this concept hi des the reality of the continuous 

process of the unequal distribution of power and influence within this global village or 

common neighbourhood. They disguise the fact that countries lose their sovereignty in an 

unequ~I manner. This results in the situation that white the whole human universe, made 

up of different countries, indeed becomes more inter-dependent, some countries wi~hin 
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this umverse assume dominant positions, white others are pushed into dependent 

positions. For instance, what emèrges is the ideological promotion of what could be 

called "Washi~gton consensus" which focuses mainly 011 "market fundamentalism'' and 

deification of the free market system or the subjection of human evolution t~ the dictates 

· · 24 
of the frec market system . 

Therefore, · many leading countries in the continent (e.g. Nigeria and South 

Africa)° stri_ve, no matter how limited, to contribute to the determination of outcome of 

international d_iscussion that will inevitably impact on their future ~s a country and as a 

people. Accompanying this are the desires of these countries to build a human univ.erse 

that truly addrèsses the interests of the poor and marginalized of our common world. So, 

ail nations of the world whether rich or poor, whether from the North or the So~th, must 

consider it a duty to build a humane and people-centred society. This is the basis for the 

quest t~ redirect the definition of national security front orthodox military worldview to 

that of promoting an expansive human-focused or peoplè-oriented definition. 

In the contemporary international system, a global good neighbour ethic carries along 

the following principles: 

• A good neîghbour îs to stop beîng a bad neighb-our. 

• Both the domestic and foreign policies of a good neighbour must be directed to 

improving seourity, quality of life and basiç. rights at home and abroad. 

• The foreign policy of a good neighboll~ must be based on the principle of reciprocity 

rather than domination, mutual well-bein'g rather than cut-throat competition and 

cooperation. than confrontation.· 

• For the nations that are so endowed, a good neighbour will exercise responsible global 

leadership and partnership rather than seeking global doniinance25
. 
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Sorne corollaries to these is a well prepared military that · is capable of repelling 

attacks as well as proactive commitment to improving national and persona! security 

through non-military measures and interriational cooperation, government supporting 

sus~ainable development at home and abroad, and a peaceful and prosperous global 

neighbourhood depends on effective governance at national, regional and international 

levels. An effective government is accountable, transparent and representative. 

The principles enùmerated above are not a detailed blueprint for improved 

international relations but are ethics to guide effective international policy and action in 

· confusing and complex times. They are principles simply meant to guide global 

engagement in order to ensure peaceful neighbourhood and international envirom~1ent. 

They rein,forced the standpoint that everyday good neighbourly practice of self-respect, 

mutual respect· and à spirit of co-operation are tlie proper starting points for mutually 

beneficial international relations26
. What is more, the wellbeing of one ~1ation depends in 

large measure upon the well-being of its neighbours. Good neighbou.rliness requires thàt 
. . 

peace be promoted and war deglorified27
. 

Foi instance a good neighbour Will always repudiate imperialisrn, cultural and 

racial stereotyping and military intervention, rather it will be a leader not a bully (if the 

nation is so endowed) and actively sought to build multilateral co-operation instead of 

assert ·global dominance. 1t will ~lso seek to build (new) international relations that are 

socially, politically and environmentally sustainable28
: 

Following the collapse of the iron curtain and demi se of the Soviet Union, new 

concept'has. emerged in the European integration strategy. The former Eastern European 

· countries that were Socialists were integrated into the EU under what is known · as 

European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP). This .ENP or wider Europe provides .the 

framework for doser cooperation with the neighbouring countries in the newly enlarged 
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Un~on (EU). The Neighbourhood policy asks for continued commitment to common 

values, that is, to implement jointly agreed priorities to efièctive bilateral cooperation and 

co-ordination29
. For sure, this policy would _be a mode! to be copied by many countries of 

the·world, though not former Socialist but those already invigorating their own economic 

integrative efforts too. 

Among other things, this European neighbourhood policy asks for: 

• A democratic and reform-oriented polity, especially from among the European 

·that formerly have a socialist bent; 

• Exploration of possibilities for closer co-operation in the ·area of foreign and 

security policy, including European security defence policy; 

• Alignment with EU positions on regional and international issues; 

• ExP,ansion of trade and economic relations and quickening agreement that will 

provide access to EU markets; 

• Intensification of. ongomg contacts to facilitate the granting of 'market 

economy' status; 

• Intensification of negotiations regarding visa facilitation; 

• Enhancement of co-operation in key sector, including energy, transport, the 

environment, as well as private sector developmènt; 

• Provision of democratic values, rule of law antl strengthening of the civil society 

groups; 

• Facilitation of cross-border contacts and small border traffic as well as establish 

general cross-border co-operation30
. 

What this boils clown to is that Nigeria or the African c<;mtinent needs to be 

proactive, if the EU had increased the tempo of its neighbourhood agenda by appreciating 

that it is not an island. It is surrounded by very close neighbours like Russia in the North 
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East to Morocco in the South West. lt shows an appreciation that Europe is keen on 

working out a smooth neighbour of multinational characters, that is, Russian world, 

Africa ana' Arab wodd31
. This behoves other cont.inents around the globe to begin to 

. initiate similar initiative or invigorate their existing neighbourhood polïcies. 

-3.2 Understanding Nigeria in its Neighbourhood 

The country has often been referred to as the giant of Africa. lts area of 
' . 

373,250 square miles and estimated mid-1959 population of 35,284,000 respectively 

make it four tim~s·and six times that of Ghana32
. The country's demography has changed 

considerably over the years. Today, its population is 138, 283, 240 people - going by July 

. 2008 estimate33
. Hence, the country is easily the most populous country on the African 

~ontinent and the biggest Black country in the world. lt has been playing a most important 

role in world affairs since independence. Nigeria comprises at least 300 tribes and most of . . 

them have their own distinctive languages34
. Nigerian leaders since independence have 

been. so ambitio.us on issues that have to do with African and global development and 

peace35
. For instance, the t.hen Prime Minister, Alhaji Sir Abubakar Tafawa Balewa 

emphasized this point in his historie independence motion in the Nigerian · House of 

Representatives in January 1960 when he said: "The greatest single contribution we can 

rnake to Africa and to world peace generally will be to show how a country containing so 

many diverse elements can find a peaceful solution toits internai difficulties36
". 

Nigeria's nearest English-speaking neighbour, Ghana is rnuch better known .but 

not very popular. Most Nigerians are jealous of the publicity that Ghana gained when she 

becarne independent. Arising from this perhaps, they resent what they see as a Ghanaian 

atternpt to establish Ghana as the leading country in West Africa and to run a Pan-African 

movement frorn Accra. It is notas ifNigerians are averse to the idea of African or united 
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Africa. In 1958, Nigeria refused to send observers to the Accra Conference of Free 

African States ·and Nkrumah. characterized the Nigerian's boycott of the conference as 

being highly unfortunate, to say the least. ln fact, the Lagos Daily Service, an Action 

Group (AG) newspaper, commented that 'it is an egregious insult fo~ the Prime Minister 

of a small cou;ltry~ like Ghana, to essay to be Nigeria' s spokesman
37

'. 

Also in the past, before many Francophone West African coùntries became 
., ... ·,· .' ,, •:: i '·' :, • 1 .• , • '.·' ' 

independent, news on the French Union in Africa are well published in Nigeria but they 

are also often misinterpreted.· French African leaders are often looked on as French dupes . .. . , 

Added to this, Nigeria's ignorance of their French Africans neighbours is that few 

Anglophorie Africans can speak French and also few ~rench Africans, English
38

. 

With a population of 56 million in 1963, increasing to about 70 million in 1973 

and about ~40 million in 2008, Nigeria is the most populous country in Africa. This 

populatioµ .is çlistrib_µted,. n10st :1;lne.yenly 9ver .. its ar.ea of 9.~2,280 square kilon,.etre 
- ,. . . . . ' 

(356,000 square miles) such that a few districts have more than 308 persons per square 

kilometre (800 persans per square mile) while vast areas are virtually uninhabited, having 

less than 4 persans per square kilometre.· For a long period since 1900, this general 

pattern of population distribution in Nigeria has remained the same39
. As shown in 

1952/53 census there is major concentration of population in the country. This pattern is 

similar to what obtained in 1963 and subsists till today40
. · 

Shortly after its independence, Nigeria was glowingly and obviously regarded 

on print as the "largest of the new African states41
". During the civil war years, federal 

spokesmen argued in support of the war effort that "if Nigeria breaks üp, it will be the end 

of Africa42
". Nigeria was described as the "biggest and potentially the richest state in 

Africa43
". and .elsewhere as "one of the more prosperous and contended nations in 

Africa 44
". 
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Nigeria lies on the west coast of Africa. lts borders are contiguous with the 

Republic of Benin to the west, Niger Republic and Chad to the north and the Republic of 

Cameroon to the east. Nigeria today is thickly populated and arguably the wealthiest and 

leading country in Africa. In 2008, its population .stands at about 140,000 people. The 

-1991 census puts country's population at over 88 million. Way back in 1953 the country"s 

population was 55, 558, 168. When it cornes to divei-sity, Nigeria is probably second to 

none in the whole world. It is peopled. by innumerable ethnie groups speaking various 

languages and . dialects. The country is almost practically self-sufficient i!1 minerai 

resources which include petroleum, limestone, tin, columbite, kaolin, gold, silver, coal, 

lead-zinc, gypsum, clay, shale marble graphite, iron-ore, stone zircon, wolfram, 

molybdenite and tantalite. With the vastness, diversity, fertility and resourcefulness of its 

land, Nigeria can sufficiently and comfortably survive on agriculture and tourism alon~45
. 

In colonial days, the early agitators saw themselves as Africans rather than 

Nigerians. Later, wheü independence became a real prospect, they became West Africans, 

dreaming of a West African federation. Though that, too, seemed an improbable basis for 

statehood. It need be said that the size and even the diversity of the country bred it.s own 

. pride. It was the largest country in Africa, many times bigger than the famed .Ghana of 

Nkrumah, three times as populous as the Congo, and the tenth mosf populous state on 
. . . . 

earth. Its federal institutions, the corporations,· foreign service, the armed forces -

provided a melting pot of nationalism46
. 

As regards social life, and in its assertive Africanness, Nigeria contrasts with 

its ex-French neighbours (like Cote d'Ivoire (Ivory Coast)· and Dahomey (Republic of 

Benin). There, the French with their zeal for exporting French civilization left an isolated 

elite, more French than African, living by French subsidies, largely divorcecj from a 

populace scarce]y affected by independence. ln those. countries, much of the 
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administration and most of the big business is still in French hands, hotels, small 

butchers' shops and even cafes are French-owned and French-run. N·igerian life is African 

in ail departments and at all levels. Lit~rnture, both in English and in the Nigerian 

languages, has flourished here (Nigeria) as in no other African country; so has the drama, 

music and sculpture. Government at the local level, which is the .level that matters to the 

people, is shaped by chiefly and traditional conciliar institutions. Though it is a changing 

pattern; the power of the chiefs and the emirs is being eroded by the politicians, while the 

business tycoons are emerging as a new aristocracy. But, even in change, it remains 

Nigerian~7
. Schwarz stressed that; "Nature is kind. If malnutrition still keeps ·ïnfant 

mortality at about 50 percent in the village; this is the result of ignornnce rather than lack 

of good food. It is not easy to starve in Nigeria48
". 

Within West Africa, Nigeria staus is spectacular. For instance, Harrison Church 

came ùp with the following when he was giving a description of the political geography 

of the sub-region: 

The Francophone repu/Jlics occupy three-quarter.5 of the areas; yet 
largf!ly because some of these repub/ics include vast tracts of the 
Sahara, they have under one-third of the total popu/atio11. Nigeria 
one of the larges! a11d most dense/y popu/ated com,tries of the 
Commonwealth has a population Q/ about 65 million (1963 census) 
in an area four limes that qf the United Ki11gdom. Moreover, Nigeria 
haswe/1 over one-half the population of West Africa and about twice 
that of the four limes larger area of thefra11copho11e repuhlics49

. 

The 1985 population of West and some . Central African · countries 1s 

177,946,000, 
50 

and as would be expected, the situation is different ÏI~ 200851 
- as evident 

in the following: 
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Countries J Population Figures Population Figures ! 
- 2008 J 

.,,---B--e-n-in-,-----+',---4.-3-00-.0-0_0 __ ----f------ 8.294--_9_4_1 __ ....,.. ___ I 

/ Burkina Faso 1 8,000,000 15 .-,L4 "73': 1 
,L.U '--~ J .. 

Cameroon · 11,500,000 18,467,692 
Cape Verde 340,000 

' 
426,998 

Cote d'Ivoire 11,soo,o_oo· 18,373,060 ---
Equatorial 370,000 616,459 
Guinea 
The Gambia 800,000 1,735,464 
Ghana 13,588,000 23,382,848 
Guinea Bissau 950,000 ' l·,503, 182 
Liberia 2,191,000 3,334,587 
Mali 885,000 12,324,029 
Mauritania 1,371,000 3,364,940 
Niger 7,728,000 13,272,679 --
Nigeria 88,500,000 138,283,240 
Sao Tome and Not available 206,178 
Principe 
Senegal 7,000,000 12,853,259 
Sierra Leone 3,602 000 ~---.. ----.. ----·· 6,294,774 
Togo 3,000,000 5,858,673 

Apart from population, the rivers in Nigeria also. distinguish the country and link it 

up with many countries in its neighbourhood. For instance, the Niger is Africa's third 

longest river. It rises in the mountains to the north-east of Sierra Leone and runs through 

Nigeria on the last 1227 kilometres of its journey to the sea. The Benue enters Nigeria 

from Cameroon Republic. lt flows into the Niger at Lokoja about 544 kilometres fr011,1 the 

sea, from wherè_the Niger continues southward and empties itself into the Gulf of Guinea 

through a welter of creeks and rivers forming the great Niger delta. The other important 

tributaries of the Niger within Nigeria are Sokoto, Kaduna and Anambra, while Benue 

also ha~ a number of tributaries including Katsina-Ala, Gongola, Taraba, Kùdu and 

Donga ri vers. The other important ri vers are ,the Ogun, Escarvos, Sombero, New Calabar, 

Bonny, Antonio, Opobo, Qualboe, Cross, Old C'alabar and Yo~e with its tributary Bunga. 

The Yobe flows-into Lake Chad in the extrenie north-east of the federation52. 
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Since. independe.nce, the principles guiding Nigeria foreign policy have 

remained consistent over the years and include: 

• The safeguarding and protedion of national sovereignty and territory integrity. 

• Commitment to the right of peoples under colonial domination to self-determinatiori. 

• Support for the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) (now African Union (AU) and. 

absolute dedicatîon toits chatter. 

• . Respect for the independent sovereignty and territorial integrity of sovereign ·states 

and non-interference in the internai affairs of one another. 

• Commitment to functional cooperation as a means of enhancing development; and 

• Support for the United Nations as an instmment .of international peace and security5
3

. 

ln this respect, successive Nigerian administrations have proclaimed and 

irrevocably committed to the following objectives: 

• Eradication of apartheid and all vestiges of racism and colonialism. 

• Development of institutions for sub-regional and regional co-operation · and 

integration· such as the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) and the Economie 

Community of West African States (ECOWAS). 

• Development of close and mutually beneficial relations with all fi'iendly countries. 

~ Promotion of international co-operation conducive to the consolidation of world peace 

and security, mutual respect and friendshi~ among all people and countries. 

• A re-ordering of the current equitable i.nternational economic system to take account 

of the needs and aspirations of developing countries. 

• Fostering of closer economic co-operation among developing countries54
. 

Nigeria has at least 25 percent of the African pop1:1Iation and 55 per .cent of the 

West African population; it also aspires to continental leadership as clearly stated in the 

objectives of Nigeria foreign policy thus: 
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• The defence and promotion of Nigerian sovereignty, unity, territorial infegrity and 

nati,onal independence, 

• The creation of the necessary political. and economic conditions in Africa that will 

secure the sovereignty, territorial integrity' and national independence of ail African 

countries and· their total· Jiberation from imperialism and ail other forms of foreign 

d 
. . ,5 

ommatiou- . 

Just like France of the Gaullist yea!·s: Nigeria smce independence has 

. designated for itself in Africa, a big-power role. lt defines African internationa·l relations 

and the role to be played by weaker or smaller states, · worked at. detennining and 

assuming basic security arrangements and regulated economic and diplomatie processes 

by which relations are conducted. As a. great African power, Nigeria's actions ate an 

example and its policies a guide for other states in the continent. In fact, Nigeria enjoys 

the grandeur that emanates from its ambitious international role. By defining the 

conditions of international political life for other West and Central Afr.ican states, Nigeria . . 

necessarily enjoys higher status than those states. These other states in the Nig~rian 

'neighbourhood' are "lesser bodies" because their security, solvency and status are 

ultimately consigned to the policies and preferences of other states56
. 

Nigeria is not only committed to sub-regional and continental peace, security 

and development; it is also coinmitted to global peace and security. A pointer to this is in 

its maintenance of diplomatie missions in ail the major capitals of the world. lt full y 

supports the UN_ systems and its ideals. ln recognition of its commitmènt, the country was 

bestowed with the Chairmanship of the Special Committee against Apartheid - which co

ordinates world-wide efforts to eliminate ~partheid in South Africa. .It actively 

participates in th~ activities of the specialized agencies of the UN to promote and 

complement developmental efforts. 
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Within the Commonwealth organisation, Nigeria spearheaded campa1gn to 

exP,el South Africa in 1961. In 1979 it forced resolution of the then Rhodesian crisis 

(Zimbabwe); it later spearheaded the boycott of the thirteenth Commonwealth Game 

because of the British government's insensitivity to the call for the imposition of 

sanctions against the apartheid regime. Nigeria also actively supports the Non-Aligned 

Movement principally to preserve · the independence of new states from the two 

ideoJggically opposing blocs. Despite the limitations of this organisation then, it remained 

the strong moral voice for its members in world politics at that tim.e57
. 

Nigeria is a country of considerable minerai wealth and potential for diversified 

development. It is a major oilproducer. There are also vast reserves of natural gas, though 

little is being exploited. Crops. produce accounts for about 30 per cent of GDP and 

provide employment for over half the labour force. In the 1970s, ma.nufacturing produèe 

increased rapidly. But due to tariff-distorted. incentives much of the expansion was in 

impo1t-depeùoent, assembly-type activities that contributed little to local value-added and 

employment. Services which accounts for over 25 percent of total GDP are dominated by 
. . 

wholesale and retail trade. The current civilian administration is introducing ail sorts of 

reforms to correct the distortions58
. 

Prior to the oil boom, Nigeria was one of the world 's poorest countries, but i.n 

· the 1970s, the sharply rising oil revenues boosted the value of exports and per capital 

GNP. This ~rend was reversed in the 1980s as a result of the decline ii1 oil prices at the 

international market. The effect of the Gulf cr'isis on the prices of oil has generated 
. . . 

another series o!'windfalls that bas increased the fortune ofNigeria since 199159
. 

In .te1 ms of many socio-economic indicators, Nigeria is close to the rest of sub

Saharan Africa. The growth rate of its population is among the highest in the world. It 

was speculated hat by 2010 the population would have reached 200 million and by 2032, 
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400 million. In the country, there is high infant mortality rate, population per physiciaù is 

12,000 to one physician and life expectancy is 53 years
60

. 

Nigeria is one of the most endowed countriès in the. world. It has abundant 

Iai:id, water and human resources, and enjoys warm temperatures capable of supporting · 

agricultural products all the years round. Although 70 per cent of the land is cultivable, 

only half of this is put under cultivation. Nigerian agriculture declined considerably 

during the early 70s as a result of the country's relianèe on the oil boom. Nigeria is one of 

the world' s leading producers of cocoa. Other agriculture products that Nigeria is blessed 

with. iriclude oil palm, rice, cassava, cotton, rubber, coconut, tobacco, plantain, sweet 

potatoes, etc. The major export crops are cocoa, groundnùt, rnbber, coffee and c.otton. 

Nigeria ~s the sixth largest producer of crude oil in the world and the second in Africa. 

Other minerais mined in Nigeria include iron, tin, columbite, limestone and coal. The coal 

is of importance as no other larger reserves are known in West Africa61
. 

To ensure compliance with the normative order in the .complex and highly 

chaotic international system, there is an inevitable need for a great power or hegemon that 

is able and ,~füing to pay up, bribe or bully others. This is the role that Nigeria has been 

playing and conveniently so, in it_s relatio.ns with its neighbours62
. Nigeria is the central 

pillar to which efforts at the· maintenance of peace and security in West Africa are always 

being anchored. It is a regionai" heavyweight and .had the capacity to provide effective 

leadership for confüct management in the West ·African sub-region and indeed in tµe 

· entire. African continent63
. In the sub-region of sixteen countries · where one out of every 

three Wes~ African_ cidzens is a Nigerian, Nigeria relentlessly sti-ives towards the 

prevention or ~voidance of the deterioration of any cri sis which thre~tens the stability and 

security of the sub-region 64
. 
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When discussing West African military interventions in the 1990s; the case of 

ECOWAS in Liberia and Sierra Leone, Amadu · Sesay characterizes Nigeria as 'West 

Africa's super power'. Furthermore, he summarises thàt General Ibrahim Badamosi 

Babangida (IBB) - Nigeria's Head of State during the Liberian civil_ war who was also a 

close friend of the embattled Liberian President Samuel Doe, used his right standing in 

West Africa·to skilfully manipulate ECOWAS into putting in place, first, a Standing 

Mediation Committee (SMC) and later ECOMOG, which was deployed in August 1990, 

ostensibly on â 'immanitarian' mission. He maintains thatthe adventure was unpopular at 

'home' - where the exercise was seen as an unnecessary drain on the country's thin 

resources. General Sani Abacha - the late Nigerian maximum ruler said the project cost 

· Nigeria some $7 billion65
. In May 1997, Abacha almost single..ahandedly se~t Nigerian 

troops to Freetown under the auspices of ECOW AS/ECOMOG, to topple the regime of 

Major Johnny Paul Koromah who had ousted the democratically· elected govemment of 

Ahi:ned Tejan Kabbah on May 25, 199766
. 

Sesay also characterizes Nigeria as the sub-regional giant; for it turned out to 

be the unofficial spokesperson for ECOWAS. Thus; presenting the country as a selfless 

and globalist nation, of a sort - by contributing seventy per cent of the ninety per cent of 

men and finance in the.Liberian/Sierra Leonean interventions67
. Since independence in 

1960 · and during the oil boom of the 1970s, Nigeria had. been playing the role of 'big 

brother' to protect the interest of ail black peoples whether in Africa or in the diasporas . 
.. 

Successive Nigeria governments loaded many resources into prosecuting this agenda 68 
. 

. 
uigc11a bccame a protagonist in the fight against apartheid. For many years it 

was unanimously chosen to chair the UN· Committee against Apartheid ( l 972 - 1991) 

· when Apartheid ~ollapsed. Furthermore, it became honorary frontline state in recognition 

of its prominent role in liberation struggles in South Africà, Angola, Zimbabwe and 
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Mozambique. With the entry of Ivory Coast' and Burkina Faso into the ECOW AS peace 

keeping, the Fr,ancophone states and the rest of the sub-region unwittingly also conceded 

to Nigeria's hegemony in the sub-region. Even. at great human and finandal costs,: 

· Nigeria made the ÈCOMOG project a success, which accentuates the sacrifices ·1hat the 

most pre-eminent nations and regional hcgemons, ail over the world, are expected to 

Over the years, Nigeria has consistently maintained a high profile in the world 

affairs. The country has not only meritoriously contributed to global peace-keeping 
. . . 

operations, it has also to its credit the record of being. Africa's longest and most 

distinguished participant in the United Nations Pèacekeeping operations. Nigeria 

dispatched two infantry divisions under UN command to Congo in early_ 1960s, and a 

battalion to Tanzania after the 1964 mutiny. lt also contributed to the UN lndia-Pakist;m 

Observer Mission (UNIPOM) in· 1965. That translates to the fact that within fiv~ years_of 

Nigeria's independence, it had valiantly participated in three successful UN peacekeeping 

missions. Fu11hennore, Nigeria participated i~ the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNFIL) 

in 1978, and the UN observer mission to oversee the Iraq-Iran ceasefire and the 

Angola/Namibia ac~ords in 1988. Due to the concern for internai politics and secu~ity, 

however, Nigeria did not send troop to participate in the 1990 Persian Gulf War. With all 

these, therefore, Nigeria has contributed about 16,000 troops to UN peacekeeping 

functions70
'. 

Nigeria in 1987 initiated a Concert of Medium. Powers among Non-aligned states 

- hosting more than twenty countries. Regrettably, the effort did not yield the desired 

result. It also hosted the 23-nation Zone of Peace and Co-operation of the South Atlantic . . . : . 

in July 1990. lt is a signatory and committed to NuclearNon-proliferation Treaty. ln 1988 
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it signed a safeguards agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency to ensure 
. . 

· 71 . 
peaceful uses of nuclear reactor proJect . · 

Its nationals have beèn prominent judges at the International Court of Justice -

some rose to the presidèncy of the Court. Nigeria had been a non-permanent member of 

the UN Security Council and it held presidency of the UN Security Council. It is worthy 

of note too that the country is not only noted for participating in the UN peace-keeping 

operations, bti~ also in similar operati.ons under the auspices of the OAU (now African 

Union (AU) and ECOWAS. The country is also a founding membe~ of the OAU
72

. The 

establishment of ECOW AS owes much to the joint initiatives of Nigeria and Togo. Sorne 

have aŒued thàt the initiative was essentially taken in Nigeria's enlightened self-interest. 

The country .had used the Commonwealth of Nation's platform to propagate African 

cause - especially as it affects liberation struggle in Southern Africa. Both the Nigerian 

oil industry and· the economy at large have benefited from Nigeria's membership of 

Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). From the mid-1980s to the 

beginning of 1990, Nigeria was repeatedly elected_ OPEC's President, and at another, the 

. Secretary General of the organisation. The country also institutes Technical Aid Corps 

Scheme - a similitude ofAmerican Peace Corps Scheme or· the .French 'Cooperants'. The · 

scheme is in the spirit of South-South Cooperation and meant to recruit Nigerian 

professionals in all walk of life to provide assistance to sister countri~s73
. 

Ali black population in the world looks up to Nigeria for leadership simply 

because it has the highest population of black peoples in the world. E_vidently too, it has a 

landmass that is highly endowed with human and natural resourçes and capable of 

making it an emergent world power. In the 1960s Nigeria was described as "the gia.nt of 

Africa; the hope of the black race". In the 1970s, it came to be regarded as "a black 

74,, power . 
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ln a manner which smacks of 'blow-it-yourself, Bolaji Akinyemi - a former 

Director General ofNigerian Institute of International Affairs and Foreign Minister said: 

Nigeria is the larges/ African c01m11y? Our population qf 100 
million is double that C?f any other counfly and if ensures that one 
ou(· of eve,y /ive Africans is a Nigeria11. Our GDP. currently 
estimated al 71 billion dollars sw7Jasses that of eve,y African 
country and is equal to that <?[South Africa. ln [;:COWAS s11h-regio11, 
for example, Nigaia 's GDP :,s J!,7'èlïler · tha;; lhat of ail olhêï' 
countries combined. We have 15. 5 million pupils enrolled in prima,y 
schools, equal to the entire population of 111a11y African countries. · 
Our extensive highway network, estimated al over I 08, 000 
kilometres, is second to 11011e i11. black Africa. Moreover, Nigeria is 
the 25111 most puwe1:ful cmml!y in the world in terms C?f GDP. It. is 
world's 2fd largest exporting coimlly. alid it is the 2211

d larges! 
importer. Most important of c,ll, Nigeria is !f11dowed with an 
aggressive, energetic a,id ente1prisi11g population' 6

• 

No doubt Nigeria is a colossus in the African continent; territorial size, human 

and natural resources combined. Nigeria is three tïmes the size of Cote d'Ivoire, the size 

of France and the Benelux countries put together, one tenth the size of the United States 

of America, and four times the size of Britain. It has the largest area of arable land in 

Africa and the largest concentration of black ·people in the world outside the United 

States. Before emphasis was placed on crude oil production in the 1970s, Nigeria was the 

world's largest producer of palm oil and groundnut. lt was also then the third largest 

producer of cocoa, following Ghana and Brazil. It was the only producer of coal in the 

whole of West Africa. Sports constitute a source of psychological pride for Nigeria - with 

its nationals winning mèdals in regional and global sporting competitions. In fact, Nigeria 

believes it is a giarit, · and does not only want to be seen · as such, but also wants to be 

reckoned with in African matters 77
: 

The oil:-rich Nigeria, long disturbed by political instability, corruption, inadequate 
. . 

infrastructure, and poor macroeconomic management, is undertaking some reforms under 

the civilian administration of Chief Olusegun Obasanjo. This is owing to the fact that 
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former military rulers failed to diversify the economy away from o~erdependence on the 

capital-intensive oil sector, which provides 20 ner cent of GDP, 95 per cent of foreign 

exchange earnings, and about 65 per cent of budgetary revenues. The largely subsistence 

agricultural sector has failed to keep up with rapid population growth. The country which 

was once a large net exporter of food, now imports food. In the 1999.estimate, there is 60 

million,labour force and labour force by occupation is as follows: Agriculture 70 percent, 

industry 10 percent, services 20 percent. Unemploymènt rate is .4.9 percent - going by 

July 2008 estimate78
. 

Active duty personnel in the three Niger:-ian armed services total approximately 

76,000. The Nigerian army, the largest of the services, lms about 60,000 personnel. The 

army has demonstrated its capability to mobilize, deploy and sustain battalions in support 

· of peace keeping operations in Liberia, the defunct Yugoslavia, Angola,. Rwanda, 

Somali a and Sierra Leone 79
. 

As a footnote to the nation's greatness and the much avowed claïm of being 

positioned for continental leadership with over a quarter of the continent' s population -

hence the nomenclature 'giant of Africa', Nigeria has plummeted into a rather clay-footed 

giant. The Nigerian society is stagnating and unable to break new ground or incapable of 

sustaining the initiatives that emerge. Nigerians are· poorer thari d1ey were two decad~s 

ago. The World Development Rep011, published by a United Nations agency, ranked 

Nigeria among the poorest countries on the globe. Poverty has. brought pain, hunger, 

disl~cation and assault on the dignity of its peoples. Already there is à widening rich.:poor 

gap worsened by a culture of corruption in a manner that tightens the poverty noose. The 

Transparency Int.ernational once declared Nigeria as the most corrupt country on the 

globe. The thieving elites have transformed corruption into a general malaise and due 

process has been subverted80
. 
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What ensued are a crisis of citizenship and the absence of a sense of belonging. 

Thus, the state is unable to command affection because it has not guaranteed a society 

that can be trusted to promote the well~being of its members. Furthe.rmore, the state has 

not been able to offer adequate security. Crime is a huge problem. Armed robbèry, 

assassinations and the traffic in chi ldren pose a severe challenge now. Y et the law 

enforcement agency is not keeping pace with the increasing sophistication and brutality of 

the ·criminal underworld. There are . weaknesses in the implementation of education 

policies -and provision of adequate social infrastructure. The health institutions have 

merely become consulting clinics, the road network is bad and supply of electricity 

comatose, to say the least81
. Even the World Bank has reported that nothing positiv~ h.ad 

happened in Nigeria for the past three decades. ln spite of its bountiful harvest from oil, 

its economic performance is terribly poor. The nation;s per capital income had witnessed 

erosion since early 1980s82
. 

. Nigeria · is the 101
h 'largest oil producer in the world and an impo·rtant oil 

producer in sub-Saharan Afrièa. It currently produces 90 million tonnes of crude oil per 

year (2 million barrels per day). Oil commerce' is the Nigeria's most important sector in 

the economy. Yet; up till today, the governinent and foreign investors, especially in the 

oil sector are engaged in a running battle with the restive youths in the Niger Delta, the 
. . . 

oil-bearing region. The restive youths attack the multinational oil installations demanding 

that the oil companies and government should providè them with schools, better roads, 

and enlarge their political representation. Closely linked with the above security problem 

· in the Niger Delta are the n_ationwide issues. of irregularity of salaries by so~ne 

gpvernment agencies, looming threats of retrenchment, poor quality of life, high crime 
. . . 

rate as well as grave transportation, health and educational problems83
. 
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Evidently, Nigeria's s1ze, demography, economtc strength and military 

capabilities set it apart as the dominant regional power with a growing sense of self

assurance and a developing capability to dr~onstrate it. lt is surrounded by smaller and 

weaker states, whose vulnerability to externat influence and prèssure could adversely 

affect its security. The la.ck of regional rivais made large-scale conflicts unlikely but did 

not sp.are Nigeria border clashes with neighbouring Camei:oon and Chad, peacekeeping 

deployment to Chad and Liberia, a leadership role in ECOW AS peacekeeping forée in 

Liberia as· well as strategic manoeuvring against France and South Africa in Equatorial 

Guinea84
. 

3.3 The Nature and Character 9f States that are· Nigeria's Neighbours 

The area traditionally known as West Africa can be described simply as the land 

lying between Sahara desert and the Gulf of G~inea. It is bounded in the North by Rio de 

Oro, Algeria, Libya and the Chad Republic; on the West by the Atlantic Ocean; ·on the 

South by the Gulf of Guinea; and the East by the Republic of Gabon, Congo (Brazzaville) 

and the Central Africa Republic (CAR). lts greatest length (east to west) from Cape 

Verde to Mount Cameroon is 2,500 km. It lies within fongitudes 20° West and 1.5° E. and 

latitudes 17° North and l 0° South of the Equator. The surface of West Africa consists of a 

number of plateaux standing at different levels. The most important of these are the Futa 

Jallon Plateau from which ri ses. the Niger, the Senegal, and the Gambian ri vers; the. Jos 

Plateau from which rises the Yobe river flowing into Lake Chad; as well as other rivers 

emptying theniselves into the Niger and the Berme; and the Adamawa · plateau, whose 

highest point is Mount Cameroon, and from which the Benue rises. Most of West Africa's 

rivers are not navigable for ocean-going vessels; the most navigable is the Gambia. The 

longes~ river is the Niger whose total length is '4,160 km, rising near the Sierra Leone 
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boundary 240 km from the Atlantic and passing through Mali Republic and Burkina Faso . . 

to the Nigerian coast, where it forms delta85 . lt could, therefore, be seen that the countries 

in West and Central Africa are interlocked by a network of natural endowments 'of ri vers 

and plateau. 

There are five climatic regions in West Africa:' One, the equatorial climatic 

. region of the Cameroon and southem Nigeria where the rain faHs ail the year round a~1d 

temperatures and humidity are constantly high throughout the years. Average temperature . 
. . 

is so°F. Two, there is the west tropical region of the coastlands from Guinea Bissau to the 

so~th-western · Ghana. There, rainfail is heavy but seasonal. There, is also a dry season 

which alternates ·with the rainy season, and during January and February, the influence of 

the harmattan is folt Three, there is the coastlands of south-eastem Ghana. This is a dry 

region sandwiched between the two regions mentioned above. The atmosphere is humid 

and rainfall is very low. There are two periods of heaviest rainfall which occur just before 

and aft~r the dry season in July and August. Four, there is the tropical climatic region 

where the dry and rainy season alternate. ln the north of this region, the dry season is 

longer, t~e rainy season shorter and the average rainfall less than they ai:e in the south of 

the region. The rainy season generally begins in May and lasts . until September or 

October. The dry season begins. in November and continues until April. Five, the semi-

. arid climatic region bears resemblance to the further region (mentioned above) but lies far 

north so that the rainy season is extremely short and rainfall totals low86
. 

The power resources of West Africa as a whole consists of coal and firewood 

(which are. locally produced), imported petroleum products and electricity. A number of 

" 

countries have hydro-electric power. Gold, diamond, tin, bauxite, iron ores, chromites, 

asbestos, limestone, marble oil, bitumen, clay, mica, lead, zinc, wolfram, tantalite, 

monazite, pyrolore, thorite, zircon, forgusonite, silver, folspat, xenotine, talc, beryl, cructe 
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oil, ilmentine are the minerai resources that West and Central African countries are 

endowed with. West Africa is the land of Sudanic Negroes. Very little is known of the 

ear~y history of the West African Negroes before they came under"the influence of the 

Arabs and Berbers from North Africa and later the Europeans. The trajectories of the 

peoples who have lived in West Africa are as follows. North of the forest in the west were 

the Tucolor, Serer and Woloff peoples. In the east was the Songhai. Between the Tucolor 

and the Songhai, the Mande speaking peoples inhabit a vast area between the upper 

Senegai' in the west, the Niger lakes in the east, and _the forest in the south. East of 

Mande-speaking peoples were the ancestors of the peoples who today speak Voltaic or 

Gur languages - the Mossi, the Dagomba , the Gumia, the Senufo, the Bobo, the 

Konkomba and others. Not much is known of the peoples east of Songhai and in the 

forest from the Gambia to the Niger Delta. But most ofthem - the Akan-speaking people, 

. the Ewe-speaking people, the Yorubas and other coastal peoples of present day West 

Africa èlaim to have migrated from the Western Sudan or from North Africa87
. 

Between the 4th and the 191
h centuries was a succession of great teITitorial 

empires in West Africa, which were established either by invaders from the north or by 

Negro or semi Negro peoples. Sorne of them are the Ghana, Sosso, Mali, Songhai, and 

Kanem Bornu empires. ln the forestlands of West Africa, several states were established 

by various nationalities migrating from the north; thç Akans of the Ghana Republic an_d 

· the Cote d'Ivoire entered from the north-west between the 141
h century and the 17'11 

century, anc;l established highly developed democratic forms of govemrnent before the· 

Europeans arrived. The Ga and Ewe-speaking people of Ghana, Togo, Dahomey (Dow . . 

Republic of Benin) probably migrated from the south-westem part of Nigeria now 

inhabited by the Yorubas. The Yorubas probably arrived in south-w.estern Nigeria about 

the 11 th century. They established a kingdoin which extended from the country they now 
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occupy to Accra on the West and to the banks of the Niger on .the East. By 1810, the 

Kingdom began to disintegrate uiltil Europeans stepped in. Other states which were 

establish~d in West Africa between 4111 centmy and .. the 19111 century included Yatenga and 

. · · · 88 
Ouagadougou, Dahomey, Port Novo and Benm . 

Economically, the West African sub-region is po'or. The countries in the sub

region range from very small countries like the Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Cape Verde, 

Togo, and B~nin with sm.all populations,. small land masses and poor economies; to 

medium size countries like Ghana, Cote d1Iv0ire, Liberia, Guinèa, Senegal ·with barely 

surviving economies; to cm,mtries like Mauritania, Mali and Niger with fairly sizeable 

land mas·s, tiny population and v~ry poor economies; and to Nigeria with a good size land 

mass, big population and an economy that is comatose. In general, · the sub-region is an 

agriculture-based economy with very little or no· industrial èapability89
. lt must be 

stressed that Nigeria's perception of its role in Africa as one providing. leadership places 

its security boundaries far beyond the contiguous states90
. · 

Coupled with that, the sub-region is regarded as a single u·nit for a number of 

reasons, one of which is that the states there cannot afford to narrow their perspectives to 

believing that once their national security is assured, they need not worry ·about what 

. happens in other countries in that su!\ ,·egion, in particular, and the African contiilent, in 

general91
. Second, Economie Community of West African States (ECOWAS) has always 

pointed ·out that instability in any of the countries in West Africa sub-region necessarily 

affects the stabil ity of the sub-region and the people as well. Three, the experiences of 

other regions .of the world have proved that economic development can only be pr01'i:loted 

in a stable and secure political environment92
. 

Unlike other parts of Africa, the <livide between the Anglophone and the 

. Francophone worlds is most sharply defined in West' Africa. ln spite .of the di vide, and 
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because of the pre-colonial ethnie and cultural linkages a1'.1ong the peoples of the sub~ 

region, there exists in West Africa a different set of relationships among the peoples of 

this region which is largely in contradiction to; ~nd different from tl1e oflicial, Europ'ean 

~nd · neo-col011ially defined relationships among the governments. Thus, âmong · the 

indigenous population, there is an insistence on the freedom to move, trade, settle and 

marry anywhere in the sub-region, ovcr and above what is provided for in the official 

inter-government protocols93
. Evidently'. an inter-state relation in West Africa . is 

influenced by its geography and its history. Therefore; understanding the nature' and 

character of the states within the sub-region would be a function of understanding the 

size, population and the economy of Nigeria within the context of the smaller economies 

and less densely populated countries of West Africa in one hand. At another, it will be 

based on the pervasive influence of France in their domestic politics as well as military 

dependency on France - a tiè that is stronger than the relationship which Britain had with 

the Anglo-phonè countries94
. 

Part of the area of Central Africa. which we will be Iooking at is a fertile area, 

rich in minerai deposits. For instance, Chad, Cameroon came under the French colonial 

influence, and Zirnbabwe, Angola ànd part of the Democratic Republic of Congo under 

the Portuguese colonial influence95
. 

The early history of European contact wit~ West Africa re~ealed that the West 

.African coastal peoples encountered by the early European traders represented only a 

small part of the richness and complexity of the region in general. Before the European 

contact, the region had witnessed the emergence .and solidification of a series of ancient 

African empires and states. These pre-colonial states, Islamic expansion and a strong pre-

. colonial trade network all contributed to a diverse and coniplex social environment into 

which European traders, explorers and missionaries entered, perhaps naively. 
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The French had established a trade pmt on the West African coast as early as 1659 

at St. Louis. (present day Senegal), their participation in West Africa only. increased 

substantiallv later in the 19th century. Although the French had contact in other areas of 
·, . 

coastal West Africa, they were most clearly ,focu.ssed on the Senegal river area and its 

hinterland. lt was in St. Louis that the French began their colonial project. Throughout 

that 19th century, the British . and the French were at works making contacts and 

consolid;tting their interests throughout the interior. At ·this time, great diversity of 

political, social, economic and ideological organization existed. in West Africa. But the 

French were then keenly interested in carving for themselves a niche which they hoped 

would resÙlt in economic benefits; hence they sought to bring more and more land in 

West Mrica under their control96
. 

The French 'civilizing mission' in Africa was partly hinged on filling a vacuum 

created in France since 1890 which was an epoch that France entered into the era of 

· negative population growth rate. So colonization played a significant role in French 

population politics as well as enhariced commercial exchanges for France. The French 

colonial policy went beyond idealism to that of utilitarianism with the existence of the 

'French family'. Through this arrangement, the French colonies have a feeling of 

belongin~ to a family. lndeed, Charles de Gaulle, the erstwhile French Presiderit, had 

since his famous Brazzaville speech of 1940, established a strong father image for 

countries in the Francophone zone. To countries that were considered to be recalcitrant to 

the French government then like Reuben of Cameroon, Bakary of Niger Republic, Tot.ire 

of Guinea, Mba of Gabon, and Keita of Mali, the punishment was Joss of power or 

destabilization of the regimes or even déath. The rewards obtained by the states that 

cooperated with France were French military and political support to remain in power. 

The French coionial government established a wide network in its former West African 
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colonies; either through catering for ail the_requiryment of the new African leaders - from 

security and the military sector to school for their children; thereby establishing a close 

rapport between.the French gè>vernment and these African colonies'n. 

Since many of these countries are _Nigeria's immediate neighbours, this sort of 

understanding and intimacy creates a lot of concern in Nigeria and tl1e country became 

worried especially by the French policy in Africa. This becomes more pronounced ~ith 

the realization that France had developed a reputation as the 'gendarme' or 'police' in 

these Francophone states of NATO. Coupled with that, France nursed the ambition to be a 

middle level power with relative autonomy in the international system98
. In the words of 

Daniel Bach, "Africa remains the only area of the world where France retains sufficient 

influence as to guarantee its daims to middle power status il) the international system99
". 

France kept its ex-colonies as integral parts of the French nation - this was to 

Nigeria's chagrin and many Anglophone countries of Africa in general. France had not 

only succeeded in keeping its empire almost completely intact, it also expanded it 

elsewhere in Afr_ica. France did not only fuel the Nigerian Civil War aimed at 

dismemb~ring Nigeria; it also reaped the greatest benefit of the post war oil boom. lt is 

instructive to state here; however, that while some havy argued that France was 

apprehensive of the enormity of Nigeria's size · and wealth relative to its former 

dependencies - that arc mainly Francophone West Africa; hence it supported the Biafran 

secessionists·during the Civil War. ln this, it was further argued that the French leadership 

projected that a broken-up Nigeria would balance up West African power configuratio!3.Ît1 

favour ofNigeria's small Francophone neighbours100
. Others have written about Francè's 

double standard in the Civil War - where it was stated that France not only gave discrete 

supp01t for the Biafran secessionist group f~om the onset of the war, but it also supplied 

arms· to the Federal authorities in Nigeria fc:,r more than eleven months. Implicitly, France 
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switched from purported hümanitarian reason (for which it suppo1ted the Biafrans) to 

economic reason (for which it supplied arms to the federal authorities101
. 

Furthermore, to maintain a close relationship with the colonies, France secured a 

. special dispensation which involved preferential treatment for them within · the EEC 

framework. It estahlished a special ministry to cater for the former colonies and integrated 

. their financial policies via a tie through_ the France zone. Ipso factô, France controlled the 

process of pofüical transition· in these ex-colonies. For instance, in Cameroon, it 

facilitated bringing a more amenable Ahmadu Ahidjo into power in the 1950.s and when 

Ahidjo was no longer co-operating, by doing the biddings of France, he was also eased 

out of power by the French authority102
. Also in the Republic of Niger: Djibo Bakari was 

denied his electoral victory in the 1956 elections simply because he was commµnist 

inclined and this was not comfortable to France. He was replaced by Diori lfanami. For 

instance, Senator Bang~ speèial French envoy to Niger in 1958 explain.ed why Djibo 
,, 

Bakari must not be allowed to lead Niger to independence. The Senator was quoted thus: 

One must be mad to think thal · we, the French, shall let Nig('r go 
- 0 !'enaum or ominP' olll of the F'rencli Communi~v). Jn· /osing 

Guinea, we lost ifs wealth. 111al could be replaced. But (f we Jose 
Niger, we !ose Algeria and we would open possibilities for Nasser. · 
We would allow the creation of a great lslamic stale from Lagos lo 
Alger1a's border ... Djibo Bakari is not on/y an agent of international . · 
communism; he is also a fi.matie .M.uslim of· the Sanussiya 
brolherhood He· iS in co1111iva11ce with Nasser and the English
instigated Nigerian leadership103

• 

France wa~ noted also for its intrusive intervention in the Chadian politics just as 

it is in many of its former West African colonies, Nigeria's attendance in the annual 

Franco-African Summit as an observer notwithstanding. France established military co

operation agreements with most of its former colonies. The agreements covered the 
. . 

provision of anns and technical experts, the supply of strategic minerais such as uranium, 

lithium, hydrocarbons and the establishment of military bases. In Nigeria's neighbourhood 
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the countries that France had· military bases include: CAR, Chad, Cote d'Ivoire, Gabon, 

among others. Apart from this military presence, France runs the civil and mil.itary 

intelligen~e - the tel ex, radio, telephone systems of these countries - this places France at 

a strategic or yantage point to determine the cours~ of events in these countries. Coupled 

with that, the French rapid response force - 'Force d' Action Rapide' liaises with French 

military bases on the African continent and are capable of intervening in any Africa11 
. . 

. c. fi h 'fi . 104 
country Just on 1our or 1ve ours not1 .1cation . 

It fias also been said, however, that in recent years the strictures in most of 

these agreements and control have' been relaxed. For instance, African countries in the 

'French family'·now have easier access to credit facilities, there are permission to hold a 

part of their reserves in other foreign currencies, the military agreements have been 

redrafted to reduce the French control, and the senio.r echelons of the civil service hav_e 

been Africanized, yet, Paris influence on these erstwhile colonies is still enormous105
. 

At this juncture, it is pertinent to overview the history of the ·countries that are 

Nigeria's neighbours in the west and central African tlanks. The essence of this is· to 
. . 

.. 
deepen our understanding of these countries and how they impinge on the Nigerian state 

in terms of national security. 

The history of Benin was dominated by the kingdom of Abomey. Then known 

as Daho~ey, was admiilistered as part of French West Africa and administratively 

attached to Senegal from 1886 to 1889. In 1889, it was separated from Senegal along with 

other French-speaking territories in West Africa. They were constituted into the 

'Establishment of Benin' later known as 'Dahomey and its dependencies'. They were 

administered as part of French colonial administration. In 1946, Dahorney became one of 

the Overseas Territories of the French Community. On August 1, 1960, she was granted 
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independence and assumed the status of.a sovereign state. Among others, Benin is blessed 

with minerals,resources such as oil and limestone - on which the two cement factories 

bl. h d. h 106 esta 1s e m t e country operate . 

Cameroon 

Caine~oon is bordered by some of the countries that share border with Nigeria 

like the Chad, Gabon and· Equatorial Guinea as well as the Atlantic Ocean. Many 

European countries had a field day exploring Cameroon. The first set of European 

explorers therê were the Portuguese. As far back as 1640, they set up some trading posts 

at Doula, but they later gave lÎp, theil the Germans came. ln 1918, as a result of the 

Versailles Treaty, Cameroon was placed under the mandate of the League of Nations and 

was divided into two parts; three-fourth of it was under French administration and the rest 

under British. This was ·acceptable to the British because the areas which fell to its lot 

included the developed lands in the southern Cameroon at Bueau and Victoria, where 

European planters were operating prosperous plantations - flourishing in the nice 

volcanic soit 107
. 

After the Second World War, the UN set up the system of trusteeship, taking 

the. place of the old mandate.system. On December 13, 1946, the Cameroon Trusteeship 

Agreement was signed. France administered the part of Cameroon under îts mandate as 

French territory under the control of the UN General Assembly and in confonnity with 

UN charter. ln 1946, the French constitution ofthat date gave the Cameroon a place in the 

French Union as an Associated Territory. The Cameroon people had the status of French 

administered persons. Laws · applicable to the Cameroon were made ·by the National 

Assemb]y in Paris108
. 

The_ Cameroon was_ represented in the French parliainent by four d~puties in 

the National Assembly, three senators in the Council of the Republic, five advisers in ·the 
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Asse~bly. of the French Union, one adviser on the Economie Council. The Representative 

Assembly of.Cameroon ,vas elected by 38,507 voters .. lt included ,24 Cameroonians and: 

· 16 French. The assembly dealt with financial, economic and social matters in the country. 

The Cameroon became a state by the decree of April 16, 1957. Jt lost its status as an 

associated territory of the French Union. lls nationals became Cameroon citizens. 

However the state of the Cameroon remained under French trusieeship. On June 12, ' . 

1958, .the Cameroonian legislative assembly requested the French government to grant 

· sovereign independence to the country by Jam,ary 1, 1960 as well as unification of the 

two Cameroons (i. e. the Britisti ·and French portions). This request was granted by the 

French government and Cameroon became independent on January 1, 1960 and by 

Febmary 21, 1960, through popular retèrendum, the first Cameroon constitution was 

àdopted109
. 

The southern Cameroon under the British mandate, which is now the western 

province of ~he Cameroon Republic, was administered as part ofNigeria by Great Britain 

until Cameroon became independent. lt is· also instructive to note that the British 

government divided the mandate territories into two. The southern portions, with an area 

of 16,581 square miles, was administered with the southern provinces of Nigeria, while 

the rest 17,500 square miles in areas, was incorporated with the horthern provinces of 

Nigeria. When Regional Legislative Houses were established in 1947 by the Nigeria 

(Legislative Council) Order-in-Council 1946, the southern and northern Cameroon · 

became parts of the eastern and northern regi~ns respectively. In fact, in April 1949, a 

CO!llmissioner· was appointed .. for the s~uthern Cameroon who wàs responsible to the 

Lieutern;mt - Governor, eastem region. In 1953, following a constitutional crisis, the 

southern Camer9on was separated from the eastern. region and was constîtuted into a 

federal territory with its ow·n legislature. In 1954, the territory became a separate region 
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within the Nigerian federation with E. M. L. Endeley as Premier . .In Januaty 1959, John 

Foncha won the regional elections on a platform of cornplete secession of the territory 

from Nigeria and reunification with the French Cameroon, defeating Endeley's party 

which favoured continued association with the Nigerian federation
110

. This historical 
. . 

ovcrlap of the territories and peoples of Nigeria and Cameroon is to have critical 

. implications for the relationship between the two countries. We shall delve into this as 

· this study progresses - especially as it affects the·debacle of Bakassi Peninsula. 

Cameroon also has oil as the main stay of its economy, accounting for about 60 

. . 

per cent of foreign exchange earnings. It is also · planning to become a gas supplier to 

Europe through a major pipeline crossing the Sahara and the Strait? of Gibraltar - lirtking 

. ~ 

with the proposed Nigeria Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) plant. 1t also has limestone 

which supplies ~ major ~ement plant servicing northern Nigeria, inter cilia. It is also 

mainly an agrarian society- Iivestock and forestry production 11
1
. 

Equ~torial Guinea 

Equatorial Guinea comprises the volcanic island of Fernando Po, the Island of 

Annobon, and adjacent islands (consisting the territory of Fernando Po) and Rio Muni on 

the mainland which, with the island of Corsico, Elobey Grande and Elobey Chico 
,, . 

(constitutes the territory of Rio Muni). The area of Fernando Pois 1241 square kilometi-es 

situated in the Bay of Biafra and surrounded by the Atlantic Oceans, it is within 160 

kilometres of the ports of Victoria, Douala (in Cameroon) and Calabar (in Nigeria), and 

219 2 kilometrcs from Bata R\o Muni. Rio Muni is bounded in the north by Cameroon, on 

the cast and sou th by Gabon and the west by the Atlantic Ocean 112
. . . 

Very little is known of Equatorial Guine~ before the advent of the ·Europeans in 

the 15111 centllry. It was the Po~uguese that first discove~ed the country followed by 

Spain. In 1827, Britain occupied Fernando Po but later withdrew when Spain asserted its 
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claim to the Island. Between 1846 and 1986, there was a contlicting çlaim to Santa Clara 

Cape and Rio Muni by Spain, France and Germany which was only settled in 1900 by the 

Franco-Spanish Treaty of June 27, 1900. Just like the French colonial system, by July 

1959 a law was put in place which ensuréd that the. two parts of Spanish Equatorial 

Guinea ceased to be colonies and became integral parts of Spain, being designated 

province and having representations in the Spanish parliament. By this, Equatorial Gu'ïnea 

came under the same footing as other provinces of Spain ànd their. inhabitants as other 

Spaniards. This was on until the Republic Equatorial Guinea was proclaimesJ an 

independent st~te on October 12, 1968 113
. lts population then was 60,065114

. Today, 

Equatorial Guinea has a population of 616,459 people, July 2008 estimate115
. 

The relations between Nigeria and Equatorial Guinea strained in 'the early 

1970s d_uring the maximum rule of Macias Nguema who brutally suppressed . Nigerian 

migrant workers that were in Equatorial Gu\nea's cocoa plantation for demanding higher 

wages116
. Following the unfortunate incidencé, the Nig.erian governrnent r~called the 

remaining workers from the plantation. Equatorial Guinea has oil explored by French and 

Spanish companies holding licences to explore it. The economy emerges as one ofworld's 

fastest-growing because of oil exploration. Econom_ic dèvelopment in the country is also 

pased on fishing. Cocoa and coffee which used to be the mainstay of the ·country's 

economy have slumped · considerably in production aiter independence in l 968. · 

Agriculture was neglected and the Nigerians anq other foreigners ;ho had been aiding 

deve.lopment of_ agriculture were forced to leave the country117
. 

Niger Republic 

It bas eight countries surrounding its 5,697 kilometres borders. The longest 

border is the Nigeria to the south at 1,497 kilometres, followed by.Chad to the east (1,175 

kilomeLres), Algeria to the northwest (956 kilometres) ~nd Mali at 82 l kilometres. It also 
. . . ' 
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has short borders in its south-western frontier Burkina Faso at 628 kilometres and Benin , . 

Republic at 266 kilometres and to the north-north-east - L~bya. The river Niger traverses 

the territory of the Niger Republic for a distance of 300 kilometres, between the frontier 

of Mali' and that of Nigeria. In addition, part of Lake Chad is situated in the Republic of 

' 
Niger, in the east118

. 

Historical knowledge about Niger Republic is relatively scanty due to the 

absence ç,f .written documents. However, Niger of the empires was documented i.e. the 

Songhai empire of Gao, the Kanem empire, Peul empire and .Bornu empire. The kingdom 

of Sokoto established by Uthman Dan Fodio subjugated the middle Niger and overran the 

Hausas. These Fodio's successors maintained only relative control and later left the 

country in disarray until the advent of the European explorers in 1854. The first set of the 

European explorer that visited Niger were the Germans, followed by the English and 'the 

French. As applicable in other colonies, there were conflicting claims by the European 

explorers to different parts of the Niger. ln fact, the Angle-French agreement which dated 

back to August 5, 1890 hindered French expansion by establishing Nigeria's northern 

froritier. along Say-Baroua boundary line. But by 1898, the establishment of French 

authority was organised. By 1906, a new Anglo-French agreement was signed -

establishing the frontier between Nigeria and the French authority until 1919. By August 

3, 1960, the Republic of Niger became independent from French colonial rule 119
. 

Nige~'s major minerai resource is uranium. lt also has two major deposits of 

phosphates, substantial coal deposit and limestone and sait. lt is a land.locked country and 

its closest access to the sea is 600 kilometres from its southern border. Nearly 90 percent 

of the ~opulatiort is concentrated along the. southern border. 12 per cent of the larid is 

arable. Rainfa\l is limited and irregular. The economy has traditionally been dominated by 

subsistence agriculture with millet and sorghm'n taking up 80 per cent of the cultivated 
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area. Livestock also provide-an important source of income and export receipts. Eis:cept 

during thy Sahelian drought periods, the country has been self-sufficient in staple· food 

production, despite its limited agriculture resource base. Since the discovery of large 

uranium deposits in the late 1960s, it bas become the country's principal foreign exchange 

. eamer and a major source of government revenues. This was the. situation until the 

uraniun'l boom ended in the early l980s
120

. 

Strong trade links exist betweén Niger, France and neighbouring African 

countries, especially Nigeria, which exert çonsiderable economic influence through its 

traditional trad1~g and cultural links. The past economic performance of Niger exhibited 

all the features of a typical resour~es-poor Sahelian country until discovery of uranium 
121

. 

Liberia 

lt has an area of 43,000 squares with an unbroken coastline of 350 miles. lt is 

bounded in. the west by Sierra Leone, in the east by Cote d' Ivoire, in the north by 

Republic Guinea, and on the sou th by the Atlantic Ocean. lt has three geographical 
. . 

regions: the coastland, the plateau region, and the highlands. The coastlands are low areas 

constantly watered by lagoons and numerous tidal creeks full with a variety of fishes. 

Liberia was actually established as an asyluin in West Africa for oppr_essed Negroes from 

the US, who had been freed from slavery. The band of American pioileers looking for a 

suitablè place of settlement for the Negroes in West Africa sited the Mesurado bay (now 

called the Mesurado river), and were attracted by the serene of verdant scenery there, they 

then anchored offshore on December l l, 1821. On January 7, 1822 they occupied the 
... 

little island at the mouth of the river and after thr.ee months and eighteen days on this 

island, they moved to the mainland on April 25, 1822. The settlement on the mainland 

wa·s first called 'Christopolis' or 'City of Christ', but t~e naine was changeù by, Febru~ry 
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1824 to 'Monrovia' in honour of James Monroe, the fitlh American President - who gave 

his protection and assistance to their efforts 1
22

. 

By treaties and purchases, as early as 1838, the colonists had acquired political 

rights to all that portion of land in addition to territories some forty miles interior-ward. 

As they acquired new territories, they formed new settlements along the coast and in the 
,, . 

interiors. Governor J. J. Roberts was elected in October 1847 as the first president on the 

Republic and thus became the father of the nation123
. Although the country is endowed 

. . 
with diamond, rubber, timber, and gold, over dependence on iron-ore exports for revenue 

is the root cause of Liberia's econornic crisis just as did the increase of oil prices at the 

world market, military seizure of power in 1980 and mounting debt burden 
124

. 
' . 

Sierra Leone 

li is bounded in the west and north by the Republic of Guinea and in the east by 

Liberia. ln area, it is 27,925 square miles. The country is well watered by a network of 

rivers and streams, the name Sierra Leone~ the 'Lion Mountains' was givcn t.o the huge 

.bay on the west coast. of Africa by Pedroda Contra - a Portuguese who sailed· iilto it in 

1460. In 1787, Granville Sharp, a leader in the campaign against slaves trading planned a 

new settlement in Sierra Leone as a home for slaves freed in England. ln 1788, the 
. . ' . 

Afri~an Temne· King Naimbaba and his subordinate chiefs sold and· ceded a portioil of 

land of the north Sierra Leone peninsula to Captain John Taylor of his Britannic majesty's 

Brigadier Miro, on behalf of the "free community of settlers, the heirs and successors, 

lately arrived from England and the protection of the British Government125
". 

One hundred and fifty-one of the 1,500 freed slaves then in 'England sailed 

from Portsmouth in 1787. ln 1792, Lieutenant John Clarkson, who was appointed the first 

Govemor of Freetown, brought from Nova Scotia, l, 13 1 Africans who had fought for· the 

British go\'.'ernment in the American War of lndependence. Governor Clarkson persuâded 
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the original settlers to join the newcomers "to found Freetown 126
". In 1794; the new town 

was sac.ked by the French and raided by people from the interior, though it eventually 

recovered from the attacks of the French and the interior. In 1808 the settlement was 

taken over by the British government as a crown colony. Most of the slaves freed from 

England and other parts of Europe chose to remain in Sierra Leone. The liberated 

Africans - 'Creoles' as they were later called - came from ail parts of Africa. By 1861, 

through treaties of cession, the colony had been extended to include. the whole of the · 

Sierra Leone peni~sula, Sherbo island and various other small islands. ln 1896, the 

surrounding territory was declared a British protectorate and the boundat-ies with the 

French territories were defined. Sierra Leone became an independent sovereign nation on 

April 27, 1961 with Sir Maurice Henry Dorman as governor-general and Sir Milton 

Margai as prime minister127
. 
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Chapter' Four 

The Natm·e of Thrcat to Nigeria's National Security 

. This chapter is divided into three p11rts. The first attempts a definition of national 

. . . 

security, its geo-strategic context, and its expansive nature in today's world. The nature of 

. governance and the issue of national s~curity in Nigeria are also exaq1ined. The second 

part analyses borders, the nature and character · of African communities prior to · 

colonialism, the arbitrary boundary demarcation by the colonisers and the dynamics of 

security problems arising from the arbitrary nature of these boundaries. The third part 

focuses on France and why it is characterized as an 'extra-heighbour'. It also explores the 

national security implications of the large _looming French factor in Nigeria's relations 

with its neighbours. 

4.1 National Sccurity- Towards an Understanding 

The term national security bas been used by politiciar1s as a rhetorical phrase 

and often in a manner that is lac.king in depth. It has been used by military lead,trs to 

describe a poli.cy objective. It has been adopted by social scientists to refer to both an 

analytical concept and a field of study. Modern social scientists talk of the concept in 

terms of 'the ability of a nation to protect its internai values from extemal threats'. The 

field of study" thèrefore encoinpasses atterhpts to analyze the manner in which nations 

plan, make and evaluate the dccisions and. policies designed to increase this ability 1. At 

least in the United States of America (US), the origin of the concept could be found in 

different hist01ical formulations of national interest. Walter Lippman was the first to 

define national security explicitly to mean that a nation is secure to the .extent that "it does 

not have to sacrifice its legitimate interests to avoid war, and is able, if challenged, -to 

. maintain them by war2
. In behavioural study and system analysis, Morton Kaplan showed 

that national security is one important aspect of the pi-oblem.of system maintenance3
• 
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To the US in the post war ycars, ·it became clear that military matters could no 

longer be dealt with in a vacuum but had to be dosely tied to political and economic 

consiçierations. This was at a time when technological advancement and ad vent of atomic 

weapons came to threaten international relations. It was also a tinie when it became _clear 

that there were some obvious administrative deficiencies which adversely affected the 

war efforts and the plan for. post war years. That was the time when national security 

developed as a distinct academic field of study. The 1947 National Security Act was 

passed by the US Congress to put in place procedures, departn!ents, agencies and 

fonctions that · sp~ak to national security. The Act established National Security Council 

and Office of Special. Assistant to the President on National Security Affai,:s . 

. 
The maintenance of international system becomes a legitimate goal of national 

security policy i.e. national ·security focuses on the underlying unity of the internai and 

external activities of states -· by explicitly recognizing that externat behaviour is an 

integral part of total behaviour pattern of national security. Therefore, national security 

· as a field of study should incorporate the ideas of researchers in other countries working 

on similar problem. Thàt way, the discipline will not be rigidly tied to immediate 

· American security needs. 

Thus, national security is the measure taken by a state to ensure its survival and 

safety. It includes the deterrence of attack, from within and without, as well as the 

protection and well being of citizens. The measures taken to ensure national security 

· include the following: 

• the maintenance of armed forces 

• civil defence measures and emergency preparedness 

• attempts to create resilience and redundancy in national infrastrncture 

• 'the maintenance of intelligence services to detect threats 
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• the protection of classified information4 

After the September 11, · 2001 attack on some US targets by the lslamic 

fundamentali_sts, the impression that the US was free fiŒn any national security threat 

was shattered. Thus, national security as an issue in strategic thinking came to receive 

more deserving attention not only in the US, but also in the ·world at large. For ·instance, 

. the US administration sees Acquired Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) crisis in Africa as a 

threat to its national security simply becaus~ it can lead to economic collapse, political 

instability and civil wars that might require its intervention. The then US Vice· President 

Al Gore has rai.sed similar fears and that of global warming in what he called 'new 

security agenda' 5
. 

This kind of paradigm shift especially from a key player in the international 

system facilitates a change from the Cold War mindset when natio_nal security was seen 

only in the most conventional sense. What is now so prominent in Afri<;:a is the evident 

paradigm shift on the meaning of national security away from its traditional conception as 

highltghted above. There is a focus on 'human security' - which includes protection from 

threats such as. hunger, disease and repression and against sudden and violent 

disturbances in the way of life. Security now pertains to people rather than territories and 

devclopment rather than miJitary alone. lndeed, security could be chara~terized to include 

the preservation of all that the Society considcrs to be importar1t and valuable. The safety 

of individuals and groups frorn physical harm, guarantee for conditions of life that is 

. peaceful and satisfying, preservation of the economic and ënvironinental values and 

protection of individuals or groups from arbitrary and coercive rule - all of which are 

considerable departure from narrow definitior! of security - which focu~ solely on the use 

and control of military force by the state6
. 
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A growing threat to national security cames frnm the failure of nations - the 

nature of which this paper addresses. This threat emerges. from the persistence of 

destabilizing conditions and weak governance. For instance, if there is no more threat of 

Com_munism, nations fall to home-grown warlords; our markets vanish as a result of civil 

wars and as such our economic potentials have been endangered; ethnie cleansing goes on 

unabated in different parts of the world with consequent violation of international la.wand 

a threat to global and national security. Furthermore, tribal machetes take a million lives 

in Rwanda which is no less a defeat for human spirit than million deaths from artillery 

and starvation on the frontlines of the civil war in Afghanistan. Cou pied with ·1hat are the 

accumulated · effiuents from burning rainforests and teeming urban centres in the. 

developing world, hordes of refugees, as well as subversion carried out by international 

mafias and drug cartels that push .aside weak 'and failing governments7
. What this boils 

down to is that national security could be threatened even in the absence of missiles and 

bombers. At this juncture, it is àpposite to quote what Brian Alwood the US Agency for 

International Developrnent administrator said: 

If people in Africa are forced from their homes by conjlict, 
Americans become /ess secure. We hal'e to feed them or turn our 
backs. We have to try to restore order or stand aside white chaos 
spread5. If millions live in poverty, 1ve who live in this global 
economy are the poorer for their. suffering. {f rui·af migrants 
ove1111helm the cities by the tens Qf millions, we 11111st breathe the air 
they pollute and drink the water they foui. 1heir disease wi/1 find us. 
Their miseries will envelope wl. ·· 

lt is ïnstructive to note that today the international community is spending over $4 

billion a year on 42 million refugees and displaced persans. This is twice what was spent 

in 1980. Furthermore, $5.4 billion was spent in 1993 atone on peacekeeping -which is 

more than the forty-five previous years combined. Several ·açres of forest have also · been 

lost as a result of human activities. The world's population grows by 90 million p~ople 
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every year. By 2015 we will be attempting to manage a world with 2 to 2.5 billion 

people9
• 

The summary of the foregoing is that one essence of a nation' s national security is 

to safeguard its national values. Most fundamental of this value is survival and self 

preservation. In this, the state and military power is the basic focus. But this notion has to 

change in view of daily economic imbalances, environmental degradation, terrorisn~ and 

weapon proliferation, international health concerns, international migration and shifting 

demography. Yet some countries still stick to tired.models of national security. Therefore, 

a redefinition of national security not only requires a rnere military projection, but also 

requires environmental security, economic well being, intern~tii:mal health and 

demography a~d the totality of good governance!O. 

However, the following observation is pertinent on the expanded definition of 

security. First, the concept of security becu;;-:-::s ,ail-inclusive and is thereby emptied of 

content. Secotid, there is Jack of explicit attention on other spheres of what security 

should connote which in turn makes its expansion appropriate. Third, there is a Jack of 

political effort on 'security' as traditionally defined 1.1. 

But all these were faulted because it was argued elsewhere that it is quite · 

fallacious t? view threats to human security simply in terms of protection from military 

violence. lt is a statement of fact that secnr;ty of the state is not necessarily synonymous . 

with the security of everybody living within the state. ln international politics, sometimes 

one country or group's national security can be another country or group's insecurity. The 

apartheid system; which dominated South African politics for nearly 50 years, is a case in 

· point. In this case, nationhood there and then was racially defined. The state legally 

validated the white inhabitants of South Africa as sovereign right-bearing subjects,who 
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experienced their liberty and the protection of their rights by the state, ~hereas, the blacks 

. "d 1· d12 were s1 e me . 

The ·redefinition of security does not mean that one is dcnying or ignoring the 

continuing importance of military security. However, the redefinition places the poor, the 

disadvantaged, the voiceless,° the under-represented, and the powerless at the core of 

security. Economie security is by far 1nore real and an irnmediate threat to national 

security than interstate wars. This broader conception of security focuses variously or 

indeed interchangeably~ on the individual, on security, on civil society, on community, on 

the continuing integrity of ethnie or cultural groups and on global society. This way, the 

course and practice of security are primarily concerned with the struggle for human 

emarici pation 13 
.. 

Thi.s could be illustrated with the fact that for global citizens to enjoy stability 

and security there · must be an enforceable legal order, an open and inclusive econornic 

order and global welfare in ail its aspects (such as access to health, a clean environment, 

education, etc). These are global public goods to which everybody should have access, 

Irrespective of the country of the world, whether developed or developillg, the different 

global public goods are inherently related; they can only be fully enjoyed if one has 

access to ail ofthem 14
. ln tlie globalized world, too large a gap exists between the 'haves' 

and the 'have-n.ots' in term:: of access to global public goods. Undoubtedly, this poses an 

ultimate sy$temic threat to J ~urope's security and th ose of other Western countries because 

a ce1tain level pf i.nequality in. the polity, the resulting political instability, extremism, 

economic unpredictability Hild massive migration flows will beconie uncontrollable15
. · 

lt is increasingly 1ecoming clear in this age of globalization that one of the best 

protections for security in the .world today is a world of well-governed democratic states. 

In this event, spreading gocd governance, suppm1ing social and political reforrn, dealing 
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with corruption and abuse of power establishing the rule of law and protecting human 

. rights are best means of strengthening the international order. There is no gainsaying the 

fact that, even if indirectly, chronic tension, the long standing disputes and· coni1icts, 

failed states and civil wars, proliferation of weapon of mass.· destruction, excessive 

mil.itarization and terrorism affect global security, and this time, the Western world too
16

. 

What is rcquired in this context is to improve the mechanisrn and institutions of 

global governance and alleviate specific contlict or humanitarian situation by supporting 

the UN and the associated inultilateral bodies. In the process, ther~ would be an early 

waming or attention co-ordinated by the Security Council as soon as à state or groups of 

states· ~efuse to live up to their commitments to\\'.ards their neighbours and the 

international community either by violating non-proliferation agreement, or by act.ively 

supporting terrorists groups or illegal use of force. The action co-ordinated b'y the 

Security Council should include coercive measure, that is, as a last resort, tlle legitimate 

authorization ofmilitary intervention - this strategy is kno',Vn as effective multilaterism17
. 

As a corollary to this, there is need for strategic partnership between developed West and 

developing countries which should focus on governance, conflict prevention and post

conflict reconstruction, with particular atteÎltion to countries that emerged from conflict. 
. . 

This partnership could begin 11,.,~ ~cdes of partnership with UN agencies18
. 

After the end of the Cold War and the decline in the threat of a conventional 

military attack on the West, what the West conceives as security threats to their peoples 

arid national security are drug trafficking, organised crime, terrorism, trans-border crim~, 

illegal immigration, asylum seekers and minority ethnie groups. But this kind of 

. . 
conception .has its · own pitfalls, namely, it is too emphatic, · it links very too many 

activities, it involves undue profiling of groups and criminalisation of illegal immigrants. 

Others have criticized this elastic usage of security for being unable to specify a clear 
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criterion for se~ur~ty. Without such specifietty it becomes diff'icult to· prevent e~erything 

from being defined as security19
. 

Robert S. McNamara, a former US Secretary of Defence and fo.rmer West 

Bank President, argued that: 

.. ln modemising social, security mecms development. Security is 1101 

militar_v hardware though il may include il; security is 1101 milita,y 
force, though il may involPe il; security is no tradilional inilita,y 

. activity, though it may e11c0111pa.s:~· il. Securii{,' is development, and 
without development, there can be no security-0

• . . 

This underlines an attempt at de-emphasizing the overriding importance attached 

to state security. It looks beyond force towards the creation of enabling environment that 

will allow the citizenry achieve maximum satisfaction from the society that expects t\1em 

to contribute to its development. It should be stressed that there is a linkagè betwèen 

disarmament · and development. For instance, an increase in defence expenditure, 

especially in modernising societies would 1iot only affect the flow of money spent on 

socio-economic development àctivities but also affect massive weapon procurement and 

production activitiès for · both conventional and nuclear weapons from the developed . . 

countries. Same wày an increase in defence spending would serioüsly affect the flow of 

funds me~nt as aid and development assistance to the developing countries21
. 

In Nigeria, for example, part of the problem of insecurity is that: vast majority 

of its citizens live i11 the rural areas where the impact of government is either ni! or very 

minimal. Consequently, there are unemployment or under-employment, lack of adequate 

educatiop.al and he'althcare facilities, lack of descent housing, clean portable wàter and 

inadequate and inefficient pubic utilities. '. This problem has been compounded by 

inefficient management and co-ordination of resources and efforts, misplaced priorities, 

over-centralization of the decision making process, political instability and corruption. As 

a result of the foregoing, theœ is a · high level of cynicism people feel towards 
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govemment, .its functionaries and policies. What is neeclecl therefore is the neecl to 

improve on the psychological security so as to enhance Nigeria's security environment
22

. 

A person alienated is less motivnted to get involved in the_develop,nent 

process and ·~ili Jikely distrust the outcome of any programn1e23
. This then. becomes a 

security problem. National security must be conceived as a dynamic and practical 

instrument for national integration and the création of a favourable dornest.ic environment 

for rapid development and transformation and ultimately protection against external 

. threats. National security, in this context, is trying to create national and international 

conditions favourable to the protection of vital national values against existing and 

potential adversaries24
• 

Experience has shown in Nigeria that many rnilitary regimes have tended to· 

always explain away most of their actions on the grounds of national security, such that 

they safely tuck their illogicàl actions under the guise of national security25
.· In a·· state-
. . 

centric security system, what features prominently, for example, is a heavy reliance on 

decrees and special tribunals to regulate PU.blic life and punish offenclers. This was what 

obtained in Nigeria during the military rule of Generals Muhamniadu Buhari and Ibrahim 

Babangida. Buhari fook over the reign of govetnment through military coup d'état in 

Dccember 31, 1983, and by July 1984, he had issued twenty-two decrees, including two 

retroactive ones - prescribing death penalty for arson, drug trafficking, oil smuggling and 

currency · counterfeiting26
. 

Ibrahim Babangida's reg1me took many measures to mitigate Buhari's 

draconian mie, including abolition (in July 1986) of the death sentence un~er Decree 

· number 20 of 1~84 for illegal ship bunkering and drug trafficking. He also ~et up an 

appeal tribunal for persons convicted under decrees 2 and 3 of 1984. Howevèr, he 

continued the Armed Robbery and Firearms Tribunal under which most of the death 
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sentences were carried out without appeal. By earl; 1987, more than 300 peoplç had btn 

executed ailer conviction by these tribunals, and in 1988 another 85 executions were 

known to hàve been carried out under their sentences27
. Between 1983 and 1987, Nigeria 

imported military materials valued at US $ l.5 billion from about ten major suppli~rs -

. 28 
more than any other African states . 

For so many years, the following have stood out as threats to Nigeria's national 

security: 

• Depressing state of economy and .the consequent erosion of morale and standard 

of living. 

• Manipulation of trade unionisin in a manner that can subvert national objec_tives 

and aspirations. 

• Armies of hungry citizens. 

• High inflation rate at a titne of low earning. 

• Acute unemployment that could be rnanipulated by internai and external forces. 

• Criminal acts, for example, fake invoicing, smuggling, hoarding, foreign exchange · 

racketeering, bunkering, advanc.e free fraud (a.k.a 419) 

• Local terrorism - assassination of political opponents, arson and other form of 

violence. 

• Socio-cültural problems; tribalism, corruption, high crime rate, communal strife, 

boundary disputes, chieftaincy disputes, urbanization, religious fanatism, and 

· organized youth unrest. 

• Lack of cohesion between/among the national elites cum ·leadership ciisis29
. 

lt is fruitful, thercfore, to sutn ùp this.section by alluding.to Aforka Nweke's 

definition of national securit y: 

The national security question is a complex ofpolitical, legal, sociai, 
economic. ideo!ogical qnd milita,y problems. It is not just defence 
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against internai and extemal tl;l'eats, but the stre11gthe11111g c?f the 
fo1111dalio11 of the political, eco110111ic, abolition <i ail forms of · 
internai injustice.~· and . et/1110-social ii1eq11ality ... ail .round 
development based 011 freedàm and self reliance and ... se(f
sufficie1icy in food, indus/rial and military productim,3°. 

4.2 Boundaries and Territories in Nig~r~a's Relations with hs Neighbours 

"Could nations be forged out of the artfficial ,mils left overfrom colonialism, the results 
of historical qccidents, with unnatural boundaries 1raw11 by European powers in their 

· · scramble for land?- 1 
'·' . 

The above poser by Walter Schwarz is quite germa.ne to our understanding of the 

. nature and character of boundaries in Nigeria's relations with its neighbours. This is why 

sufficie'nt attempt will be made to examine this theme. But before then, we shall briefly . . 

examine what borders are in the context of national security. 

Borders are artificially constructed, geographic or astronomie lines that form 

the boundary of a nation. Within this delimited boundary, a nation exercises power and 

jurisdiction and carries out its activities. Also in exercising its sovereign right within this 

boundary, the central government can control, restrict and totally ban the unauthorised 

moverilent of goods and people across such lines32
. 

African tribes enjoyed relative peace/coherence before the advent of the 

Europeans. Most African trading corrimunities did not have lines. separating them· as 

boundaries, tribes existed as distinct cultural and political groups and they were living 

side by side.- What could be characterized as 'frontiers of contact'. The Y orub_a states and 

Dahomey in West Africa,. Buganda and its East. African neighbours are perfect 

exainples33
. The other types of trading frontiers are those of ,;separation". He~e, 

communities are separatèd by a buffer zone over which neither side claimed or exercise 

any authority - exàmples of such buffer zones are unhealthy forest · and deserts. The states 

of Central Sudan, Bornu, Maradi and the Fulani empires are exarnples. The third type is 

where we coul~ concretely talk of 'enclaves' rather than frontiers as seen in regions 
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wherc there are overlapping diverse groups - the Masais, the Tuaregs and similar 

nomadic groups. In this type of categorization, frontiers .are not static. Territories that 

were not traditionally theirs were acquired ln quick succession
34

: 

In Africa, the conventional Èuropean definition does not fit, because there were 

instances of diverse and interlocking of diverse tribes. The migration of segnients of one 

tribe and their mingling with or absorption by other ethnie groups produced considerable 

complexity. In the process, new communitiès and new languages have emerged
35

. 

lhbes roll one upon anuther.fike the wai1es of the sea, and these 
human currents intermingle to /01111 fresh combimuionç 
discemible36

. · 

In fact, in the 191
h century there were hardly any neighbouring groups which 

did not indulge in eithcr small or large scale warfare. Bence, in Africa there is no urüform 

political, linguistic and cultural pattern. lt was a continent of a constant changing variety. 

The diplomats in London, Paris and Berlin mcrely relied on the information tliey got from 

treaties with native states, the accounts of European travellers and the persona! reports of 
. . 

local Europeàn agents, or in colonial partance, 'the-men-on-the-spot' to demarcate 

African boundaries. What obtains in this mix-up is that some of the native rulers have not 

been accurate while some of their. accounts are doubtful or confused; this is akin to the 

accounts given ·by those categorised cis 'the-men-on-the-spot'. Furthennore, some 

European travellers who claimed to have visited various parts of the continent provided 

neither objective nor accurate scientific report of the boi.mdary situations there37
. 

Another major factor that influenced thé imperialists was the 'theory of 

hinterland' and 'effective occupation'. The British and the French· were in bitter 

competition to acquire territories in Africa, as much as possible and each of them were 
. . 

qoing all to out-compete each other. They were keen not to loose their fac~s or· t~1eir 

national honour, irrespectivè of the structure of the indigenous communities. · On the 
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hinterland theory, since the conquest of different parts of African by the European 

imp.erialists was done from the coast, they were preoccupied with secu:ring the hinterland 

as well -,- an exercise that will put paid to their hold on the coast. Further more, stririgent 

tariff policy, put in place by the French authorities in their areas of influence (in the 

colonies) called for apprehension on the part of British traders and it is this !iscal 

consideration t~at led to the insistence of the British traders that their government should 

also be seriously involved in daiming for them the hinterland in its existing area of 

influence in the colonies. Hence, during the subsequent negotiations, Britain made 

securing an accèss to navigable pmtions of the River Nigèr a serious factor. ln ·the final 

analysis, no European power was willing tç sacrifice or upset European peace simply to 

preserve the territorial integrity or the political structure of an African state - as was made 

obvious in their boundary negotiations/demai-cations in Africa. Coupled with that, African 

indigeno~s boundaries/frontiers were characterized by unspeakable fluidity38
. 

At independence, African states cannot, _in the stnctest seùse, be called nation 

states, because they do not embrace one people with common language, a cominon past, 

and a common culture. They were arbitrary creations of alïen diplomats. What obtained 

wa~: a heritage of artificially contrived borderline. As a result, there were unstoppable 
. . 

stirring of irredentist claims especially by groups whose traditional frontiers have been 

impinged upon and those that are dissatisfied by the 'new' international boundaries39
. 

No doubt, all political boundaries are artificial because they are demarcated by 

man_. The accidents of history, the vagaries of geography and exigencies ·of economies 

have ail played a part in determining the emergence of African boundaries thereby 

making them truly artificial. This is because unlike . European boundaries, African . . 

boundaries did not evolve out of age-long efforts of the local peoples. The European 

colonizers. were not only arbitrary in demarcating African boundaries, they were·· also 
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arranged precipitately. They were keen on· selfish gams rather than weighing. the 

·cohsequences of disrupting ethnie groups and undermining the indigenO)JS pèlitical 

order40
. 

The atbitrariness and artificiality_ of African boundaries can even be underlined 

by. a statement made by Lord Salisbury, the erstwhile British Prime Minister, who 

remarked aller signing .the Anglo-French convention of 1890 which foreshadowed the 

inter~ational boundary between Nigeria, Dahomey (now Republic of Benin), Niger and 

the Chad Republic that: 

We have heen engaged in drawing fines upon maps where 110 white 
ma.n 's foot ever trad: . lve have been iil'ing m.vq1, mountains a11d 
rivàs and lakes to each other, 011/y hindered by the sma/1 
imvediment that we never knew exactlv where the mou11tai11s and 
rh;ers and lakes were41

. · 

Another wuld be seen in the words of a British former Com1n"issioner an~ Consul

General who played an active part in the drawing of the boundary between Nigeria and 

what is today Western Cameroon. In his speecb to the Royal Empire Society, he said: 

ln those days we Just look a blue pencil and a ruler, and ive put il 
dowii jus/ at old Cala bar. and drew that blue fine to Yola... l 
recollect thinking when 1 was sifting having an audience with the 
Emir (of Yola), s111To1111ded by his tri be. that it was a ve,:v good thing 
that he did not know that !, with a blue pencil, ./,ad drawn a fine 
through his territm:/2

• 

For these reasons, even Europeàn writers. on African Affairs did not spare 

European dîplomats and soldiers that were involved in demarcating African boundaries 

for their arbitrariness. For instance, the Hilton Young's Commission on Closer Union in 

Eastern and Central Africa concluded that: 

The boundarh>.'i separating the te1Titories are the e.ffect qf historical 
accident and not of anv reasoned vlan. Thev . hal'e zrown uv 
piecemeal as a res,~lt o.i the labour.; of the e~1rly trm,;ller, wh"o 
wandered al larze. and of international divlomacv in search of 
rough-and-ready- compron;ises. ... and witÎ1 · litt le- lmowledge ;f 
geographical conditions and less <~/ etlmographicat43

• 
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Boundarics dispute have arisen in many instances in Europe because 'too inuch 

history is· remembered'. The precarious contrast iri Africa is, if too much true history is 

remembered, it is certainly safer and better than fictitious history based on generalizations 

or on popular traditions of conquest, unit y and greatn.ess in the past which is_ no longer 

· politically sigr~ificant or relevant even long before the Europeans appèared on th~ African 

Evidently the international boundaries separating Nigeria from its. neighbours 

were the creation of alien diplo1irnts. Within the boundaries are large ethnie groups 

speaking. innumerable and muttially unintelligible languages and distinct history and 

culture. The idea of unity within Nigeria and the awareness that the country shall 

eventually evolve to be a corporate national entity arn concepts of recent growth which up 

till now is yet to take deeper roots. Hence, boundaries whi.ch demarcate an artificial state 

are in themselves arbitrary - because ethnie groups were in many places disrupted. 

Today, there are Bokin and Ekoi groups in Nigeria and in the Cameroon Republic; _there 

are Yoruba speaking peoples in Dahomey (Republic of Benin) and in Nigeria; Hausa 

speaking peoples predominate in the Republic of Niger and in notthern Nigeria45
. These 

were predicated on the fact that the Europear1 explorers that eventually partitioned Africa 

were mainly concerned with acquisit_ion of territories for profitable economic 

exploi!ations. Hence the ·control of trade routes and collection of custom duties wer'.e of 
' . 

paramount importance to the Europeans then. Also acquisition of territories with little or 

no reference to physical, political and ethnological facts was also of utmost importance to 

the Europeans4
~. Whereas, while referring to boundary relations in Europe, it was 

. pinpointed that war could ilever settle a boundary problem because there: 

A frontier is a compromise -- if has to be a compromise. Jt'hen the 
many tribes of Europe settled do1v11, they die/ so i11discrim111ate(,, -
they had no thought of modem political conditiom·47

. 
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Therefore African boundaries need a cairn and dispassionate consideration of the ' . 

past and present factors involved. For instance, Nigeria lies between latitudes four degree 

north and fourteen degree n~1th. lt is bounded in the north by the Sahara desert and in the 

south by the Gulf of Guinea - an arm of the Atlantic Ocean. The histrny of the region is 

featured with many waves of human movements from across the Sahara. ln the course ?f 

· these. types of migration, there have been displacement and in_termingling of peoples. 

Outside th~ delta and the coastal swamps and creeks, the Nigerian 1andmass consists 

essentially of a low plateau of about 600 metres (2,000 feet) above sea level. Except in 

the'.rugged range of hills along the Nigerian-Cameroon borders, there is no major physical 

barrier to the easy movement of people 48
. 

Pre-colonial movements of population across the Cameroon-Adamawa ranges 

were very restricted, and both the people of Oron and the Ekoi groups of the Cross River 

basin, who daim to have come from the Cameroons, appear to have entered Nigeria·from 

the sea and from the Cross River gap. respectively. By contrast, the western and northern 

borderlands of Nigeria which consist of open plains have presented no obstacles to large 

scale movements of people and armies. These plains have permitted easy passage on foot 

and horseback. lt is Iargely due to th~ absence of major physiograpllic barriers and the 

consequent ready spread of people that the political bounda'ries of Nigeria (as indeed most 

· African count~ies) have come to be regarded as 'artificial'. Extensive plains dotted with 

numerous hills characterised the plateau surfaces of Nigeria. Therefore, movement 

between the peoples of the northern and western borderlands of Nigeria has been 

relatively easy and regular. - simply because of the absence of physical barriers. 

Movement across national boundaries in West Africa has. been equally easy due to 

cultural ties. This explains why contacts and movements between the Hausas of Nig·eria 
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and Niger Republic may be greater than contacts between. the Hausa of Nigeria and the 

k fN. · 49 .Ju uns o 1gena . 

The exploration of West Africa by Europeans was begun by the Portuguese in 

the 15th centu~y. They were joined in the 161
h century by the English and the .French and 

' 

Jater by the Dutch and the Germ~ny. From that time until the l 9111 century, the four 

European countries engaged in a keen cornpetition :for trade in West Africa. The nature of 

the trade was in human beings as well as in minera] and agri.cultural products. It was the 

trade that Ied to colonization, the conclusion of trèaties with chiefs and the conquest of 

hostile African states, resulting in regrouping of the people of West Africa into new 

geographical boundaries. The 19th century saw the European scramble for colonies in 

West Africa, and by the beginoin~ o.f füe·201
1t c~ntury the whole of.West Africa except 

Liberia was under the rule or protection of European powers; Then France was 

controlling 2·,850,000 square kilometre of West Africa - this was nine times the size of 

France itself, Britain - 780,000 square kilometre, Germany 52,800 · square kilometre -

(Togoland) and 320,000 square kilometre - (Cameroon); and Portugal 22,400 square 

kilometre. At the end of the First World War, Germany's possessions were ceded to 

Britain and France·as mandated territories50
. 

Africa was badly partitioned because, as earlier mentioned, African bound_ari.es 

were arbitrarily. drawn witli little or no reg~rd for pre-existing socio-economic patterns 

and networks and are, therefore, artificial. These boundaries have led to erratic separation 

of unified cultural areas and a fragmentation of coherent natural planning regions and 

ecosyst~ms; such that a great deal of Africa's current economic problems have .stemmed 

from the div.ision of territories into a large number of competitive, rather than 

complementary, national economi~s. Conseqûently, much of the continent's current 

political problems· have originated from the arbitrary nature of the colonial boundaries. 
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Most modern state formation processes. in Africa have tluis g1ven nse to territorial 

absurditie.s such as partitioned seas, lakes, rivers, mountains, valleys, forest, and deserts. 

As a result, there is the emergence of ethnie or national minorities, with the attendant 

problem of irredentism and the more alarming pradice of 'ethnie c)eansing'. ln fact, state 

frontiers have aggravated existing disputes and conflicts within and between states51
. 

In fact, Daniel Bach is of the view that, in Africa, more than elsewhere in the 

globe, the imposition of boundary lines hàs clea~ly had disastrous eçonomic, social and 

human consequences. It has not only imposed severe physical impediments to the 
I 

unification of some territories, it has also placed resources constraints on soine regions 

due to an unfavourable ecological and human environment. Worse still, some have had to 

face.the inextricable problem of being landlocked52
. · 

For ins1ance, France ruled two enormous.territories in West and Equatorial Africa 

but chose to di:;engage from them having created them mèrely into eleven independent 

territories in spi te of their enormity before the disengagement. Sorne of these territories 

are not viable b~cause their boundaries eut across lines that were frequented by migrants. 

These boundaries, fixed at the whims and caprices of colonial powers, have produced the 

phenomenon in which the founding President of Zambia, lost election after iuling for 

twelve years only to discover that his right to Zambian citizenship is being questioned. 

Also the opposition leader in Cote d'Ivoire was denied the right to contest for the 

presidency of Cote d'Ivoire on the ground that lie did not qualify as a citizen53
: The same 

goes for some political figures of northern extrac6on in Nigeria. For example, Alhaj i 
.. 

Shugaba Darman, a member of the Borno State House of Assembly was accused of 

constituting a nuisance to the Government of the day and was deportèd to Chad Republic 

as a prohibited immigrant54
. 
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Before the emergence of modern states in Africain the late 1911,-century, following 

the European partition of the c_ontinent, much of the continental landscape was dominf1ted 

by eithei- city-state, free republic or empires whose. fortune, like their boundaries, 

fluctuated with ease. Thé dominant pattern of interaction among the several and disparate 

political entities which occupied the geographical zone of the present day Nigeria and its 

neighbours was one of internecine warfare as these groups jostled· for territorial and 

political suprem.acy55
. In short, the endemic instability which arose as a result of this 

·complex mix of inter and intra-ethnic warfare and inter~state rivatr"ies was to. unleash 

successive waves of immigrants upon the sub-règion - thus rendering supertluous ally 

permanent claims to territorial allegiance by the.se groups of peoples56 
. 

. Within the framework of systematic. behaviour of states, self protection, even by 

means of force, is one of the cardinal roles of the state. The protection of boundaries and 

of territorial integrity, of territorial waters, of ships at. sea, and of citizens travelling or 

engaged in comml!rce in other states are the traditionàlly recognised fonction of a state. It 

is within the systemic behaviour of a state, and. so governed by widely accepted 
. ' 

conventions· that serious problems do not usually arise. Reciprocity and co-ordination are 

wid~spread in ·connection with defence of territorial interests. Preservation of states 

interests by action within territorial boundaries is basically the fonction of protectiori of 

society against undesirable change, especially change initiated from outside. A stable 

international socicty, in which each unit is in a condition of peace with ail other units, 

beconiès unstable or potentially unstable irnmediately. any change occurs, at least until 

adjustments are made57
. 

For instance, i.n an event of conflict, the roles of citizens whose activities are 

into expo~ and import of goods becomc ahered, and probably altered in ways that are 

unacceptable to somè units within the system. Usually, re.taliation and cumulative self-
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enforcing trends becomes established leading to escalation of the contlict, and to 

accumulation of adjustments required in the structure of international socièty. ln such 

· times of conflict, the protection of state interest acquired an aggressive characteristic. It 

must be said that the protection of state· interests by action within territory boundaries 
. ' 

now èxtends beyond economic interest; it includes pr_otection of the state's structure, 

cultural, and its philosophies58 
.. 

Nigeria's land neighbours (Republic of Benin, Niger, Chad and Cameroon) are 

Francophone · èountries with substantial French presence and control. The borders 

between Nigeria and these countries were drawn arbitrarily during the colonial conquest 
. . 

. and at borderline; the ethnie groups have beeri arbitrarily eut into two. The border 

comm~nities have however become mindless of this colonial division and separation -

such that cousins, spouses and friends alike on either side continue to have their normal 

social and economic exchanges, irrespective of the juridical line of division. The porous 

li.ature aiid the ethnie composition of the borders pose a number of potential problems for 

Nigcrià, namely: 

• Ethnie irreclentism. 

• · Rèfugee influx and arms traffic in case of civil wars in neighbouring countries like 

Chad Republic. 

• Subversion with the use of neighbouring countries as bases. 

Since some extra-African powers Iike France maintain their presence ând co11trol 

in these coUntries_ that are sharing borders with Nigeria, French support for é;lny of these 

possibilities could have serious national secûrity implications for Nigeria59
. 

Nigeria southern limit is set _by the Gulf of Guinea (Bights of Benin and 

Biafr~);· its inland. frontters are shared with Cameroon (east); Chad (north-east); Niger 

(riorth); and Benin (west). There is · no demarcation reached regarding Nigeria-Chad-
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.• 

Niger-Cameroon boundary in Lake Chad, hence the series of disputes60
. Itshould be saicl 

that Nigeria lias cordial relationship with ail its neighbours -- Benin, Niger, Chad, 

Cameroon and Equatorial Guinea: - as well as with other countries in West African sub

region, with most of which it had bilateral agreements. There have beeh occasional border 

disputes with Chad and Cameroon, and military action against these ncighbours was 

contemplated by the civilian government in 19~2 and 1983. Another problem arose in the 

early 1980s when_ Nigeria decided to expel _many illegal immigrants, mainly Ghanaians, 

but this . dispute also was resolved amicably. The guiding principle of good 

neighbourliness and friendship has helped to resolve conflicts between Liberia and Sierra 

Leone, Burkina Faso and Mali, and Togo and Ghana. Nigeria tries to make its neighbours 

'safe' friends, partly to reinforce boundary claims and to protect human rights of Nigerian 

citizens who are migrant workers and partly to stabilize relatioi1s between the immediate 

neighbouring countries. For example, it has established a strong presence in Equatorial 

Guinea since 198861
• 

Nigeria's relative wealth and particularly the oil wealth of the 1970s was a 

magnct for alien migrant -labourers, many of whom entered ·illegally from the 
. . 

neighbouring States. Relations with these _workers were tense and marked by two large-

scale ~xpulsions. The fii-st was in 1983 - when ail foreigners illegally residing · and 

working in the country were ordered to leave within a matter of weeks. Most of them had 

entered under the ECOW AS protocol on free movement of people and goods but had 

overstayed. At_ least 1 :3 million West Africans - mai ni y from Niger, Chad, Cameroon and 

Ghana were expelled despite international protests. À second campaign to expel 70,000 

illegal aliens took place in 1985, but it was not clear how many were actually 

repatriated62
. 
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ln,sum, Nigeria's experience of'. incursion from its neighbours, coupled with 

fears of foreign influence or of subversion of neighbours by such potential adversaries as 

France, Libya _and South Africa have combined to heighten Nigeria's sensitivities about 

border· security. Border security with. each of its neighbours is a constant source of 

problem for Nigeria. The Nigeria-Benin Joint Border Coinmission was reactivated. in 

, 1981 to deal with minor incursion by Béninoise troops and with increased smuggling into 

Nigeria. In 1986, in response to increasing clashes between communities along the Benin . 

border, Nigeria decided to est~blish about 100 additional border posts staffed by customs 

and immigration officiais. It has been noted that proper border deniarcation would help 

control smuggling, illegal aliens, and harassment of people. In April 1989, Nigeria 

surveyed the 773 kilometre border with Benin63
. 

Illegal immigrants and smuggling from N1ger Republic, with which Nigeria 

shared 1,497 kilometre border equally poses perennial problems. For instance, in April 

1984; Nigeria recalled ail its existing currency notes in exchange for new notes. It was 

meant to pre-empt the return of the old currency, much of which hàd been smuggled out 

of the country, and also meant to establish a new baseline for Nigeria's financial system 

that could be eàsily monitored. In order to prevent the re-entry of the. smuggled currency, 

Nigeria closed ail its borders. Though gasoline and mea.t, on which landlocked Niger 

· . depended, were exempted. As a result, large chùnk of Nigerian customs revenue were 

lost64
. · 

The approximately 85 kilometre border with Chad through Lake Chad 

witnessed more serious hostilities: For instance, on April 18, 1983, Nigerian soldiers 

were sent to Kinsara Island in the disputed Lake Chad area to protect Nigeria fishers. This 

was seen as an affront by the Chadian authorities and led to outbreak of a violent clash 

between Nigeria and Chad which lasted for· six days. The Cbadian troops recaptured 
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Kinsara Island, white Nigeria responded with retaliatory raids. The ensuing intermittent 

clashes on· the Island continued till Nigerian and Chadian Presidents met on July 11 that 

year to sign an agreement which laid the crisis to an end. An estimated 75 Chadian 

soldiers and 9 Nigerians were feared deacl65
. Thereafter, there was the revival .of a joint 

border patrols (now defunct) and the establishment of a four-nation· Lake Chad Basin 

Commission to take up border security issues ailcl demarcate their common borders
66

. 

Again, in the 2000s, there were frequ~ncies of incursion into Nigeria of bandits 

that are of Chadian origin. T_his is ·a serious threat to Nigerian security and has put the 

Nigerian law enforcement agencies on a red-alert in order to ensure safety at the border 
. . 

Nigeria's · 1ongcst frontier of. about 1690. kilometres with Cameroon also 

witnessed several clashes. lt should be stressed here that neither Cameroon nor Chad was 

a signatory of the ECOWAS protocols on the free movement of communily citizens and 

hence greater bbrder tensions existed betwèen these countries and Nigeria. There was a 

crisis between Nigeria and Cameroon in 1981 which led to the death of five Nigerian 

soldiers and three wounded - when a Cameroonian patrol team fired on a Nigerian vessel 

off the contested Rio del Rey area. The area was thought to be rich in oil, gas and 

uraniurri deposits. This border clash was amicably settled, though it generated a lot of 

heat. So also is the heat geneni.ted by the 1987 Cameroonian gendarmes who occupied 16 

border villages in Borna state in Niger_ia. Not only that, in October 1989, Cameroo~ian 

gendarmes. allegedly abducted four Nigerian customs officiais on routine. border patrol 

duties. Minar border clashes still persist between border residents and transients to date68 
•. 

A major one is the 2001 crisis at the Bakassi peninsula. The oil-rich pen1nsula has been a 

. source of rift between the two countries since 1975. This would be discussed in detail . . 

later in this study. 
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Nigeria took several measures during the 1980s to improve and strengthen its 

border management. After the 1981 clash with Càmeroon, Nigeria decided to fence its 

entire international boundary, to enclo~~ each · border beacon, and to augment its 

immigration staff by 1,000. Weapon training of immigration officers was intensified, 

rnodern border patrol and surveillance equipments were procured and new border posts 

· established. Couple with that, National Boundaries Commission Was established in 1988. 

The Commission was mandated to: 

e co-ordinate the activities of ail agencies involved in internai and international 

borders; 

• inquire into and resolve any boundary· problem or issue between Nigeria and its 

neighbours and between states within the federation69
. 

As mentioned earlier in this study, African boundaries are a legacy of 

colonialism and as such ill-defined. Of particular interest are the ill-defined po11ions of 

Nigerian maritime boundaries. Given the fluidity of ethriic composition in these frontiers, 

Nigeria has recorded intense and consistent unofficial trans-border activities with the 

nationals ·of its neighbours. Therefore, various eau.ses of border coriflict between Nigeria 

and its neighbours have combined in the imprecision of the boundal'ies, the presence of 

vital minerai resources within the frontier- zone and intense and lucrative trans-border 

· activities of na,tionals of ail the states concerned70
. 

For example, the Nigerian-Cameroon border is noted for valuaQle presence ·or 
. . . 

oil especially at Akpayafe estuary which serves as the maritime boundary between the 

two countries. ~n the estuary_ there have been conflicting daims bothering on the issue of 

threat to ·each other's national se~urity and economic interest. The same goes for J3akassi 

peninsula that is noted for heavy presence/habitation ofNigetian fishermen. Such that the 

recurrent clashes in this border zone have often resulted in heavy casualties of the 
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Nigerians in artisanal fishing. The Cameroon/Nigerian illustration of border conflict 

above is also · a replica of Nigeria/Chad border intercourse. The Lake Chad islands of 

Gubi, Doro and Baga are equally a sour point in Nigeria-Chad relations and Nigerian 

fishermen the_re have had to contend with hostility. The discovery o·r oil in the_ Lake has 

further exacerbated the situation 71
. 

The trans-border activities m Nig~ria frontier with its neighbours is often 

characterised by. the people. who exploit currency disparities and ethnie affinities across 

the international frontiers to deal illegally in ·currencies and goods. Others are the overture 

of some (overzealous) govemment officiais crossing the borders either to exact taxes or 

arrest or punish suspected cri minais. There have been reports of arbitrary. arrests nf 

Niger1ans by the gendarmes of the neighbouring fr~ncophone states as well as Nigeria . 

law enforèement agents in relations to nationals of its francophone neighbours -

particularly to check smuggling and other nefarious activities across the borders. To 

correct this anomaly, the governments within the neighbourhood have employed bilateral 

negotiations; military confrontation, multilateral negotiations or· unilateral action to 

resolve boundary conflict. The bilateral negotiations have brought about the 

establishment of joint patrol teams along the border zones and conclusion as well · as 

ratifi".ation of various · 'mernorandum of understanding', correction of ill-demarcated 

borders, signing of accords, and reaching agreements on creating a 'neutral zone' c1;Iong 

the borders -where ail human activity will be excluded72
. · · 

At another level, Nigeria contemplatèd a military option to address the 

gruesome killing of its nationals by the Cameroon gendarmes in May 1981, but it 

jettisoned it atlerall - attributing the need to do so to adhering strictly to its p~incipJe of 

good neighbou~liness and appurtenances of being a regi~nai power. This is what 

President Shehu Shagari the then Nigerian Head of State specifically said: 
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I undersland the feelings ~f those lf'ho are in javour <?f Nigeria 
. adopting an aggressive posture toward\· thosè who provoke us ... 
our reactions to these events should, rather, be judged agai11st the 
background of the prindples <~f our forei1:,711 policy .. . qur whole 
Joreign policy has been meliculously geared .toward\· promoti11g 
good neighbourliness and a healthy re.\pect, for. we .fhmly. believe in 
the OA V principle of the inviolability of the intemahonal boundaries 
inherited by states at the lime <?/ their 11atio11al independenœ ... l am 
co11sdous that Ni<;feria, like mosl other regio11al powers, must /earn · 
to contend with le~dership and the attendant re.\p011sibility ... ïJ. 

H~wever, in what eventually beéame a low scale battle, Nigeria e~nployed the 

military option over the Lake Chad Islands border dispute in 1983. Although the 

experien~e generated from it is that military option cannot resolve border disputes -

because it èan escalate or be internationalized74
. 

Part of the multilateral endeavour Nigeria .undertook with its neighbours is .the 

· initiation of Lake Chad Basin Commission. lt should be recalled that Nigeria and ail its 

neighbours .except Republic of Benin share the Lake and. so they ail belong to the Lake 

· Chad Basin Commission. In fact, the international boundaries of ail ~he Lake Chad Bàsin 

èountries converge on the Lake. Therefore, the Lake Chad Basin Commission and· the 

Niger Basin Authority are multilateral initiatives at ensUring a peaceful international 

cross-border relationship in the Niger River and Lake Chad area. Nigeria, Cameroon and. 

Cha:d have all initiated petroleum exploration, fishing and irrigation activities around the 

Lake. N_iger Republic which. perhaps has a low-profile stance on .the Lake is also the 

country whose border is most stable am,ong the entire · international boundary with 

Nigeria75
. It is also Niger that is Nigeria's best trading partner within the immediate 

. ~ . 

neighbou~hood76
. 

First, at a unilateral level, Nigeria, like most of its neighbo~rs, has increased its 

border outposts and at times stepped-up the· military patrol ·of its border posts. Second, ir1 

April 1984, Nigeria unilaterally shut ail its international borders in order to· effect a 

smooth curre~cy switch exercise. Even rrio~e than a year after the exercise, the borders 
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remained closed. Three, the country is a coriternpla.ting erecting fonces or walls along 

Nigeria's international boundaries. Ali of these could not e·li111inate the boundary 

proble~s 77 
.. 

Towards a stable boundary polièy is the need for dogge~ rnutual cooperation 

between Nigeria and its neighbours in orc.ier to ensure effective boundary administration. 

As a corollary to this is the imperative to ensure that border communities should be given 

orientations that will make them avoid activities which are likely to ·restrain the relations 

between their different states. Delimiting these boundaries requires· some measures of 

direct n,egotiation between and among these neighbours but demarcation may unduly 

overstretch the resources of these states. A safer leeway for African states is to show 

some willingness to make reciprocal concessions. This could be facilitated with intense 

ec01~omic·, industrial, social and political co-operation 78
. 

One of the ferocious border clashes in the 1980s was the one between Nigeria and 

Chad, on their Lake Chad border. The following are the ·factors that accounted for the 

devastating clash:· 

• 

• 

• 

The internai socio-economic dynami?s of the Lake itself 

Lack ofprecise demarcation of the boutldary . 

The non-èhallance of Nigeria in relation to the activities in the boundary area 

(Lake Chad) since independence in 1960. 

•. The degeneration or Chadian internai cns1s (Goukinni Weddeye's Gunt and 

Hissene Habre'.s rebellion). 

• The failure of the Lake Chad Basin Commission to· address the potentiality of this 

friction - which was 1me of the reasons for its establishment' in l 964. 
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. s 

• Disagreement over fishing rights in the Islands of Lake Chad as well as opposition 

by Nigerian fishermen and traders to collection of taxes by Chadian authorities in 

"Nigeria's territory" leading to harassme,nt and brutalization. 

• The crisis. reached a head ~hen a contingent of Nigerian Mobile Police sent to 

protect Nigerian citizens i~ the border towns were shot at by Chadian gendarmes -

killing three ofthem and wounding three others79
. 

Rather than pursue a bellicose foreign policy that will intimidate neighbouring 

countries, successive Nigeria leaders have consistently pursued a policy of conciliation. 

and dialogue. In this context, peacefül solutions have been preferred by Nigeria in its 

relations with border disputes with Republic of Chad, Benin, Cameroon and Equatorial 

Guinea - Nigeria's immediate neighbours. Even in the face of provocative incursions, 

Nigeria has always opted for dialogue. It is also clear from this interaction that Nigeria at 

no time had expansionist ambition80
. 

The frequency with which people move across national bouildaries in West 

Africa, without official sanction has been very high and has been a source of woITies. 

This is so because several huodred unofficial routes exist. This becomes more 

pronounced if we appreeiate again that in the sub-region, neighbouring eountries sharè 

one or more ethnie groups. For instance, the Hausàs are found in Nigeria and Niger 

Republic, Yorubas in Benin Republic and Nigeria, Ewes in Ghana an·d Togo, and the 

Brongs in Cote d' Ivoire and Ghana. ln essence international borders .in West Africa are 

reputed to eut a~ro~s the territories of 100 different .ethnie groups81
. 

Migration in the sub-region is no respecter of ideological differenee, 

membership of finaneial eommunities and even eonfliet between states. The eohesion and 

solidarity among the people across these boundaiies· and the movements are still going on 

in spite .of the arbitrary international boundaries drawn by the Eùropeans in 1885 in 
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Berlin. Hundreds of peasants move_ across international borders several times a d.ay to 

farm or visit relations. For instance, the Emir of Maradi in Niger Republic is addressed as 

'Sarkin Katsina (that is, Emir of Katsina) due to the historie.al connectîon between Maradi 

(in Niger Republic) and Katsina (in Nigeria). ln the samé vein, traditional and modern 

border markets· such as the ones at Jibia, Badagry, Idi-Iroko and Sernc have attracted 

merchants from diverse regions who flock to these markets regardless of government . . 

restrictions and regulations. Borders have, therefore, largely remained imaginary, with too 

few officiais to control the movement of people. Many immigration officiais especially 

when newly posted to border areas have found it difficult in differentiating between 

'travellers' from ncighbouring states and their own countrymen. This is due to the fact that 

most times, both the countrymen and the travellers are of same· ethnie origin. This has 

implications for 1axation, health, education, military service, household statistics and 

other aspect~ of public administration 82
. 

The expericnce of the stmctural adjustment programme thàt Nigeria embarked 

upon in the 1980s showed thal there is an intricate networkof thriving cross-border trade 

between Nigeria and its neighbours. lt also underscon:;d the fact that the informai cross

border trade bas been working against industrialization in Nigeria ~ because cheaper 

manufactured products Iike batteries and soap are smuggled into Nigeria from the 

neighbouring countries, thereby displacing the demand for Iocally manufactured goods. 

Another example is the Nigerian tobacco industry that has had to facé seri.ous competition 

with a f1o~d of cheap tobacco from the neighbouring country through the unofficial cross

border trade83
. · . · 

Indeed, big time unofficial cross-border traders h~ve found it more lucrative to 

· engage in informai trade because of the price differential across border, of such 

commodities like petroleum and other petrolèum products, fertilizer and other agricultural 
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inputs, and. so · on. For instance, a tanker fuli of petroleum which official cost is N75, 

000.00 before 1994 in Nigeria could fetch a profit of more than N700, 000.00 after 

crossing the border to Chad Republic. The informai cross-border tradè still thrives in spite 

of shift_s in economic and monetary polides in Nigeria and its neighbours. One of the 

ways by which these policies are rendered ineffective is that some Nigerian businessmen 

still persist in cross-border commerce into places such as Chad, Cameroon and Republic 

of Benin· to pure hase goods after carrying out the~r monetary transactions in the parall el 

market84
. This is why Daniel Bach is of the opinion that "large population groups (and at 

tiines, the whole states) owe their capacity to survive to semi-official or clandestine flows 

which thrive across boundaries85
" in West and Central Africa. 

Hence, it is estimated that the value of unrecorded cross-border commerce 

between Nigeria and each of its neighbours. exce.eds by about· tenfold that of official 

recorded trans~ctions86
. Put. differently, · the volume and value of smuggling activities 

betweeil'Nigeria and ail its neighbours are estimated to be by far greater than those of 

ofiicial transactions. Smuggling, here,. is used as a generic' term covering currency and 

dmg tràfficking, the illegal importation or exportation of essentiàl good items, petroleum 

product_s and other manufactured goods. Consequently several thousands of nationals of . 

neighbouririg states reside legally or illègally in Nigeria and several hundreds of 

tho~sands of Nigerians live under the samè conditions in the neighbouring states87
,· The 

smuggling activities have flourished to the extent that in all Nigeria's neighbours, the 

Nigerian c.tirrency (naira) is virtually a legal tender. ln 1992 atone, the equivafent of $856 

million left West Africa for ·Europe in forril of 'hot càsh' assumed t~ be laundered drug 

money88 
. 

. Another nature of cross-border activities between Nigeria and its neighbours, 

apart from smuggling and all sorts of trans-border trade, is car theft: Most times, cars of 
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all brands have been stolen from oil-rich Nigeria and taken across the border. Some of 

these stolen cars are either 'recycled' in West Africa or taken across the Sahara desert. into 

.North Africa and occasionally as far as central Europe. The trails used by ca~ thieves are 

the same favoured by narcotics and anns dealers as well as traflickers of women and 

children. Nigeria's entire border areas withBenin, Niger, Chad, Cameroon Republics and 

even the over 500 km of Atlantic coast, are ail fair game to these èriminals
89

. 

The Nigeria Customs Service was reported to have intercepted small arn1s and 

am1nunition wort;h more than 4.3 billion naira (US $ 34 . .l million) on their way to the 

country in the first six months of 2002. In its April l 0, 2006 report the Nigeria Customs 

Service stated that between January and April 2005 alone, the Nigeria Customs Service 

recorded sei~ures totalling 745 smuggled goods. ,Apart from used vehicles, textiles, 

juices, used refrigerators, tyres, drugs and scrap metals,. turkey, chicken, 1 <? guns and 

1,666 rounds of ammunition were items impounded. The report valued the goods at 

NI .293 billion90
. 

A lot had èome through the border 'Yith Benin, the northern borders with Niger, 

Chad and Camer~on brought into Nigeria e.ither overland or by sea - in small boats. One 

of the reasons attributed for this upsurge is the recent rise in the creation of privàte armies 

by politicians especially as the nation (Nigeria) recently returned to civil rule after long 

years of military rule. Regrettably however,. the weapons more often than not. end up in 

the hànds of criminals. In parts of north-eastern Nigeria, .the movement of people and 

arms across borders has created severe problems in recent years.· Large.bands of gunmen, 

remuants of rebel wars in Niger and Chad Republics in the last decade, have slippe~ into 

Nigeria where· they have become bandits, makiùg major highways and man.y isolated 

towns and villages unsafe91
. To be sure, report has it that some of these gunmen from 

neighbouring countries have become recruits or mercenaries in an ethno-religious crisis · 
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rocking certain states in Nigeria - like Plateau. In fact," a number ·of them have been 

captured fighting on the side of herdsmen against local farming communities elsewherè in 

Nigeria and in some Plateau districts92
. 

Some United Nations Children's Fund studies have indicated that coastal and 

border towns in the south-eastern states of Nigeria; Cros:;; River, Akwa lbom and Rivers 

are frequently used as staging posts by children trafücking rings for riloving children, 

mostly by sea to Gabon, Equatorial Guinea and Cameroon. There are also many cases of 

childrèn and young women taken from Togo, Benin and other West African countries into 

Nigeria through coastal and border towns of Obolo, Eket, lbeno,. lkom, and Oron for 

onward transmission by sea to the recipient countries of North Africa and Europe_. No 

doubt these cross-border criminal activities pose serious danger to Nigeria1s national 

secu-rity. Shortly aller the September 11, 2001 terrorist attack on the US, it has been 

widely speculated that the terrorists could easily exploit these manner of cross-border 

criminal activities. ln fact, the US sponsored a workshop for Nigerian law enforcement 

agents.: the poL ns and immigration in the northern town ofKatsina in September 

2002 to address th y93
. 

\Vith B untoward development climaxc f)J indefinite closure .of 

Nigeria's border:. A hers, Benin was alleged: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

To be a nev 

That soml' , .. 

European countries. 

,r smuggling ofarms and amrnùnition to Nigeria. 

-;ens are the brain behind trafficking of Nioeri;inc: to some 

Thataround 75 percent of'·( iiicles stukn from Nigeria is smuggled to Benin via 

the porous border. 

That Nigerian cheap fuel is nrnssive!y smuggled into Benin, and above ail, 
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• For uncooperative attitude of Benin's government to crack down on smuggling -

pointing to the fact that since Benin did not sign an international customs 

convention, official co-operation in customs matters became practically 

. "bl 94 · 1mposs1 e . 

Incleed, experience in neighbouring Liberia and Sierra Leone have shown that 

shared borders continue to be perceived much more as areas of discord and confrontation 

than zones of peace and collaboration, but then the following is clear: 

• There seems to be a str~ng uhderstandrng of a shared. security fate among 

neighbouring states - as evident in the regional. efforts within ECOW AS as wellas 

bilateral diplomatie endeavours between many West African countries. 

• It is a{so noticeable that there is strongly shared . susp1c1on and mistrust among 

decision-makers in the sub-region95
. 

The foregoing speaks to the fact that there 1s a complex nature of trans

boundary security in the sub-region. This is reinforced by the aphorism that tio neighbour 

would be at peace when the house in its neighbourhood is on 'tire'. Be that as it may, there 

is an unfortunate visionary rhetoric on a collectively shared security destiny. What· 

obtains instead is a perception of one's neighbour as "the face of evil" with whom 

dialogue and collaboration are compromisingly impossible and this has led to an endless 

spread of violence in· the sub-region. For instance, in December 25, 1989, Charles 
,, ' 

Taylor's led rebel National Patriotic Front of Libeda (NPFL) was able to laurtch an attack 

on Liberia, using Ivorian territory as a safe. haven. Also in March 1991, a group of armed 

rrien, called Revolutionary United Front (RUF), attacked · Sierra Leone· from the border 

' ' 

with Liberia~ using the Liberian territory as safe haven and with ostensible support of 

Charles Taylor - Liberian. rebel leader. Also after Charles Taylor became the Liberian 
' ' ' 

President following the July 1997 elections, · the J_,iberian rebei movement' ULIMO-K 
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withdrew from the jungle aod established a safe haven somewhere at the 60 kilometres 

borders between Liberia and Guinea. Fo~ so long, ULIMO-K used this haven to harass the 

. % 
. government and perpetrated hit-and-rnn assault . 

As a chain reaction, by September 2000, a Guinean rebel movement · - the 

Rassemblemt des Force Democratique de Guinèa (RFDG) attacked Guinea from the 

border between Guinea and Liberia - using Liberia as a safe haven - and allegedly 

benefited from Charles Taylor. Apart from that, a coalition of Liberian rebel _movements 

called the Li~er~an United for Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD) also fought the 

Liberian government using Guinea territory as a safe haven97
. In September 2002, the 

lvorian government alleged that insurgents or ,rebels attacking the country were benefiting 

from the support, complicityor syillpathy of neighbouring B~rkina Faso and Liberia
98

. 

. . From the foregoing, one is bound to summarise that the stubborn perception of 

one's neighbours as a deadly enerny is the most powerful .. obstacle to genuine peace in 

West Africa. This is underscored by the contemporaty reality where sovereign .or national 

securîty needs to be extended beyond purely national boundaries. Therefore, the 

standpoint that "my neighbours are the devil at my border" can only exacerbate violence 

and generate greater spate of insecurity for the West or Central African peoples99
. 

Another problem is that most African leaders/states are not effectively m 

control of their borders. But instead of admitting this incontrovertible fact, they persuade 

their domestic audience that deliberately ho.stile intentions from 'evil' neighbours, and not 
. ' 

their own fragile or ineffective state's instjtutions are the main causes of their insecurity or 

viole~ce. The fact is that borders are not only porous, they are also indefensible with 

cross-border flow of refugees, smugglers, rebel movement and organised crime. 1~ the 

face of this porosity and seemingly intractable conflicts spiHing over territorial 

boundaries, then officialiy consecrated frontiers be·come meaningless and sacrosanct state 
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sovereignty and. extra-territoriality - where states were assumed to be in fuH control of 

their legal territory - coine to nullity. To correct this anomal y, a shared sense of security 

threats and hopes are needed. In which olSe, peace effort in one country requires a 

consideration of its close. neighbourhood. For instance, peace is not conceivable in a post 

war Lîberia, without considering its neighbouring Sierra Leone; or in Cote d'Ivoire 

without its neighbouring Burkina Faso; or in Guinea without its neighbouring Liberia 19°. 

-With some considerable increase in state implosion in West Africa, it is 

becoming clearthat the states in the sub-region are increasingly becoming borderless, this 

time not by reason of globalisation but because of murderqus frenzy of war. During the 

civil wars that ravaged the West African ëountries of Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea in 

the 1990s, we found that the number of refugees and internally displaced peoples that 

have crossed the boundaries of these countries into another - places considered somewhat 

secure and far beyond, are colossal. But for European traveller, crossing these West 

African . qorders is as tasking as crossing the Atlantic Sea due to the corruption of 

immigration officers and such other agencies101
. 

ln fact, Ali A. Mazrui who is no,v the Director of the lnstitute of Global 

Cultural Studies in New York is of the opinion that West Africa, indeed the whole of 

Africa is at· the verge of large scale border upheaval. His argument is based on the 

premise that in .the 21 st century, France is likely to be withdrawing fyom West Africa· to 

technically get more involved in European affairs. He, therefore, reasoned that France's 

West African spheres of influence would be taken over by Nigeria - a more natural 

hegemoniG power. By implication Nigeria's own boundaries are likely to expand to . 

incorporate the Republic of Niger,. seen to be so because of the Haus~ link, the Republic 

ofBenini because of the Yoruba link and conceivably Cameroon102
. 
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This forecast of French withdrawal frOm West Africa is predicated on the 

standpoint thaf France is not only likely to iwithdraw in order to dive1t its attention to the · 

new challenges in Europe and· Russia, hut also because the younger generà.tion of 

Frenchmen are deemed to lack the type of emotional ties that the older generations had or 
. . 

' still have to the ex-colonies103
. But this position may be an oversimplification. France's 

crop of leaders would 11ot abdicate their West African 'empire' thaf easily, this time, 

certainly not with the economic 'empire' that the French had .established in the sub-region 

and. the multiplier advantage this has for metropolitan France. 

4.3 The Nature and Dynamics of France's Threat as an 'Extra-Neighbour' to 
Nigeria's National Security 

In order to avoid any ambiguity, France is conceptualised as an 'extra-neighbour'. 

This section will examine the historical basis of French involvement in West and Central 

African international relations; with a view to establishing the kin_d of threat that it poses 

to Nigeria's national security. 

Shortly after the colh1.pse of the third tepublic and success1ve national crises, 

france passed through a period of declining birth rate and demographic stagnation, 

especially in the 20th éentu1y - which symbolized a deep seated national malaise. In fact, 

· in 1850, France. \\:hi ch was still one of the dominant powers in Europe and a torchbearer 

of revolutionary and emancipating ideas hàd by 1940 corne to look more like "the sick 

man of Europe" and a nation obsessed with a,nxieties about security and stability. This 

dramatic transformation of spirit and image, no doubt, became one of the inescapable 

themes of history of France in the years t.o corne. The country began to repeat or re

enacted its own past. After I 815, France repeated, in the sarne sequence, the cycle of its 

politicàl e~periment i.e. the sequence ofMonarchy-Republic~Empire. Each monarch had 

ended with raising of bafficades in the streèts of Paris; each republic, with a military coup 
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d'état by a B0napa1ie; each empire, with defeat in a foreign war, at Waterloo at Sedan. 

However, ,France, which from the 1920s until the 1950s, could be regarded as "thé sick 

man of Euroj)e", by the 1960s, became one of the rnost dynam\c, purposeful, and 

.c: l · 104 successi..u states m Western Europe . 

Sorne analysts have argued that French leaders often act in unexpected ways. 

Sometimes their preference for nonconformity has been intentional and has ènabled a 

strong leader Iike General de Gaulle or Pierre Mendes France to achieve tactical 
. ' 

advantages for nation. Sorne of these erratic actions were reflected in the failure of the 

· French colonial policy to deal appropriately with the rising force of colonialism which Ied 

to many colonial wars and final wreck of the fourth republic: lt explains why the Frerièh 

found the end of the empire so difficult to conternplate. It explains why it desperately 

clung to overseas possessions in spite of the obvious unpopularity of such position. lt 

explains why many Frenchmen were willing to sacrifice in order to preserve an imperial 

political system - a i:nemory of the pàst rather than a possibility for the. future. 

Decolonisation, to France, was seen as a national indignity105
. 

Though relatively little study has been given to the short period of de Gaulle's 

presidency between 1944 and 1946, yet it could be seen that this period was nota great 

departure from the fourth and fifth republics - the years of foreign policy grandeur. 

During his reign, de Gaulle spoke, for France, not as a refugee organisation subsists 

largely on the largesse of its great allies, but as the leader of a great although, enfeebled 

but nevertheless independent state which aspired in ail its acts to establish its security and 

regain its status _as a great power. This was the time when he resigned and went to twelve 

years exile. De Gaulle's exercise of power during this tirne, strove hard afl:er goals that 

. finally remained unattainable and ended in disappointrnent, but not without some legacy 

to th ose ,that succeèded him 106 
.. 
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As the leader of Free France and of the Provisional French Govemment in 

l 944, de Gaulle thought of this unique role for France in the world, in the following 

terms: 

Ail my l(fe 1 have had a certain idea <?f France. Feeling has inspired 
me as well as reason. What is emofi<mal in me readily imagines· 
France, like the princes.~· in the faùy tales or the 111ado1111a of the 
frescàes, consecrated to an emine11t and exceptional destiny. I have · 
the instinctive impression that Providence has created her for 
pe1fect successes or mode/ 111i.sfort1111es ... Fuf-ther, the positive sidè 
of my mind convinces me that France is really herse(( 011/y in the 
first rank; that on/y great entèrprises can compensate for the 
ferments of di.~pershm which her people cany in themse!Pes; that 
our counhy . . . mu.'.ft u11der threat of morfal danger aim high and 
hold finn. In. short, to me France cannot be France without 

. grandew.1°7
• . · . · 

What eventually became evident during de Gaullè's seventeen months rule are 

the following: 

• The inadequ~cy of the nation's military establishment. 

• The decline of its diplomatie position. 

• The industrial and demographic weakness which had made France of secorid rank to 

Germany on the continent since 1870. 

• The crumb!ing of the artificial hegemo~y. established by the 1919 Peace Treaties 108
. 

One of the major tuming points in thé history of France was the emergence of 

General Charles de Gaulle who revived France from the brink of collapse and civil war 

plaguing the fourth republic. After returning from a twelve-year self exile, de Gaulle gave 

the French fifth republic (l 958 - 1974) a strong an_d formidable presidential leadership. 

Under him, he cliampioned the principle of self-determination especially after the 

challenging Algerian Revolution which tasked the resolve of France. He proclaimed that 

France would not pitch its tent against the tide of the Third World history; with a bid .to 

trans.forming thè bipolarity inhèrited from the Second World War into a multi-polar 

international order in which France would find itself in the first rank. France under de 
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Gaulle was no longer going to conform to the. bloc politics of the superpowers and . . . 

specifically, to the hegemonic dictates of the US. This tirne, France was mainly 

committed to'the assertion of 1ts own national interests
109

. 

President Charles de Gaulle ruled from 1958 to 1969 and Georges Pompidou 

:fi:om 1969 to 1974. The duo ·worked toward the revival of France's international relations 

and vigorously attempted to change the alignment patterns and configuration of power 

between and among states in the international system. They also put in place a global 

· policy. that was responsive to the particular needs of France. By extension, this epoch 

marked an opening of way for important and salutary development in world politics. 

· 'Nationalism' and 'national interest' diluted many of the inflexible demands of competing 

superpower ideologies, relaxed the restraints of bloc politics and created new. él;Venues. for 

East and West negotiation beyond the Cold War. These shifts facilitated a process of 

détente bdween the superpowers in global s~ale110
. 

It need be mentioned that Gaullist aspiration for a multi-polar world was not 

achieved and particularly too, France's status, influence or independence vis-à-1JiS. the 

superpowers did not increase. Rather, France remained depend~nt on the US for its 

security in spite of the French criticism of North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO). 

France's cconomic and social wellbeing are also greatly a fonction of the policies of the 

US and it::; Eur6pean collaborators. So, Franèe's capacity to shape Europe's political future 

lies more on its ties with the US, the defunct Soviet Union· and its European allies, 

especially Ger~a~y, than its own hands. This is di.Je to France'.s li~ited resources and 

constraints posed by other states. This constraint is particularly evident when a middle 

range .power attempt to make basic changes in international relations through its own 

separate effort 111 
.. 
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This type of dynamics, constraints and perhaps frustration, which Fraùce 

experienced, accounted for the way it responded to what transpired between .it, Nigeria 

and its West and Central African neighbours. No doubt, the Gaullist policies aided 

beneficial systemic change but gradually weakened France's global posture and its 

regional positions in Europe and the Mediterranean. It was observed .that if the nati~nalist 

cause of the d~ Gaulle's governrnent prompted other states to assert themselves beforè the 

superpowers, it is by the same token encouraged them to do likewise in their dealings 

with France. 

Consequently, the task of fash\oning global and regional strategies in keeping 

with the modesty of. France's means and opportunities fell on President Georges 

Pompidou - de Gaulle's successor. Interestingly, the two are so fused in French thinking 

and practice. This explains why it was rightly observed that: 

... St(ltes shape the international e11viro11me11t and their rote within it 
thrèmgh their unilateral initiatives and through the alignments (or 
dealignments) they pursue with other state.i, implicitly and explicitly, 
in working toward their goals. 77w patterns of co-operation, 
compelition, conjlict and conciliation characterising interslate· 
relations at any point in lime influence proformdly how è, nations 
willpai'ticipate in the infemational arena, what if Cltn expect Jiw11 
ils efforts, and whether il will achieve ifs objectives; 77,ese patterns 

.form an intematimial .~ystem of relaliom; whether the leadership qf a 
state perceives the effect of ifs state's_action or not112

. . . 

Furthermore, 

.. Analysis qf the structural elements of interstate behaviour .mggests 
that over lime they form a grammar of power relations, ru/es and 
expectation through which are mediated the natton 's poficies and 
actions abroad ln the ve,:v pur.mit. <?f ,~an·ow political aims; each 
national actor, through ils word<; and deeds, contributes ils idiom to 
the evolving international grammar qf power113

. . 

So, the foregoing study of the French fifth republic is a testimony to Gaullism that 

shed light on France's foreign policy and on its role in shaping the international syste.r:n. to 

suit policy objectives. De Gaulle really brought his personality to bear on the French 
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foreign policy. In fact, afl:er his resignation from the presidency, Gaullism existed without 

de Gauile114
. 

Having given this background, we can now say that Nigeria and France are two 

special neighbours; this is rega1dless of territorial contiguity but by Francdphone 

propinquity. For instance, Nigeria is surrounded by French speakin.g countries - where 

French presence is very active and strong. Since Nigeria ':"as considered a frontline state 

during the struggle for liberation against apartheid South Afriea - without being 

territoiially contiguous to the actual frondine states in Southern Africa, so, Fratice too can 

be called a f;ontline state/neighbour of Nigeria because ofits roles in Benin, Niger, Chad, 

Cameroon. and even Equatorial Gi1inea (which is not French speaking). Going by that, 

France. ~an thus be classified as Nigeria's sixth neighbour. Arising from this, it is not 

illogical for Nigerian policy makers to begin to live under the fear that the neighbourhood 

can be potentially hostile and inimical to Nigèria's interests. As .alluded to earlier, Africa 

is the centrepiece of Nigeria's foreign policy, and France sees the continent as the 

instrument .of its foreign policy. As a result, there cannot but be a clash of interests 

between the two - in a manner that will affect national prestige/ego a~1d security115
. 

Part of the lost prestige that France seeks to gain is the fact that, before the· l 91
h 

century, France used to be the most populous in Europe and it saw itself as a leading light 

in the continent. France was the mode! f~udal state in the Middle Ages and later the 

model of absolutc monarchy, as welJ. as the first largest republic in Europe. lt is said that, 

even w~en France did not dominate European politics, its·civilization was widely adrhired 

and imitated in Eu~ope and ipso facto,· elsewhere in the. globe. French was the language of 

diplomacy and 'high culture' for centuries before World War II. The Second World War . ~ ' 

was so devastating to France not only politically but economically and technologically. 

This was on, until Charles de Gaulle came to power and tried to red~em France's image 
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· internationally with the introduction of the policy of 'la grandeur' - meant to enable 

France rise up to the challenges of a great power and be at par with other European 

powers a.gain. In order to achieve tllis, Africa was considered as paramount in this 

venture116
. 

Thus, Africa became a means of French foreign policy and was conceptualised 

not only to belp. cover France' s weaknesses, but to also enable France to escape Anglo

Saxon prejudices and domination in Europe. · This explains why, for instance, · while 

American and British companies complied ~dth the United Nations economic sanètions 

against Rhodesia the French did not. The same goes for the April .1986 public refusai of 

Jacques Chirac's administration .to grant permission to American plane 10 fly over French 

territory in the course of US's bombing raid against Libya. France is rather more keenly 

interested in economic gains in Nigeria and therefore gives little or no attention· to 

political questions, until early 1990s when France. began. to show increased interest in . 

bridging the political gap between the two countries117
. 

Following the third test of atomic bomh in the Reaggan iil Western Sahara in 

January 1961, the diplomatie relationship hetween Nigeria and France was ruptured 

leading to the expulsion of the French ambassador, Mr. Raymond Offroy (as mentioned 

elsewhere in this study)118
. 

The effect of this sour relationship between France and Nigeria spelt cloom for 

. Nige~ia]s neighbours. One, às the embassy of France in Lagos was responsible for the 

issuance of visas for many A.frican states, Dahomey (now Republic of Benin), Togo., etc, 

the closure of the embassy implied that visa facifüies would have to be routed thr~ugh a 

non-memher of the French community - the Nethe'rlands. Two, France was using Nigeria 

as a transit country for its exports to Niger and Chad- which were denied afier January 5, 

1961 119
. 
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The immediate recognition ofthese difficulties compelled Dahomey and Niger to 

piead with Nigeria to soften its measures and reconcil~ with France. The· point that 

Nigeri~ was scoring at this lime was political - it was meant to be seen as the country is 

effectively Je,ading (Africa) by example a!ld a measure of boosting national ego of an 

emergent and perhaps undisputabl~ African power that France (in. Nigcria's thinking) has 

no choice to reckon with. No doubt, this action has not only embarrassed France, it also 

felt mo~~lly aggrieve~ and insulted
120

. 

France saw that Nigeria, because of its èlout, size and wherewithal in West 

, Africa, is likely to stand in-between Frànce's dream of having and maintaining its West 

African empire, it then. decided to work at dismembèring Nigeria, as soon as the 

. opportunity was opeiled. Certainly, the opportu~ity came during the Nigerian civil war. 

ThtJs, by the start of the war, the French were ready. In July 1967, the French ·army 

dispatched a B-26 bomber to Enugu (Nigeria). In October 1967, Maurice Delaney, the 

French ambassador to Gabon, sent four secret service advisers under the command of 

Col. Fournier to General Odumegwu Ojukwu - the Biafran secessior.1ist leader. On July 

1968, the first French plane loaded with àrms and ammu 11ition landed at Uli air strip via 

Gabon, and this contïnued for months at a daïly rate of about 20 tons. ln fact, the Red 

Cross was mobilised to pa1ticipate. in the anns shipment. Worse still, Col. Merle ---'- the 

French m.ilitary attaché in Gabon was also. made president of the Red Cross. At the 

international lèvel, the French government openly campaigned . for Biafran 'self

determination' and sponsored organisations to do the .same. They also sponsored 

mercenaries to fight in Biafra. This opportunity that Fnmce had to ·break the Nigerian 

federatièm was eut short, because ev.en some of its ex-colonies like Lamizana of Upper 

' . 
Volta (now Burkina Faso) and Diori ofNiger refused to support .the desire of:Paris to see 

that Nigeria was fragmented. In 1982, five Nigerian soldiers were killed by Camèroonian 
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troops, in the ensuing conflict between the two countries,. France was said to have sent 

two planes filled with arms, including ground to grm.ind missile, to Cameroon to enable it 

face Nigeria 121
. 

At the bilateral Ievel, Nigeria's relations with France are one of a dilemma. At the 

politiGaI° and economic levels in West and Central Africa, there is mutual suspicion and 

therc is rivalry at the level of African politics. At the bilateral level, political relations 

have not _been allowed to develop and have been uneasy. But economic relations·have 

gradually devdoped · and perhaps uninhibited by. political difference. This creates an 

impression that in West and Central Africa the two countries are not likely to reach any 

. political compromise. For example, Nigeria perceives France as an active neo-colonialist 

and obstacle in Africa, at the same tirne sees Francophone Africans as stooges of France. 

Worse still, 'the Francophones equally look at Nigeria as another colonialist and 

imperialist in the making. They are' of the opinion that Nigeria should be prevènted from 

being an alternaüve to Fra~ce so that they will · be assertive and ward off Nigeria's 

hegemonic clout. They choose to shape their own destiny by themselves not by Nigeria's 

say-so. So they prefer to reinforce their Francophone_ affiliations. This position, no doubt 

'is in tandem with France whose international stature is Iargely sustained by its presence in 

Africa. Thu~, France does not hesitate to assist the Francophones in theit'. effo11 s to protect 

their identity122
. 

France and Nigeria have not only been suspicious of each other in West and 

Central African politics, they are also rivais at the African wide level. Coupled with that, 

France has consolidated its interests in Africa even àfter colonial independence. Since 

British interest had waned, especially after the indepen,dence of most of its colonies, 

Nigeria ?lout as a regional power with the potentials of challenging France in Africa· had 

increased. This had certainly placed both Nigeria and France at cross purposes. 
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Consequently," Nigeria sees France as a threat to its interests and vice versa. France had · 

demonstrated, therefore, at sundry occasions that Nigeria could not and should not be a 

challenger. On the reverse, Nigeria had al!-o suggested and demonstrated that it could not 

b . d . Aè: . ff: . i 23 . e ignore m mca a atrs · . 

In essence, the nature· and dynamics of threats to Nigeria's national security are 

m direct reflection of the difference in the . self~perceived national, regional and 

international stature of both Nigeria and France. The fall out of this has been a sour-type . . 

of political relationship cushioned with accomm.odating and tolerant economic and· 

technical/cultural interactions betwecn the two countries. The clash in the Nigeria-France 

. relations is euphemistically dëscribed as follows: 

Nigeria - an over slept giant. .. de si ring. to assume major 
. re:,~vonsibilities in international a.flairs with little preparation and 
means, as against France, an. acknowledged world power, which 
was once great, which once los! her glmy and 1101v wants if back, 
and which is richer, more politically stable and tec/1110/ogically more 
advanced than Nigeria' 24

. 

Guy Georgy,.former Director of African Affairs in the French Foreign Ministry 

pin-pointed the rationale for Francè's interests in Africa especially in econom1c and 

investment terms as follows: 

Afriça is becoming more and more indispensable to Europe which 
large/y depend~·. for ifs i11d11slrial activity, and the importation of 
energy resources and raw materials fi-0,11 Africa. Africa Will more 
and more become d privi/egec! supplier <?( France and Europe 
because ils resources are enormous and are sti/1 relative/y 
untapped125

• · 

There was no where else that France had an unfetteted influence or alternative 

source of raw materials other than the African continent. Due to this type of informed self . · , 

interest, the relat_ionship between France and Francophone Africa became so close to the 

extent that sending postage mail from Paris to Dakar, Senegal (in West Africa) costs the 

same àmount as doing the same within Paris. Couple_d with that, the French were also 
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subsidizing atr fares,. telephone and telex communication for the French-speaking 

Afr. . ·1 1 . h 126 1cans m t 1e co ornes t en . 

In fact, since the time of Charle,5 de Gaulle, the French governments did not 

want to be replaced as a power, in Africa, by any other country - to the extent that it did 

not w_ant to disengage fr~m Africa.. This was cemented with the establishment of military 

bases in all the Francophone territories -· simply to facilitate the deployment of troops to 

any trouble spot. France also became the spokesman for African countries especiaJly in 

the developed. world - urging them (i.e. its Euro-American partne~s) to provicie or 
. . 

increase development assistance, military assistance and intensify intelligence activities in 

Africa. It further encourages and sustains the establishment of Francophone institutions 

whose objectives and problems are not different at ail from those of other pureb1 African 

organizations: There is no way that this leadership role would not have clashed with that 

ofNigeria's in the continent. For historical reasons, Francophone Africans have generally 

given support to French activities in Africa.· lt appears they are more at home leaning on 

the side of France than supporting the coinmon position of other African states. This 

explains why France had always argued that its int~rve1itions in Africa were on request. lt 

·Ïs evident from the foregoing that, Africa, from the perspective of France, is a strategic 

continent; it is an instrument for France in its search for a·great power status; it is a source 

of raw materials and an outlet for French goods, it is a required avenue in the _ anti

hegemonic stmggle of France arid a general platform for the ma.king of a new France-: on 

many of these issues, Nigeria's ego is somewhat challenged or banished and it bas led to 

series of cri sis of trust and relationship betw~en Nigeria and France 127
, 

Nigeria sees France interventionist role in most of the countries in Africa as 

being too intrusive, imperialistic and neo-colonial. This is a self-acclaimed recognition of 

capability on the part of Nigerian that it can provide a fonn of bridge-the-gap assistance 
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to its Francophone neighbours rather than France taking over such role. Nigeria is 

disposed to freeing Africa and particularly . its immediate neighbourhood of the . 
preponderance of French presence. For instance, Nigeria instituted Technical Aid Corps 

aimed primarily at providing African and the Caribbean states with any category of 

manpower they may need. This is meant to be free-of-charge to the recipients. Though, 

they are merely required to pay for local transportation, medical. bills and housing of the 

corps128
. Nigeria volunteers to pay the lion share of dues in many African organizations 

and carries- heavy burden financing the Economie Community of West African States 

(ECOWAS) in particular129
. 

It has been forecasted that in the foreseeable future, the relationship will 

continue to be problernatic for the following reasons: 

• The Francophone states. are not averse to the leadership, mentoring and assistance 

provided by France. 

• France is not in any time soon gomg to de-ernphasize its involvemenl in the 

Francophone states, neither is it going to reject its privileged relationship with the 

Francophone neighbours. 

• Budget su))sidies and other such like assistance that Nigeria' s Francophone 

neighbours and other Francophone African states benefit from France is greater than 

what Nigeria could offer them. 

• ln fact, soine of them prefer the CEAO - a heavily funded Francophone institution by 

France, to ECOW AS .. 

• Even if French withdrawal .from Africa 1s contemplated at ail, Francophone 

institutions in the continent have been strengthened enough to last 'forever' or foster 

high degree of solidarity betweGn a:nd among the Francophone countries. Not to talk 
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of the impressive breakthroughs that France has been able to make in 11on-French 

k. 'Afi. . no spea mg ncan countnes · . 

This goes to say that it has become ihevitable for France to be actively present in 

any area of African life. This fact is needed to be digested by Nigeria' s poli.cy makers and 

security .planners. Besicles, there is the concept of 'manifest destiny' m in which 111any 

Nigerian leaders, since independenèe, believe that it is God who wants them to provide 

leadership for Africa. Therefore, tl;r~ leadership rote should be normally conced~d. to 

Nigeria as a ll'!atter of right without having to plead or ask for it. For i11stance, Sir 

Abubakar Tafawa Balewa - the first Nigerian Prime Minister, was quoted to have said the 

following in his address to the Parliament on November 24, 1960: 

Thete is 110 reason why they (other West African co1111tries) should 
1101 give us our recognized position hy virtue of our size and 
population but il not for us to _go out to show to those smaller 
countries that we are big in size and popùlation132

. 

Successive Nigerian leaders have also passionately believed in this as well. In all of these, 

however, .Nigeria cannot but corne in conflict with ·France that sees the continent, too, as 

being strategic for the following reasons: 

• a big outlet for French expo1ts; 

• a major source of raw materials; 

• a means to France's policy of grandeur aild; 

• the bastion of French culture_outside of metropolitan France 133
. 

Franco-Nigeria relations has however improved lately especially due to the 

decline in the level of French military intervention in Africa and the greater concentration· 

. on economic investment in Nigeria. Coupied with that, France itself -is increasingly 
. . . 

confronted by the competitive environment of a post Cold War Europe and the opening 

up of ~1ewer and more attractive investment opportunities in the former Soviet Union, 

Eastern Europe al).d South Africa. By implication, the improvement of Franco-Nig~ria 
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relations has also enhanced relations with the Francophone West Africa countries - who 

are now Jess defensive and apologetic, and a great deal, due to this understanding, became 

foss intimated by Nigeria's power and influence. After France has played a· very co

operative role in effecting the rescheduling of Nigeria's debt, President Ibrahim 

Babangida (of Nigeria) paid an official visit to Paris. France has also shown a great d_eal 

of reluctance t.o over-extend itself militarily and politically in Africa - especially by 

refusing to commit its military and polit.ical resources into èonflict situations. ln the past, 

France was deeply involved and had particularly established a special intervention forces 

designed for such occasions 134
. 

There is no doubt that while France is interested in courting Nigeria's 

friendship, it is also not lost on preventing Nigeria from influencing the Francophones 

against French interests in Africa. To ensure this, France had not only intensified 

economic foroads, and promotes French cultural presence through excharige of artistes, 

cultural exhibttions, scholarship awards; but it has also avoided .direct intrnsion in 

Nigeria's affairs. lt is inevitable to ensure regular Franco-Nigerian dialogues on African 

and international questions - which will definitely reducè or obliterâte area of hostility 
. . . 

between the two. Preventive diplomacy rather than reactive or reconciliatory diplomacy 

will stem the tide of Franco-Nigeria conflic!. As long as Nigeria has Francophone 

neighbours, Nigeria cannot do away with_ France. So there is the need for mutual 

understanding and tolérance between the two 135
• 
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Chapter Five 
:"iigeria's National Security ~nd its Neighbours in a Conteinporary Context 

This chapter situates Nigeria within the context and requirement of its national 

security especiàlly as it affects it and its neighbours. In it, three stranqs of issues emerged. 

' ' 

The first is the need for the country to appreciate an e~tensive, non-military or non-

defence-only type of definition of security. lt is this kind of appreci·ation that manifests 

today 111 the world's leading democracies. The second strand is that pursuant of a 

thorough national security strategy, Nigeria .needs to 'provoke' mutual bene fi ci al relations 

with its neighbours especially at its borders - the incongruities and occasional skirmishes 

between . it and those neighbours notwithstanding. The third dwells on the manner of 

mutual strategy Nigeria is embarking on in its national security · templat e with its 

neighbours to be able to overcome the peculiar problem of historical and ?,eographic 

linkages with its neighbours and crimes induced by the recent revolution in i,1formation 

and communication technology, among others. 

5.1 The Expansive Scope of Security and its Reguirements on Ni&ITtt and its 
Ncigbbours 

One interesting dynamics of International Relations today is the manner by 

which concepts in the field !end itself to many uses not only beca~se of the dynamic 

nature of the subject matter - the state, and by that very fact, men - the indispensable 

collective that makes the state function as an entity, but also because of the critical and 

depth of passion of the students of international politics. To this extent, the meaning of 

security in the social sciences today has been eclectic as it is ail embracing. For instance, 

international '>ecurity, broadly speaking, could be any event or process that leads to large 
' . 

scalè death or lessening of life chances and undermines ~tales as the ba:;ic unit of the 

· .international system1
. 
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. . . 

Shortly after the end of the Coid War, hopes are that a nèw concept of global 

security which encapsulates all issues of politics, economics, diplomacy and environment 

would emerge. lt was also hopedthat such developn~ent will supplement narrow, defence

oriented concepts. Military spending was expected to be eut so as to increase the quantum 

of money needed and dirècted to sustainable development, which in turn would help to 

prevent wars.2. But due to rhetoriè and vague commitment to deni.ocracy, human rights 

protection,. and. arms control àgreements by political leaders, violence and ~ars have 

reached the plateau with untoward consequences for the countries or' regions concerned 

and the world at large; In the 1990s the num~er of deaths ( of mostly civilians), as a result 

of avoidable wars have surpassed any decade since the end of the Second World War3
. 

No doubt, modem day wars have increàsed civilian casualties more than, any 

period in history. Statistics from the world wars are quite Uluminating. During the First 

World War, 8.4 million soldiers and 1.4 milJion civilians <lied; while World War II killed 

16.9 million troops and 34.3 million civilians4
. Since then, worst civilian casualties have 

been recorded in many wars. This, therefore, calls for a jettisoning of traditional path of 

· conceiving security mainly as national self-defence by amassing anns to deter aggression 

as well as regi~e security with attendant adverse consequences. 

Certainly, though military prowess is an enviable national asset which every 

nation must have or aspire to have. Be that · as ,it may, there are cleàr dangers associated 

with over-empowering military power which could be any of the following: 

• Such a state beèoming a target for tertorism; 

• · Existence of general spate of insecurity ·- when others see the. weapon amassed · as 

a source of insecurity to ther:n; 

• ~he temptation to. use the military might even when it is least necessary in the . 

name of national interest; 
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• Another is expense - over pursuing ·of resources into acquisition and maintena~1ce 

of military hardware to the detrim_ent of other al'nenities5
. 

Alth<?ùgh, some have àrgued that it is more expensive to rush to rea1m to facè new 

dangers after drastic eut in military spending. 

It is, thus, striking to note that the main issues in the -body polity of US - w\lich is 

one of the world most advanced polities today are social security, medicare, care of the 

aged, and other related issues. This is why it is, therefore, more telling to Nigeria and its 

neighbours that as much as devotion to the issues relating to their national· security is 

pararnount, they need to focus on how to improve the lots of their improvised pùpu lace in 

order to enst:ire sustainable development and security. ln other words, botli national and 

hurnan securities are tangential and symbiotic: It is believed that one cannot be treated in 

isolation of the other or to the detriment of the other. 

If that is accepted as a given, Nigeria and its neighbours are, thcrefore, faced 

with the onerous task of nurturing and sustaining. theii- security. This emanates from the 

. realization that the advanced countries of the world uhderestimate the type of ,vars going 

on in Africa and try to characterize them either as 'lo~ intensity war' or 'military · 

operation other than war' or internai contlict or .'anarchy'. To thein, these wars are r~ther 

.ins-ignificant phenomena and that is why they are slow in intervening, or at bes( react 

with humanitarian assistance which is at variance with. the physical destruction and 

irreparable Joss of lives6
. To illustrate this clearly, an Américan motive for it~tervening in 

different troubled spots of the world is to project its military prowess. On each of these 

occasions, it claims to be acting in the global interest, but the reverse is the cas~. For 

exaniple, the US_ intervenes when it least. risks American casualties. By extension the 

issues of non-Americans do not have the Same value as those of American. The loss of 

non-Americans lives is treated as an inevitable and perhaps regrettable7
. Furtherm~r~, in 
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the ranging civil war m Afghanistan, the reportage of Afghan civilian casualties was 

deliberately ~ownplayed and remarked contemptuously by the _American press· and 

·müitary - they often argue that civilian casualtie~ are historically and by definition, a part 

of war, and comments like the following, abound: 'those causalities should not be big 

news. afterall', 'war is about killing people'. and 'civilian casualties are unavoidable'
8 

. 

. However, this was not soin the case of cataclysmic event of September 11, 200 l 

m th~ US in which two passenger planes were hijacked by suicide bombers and 

deliberately crashed into the twin towers of the World Trade Centre and a third plane 

crashed into the Pentagon - leading to the death and disappearànce of over 3,000 

persons9
.· The event was more 'trumpeted' by the Bush government as 'an act of war' and 

was given extensive and adequate media coverage. The same way that no single one of 

the American 1,500 daily newspapers did not condemn US/NATO in 1999 when it 

bombed Yugoslavia for 78 days and nights or the US 40 days and nights of.relentless 

bombing of Iraq in 1991 10 
.. 

In the past, interstate relations everywhere were replete with tales ofwars waged 

by one state a~ainst the other or constellation of states or· vice-versa. ln short, this kind of 

series of wars between and among states was the norrn at that time: Buf today, aggressive 

interstate wars have been replaced by numerous security threats to hi.iman race. These 

frustrating security threats range from poverty, · infectious · diseas•\ environmental 

degradation, intra-state . war · or violence, the spread and possible use of nuclear, 

radiological, chemical and biological weapons, terrorism, to . tran~11ational crime11
• 

Int~restingly, the security threats are both from state and non-state act01; in a manner that 

not only bother on human security but on state security also. This be( :ornes worrisome 

today when it is increasingly becoming clear that there is no devise to p trtition the issues 

of security, economic development and human freedom. Again, this s,:enario definitely 
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calls for serious reflections in natîc,i:.1! security discourse in Nigeria's relations with its 

neighbours in West and Centrnl Africa. 

The .above caution is tellingly so to the extent that today' s threats to secudty are 

not respecters of national boundaries. The underpinning assumption here is that, no single 

state, however powerful, can single handedly handle ot make itsel f invulnerable to 

today's threats. Furthermore, every state could not be assumed to be ~apable or willing to 

meet its responsibility to protect its own peoples without any danger toits neighbours. 

Hence, tor the cominon good of Nigeria and its neighbours, there is a compelling 

need to appraise the broadness of security issues. Doing this will enhance the 

apprehension of ~Id and new threats and accommodate the fears of the various countries 

within the neighbourhood - bot li rich and poor or weak or strong. It is germa ne· to state 

that no security issue should be studied in isolation .becàuse one security issue is related to 

· the other. This understanding will better facilitate the security of citizens in· the 

neighbourhood. We shall also demonstrate, later in. this study, how the need to act in 

concert would be an effective means. of response to the various threats to collective 

security of these nations. 

However, just like individuals, there may be distinction in nations because of 

differences of power, wealth or geography_, and variegated sense of threat perception. 

Therefore, to some countries what stands as threats, are not threats to others. Such type of 

perceptions constitutes a grave challenge to' collective security. Hence, for Nigeria and its 

neighbours, mutu.al recognition of threats is imperative~ especially in view of the 

interconnectedness of their boundaries and visions. This is what could enhance their 

collective· security. On the reverse, selt:.help cannot but breed mistmst and subvert long

term mutual gain because nations share responsibility for each other's security. 
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' 
The foregoing 1s imperative, especially today,, when the great powers are 

' 
particularly indiffèrent to the crisis in the: world's poorest region(s), excepting in areas 

where 'their core interests are at stake. It could be said thàt today's world is one in which 

optimism has yielded to renewed cynicism about the willingness of the gre_at powers to . . 

intervene purely for the sake of humanity in any troubled spot of the world 12
. · 

. Every state requires the cooperation of other states to make itself secure. Thus, it 

is in the interest of every state to cooperate with other states, in order to address their most 

pressing threats - . it is by so doing that such a state will take advantage of reciprocal 

coopération to address its own threat prio,::-ities. For instance, no amouüt of state control 

could effectively check a cross border smuggle of a small quantity of highly enriched 

uranium which could be used to create a crude nuclear device tha~ has the capacity of 

·1evelling a city. Rather cooperation of ail states to clean up stockpiles of such highly 

enriched uranium; protection of shipping containers atports; creation of general and new · · 

rules to regulat~ the enrichment of uranium; as well ~s sharing of intelligence by states 

are measures · t~at could stàlemate this kind of miclear threat n_ ·That nuclear terror 

incidence bas ntt happened between Nigeria and its neighbours, is .nota guaranteè ihat it 

cannot happen. re should hasten to remember that any use of nuclear we,.1pon, eit~er by 

accident 
1

0r design, risks human casualtief and e~onomic dislocation on a. catast~ophic 

scale. Therefore, the need to be on the alert to such threat between Nigeria and its 

neighbours now and in the distant future is hot misplaced. 

As mucli as a .concerted effort is required to. circumvent such threat' as nuclèar 

catasm)phe, th~ samè Way that. some collective action is required to stem the tide of 

money-laund~riig, trafficking in drugs at)d persons as. well as corruption of the law 

~nforcement aglncies those the boundaries bet'ween Nigeria ~nd its neighbou~s14
. Arising 

from the foreJoing, the presence of . brnad array of threats in the contemporary 
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1 

! 
international system, undoubtedly presents enom10us limitations to self-help or self 

·; 
1 

protection by individual country: 

The collective action so advocated above is expected to be laced with compliance, 
. 1 . . . . 

strict monitoririg, ~erification and enforcement - because early warning is complemented 
1 

or work best Jith early action for prevention. In this regard, the action must· be geared . 
•. 1 . . 

towards p,:omdting security for ail the concerned states irrespective of status, resources 
' 

and connectioils with other (great) powers. 
. i 

Thus, we can observe that today the scope of security has been expanded and it 
i 

affects Nigeria1 and its neighbours. To illustrate some of these threàts, we found that the 

number of peo~le living in extreme pover~y has incieased. In Africa alone, almost 11 

million children die from preventable diseases and mo~e than half a million women die 
' 

during · pregna~cy and childbi1th. Worldwide, women and youth are said to be 
1 

disproportionat~ly poor. It is a combination of an increasing growth in youth population, 
i . 

poverty, mbani(ation and unemployment that hasresulted in increased gang violence in 

many cities of-the developing countries. Africa, t~ say the least, is one o !' the continents 

hardest bit by poverty. In sub-S.aharan Africa - the area within the scope of this study, 

1 

average life expectancy has declined from 50 to 46 since 1990. In the developed world 
.1 

• 1 • 

less than one in a 100 children dies before age five. The reverse is the case in most sub
i 

Saharan AfricaJ where every one in 10 children die before age five, and in some worst 
i 

cases iri some o:rthe countries it is ëvery one it~ 5 children that die before age five15
. 

More d~plorably, Africa has the largest number of people, close to 48 per cent of 
. 1 

the world's liv~ng in extreme p~verty16
. Invariably too, this is à continent where 340 

1 • 

million people pr half of the continent' s population_ live on less tban one US dollar per 
1 • 

1 . . • • 

· day17 
.. It is in ~ay 2001, in a meeting of the least developed coùntries held in Belgium 

that there ~as raised an appalling revelation that African countries wet:e worse than they 
1 
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were 30 years '.ago. For in.stance, as at that · 2001, out of forty-nine least developed 

countrie~ in th1 world, thirty-four wei·e located in sub-Saharan Africa and thirteen. in 
1 

ECOWAS sub-tjegional zone18
. 

1 . 

. The pov~rty profile of Nigeria - a country which is 'errohebusly' seen as one of 
1 

the most prospe~ous in Africa, is startling as it is frustrating: Olusegun Okikiola Obasanjo 
• 1 

- the couritry'~ ~mmediate past civilian President once said pungently_ that:. 

70 pe}· cent Q/ Nigerians are living below poverty line. Out of which 
-IB.5 ker cent is in abject poverty. Per capital in.come of the cmmhy 
is about $300. 00 - which places Nigeria amongst the 30 poorest 
natioi1s of the wor!d 771e economy is monocultural - oil revenues 
proviifing 95 percent of Iota/ export income; the GD!' growth raie is 
still less than 3 per cent per ammm. Extemal debt burden is 
curre,

1
1tly $30 billion; our extemal reserve of about $6. 693· billiou is 

Just e11ough to pay for little over the minimum level (?{ three months 
of imjJort bills; the level of capacity utilizalion in mmu~facturing is 
1101 m°pre than 30 per cent; and the level of unempioyment is ve,y 
hivh11. . · . · . 
~ 1 • • • 

i 
' 
1 

Furthentjore, Nigeria, in World Bank's 2005/2006 global competitiveness ranking 

is in the 881
h position out of 117 countries20

. Today~ though the poverty level in Nigeria is 

1 

said to have dropped from 70 percent in 1999 to 54 percent in 2007, yet Umarn Yar' 
1 . 

1 

Adua, the curre1~t civilian President affirmed that màst ''Nigerians ~till live below one 
• • 1 • • 

dollar per day21"! 
1 

1 . . . . . 

Gabriel. O. Olusanya, an academic· and former Direct.or of Nigerian Institute of 

International Affairs, Lagos, later appointed as the Nigerian Ambassador to France, who 
1 • 

is now retired, succinctly captures the foregoing thus: 

. . . . .. I ske millions sunk in t.1pathelic poverty, red11ced to shiftless. 
impro,,idence, foraging for food in the garbage and sleeping under 
the bridges and in the market places and ravaged by diseases in a 

1 • • 

!an~ flowing witl~ mil~/nd honey, a land that is an emy <?f other · 
nattons of the wm Id . . . . 

1 . . 
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Anoth1 threat is the scourge of Hl V/ AIDS, tuberc,dosis and other lethal di seases. · 

Cur~e~tly there.wereinùre than 11 milli~n children àrphaned by HIV/AJDS· in Africa. 
, 1 . . . . . 

. . . 

Yet, intematio, al response to the scourge ,s slow and ill-resourced. The same goes for the 

geometdc rise in population of these developing countries that are ill-equipped. The 

world's populTion is expected to increase from 6.3 billion today tb S.9 billion in 2050. 

Coupled with Irat is the neglect of the menace of en~ironmental degradation23
• . 

It could be argued, using the above general picture as a basis, that a large chunk of 

the poor live i, rural areas and eani their income from agriculture. However, they pay a 

damming cost when developed countries impose trade barriers on agricultural imports 

and subsidize heir own agricultÙral exports. Also HIV/AIDS does not orily deplete the 

capacity of sltes and economies in Africa faster than redeemable, but it also has. 

cumulative effects on loss of government officiais, skilled health professionals, teachers, 

service providLs, caregivers, police, and soldier~ .::.. all of these impact, even if on the 

l 
. 1 . b·1· 24 . 

ong-run, on state sta 1.1ty . 

.. BesidJ, climate change has made it imperative for. ail states of the world 

irrespective of their location to be mindful of their dependence où hydrocarbons.· This, 
. . . . ~ . 

therefore, makes it mandatory for them to promote climate-friendly devices and develop 
1 . . . . 

low carbon energy sources, including natural gas renewable power and nucleàr power. 

This is an. ini1iative that Will . promote low-greenh~use gas technologies. Meanwhile, 

developed mdustnahzed countnes as well .as devçlopmg ones - for reason of seemg 1t as 

impe.diinents tl their economic growth are not favourably disposed to ratifying ~lobai 

initiative (like the Kyoto Protocol) - wliich is meant to check the menace of global 

warming25 
. 

.Anothe secùrity concern for Nigeria and its neighbours is the proliferation of 
' ' 

small anns and light weapons. We would recall that many· civil wars in the 1990s were a· 
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product of free ('low of small arms, light weapons and landmines. Since this has once 

played out in the!civil wars experienced in Nigeria's neighl?ourhood in the 1990s, there is 

· . an imperative to to-ordinate a more integrated international action to check the menace or 

recours~ to its use. This could take the form of creating a comprehensive standard mies 
1 . 

aimed at preven~ing and eradicating the illicit manufacture, transfer and circulating of 
1 ' 

small arms n11d light weapons. 
I· 

,, : 

' 
5.2 Efforts at Making the Borders !Wutually Beneficial to Nigeria and its Neighbours 

Nigeria .a~1d its borders arc a bundle ofcontradittions. The borders are ill-defined 
' . . 

. and very porous. l Consanguinial and linguistic affinities across the Nigerian borders \vith 
1 

its neighbours is ~eclmically a seemingly irreconcilable contradiction. The history of how 
1 

the borders came' into being as well as the charé\cter and motive of their 'partitioners' is 
. 1 . . . 

paradoxical. T.haf being the case, the nature and dynamics of interactions that · have 

evolved over th~ years along these borders after their. creation especially in the post
i 

colonial era is anpther interesting paradox that necessitates an in-depth study: Therefore, 

i 
in this section, o~r focus is on the effmis at making the borders mutually beneficial to 

Nigeria and its nJighbours. 
1 • • 

1 

· Since ind~pendence by Oct ober 1, 1960, Nigeria has been rnindful of ensuring that 
1 • • 

its borders are nor hostile - ail in an attempt to making them mutually .beneficial to it and 

ail its immediate :neighbours. This ftnds implicit expression in the guiding principÎes of 

Nigeria's forèig~ policy especially that which speaks to the "creation of necessary 
1 • • 

1 

economic and p~litical conditions to secure the govenunent, territorial integrity and 

1 . 

. national independ,ence of other countries . . . and respect for the territorial integrity of al! 

' 1 

nations"26
. This has retained its vitality and remained virtually unedited through the 

! • 

changes of gove~nments. The inherited colonial boundaries were made saqosanct and 
' 

1 

Nigeria, in spite of its clout and endowments did not nurse· any expansionist ~mbition 
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1 

1 

! 

against any of its neighbours. It tried · to promote peace and mutual respect with its 
1 

neighbours at ~Il cost. 
i ' 

In li1Î1e with the above principk, Nigeria established enduring diplomatie ties 

with these neighbours and pursued a policy of friendly and neighbourly relations t~wards 
' 

them. Nigeria· !gave them moral support and entered into bilateral economic agreements 
1 ' ' ' 

with some of ~hein in the early 1960s, e.~. trade and customs agreements ~ith Benin, 

Niger and even Togo. In Equatorial Guinea, Nigeria opened a con·sulate specifically to 
. 1 . ' . 

monit~r the inrerests and security of Nigerians · working in the plantations there, though 
' . . 

serious economic ties were not developed between the two countries
27

. 
1 • ' ' 

As 1~entioned in chapt~r one ofthis study, this good intention was not watered 

clown .by the ~mtoward experience which Nigeria had from some of its contiguous 
. . 

neighbours duting the civil war years. lnstead, it. enthused itself with maintaining and 
1 

sustaining warrp. relationship with these neighbour-'s. -lt fürther became cleàr to the country 
1 ' ' 

1 

that it is better off if it keenly nurture better understanding with its neighbours. As a 
1 ' ' 
1 . . 

matter of policy the government introduced the policy of 'good neighbourliness' in order 
1 . 

to draw its neighbours closer than ever before and maintain mutual relationship_ with 
1 

• • 1 

them. The civil war made Nigeria to realize that its survival, peace, sfability · and 
1 

• 1 • 

development depended a great deal on good relations with these neighbours and vice 
1 • 

' . 
1 • 

versa. As it came to be seen later, if these neighbours had supplJrted the secessionist 
! 

group it would have spelt doom for tqe country. 
' 

The yiïlitary reg.ime of General Muhammadu Buhari did not deviate fro~ this 
' . . 

stance, especially.when the new concept of "concentric circle" was brought to bear on the 

i ' 
canvas of the country's extemal relations. At the centre of the circles were the national 

1 . . 

' i . 
economic and _security interests that were intricately tied up with the security, stability 

and economic ~ellbeing of Nigeria's immediate neighbours. The next important circle 
. 1 

1 ' 

! 
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was the. West African sub-region and followed by the circle of relations with individual 
• 1 

countries and ijter-governmental organizations in Afi-ica· and the rest of the world28
. 

Simqarly, the Ibrahim· Babangida's gbvernment was committed t? the 

promotion of peace. and stability on the African continent and security in the West 
·I 

. 1 . . 

African sub-region as well as commit ment to the principles of respe~t for the provisions 
1 • • 

. i . . . 

of the defunct frganization of African Unity (OAU) Charter, especially as they relate to 

the "in~iolabili~y ·of inherited frontiers, sovereign equality and territorial integrity of ail · .. 
i . 

• 1 

countries, ançi peaceful accommodation a1_1d settlement of ail disputes without foreign 
1 

• r. ,,29 1 

mterierence · I 
1 

Pursuaoi of this friendly neighboÙrhood policy, for instance, Nigeria initiated the 

formation of ttle Chad Basin Commission - consist,ing of Nigeria, Niger Republic, 
i 

Cameroon and Chad in 196430
. ln the same year, it joined Niger and other Basin states to 

1 

form the Niger River Basin Commission. 
1 

Besid!es that, Nigeria was encouraged by· its newly. found .oil wealth of the 

1970s hence it gave myriad of assistance to the neighbouring coun.tries, e.g. the plans for 
1 • 

1 

• 1 • 

the .Onigolo cerpent joint project with Republic of Benin which began in 1970. In the 
. 1 . . 

same year, Nig~ria also entered into trade and economic agreements. with Benin, Chad, 
1 

• 1 

Cameroon, Nig~r and Togo. lt was also then that Nigeria began to press for a West 

African EconoD1,ic Community. In April 1972, Nigeria and Togo signed a treaty creating 

. 1 . . ' 

the nucleus of éj. union which later emerged as Economie Community of West African 

States·(ÉCOW ~S) in May 197531
. 

1 

How~ver, the reality of the good neighbourly relations has not always lived up 

1 . . . . 

to Nigeria's expectations or that of its neighbours. For instance, Nigeria often expected 

1 

but did not alw~ys get the cooperation of the neighbouring countries. in critical problem 
' 

areas such as , currency trafficking, smuggling and yiolent cross-border clashes 
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1 

1 

i 
-1 

particularly 'Yith the Republics of Benin, Cameroon and Chad. On their part, the 

neighbouring. ~ountries often expected more from Nigeria than they received i.n economic, 
! 

fi . I d I d "d . 32 mancta an ~ra e cons1 erat10ns· . 

Furthef more, Nigeria was a mai or aid donor and has entered into bilateral 

relations not bnly with its immediate i1eighbours but others in the West African sub-
i . . ' . 

region33. Sho1ly after the civil war (in the early 1970s), Nigeria took a credible initiative, 

as a result ot .its experience durin.g the civil war years to ensure the formation of 

ECOWAS. !~ the process, one million pound (fi m) interest free Joan was grallted to 

1 

Republic of qenin and along with it two million pounds (f2m) to pay for imp01is from 
1 . . 

Nigeria. The pountry' s strategy to win over some of it~ Francophone neighbours was 
. 1 . 

regarded as "~pray" diplomacy - within the context of concessionai-y' oil prices, grants 
. 1 . . . 

and iriterest . te loans. The on! y noticeable impact of Nigeria' s kind gesturing to these 

neighbours is. r•t the c.ountry was venerated. in the sub-region
34 

and regarded with awe . 

far beyond - m the contment. · 
l . . 

With its immediate central African neighbour, Nigeria supported Nzo Ekangaki of 
. . 1 

Cameroon for the Secretary Generalship of the Organization of African Unity (now the 

African Unio1 (AU)) in 1972 and facilitated his winning in the éontest for t~e office .of 
1 • 

the Secretary <General35
. 

· lt cann~t be gainsaid that Mrica, and for that malter, thi, West African sub-region 
1 . 

is one of the ~eak points or links in the global political, economic a11d security order. ·Yet, 

th~ contempo~ary international system is undergoing a revolution especially after the 
1 : • . . 

Cold War. Thy sub-region, nay the continent, is lagging behind in a world characterized 

i 
by rapid growrh and strengthening of economic blocs and new patterns of security and 

. 1 . . . 

stràtegic thinklng36
. It is, therefore, instructive to state in this section the fact that most 

! 

countriçs in th:e Nigerian neighbourhood have been devastated by seemingly intractable 
1 

. 1 
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·' 
! 
' 

i . 
wars either as 

1

a result of predatory nature of sorne factional leaders turned warlords or 
! 

because of thei sad inheritance of colonial balkanization and Cold War rivalry: This has . 

been exacer~a~ed by policies of the 'economic bullies' - the IMF/World Bank and other 
1 

international le.nders. The failed IMF irnposed Structural Adjustment Programme has not 
1 

only caused ptilitical dislocation of the sub-region it has so much wrecked the sense of 
1 . 

self-worth of !ïts peoples as a result of excruciating poverty that the policy has 
! 

1 . 

engendered. Tq that extent, there is a limit to what could be achieved, at Jeast now, by the 

1 

country and its West and Central African neighbours in terms of evolving a mutually 
. 1 . 

beneficial crosf boundary relationship. -
• 1 

A corol!ary to that position could be see.n in the fact that man.y African countries 

~egan to face ~yriad of problerns shortly after their independence. One of those problems 
: 

is that of boui1daries. As it has been established elsewhere in this study, political 

• 1 • 

boundaries established by colonial powers harboured the seeds of trouble because of their 
1 

presumed artifi9iality to the African political landscape. These boundaries thus contained 
' 

a high potential!for conflict and many believed they would have to be shifted, changed or 
. . 
1 

redraw~. The point is that the colonial imperialists lacked geographic knowledge of 
i . 
' 

Africa, coupled i with the fact that little attention was paid to exploration prior to daims, 
1 • 

i 

and the major p~1rpose of African possessions to the colonizers was prestige and power. 

Added to that i$ the sense in which the concept of territoriality resulted in a bo11ndary 

framework that: ran counter to indigenous ideas and cannot but cause friction. Sorne 

European powe~s at that time were preoccupied with gaining access to a river rather than 

conside'ring othh variables like ethnie composition or other local peculiadties. · The 
• 1 

- imposition by ~uropeans of a territoria't framework upon established patterns of 
' 
1 • • • • • 

occupation creat
1

ed cultural dislocation and social change37
. The European powers were 

less inter~sted i~ maintaining the cohesiveriess. of the different ethnie groups within the 
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borderlands t~an in acquiring the most territory with the minimum friction between them. 
1 

In many even~s at settling African boundary issues on conference table by the European 
1 

colonizers, ev~dence abound of an atmosphere ,of keen competition, jealousy and a desire . 

. to outwit each other and rètaiti the greatest advantage
38

. 

1 

Ho~ever, time has shown that while the potentials are obvious, low and few 

cases of actuJI conflict have occurred between the colonizers that were keen on having 
1 • 

colonial possessions at that time. The boundaries, even for the political elites of the 
. ! . . 

independent cbuntries, have proved resilient and resistant to change. 111 fact, some studies 
1 ' 

1 

have shown ithat initial fonction of the boundary line was to separate colonial 
1 • 

administrative: .territories; that these borderlines today did not inhibit local patterns of 

1 .. 

spatial interactions; and that the present day appearance of boundary conditions is as a 

result of the d~namic population change even after the imposition of the lines. A case in 

point is the 

boundary39
. 

1 
1 

1 

mutual 
1 
1 

and stable relationship that is prevalent m the Nigerian-Niger 

To ~e sure, one of the reasons why the Nigeria/Niger border has not been 

volatile and led to incessant rancour between the two countries is that the negotiation and 
1 ' . 

decision makirig process involved in the. evolution of the Nigeria-Niger boundary indicate 
··' . 

that the boundary eventually demarcated took into consideration the indigenous political 
. 1 . 

1 

situation. In tl~at the rival Hausa states were divided through frontier of separation in a 

1 . 

manner that will not engender tension and conflièt: This is done with the un~erstanding 

that the Hausa
1 

tribe is not a monolith. However, the separati,m did not remain for long. 

With the establishment of peace in the borderlands, the population gradually migrated to 
1 ' . 

reoccupy the. depopulated frontier àreàs - especially from the. French into British 
i . 

controlled territory. Therefore, as a result of the homogeneity of populatioti as well as 
1 

voluntary migrations, the Nigeria/Niger boundary has createcl a minimum stress. Today, 
i . 
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1 

1 

1 ..--... -~ 

.1 · ~ \ni or~:,,,.,._" 
1 

'I,~ -......__,:,, \\ 

1 

', ') ' 
(:-, \ ,,.., 

that patterns remained since the governments, either way, did not make any cw 
1 

effort to disruJt the settlement pattern. This explains the sustainable 

fi · l · 1 · b . N' ·a1N· . . b d ttl t d t bene 1crn mteractlon etween tgen 1ger m oun ary se emen s an o 
. 1 

Jibia, Daura, Mdradi, Zandam, Dankama etc
40

. 
1 

As mintioned earlier in this study, the boundary did not inhibit m~vement of 

1 

peoples and gocids since numerous traits crossed the boundary and there are no natural 
1 

barriers that cou)d hinder free movement. Thus, the Nigeria/Niger boundary in soni.e areas 

have unifying vlriables which enhance spatial interaction at the loc~l leve~. For instance, 
. . 1 . . . . 

·in the borderla~ds there are large city markets, border or route markets as well as 
. 1 

numerous bush Jnarkets with the resultant cross-bom~dary movements on market days. In 
. 1 . 

this event, crosJ
1

-boundary cultivation, joumey-to-market movement and cross-boundary 
. 1 . . . .· . ' .· 

trade became inevitable41 . We can, therefore, conclude that the Nigeria/Niger boundary 

bas bcen stable 4 there is no conflict due largely to the fact that the Eufopean de marcation 

took cognizancel of its anthropogeography. 
1 

A.not~er compelling account of Nigeria's relationship with the Republic of 
1 

Niger,_ "'.hich at states that it is markedly very wann and cordial since the two countries 

attained indepenrence in 1960, is thatofNigeria's Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Here, the 

warmness is Juributcd to the · proactive nature of Nigeria's · p~licy of good 
1 . 

neighbourliness_.1 As mentioned elsewhere before now, the good relationship bet~een 

1 • 

Nigeria and its cbntiguous neighbours, just like what obtained with the Republic of Niger, 
1 • 

is further cembnted by the economic, : socio-cultural · affinities, including marital 
1 ·. . . 

relationship thatlexist between the peoples even before colonial independence. Apart from 
. 1 . . . 

1 . 

this, Nigeria's ti~s with its neighbours are further strengthened by exchange of visits, both 
1 ' . • 

at the highest ~n~ various official levels42 . 
1 

1 

1 

. . 1 . 
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. . · Again, with Niger Republic, Nigeria's economic relations are mostly 

conducted by tlJNigeria - Niger Joint Cmnmission for Co~operation in 1969, revised in 

1979 and it is stln operational till today. It is responsible for the promotion of trade and 

com~erc~ betJeen the two countries. The Nigerian Association of Chambers of 

Commerce lndultries ~ines an·d Agriculture (NACCIMA) and the Nig1erian Chamber of 
'· 1 ' . . . 

Commerce, Industries, Agriculture and Handicraft (CIAAN) constantly work on 

promoting trade and cottage industries between the two countries. The two agencies are 

detennined to Rromote the potentials that are available in the· areas of agriculture, 

industry, handicLlt and mining. it should b~ noted that Niger has abundant untapped 

minerai .resourcJs such as .uranium, iron ore, coal, pewter and phosphate, petroleum, 

hl 
"d . 1 <l . . 43 

c on e, atom1c mass an gypsum, etc·. , 

The energy jooperation agreement signed in i 973 forms the basis for the sùpply. of 

~lectridty from tigeria .to Niger .Republic from 197 6 to d~te; the health agreement signed . 

m 1982 and amended m · 1990 1s the bas1s for cooperat1on m the control of common 

dis'."""'s bet~ the two countties .. sincé Nige; Republic is an atid zone, there ex_isi an 

agreement between it and Nigeria signed in 1990 to contrpl desert encroachment and the 

menace of water hyacinths on the river Niger 44
. The cultural and educational agreement 

signed in 1976 an.d 1982, respectively wetc{aimed at exchange of teachers and students -

and it isoperatiohaI todate. Participating universities in the exchange programme include 

Usman -Danfodif · Univèrsity Sokoto, Ah:m.du Bello University, Kano and Ob~fe~i 

Awolowo Univ,,ity, Ile-Ife. A new Protocol is workinB al getting Niger Republ_ic to 

supply Fr~nch te,chers to Nigeria, and Nigeria in tmn to supply English teachers to Niger 

Republi~45
. 

Therc is also an agreement focusing on concessiohal suppl y of both crude and 

refined oil 10 Nlser Republic from Nigeria. The fo;.,.er. bas just recently SOught the 
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1 . · 1 . d · 1 d . . N" 46 
latter's assistance in the area of exploration of new y dtscovere 01 epos1ts m 1ger . 

1 • • • 

1 • 

Niger Republic :also enjoy consistent military co-operation with Nigeria, especially in the 

1 ' • 

area of manpdwer development and tniining of its personnel jn Nigerian military 
1 • . ' • 

1 

· institutions. Ùe~pite its military pact with France, by virtue of being a Francophone 

country, Niger :Republic explores the possibility of training its ofücers. in Nigerian. 
1 . 

military institut~ons. This was necessitated by the reduction in training facilities offered to 
1 

Niger elsewher~ following the Tuareg's _rebellion which was brought to an end in April 
. 1 . • . 

1996 after signihg a Peà.ce Accord between the government and the Tuareg rebels. Thus, 

a number of Nigerien military oflicets have been trained ir1 Nigerian military institutions 

like the Nigeria* Defence Academy, Kaduna, Command and Staff CoHege, Jaji as ~ell as 

the National W~r College, Abuja. A Defence Agreement to be signed soon is also being 
1 

currently negoti~ted by the two countries47
. 

1 

Niger ~epublic is also a beneficiary of the Technical Aïd Corps (TAC) 

1 

Programme instftuted by Nigeria. The TAC bilateral agreement was signed between the 

two countries o~ May 9, 2002. lt is renewable automatically every tv,o years. Many 
1 

Nigerian who ehgage in artisanal. and trading activities live in Niger, just as there are 
1 . 

many young fe~ale Nigerians that are srhùggled to Niger on a false pretence that they 

would be taken to Europe by· their · traflickers. This latter category is lorced into 

prostitution. Not! only that, there are miscreants, c?mposed of nationals or borh countries 

, that are engaged; in trans-border banditry and other crimes. One that could easily be used 

as an instance is 1

1

cars stolen from Nigeria get ready haven 1n Niger Republic. This needs 
1 

to be checked so as not to jeopardize the mutual, longstanding~ beneficial and warm 

relationship between the two countries48
. Though, the Nigeria-Niger Joint C6mmi~sion 

. . 1 . . . . 

for Cooperation ~egularly mèets to strengthen understanding between the two countries49
. 
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More specifically, there is about 1,500 kilometres long land border between 

Nigeria and Niter. Due to the nature of this long border,_. trans~bo~der crimes like · 

smuggling and 'tell of veh1cl_es are prevalent. The two countnes, theretore, through the 

N1gena/N1ger Jamt Comm1ss10n have adopted (he followmg measures: · 

• a trans-bordl... technical committee on security bas been set up sin ce .1996. lt has 16 

1 . d fi' . h . 1· . . members, eight from each country - rawn rom t e po 1ce, state secunty service, 

customs se+ce, immigration service, foreign affairs and justice ministries. The 

comm1ttee meets once a year, though extra-ordmary meetmgs could be held.when the 
1 ' ' ' ' ' 

ne~d. arises -i at border towns of both countries; . 

• es1.ablishmenlt of Nigeria/Niger Joint border patrol by· the secµrity agencies of both 
1 ' ' ' . . ' 

countries. It began in 1996; . . . · . . . 

• ;~stallation J communication equipment along the borders - to facilitate tÎ.e flow of 

information; 

• training of Nigerien police · personnel m Nigerian police institutions m order to 
' 1 ' 

enhance HieiJ law en forcing skills; · 

' ' 

• provîsion of four-wheel drive vehicles for the security personnel on joint patrol to 

facilitate morlity; ' . ' : . ' . ' ' ' ,. . ' 

• coopeq1tion ttween the police of both countries in providing information on trans

border crime$; 

• cOOperation.rong border states/provinces ofboth countries50. . . . . · 

Howe~er, the most nagging trans-~order problem that requires intensive mutual 
. . ·I . 

cooperatîon on the part of the two countries is the incessant raids by armed bàndits on 

Nigerian villa!Îe~ along lhe border. This iH~mpant in Yobe and Bomo s,a;es of Nigeria. 

1t was reported t though joint border patrols ~re canied out ~y both countries and even 

the tripart~te agreement between Nigeria, Niger and Chad - whereby the three countries 
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1 

'' ' 

contribute soldief s to a common pool to co~nbat this mena~e, yet the devastating border 

' • ' 51 
raids by the robbers have not abated . 

' ! 
1 

Apart .fr<j>m the border situation of Niger Republic, Nigeria and its other 
1 

contiguous neiglibours have a general longstahding relation. For example, prior to the 

establishment of formai diplomatie relations between Nigeria and Carneroon in 1960, 
. 1 . 

there had ·been interactions in the areas of commerce, trade, and culture. Nigeria and most 

of its contiguous neighbours share common ~embershi'p of . several international 
1 . . . . .. 

organizations lik~ the defunct Organization of African Unity (OAU), the United Nations 

Organization (U~O), the. Commonwealth (at a time with ·cameroon)1 . the Lake Chad 
. 1 

Basin Commission and the Gulf of Guinea Commission52
. 

. ' 

Mention need be made at this juncture that the bilateral relations between Nigeria 

and Cameroon stagnated from 1994 to 2002 because of the land maritime border dispute. 
i 

Nigeria chose die path of dialogue even when it was · insinuated that France was 

supporting Cametoon in the feud over the ownership and control of Bakassi peninsula. It 
. 1 . . 

was reported that France. had already deployed its troops to east Atabong and Isangele 
i . ' ' 

parts of the dis~uted territory and that a French Frigate warship had arrived in the 
1 • 

1 

Cameroonian port city of Douala with troops, ostensibly on surveillance mission53
. 

1 ,, 

Due to the said land and maritime b?rder dispute between the two countries, ail 

forms of officiat'fransactions were stalled ortook place only if Cameroon could not avoid 

them. However, a's a result of the ICJ verdict of October 10, 2002 and the resolve of the 
' . 

. . . 

Presidents of both countries to implement the ruling - · in an amicable way, relations 
' 1 . . . 

between 'the two 'countries began to improve. For instance, President Paul Biya visited 

Abuja (Nigeria's federal capital) on two different occasions in 2003 while Vice President 
i . ~ 
1 • • 

Atiku Abubakar :also visited Cameroon .in July 2003 as special envoy of President 

Olusegun .Obasa~jo of Nigeria. Subsequently, Nigerian Minister for Environment, 

1 

1 

' 
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Minister of State for Water Resources ànd the former Grciup Managing_ Director of 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) also visited Cameroon54
. 

. . No doubt, Nigeria and Cameroon had several bilateral agreements tht\t the 

event of the border dispute stalled or slo~ed their pace. TlJe followii1g are the examples 

of such agreement: visa abolition agreement which was entei·ed into in 1962; free 

movèment of persons and goods between both countries; the trade agreement signed 

between Nigeria and Cameroon in Lagos in 1982 expired in 1987 but a revised version 

which was submitted by Nigeria to Cameroon since 1990 is y~t to receive official 

response~ a draft fishing agreement of 1987 between the two couhtries is yet to be 

formally signed; a telecommunication agreement signed since 1982 is stiH moribund; a 

. draft customs agreement submitted to Cameroon sincè 1983 is yet to receive an official 

response; an economic scientific and technical coopèration.agreement signed since 1983 

expired in 1990, but it · is yet to be renewed; and the Nigerian delegation to the second · 

session of Niger1a-Cameroon Joint Commission which heid in Abuja in 1993 proposed a 

draft agreement on equitable sharing, development,. conservation and use o( wat~r 

resources to t~eir Cameroonian counterparts, but a positive reaction from Cameroon is 

still outstanding55
. 

However, the Nigeria/Camerooh Joint Commission which was inaugurated in 

1987, ,which also had its second session held in Abuja in 1983 and the third in Yaoundé in . 

1995 was put on hold due tb the said border dispute between the two countries. But the 

third session wasrevived in September 30,. 2002 in Abuja. These are the highlights: 

• the revival of all dormant agreement àrid treaties; 

• a resolve to encourage private sector p~rticipation in joint liberalizaLion policy of both. 

countries; 
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• a deliberation on other areas of · rimtual cooperation, e.g., water, education, 

environment, oil, science and tèchnology and trànsportation and aviation
56

. 

The fourth session wa~ scheduled for 2004 in Yaoundé. The joint commission 

. . . 
recommended Lhe establishment of a permanent commission to hai1dle security, consular 

and immigration matters; although report has it that _the proposai on these mattcrs nee~s 

· further pron'lpting on the side of Nigeria57
. Just like the other · neighbours, the issues 

pertaining ~o border rel~tions between Nigeria and Cameroort centre around the deep 

· social-cuÙ:uràI and Iinguistic commonalities of the various groups that inhabit both sides 
. . . 

. . 
of the border. No doubt, these commonalities have created ample opportunities for cross- ' 

border crimes such as smuggling, child and human trafficking, gun nmning, cross-b'order 

robberies, to mention but just a few58
. On the strength of this appears the imperative of 

establishing a Nigeria-Cameroon Joint Committee on security to ·check cross-border 

crimes.: This bas been discussed severally but it is yet to be given the deserved attention 

by the two countries59
. 

Also in spite of the alleged maiming and killing of Nigerians· in Bakassi by the 

Camerooriian gendarmes, the Nigerian government did nothing to retaliate. lt was said by 

Brigadier General Fred Chijuka, the then Dfrector ofDefence Information, that Nigeria's 

insistence on a peaceful resolution of the cri sis "was not borne out of weakness but in 

consonance wi.th the belief that Africans should always resolve. their problems without 
• 1 

externat interference60
". 

Asid1! Niger-Nigeria, and. Cameroon-N1gerian relations, 'the issue. of mutual co

existence between Nigeria and the Equatorial Guinea gets illuminated with a participant : 

account ·of Gabriel O. Olusanya who served on the Task Force on Equatorial Guinea in 

the Nigerian Federal Cabinet office. Also in the Task Force were the Permanent Secretary 

of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and other relevant ~rms of the government61
. · It should 

' . 
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. , 
be recalled that the irritant in Nigeria-Equatorial Guinea was ignited by the South African 

_ presence in Equatorial Guinea, ostensibly to engage in agricultural activities. The_ South 

Africa presence in Equatorial Guinea became an object of suspicion because there is no 

dearth of arable land in South Africa, a.s to warrant its coming to Equatorial Guinea, 

which is several millions of kilornetres away from it. On the· contra,y, Equatorial Guinea 

is in the proximity of Nigeria. The suspicion was heightened between Nigeria and 

Equatorial Guinea because the latterdid not confirm to Nigeria the presence of South 

. Africa in its territory early enough. It was reasoned that Equatorial Gui ne~ wo~ld not 

have been dilatory in revealing South Africa's presence in its territory if it was actually 

harmless as the Nigerian government was 1~1ade to believe6
2

. 

Not only that, tension and mistrust began to reach the plateau because a C-130 

South African military aircraft disguised as a pàssenger airliner had landed at Malabo 

(Equatorial Guinea' s capital city) Airport in March ·t 988 and_ had otrloaded several 

containers into waiting vehicles- which hacl left for an unknown destination. The 

containers were accompanied by seven Equatorial Guinean's officiais and were not 

inspected by custom officials63
. Expectedly, the Nigerian government felt uncomfortable 

with the developments. 

It would be recalled that Nigeria became a honourary 'fr~ntline state' in spite 

of its distance to South Africa because of its vociferous opposition to the apartheid polie y 

in South Africa. Nigeria was also instrumental. to the expulsion of apartheid South Africa 

from the Commonwealth and it reinained absolutely uncornpromising 011 the issue. It was 

on the -strength of this that it became a Permanent Chairman of United Nations Anti

Aparth~id Committee64
. Nigeria galvanized the Organization of African Unity (OAU) 

now African Union (AU) into taking a collective action against the apartheid question in 

South Africa. It also contributed handsomely to the_ Special Fund initiated by the OAU 
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Liberation Co"mrnittee, not to talk of the support it gave to Liberation Movernent m 

Southern Africa, in forrn of supply of trucks, rnilitary hardware, medical supplies, 

clothing and food. Besides, Nigeria sponsored the idea of an "African Task Force" to help 

defend African countries that are called the 'Frontline states' facing tl~e racist offensive
65

. 

Nigeria. also spearheaded the carnpaign that led to the withdrawal of African cou nt ries 

from the Montreal Olympie Garnes which was rneant to hold in South Africa in 1976, just 

as it hosted the first international conference in Africa on "Action against Aparthe_!d" in 

Lagos in 1977~6
. Furthermore, Nigeria's deposit was withclrawn from the British owned 

Barclays Bank because of its contiriued transactions with the apartheid governrnent. 

Nigeria assisted and harboured South African National Liberation Movements,· especially 

the Afr,ican National Congress (ANC) and Pan African Congress (PAC), it also ensured 

that the ANC and PAC got Nigerian .Liason office in Lagos - the then seat of 

government67
. 

Arising frorn the foregoing, the South African 'incursion' into its 'backyard' -

'' 

(Equatorial Guinea) was, thus, totally unacceptable. For any country that cares about its 

national security, ignoring such move was to say tl~e leâst, suicidai. the reason is not far

.fetched. It would only take a jet fightei- thirty minutes to tly frorn Malabo (Equatorial 

Guinea) to Abuja (Nigeria's federal capital territory, and thé heart of the country) and the 

flight would pass over Nigeria's oil rigs - its econornic main-stay located in the South -

~ast. of the country. Beyond that, speculations were rife t hat South Africa was buildfog a 

satellite station in Equatorial Guinea68
. One interesting tliing about the crisis. in Nigeria

Equatorial Guinea's relations is the way it was mutually rèsolved and the South African 

presence was terminated. 

On Nigeria's 'political neighbours', it could argued that no region can dev_elop 

in the· absence of a viable security arrangement. When there is a sustainable security 
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arrangement, certainly strategic interest, peace, territorial integrity and sovereignty of 

states can be guaranteed. It is in the light of this that Nigeria is resolute in ensuring peace 

and stability in the West African sub-region. For instance, Nigeria sprung into action in 

the 90s· to contain the hostilities which arase when the regime of Sergeant Samuel Doe 

was declining in Liberia. Working through the ECOWAS Monitoring Observer qroup 

(ECOMOG), Nigeria committed both human and material resources to restore relative 

peace and security, as part of its wider programme of West African security. The same 

could be said of its involvement in Sierra Leone and Guineà which imploded as a result of 

people living in the same geography taking up arms against one an?ther. The spill over 

effect of the Lib~rian civil wàr played out in quick succession in its neighbouri10od. The 

wars were not only protraèted but were also of grave humanitarian disasters cum social 

and economic dislocations69
. 

As évident frorn the foregoing, it could be surnmarized Ürnt efforts at making 

the borders beneficial to Nigeria· and its neighbours no doubt require sorne level of trust 

and depend on the triumph of the spirit of human cooperation over human avarice and 

· power-seeking70
. It is in almost 'everyones' interest to prevent and contain crises, and 

there is a growing recognition that cooperation may often be a morè effective way to · 

maintain and restore peaqe th/'\n its continued reliance on unlirnite·d national self-defence 

in a world capable of many deadly eventualities like producing and usif!g· nu~lear, 

biological or chemical weapons. Therefore,' international security efforts between Nigeria 

and its neighbours are arguably necessary a.11d have aknost certainly become a permanent 

part of world politics. 
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· 5.3 Mutual Strategies at Combating other Security Violations between Nigeria and 
!ts Neigbbours 

In the preceding section, we emphasise th~ need for cooperation and mutual 

ùnderstanding between and arnong countries that share contiguous bo.rders or neighbours 

that are in an inevitable state of cohabitation. This particular section uses the collective

proble~-solving basis as its point of departure. lt is inevitable for neighbours to infringe 

on each other's territory, law and people for as long as they cohabit. But, a mutual 

resolution of these unavoidable infringements is the rnost desired aspect of interstate 

intercourse. This section, therefore, dwells on such mutual strategies at combating ail 

manners of secùrity violations· in the course of interact~ons between Nigeria and its 

neighbours: 

As a basis for understanding this section, let us make the following propositions -

that wars co~ld easily spread if one or alf of the following obtains: first, it would .be 

recalled that Nigeria's borders are ·porous and as such porous borders make it relatively 

easy to s~uggle arms and people from one country ·to another. lnvariably, this is a ground 

for one country to interfere in the affairs of its neighbou,rs. Border zones are often 

politically complex. and sensitive because smùgglers and 'political entrepreneurs' neec:l 

borders. One . cannot also rule out the possibility of an insurgent residing within a 

neighbour's. border igniting or stoking disorder and war to the neighbour, just as they 

mîght ihtroduce militant and destabilizing ideologies into their host countries71
. A quick 

inst~nce is whàt obtained between the Republics of Niger, Chad and Nigeria in 2001. 

Youths frorn Niger and Chad stormed Jos (Nigeria) killing ùver 20 people and: destroying 

several bouses - follov.. ing the ethno-religious conflict between the Muslim Hausa-Fulani 

and ·cfiristian indigene::, in September 200172
. Though, this !llight not be insurgents or 

rebels per excellence, butthe border has been violated by this sporadic attack and if it \vas 
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not properly rnanaged, it could have cscalated and degenerated, thereby provoking a state 

ofwar. 

'.fhe second is an extreme case qf insurgents usmg refugee camps in, the 

neighbouring countries as military mobilization points or strategic _zone from where they 

launch out to their target. For instance, during the Cold War, the UN High Commis;ion 

for Refugees. (UNHCR) and Western non-governmental organizations (NGOs) fed and 

protected rnany anti-communist insurgents in places like Thailand, Afghanistan, Somalia 

and Central America. ln l he same vein, Southern African l'iberation rnovements tried to 

use refugee camps.for similar purposes but with little success, especially after the South 

African military's tendency of attacking refugee camps forced UNHCR and South Africa . . 

to negotiate over the principle of demilitarizing r.:amps73
• 

The t~ird underlying assumption is that states may be una,ble to control armed 

factions oh their territories. This i~ contingent on weakness of such state and on cases of 

the inability of astate to police far away regions. For instance, the Sudanese government 

was unable to control Chadian factions on its western ·borders in the late 1980s and early 

1990s. A variant of this is when the armed faction is related, in some way, to the host 

state, e.g., the Rwandese Patriotic Front (RPF) of Rwanda which grew inside the ruling 

Nati?nal Resistance Anny (UR.A) in Uganda74
. 

The fourth is 'military entrepreneurs' who benefit from rnnging wars and 

explore such benefits especially when the war spreads to a neighbouring state. In such 

neighbouring state to which the war must have spread to', the military entrepreneurs might 

be interested in the contagion for reasons of · 

~ res0urces control 

• setting up a safe haven 

• putting a· friendly govemment in power or 
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• simpl~ destabilizing a potentially hostile power75
. 

The fifth and final one is the logic of retaiiation and escalation which know no 

border. In all of the foregoing scenarios, it would be futile to talk of a mutual strategy 

towards ensuring that the security of countries, citizens, and territories in such 

neighbourhood is not egregiously violated. 

In another breadth, Nigeria needs tO" be wary in its attempt at working out mutual 

strategies at combating security violations with the ·neighbours such that in the event of 

war, extra-Afriêan factors would no longer be instrnmental. in shaping their nature. For 

instance, the involvement of coloi1ial powers and superpowers is critical in starting wars, 

just as weapon procurement and supply. Western imposed economic policjes such as the 

·structural adjustment programme have also acted in creating the economic context in 

which governments and insurgents have relied on militias, child soldiers and 'dirty war' 

methods. Not only that, humanitarian agencies have also dictated some war strategies -

predicated on the availability of relief food for war zone76
. 

Added to that is the fact that Western powers and notably the ÙS are simply wary 

not to risk their rililitary resources much le~s the lives of their troops in Africa. Hence, 

their involvement has been markedly that of self engagement -- sometimes connoting 

verbal ~nd symbolic commitments not backed up by resources or strenuous politicaJ.and 

diplo~atic engagement77
_ No doubt, op1nioùs have been expressed, loud noise has been 

made and emotions shown by these Western powers but in many cases they did not go 

beyond that. Their aid policies have been hydra-headed, confusing and often 

contradictory. They are unwilling and not ready to stake time and resources to sustain a 

credible peacemaking effort, even· where they have vested political interests as in Congo, 

Sudan, or Ethio_pia.and Eritrea .. 
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With the foregoing at the background, Nigeria will have the benefit of hindsight to 

ensure that its security challenges and its relàtionship with its neighbours are its exclusive 

responsibility ultimately and as süch, it shoiJld be wary in order to ensure that_ strategies 

are put in plac~ to _avoid war situations. 

Again, it is increasingly becorning. clear that a way to ensuring mu tuai peace and 

security is to establish a common consent a.mong states. The essential elements. are: 

• good neighbourliness; 

• a common culture oftolerance and pluralism and; 

• respect for regional and sub-regional institutions;· 

• at least a minimum respect for human right78
. 

Another strategy t_hat could be adapted from. Europe, which is also pursuant of 

good neighbourliness mentioned above, is 'Europol' and the Schengen Agreement for 

cross-border judicial activities: By this, the increasing European Union (EU) pressur~ for 

. . 
ever-greater integration has necessitated a corresponding EU-wide criminal justice system 

such that individual state rnirrors initiatives in the other. To. that extent, certain categories 

of crime become punishable i11 whichever country within the EU it was committed79
. 

The above development is occasioned by the revolution in information technology 

and the . pressure of globalization and borderlèssness of the countries of the world. 

Adopting this type of strategy by Nigeria and its neighbours for the purposc of colle~tive 

security "'.ould, therefore, not be a misplaced priority. A further justification for this · is 

that law enforcement and national security dividend is quite insignificant; because an 

efficient national security is proactive and deals with aggressive intelligence gathering. lt 

anticipa.tes threats and pre-empts the actions of suspècted targets. i:his, as opposed to 

reactionary prompting, ex-post-facto arrests and trials - governed by rules of evidence, is 

most expedien't in this age of globalization and its attendant skirmishes and surprises80
. 
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For instance, after the September 1 1, 2001 attack in which two passenger planes 

· were hijacked by suicide bombers and deliberately crashed 1nto the· twin towers of the 
' - . 

World Trade Centre and a third plane crashed into the Pentagon -- leading to the death and 

disappearance of over 3,000 persons on the twin · towers of the US 81
, the British 

intelligence service, by. September 13, 2001, 01:dered that ail co·mmünication service 

providers to retain: 

• logs of ail e-mails sent and received (not the content); 

• logs showing the allocation of dynamic IP_ addresses (internet usage); 

• logs identifying the source, destination and times of ail calls made or routed through 

their telephone networks82
. 

Shortly after the passage of this 'tall order', obseryers have maintained that a 

conspiracy theory of the new world order is brewing. ln this event, the state has staùed 

encroaching on private live of the citizens in an unprecedented manner. One of its 

manifestations is the passage of Patriot Act - a fall out of the attack and an expansion of · 

the authority of the US govemment Lo conduct secret searches, obtain private records and 

intercept teleph0.ne calls, among other activities, in its effort to track <lown s~spected 

terror cells83
. This Act, just like the British order mentioned earlier on, has limited or 

eliminated American/British constitutionally gul:}ranteed freedoms and by extension many 

of such freeclom and human rights of other nationals living in those countries84
. 

· The slice of the report giv~n abo~e is to demonstrate that the developed countries 
' ' 

of the world did not see their récent rabid intelligence gathering as infringement on 

human rights. Rather they have argued that they are meant to serve natîonal. secUrity 

purposes in an era of globalization, and make up for the virtual erosion of state control on 

sub-national groups and saboteurs. It, therefore, behoves ort Nigeria and its neighbours to 
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be more reflective on measures to be put iri place in order to combat security violations on 

their territories and borders. 

Sorne of such major se~urity issues between Nigeria and Cameroon that could 

be high~ighted as requiring a mutual strategy iriclude refugee problems, the aged, the 

destitute and pension matters. To start with, there is a larg~ number of Nigerians taking 

refuge in communities around Nigeria's borders with Cameroon. It was repo~ed that the 

Tivs and Fulanis ethnie groups of Nigeria are refugees in the North West Adamawa and 

Western Provinces of Cameroon. They appear to have overstayed thereby constituting a 

source of conçern for the local authorities there. The Nigerian miss~on in Cameroon ·has, 

'therefore, made spirited effort to contact a Nigerian agency named the National 

Emergency · Agency (NEMA) to facilitate. their repatriatton to their native abodes in 

Nigeria, but the. effort is yet to yield the desired results85
. Besides that. it would be 

recalled that part of Cameroon used to be a province of Nigeria before the plebiscite that 

. severed. the Carneroonian part and got it incorporated into the Republic of Cameroon. 

This peculiar historical linkage between the two countries gave rise to a large number of 

aged, sick a.nd destitute Nigerians living in Cameroon. The development is no doubt an . ' ., 

enigmatic cons_ular problem to the Nigeriap mission in Cameroon, which also call for a 

mutual strategy to expatriate them en-mass to Nigeria without further ·delay86
. 

Furthermore, the mood of rapprochement betwe~n the two countries following 

the res?lution · of the Bakassi peninsula debacle via the International Court of Justice's . 

verdict of N9vember 10, 2002, . should be'. made to resolve the issue of suspension of 

payment of pension to about 278 Camerooniaî1s and 25 Nigerians who had retired from 

the public services of both covntries. Hithetto, the Nigerian mission in Cameroon had to 

contend with aged and widowed Cameroonians protesting the non-payment of their 

pensions87
. 
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In like manner mutual strategy needs to be explored to put to rest the embarrassing 

spate of prostitution and human trafficking b~tween Nigeria and Niger Republic. As a 

background to understanding the scenarios of hum an trafficking and prostitution between 

Nigeria and Niger Republic, it is instructive to note that close to 1.5 million of Nigerians 

are resident in Niger Republic. This is certainly a variaqle of long standing cordial 
. . . 

relationship that exists between the two countries. °There exist the factors ·of cultural and 

religicius tics, inter-marriages and proximity betweeri fhe ~wo countries88
. Furthermore, 

Niger Republic shares boundaries with seven states of Nigeria - Sokoto, Kebbi, Katsina, 

Jigawa, Zamfara, Yobe and Borno. The people in these states share the same language 

and religion with people in Nigerien provinces. Giving this type of affinity, ntany 

Nigerians go to Niger and vice-versa without travel documents such as passports and 

identity cards. 'Therefore, differentiating a Nigerien Hausa man frorn that of his Nigerian 

counterpart has been a herculean task for the Nigerian embassy in Niamey. Be that as it 

may, many Nigerians that are deceived by their fellow Nigcrians that they would be taken 

to Europe via Niger Republic often end up in the arid desert of Agadez or deported with 

ignominy from Algeria, Libya or Mali89
. 

Anot~er variant of the free movement of people across Nigerian-Nigerien 

borders is the presence of large .number of Nigerians (about 5,000) engaged in Niger as 

commercial sex workers; just as there are scores of Nigerians that ended up iri Nigerien 

prisons ~ for offerices ranging from drug trafficking, airerait hijacking, murder and theft. 

Many of the d.etainees spend longer time in prisons than would have been permitted were 

they charged to the law court early enoug!l0
. These · are the areas requiring mutual 

strategies by the two countries - and which, of course, are similar to what is required 

between Nigeria and its neighbours to the West and Central pa1ts of Africa. 
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Chapter Six 

New Security Issues and Challenges in Nigeria's National Sccurily with its 
Neighbours 

The first thing · examined in this chapter is the historical content and the 

arguments on the war on terror. Tlüs is done with a v1ew to exploring Nigeria· s 

. . . 
inv<?lvement and/or response on the war. The second is 011 the nature and dynamics of 

free movement of people in West and Central Africa as it affects Nigeria·s n~tional 

security .. The third focuses on the 'notoriety' that characterized Nigeria/Cameroon 

relations on the land and maritime border cmn oil-rich Bakassi peninsula, and more 

important, as the controversial peninsula impinges on Nigeria' s national security. The 

fourth which is on the Gulf of Guinea pinpoints its oil endowmen~, us·s vested interest 

there and the implications of these for Nigeria's national securiiy. 

6.1 The Wm· on Terror and New Security Dilemma 

This sub-section will be devoted to a discussion on · terrorism and ail the 

challenges it has generated in the coriternporary international system. 1t is not às if there 

were no acts of terrorism before. But today there is a renewed global_ attention to the 

problem from the beginning of the 2000s. As it is going to be demonstrated, the 

rejuvenation of attempts at combating the menace is a function of a multiplicity of factors 

ranging from the intensity of the activities of terrorists organisations to the daring 

. potentials of the terrorists~ the suicidai instinct and brazen sense of impun)ty of many 

terrorists organizations, the extent of destructions occasioned by their attacks, the 

category of nationals affected by their at_tacks, the widespread nature of activism, the 

multiplication of activists and the global spread of terrorist cells. 

ln order to fully grasp the war on terrer and the new_ security dilemma facing 

Nig~·ria and its neighbours, it is pertinent to make the fo11owing. preliminary remàrks. 
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There have been myriad of definitions of the phenomenoi1 called terrorism but the ·study 

will adopt the one below: 

A premeditated, politi_cally mofi1Jated violence perpe1raœd axainst 
11011-combatant targets by sub-national groups ôr clandestine sta/e. 
agents, usually i11volvi11g the cilizens or terrorists of more ,1ha11 one 

. 1 
counhy . 

Sorne have argÙed that to cal! certain group of people terrorist_s is not only a 

debating stratagem, but also a judgmental statement. In their woi"ds, "terrorist is what oue 

calls one's opponent regardless of whether or not one's friend is a (reedom fighter"
2

; and 

as such~ "to call an act of politkal violence 'terrorist' is not merely to desct:ibe it but to 

judge it. Descriptively, terrorism suggests violent actions by· individuals or small groups; 

judgmentally, it implies illegitimacy"3
. In most cases, to classify an act as. terrorisù1 

indicates the decision to place the particular use of violence outside the spectrum of 

accepted behaviour or norms and it is a socially constructed concept identifying anti

establishment 4. · 

It should also be said that the phenomenon terrorism will increase with increasing 

contemporàry struggles over issues of justice, democracy, public acèountability, national 

resources distribution, power sharing and ethnie cum religious tolerance. This is why 

extremists or dissidents, especially those with suidde tendencies, as well as patriots, who 

can no fonger bear the retrogression of their country in the midst of plenty, can always 

emerge to form terrorist groups5
. Hence, the United Nations a~sembly affirmed. that 

terrorism _flourishes when there is despair, humiliation, poverty, political oppression, 

extremism and human right abuses. It flourishes also in contexts such as regional contlict, 

foreign occupation, state weaknes_s or failure of the state to main tain law and order6. 

Afocus on the US could better illuminate some of th~ premis~s given above. Foi· 

instance, the Arab communities in the Middle East that have '.a stone to grind' with the 

US governmeht. The US has created a huge number of potential terrorists ·ail over Latin 
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America during a half-century of American.actions far worse thaü those perpetuated _in 

the Middle East7
. ln fact, Williarn Blum arguèd that ''If Latin Americans shared the bêlief 

of many Muslims that they will go directly to paradise for martyring themselves by 

killing the 'Great Satan', by now we might have had decades of repeated terrorist horror 

coming from South of the US/Mexican border"8
. Blum further argued that the same could 

be said ?f Asia and Africa in relation to the US9
. The pool of unemployed hungry/a~gry 

youth in Nigeria çould be a source of concern especially in a discourse like this 10 
.. 

We have to be careful in Africa, however, such that Western nations, just as 
.. 

during the' heat of the Gold War, woùld not erroneously label all the desires for self 

determination and social justice as tlw activities of terrorist organisations/groups. Just like 

the. Mrican National Congress (ANC) and Pan Afriqm Congress (P AC) - liberation 

movements in Southern Africa during the apartheid years were erro1ieously labelled as 

terrorist organisations. The motive for such label by the Western world was simply to 

serve and protect their interests and investment i!"' the apartheid enclave. Under the natural 

law and justice, the United Nations (UN) Charter, the Organisation of African Unity 

(OAU) (now African Union (AU) Charter and international law, these liberation fighters 

in Mric~ were pursuing a just ca~se11
. In fact, the UN endorsed the methodology of these 

. . 
organizations - saying that they had no alternative method of pursuing their" cau~e(s}- as 

long as· such organisations do not divorce themselves froill pursuing the cause of the 

masses12
. Hence, Carlos Lage Davila, the Cuban Vice-President's viewpoint on this is 

worthy of citation: 

Terrorism is born <?/ injustice, ... , of po,,erty and inequalit;y, <!/ the ' 
humiliation Sl!{fered by whole nations, of the coniempt towards and 
the underestimation of belief syste111s, <:?f arrogance, <if abuse and of 
crimes. lt is not a consequence of radical ideologi.es that must be 
~wept off the.face qf the earth with bombs and.missiles13

, 
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Origin of the Global •war on Terror' 

T~e global 'war on terror' origiiiated from .the US. Certainly today, terrorism has 

acguired an . extraordinary status in American · public discourse. lt has displaced 

communism as the foremost public enemy, though there are series of attempts to lump the 

two together. In fact, rhetorics that are frightening in their capacity f?r mobilizing public 

opinion, gainii1g I~gitimacy and provoking various fonns of murderous action, liave been 

generated in the politics ofpolitical violence called terrorism 14
. Interestingly, most of the 

interpretations are merely based on rumour, fabrication and incestuous scholarship15 
- to 

the extent that some of the sèholars and their interpretations have become paranoid . 

. Strikingly too, the varioüs intei-pretations mentioned above erroneously · assume 

that terrorism is nove! in its contemporary manifestation and destmctivet?ess hence it is 

· counter-terrorism that could annihilate it 16
. As a footnote to this, tbey campaign for 

formai ànd procedural deinocracy and the rhetoric of freedom. 

The end of the Cold War/demise of Socialism -which was sèen as a traditional 

. . 

source of terrorist activity, hàs tlattened the argument of this 'co11111mnity. of 

interpretation'. This was particularly so when the socialroots ofpolitital violence became 

more apparent with the multiplication of powerful expressions of national and ethnie 

aspirations in the form of a large-scale, sustained violence as opposed to the more 

episod~c and small:-scale activities of the past 17
. 

It is however, usefül at this juncture, to graphically state how the stage was set 

for the ·demonisation of terrorism ·- which eventually gave rise to the 'community of 

interpretation' we have mentioned. It began during the Ronald Regan administration in 

1981 when terrorism was combined with communism and fascism as one more of the 

perilous society movements of the 201
" century. Having already made several, explosive 

impressions o~. tlie international scene in the 1970s, by the inauguration or. Regan's 
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administration in 1981, terrorism was already occupying the centre-stage in the discourse 

of US national security and as a prime threat toits national interests18
. Such committee as 

the Co~rnittee on the Present Danger and in~titution as thé Heritage Foundation began to 

create images that demonized terrorisin am;J linking it with a grand Soviet attempt to 

dominate the world19
. To subdue such war, a fight-baèk or a counterattack .. was 

~a 
recommended"' .. 

Arising from the foregoing is the abrupt transformation of terrorism from a 

political process, which has historical trend21
, into.an apolitical monstrosity Iacking any. 

possibility of explanation and a symptom or maladies of the contemporary world22
. This 

interpretation came to a heaci in the US from l 981 to 1986 during Reagan 's era. The 

' 
study of violence was dissociated from its original historical context; hence the 

conspiracy th, '.orists have crôated a distorted mirror of violence that serves selected 

images and co 1ceptualization of politics. Since this switch, terrorism became a metiace to 

· be confronted· 1
• 

Wil I that at the background, the Lwar on terror' was intensified after the 

cataclysmic e, ent of Septèmber 11, 200 l in the US. In that event two passenger planes 

were hijacked by suicide bombers and del,iberately crashed into the twin towers of the 

World Trade ( eJ1tre and a thii·d plane crashed into the Pentagon - leading to the ?eath -~nd 

disappearance '.lf over 3,000 persons24
. The fourth plane's target attack was averted by the 

physical intervention and st1 uggle of the passengers, but this resulted in the plane 

crashing and the tragic Joss of the lives of ail on board25
. The choice of the two buildings 

targeted by the terrorists wa~ not at random, because the Pentagon and World Tr~de . . 

Centre represented the militar I and economic might of the US and the plane that crashed 

in Pennsylvania may be con_1 xtured to be heading to the political quarters, the Wi1ite 

House26
. This gruesome de ;truction provoked international . public opinion against. 
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terrorism and renewed the attempt to confront the deadly assault on human integrity at ail 

However, while testifying before the U. S. Senate Armed Services Committee 

in 1999, George J. Tenet, Director of Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) remarked to thé 

panel that che threats to US citizens and interests in the world are multi farious; they 

include thrca~s from terrorism~ the challenge of Russia and China; threat from regional 

trouble-makers - Iraq, North Korea and Iran; national security worries about the India

Pakistan confrontation; unrest in the Balkans; potential hot spots in the Aegean Sea 

region, Haïti and Africa; and the increased risk of attack by weapons ot~ mass destruction, 

e.g., fuel-air explosives, nuclear, biological and chemical weapons28
. Therefore. it could 

be argued that most ofthese security threats arise as a result of the standing of the US as a 
. . 

global h.e~emon. As would be argued also later in this study, it is, thus, expedient ,for 

Nigeria to be cautious so that the US peculiar security interests wiH not becloud irs own 

security interests. 

Since the end of the Cold War, the bas US become unchallenged in global 

military capabifüy. It is now the only country that can to interverie in any · contlict 

anywhere in the world. It has remained committed to maintàining the ground, naval, and 

air forces that would be needed in an event of outbreak ofwar in any troubled spo1 of the 

world together with the means .to move and ~upply them, overseas bases to support tliem 
. . ' 

and spaced-based reconnaissance systems to locate threats and guide weapons to their 

targets. Coupled with ail these, the US cohtinued its military research anct development 

efforts to keep its technological edge over potential challengers for as long as possible . 

. · These capabilities have allowed the US to act mostly as the world police dominating other 

major states militarily and directing the security agenda of many others wittingly and 

unwitting_ly29
. How long the US will continue to bear. the·cost of maintaining its global 
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military infrastructure and leadership in defence technology, as well as undertake military 

missio~s anytime, anywhere against any aggressor is beyond the scope of this study as it 

remains unclear yet. 

~ther than appreciating the multifarious causes of anti-American tèeling, all over 

the world, American Congressmen were busy singing the American anthem "God bless 

America", stores quickly sold . out their stocks of American flags; callers to radio 
.. 

programmes began to pour venom on the terrorists, sporting events ~egan with military-

praise and/or patriotic ceremonies. Many American newspapèrs, radio and television 

programmes ·are replete with some tributes to American courage (this spanned for more 

than one year after the September · J J, 200.1 saga)3°. Many did not share the opinion that 

the attack was a revenge for American policiès abroad, instead tliey construed that the 

attack was directed against the US because of its democracy, wealth and being an 

'àpostle' of freedom31
. For instance, the American C~uncil of Trustees. and Alumrii; a 

· conservative watchdog group founded by Lynne Cheney, wifo ot'the Vice President, and 

Senator Jo~eph Liebermàn, in November (2001) during the formation of the Defence of · 

Civilization Fund declared that: 

/t was not only America that was auacke.d on September 11, bll! 
civilization. We were attacked 110,tfor oi,r vices, but for our virluel2. 

However, the terrorists responsible for the original boinbing of the World 

Trade Centre back in 1993 were unequivocal on the reason ihat motivated them, one of 

which is: 

We declare our reJponsibility for the explosion on ihe memioned 
building (World Trade Centre). The actio111vas doue i11 responsefor 
the American political, economic and milita,y support. ta Israel the 
state of terrorism and to the rest of the dictator countries in the 
region"'-'. 

Unlike the September 11 attack, which was placed on record that even most of the 

hijackers did not know that they were part of a suicide mission until they prepared to 
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board the planes34
, the US directed a premeditated ploy to assassinate/maim thousands of 

Afghans - as a repris~! attack against the September 11 aggression which was a bloodbath 

· · 35 
mo.i;e than that of September 11 . 

Besides, if Timothy Mc Veigh, the perpetrator of the terrible bombing. of the 

federal .building in Oklahoma city in 1995, had. not been quickly caught, the US would 

not have bombed the state of Michigan or any other places he called home, rather it 

would have embarked on a manhunt until they found arid punish him 36
. So, rather than 

showing restraint as it did in the Russia 's problem With Chechnya. in 1999, the US took 

action again.st the terrorists in the Afghanistan's case, by using incliscriminat~ force that 

endangered' innocent citizens37
. 

The US intervenes whèn it least risks Amèrican casualties - this is pàrticularly so 

. in its imervention in African wars. By extension the issues of lives of non-Americans do 

not have the same value as those of Americans. The Joss of non-American lives is usually 

treated as inevitabJe and perhaps regrettable38
. Fo_r instance, in the raging civil wa~ in 

Afghanistan, the reportage of Afghan civilian casualties was deliberately downplayed and 

remarked contemptuously by the American press a~d military39
. Howèver, this was not s~ 

in the case of cataclysmic event of September 11, 2001 in the US in which two passenger · 

planes were hijacked by suicide bombers and deliberately crashed into the twin towers of 

the World Trade Centre and a third plane crashed before it got to tlie Pentagon - leading 

to the death and disappcarance of over 3,000 persons40
. The event was more 'trumpeted' 

by the Bush government as 'an act of war' and was given enormous· media attention. The 

same way that no single one of the American 1,500 daily newspapers condemn . . . 

· US/NATO. in 1999 when it bombed Yugoslavia for 78 ·ctays and nights or the US 40 days 

and nights of relentless. bombing of Iraq in 1991 41
. 

Regrettably: 
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111e United States has a long record of bombing 11atio11s, reducing 
entire neighbourhoods, ani much <?/ citiei,, ta· rubble, wrecking 
infrastructure, rui11i11g the lives àfthose the bomb didn 't kil/.· And 
aftenvard doing nothing to repair the damage 42

• 

There are allegations that the US government is rather political on its 'war ort · 

terror'. In fact, public approval rating ofBush's .handling of foreign policy and terrodsm 

. ' 

has.dropped to 40 percent, near the lowest level of his presidency, according to Associate 

Press poil in August, 200643
. This is what informed the criticism that: · 

... Doing the right thing is not a principle of American foreign 
policy, not an ideal or a goal of policy in and of itse(f {f tt happens 
that doing the right thing coïncides with ... Washington 's overridi11g 
international ambitions, American official~· have no problem walki11g 
the high moral growu/4

• 

Blum· is of the view that the above coïncidence is rarely so. He contends that many 

American 'interventions', (to quote.him again): 

.... show clearly that the engine of American foreign polièy has been 
fuelled 1101 by a devotion to any kind of morality, nor even simple 
dece11cy, but ratherby the necessity to serve other masters45

. 

Furthermore, it was suggested that as a fall out of the collapse of ititernational 

.communist conspiracy, the need to justify the swollen budgets of the various components 

of natio11al security, protect their jobs and to give themselves a mission in the afterrnath of 

the Soviet Union, Washington's security establishments prefer to give the impression that . 
the new 'enemies' now are drugs, military or industrial spying, the proliferation of 

weapons ~f mass destmction', organised crime and most important, terrorism46
. Thus, he 

concluded that 'Washington's war on terrorism is doomed t9 failure as its war o.n drugs 

has been47
'. · 

· It need be mentioned here that terrorists, whatever else they might be - might also 

be rational human beings. Most of them are deeply concerned.by what they see as social, 

political or religious injustice and. hypocrisy48
• The following will illustrate _that 

standpoint better. The shooting down oftwo Libyan planes in 1981; the bomba::rdment of 
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Beirut· i.n 1983 and 1984; the bombing of two Libyan cities in 1986; the bombing and 

sinking ofan Iranian ship in 1987; the s!1ooting down oftwo more Libyan planes in 1989; 

the massive bombing of the Iraqi people in 1991; continuing sanctions, bombing and 

seemingly une~ding. occupation of Iraq even afler the US-induced ouster of Saddam 

Hussein; the bombing of Sudan and Afghanistan in 1998; the habituai support of Israel 

despite its belligerence and routine torture and condemnation of Arabs resistance to it; the 

double. standard applied against Israel terrorism, such as the -wilful massacre of 106 

L·ebanese at tJ1e UN base at Qana in 1996~ t.he continued persecution of Libya ( of close to 

two decades); the abduction of wanted men l'rom Muslim countries, such as Malaysia, 

Pakistan, Lebanon and Albania.; the large military and hi-tech presence iti Saudi Arabia -

Islam's lioliest land and elsewhere in the Persian Gulf region, to mention but a few, are 

some of the American actions that can turn an Arab or a Muslim into a fanàtic and into a 

terrorist49 
. 

.. Mir Aimai Kansi (a Pakistani) who shot 5 people in front of CIA headquarters 

was convicted in 1997. His motive was to protest US policies toward Muslims in the 
. . . 

Middle East and the bombing of lràq50
. Two days after Kansi.'s conviction. -·four 

Americans were gunned down in Karachi, Pakistan. In 1998, Iran bombed Pan AM 103 to 

retaliate for the shooting down of its own passenger plane by the US a few months earlier 

and during the US bombing of Iraq in 1991, there were series of terrorist attacks against 
. . 

American institutions ail over the Middle East and elsewhere51
. In return, some countries 

have been branded as Washington's officially-designat~d enemies (ODE) who are.thus 

treated as enemies - 'terrorist states' by the vs.'.12
. 

Int.erestingly too, the growth of the internet has brought a new security dilem1na.to 

bear. While i.t is providing fabulous instrument for inte11igeqce gathering, the 

interconnection of data on a worldwide scale is also a source of stupendous opportunities 
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of massive striking power for terrorist and ·criminal networks, and it has opened up new 

dimensions for cyber-warfareD, Unforlunately, as the world's. intelligence services 

redefine their missions, they pose new dangers to civil Tights. For in:stance, the fallout of 

. the September 11, 2001 attack in the US, has led to some sort of a conspiracy theory of 

the new. world order. The US parliament passed a Patriot Act - which is a response to the 

September 11 attack and much of what the . new world order conspiracy theo~ists 

. . 
predicted. Certainly, the Act has limited or eliminated many American constitutiohally 

guaranteed freedoms not just for Americans but for many. other nationals on American 

soi154
. In effect, the Act expanded the authority of the US· government to conduct secret 

searches, obtàin private records and intercept teJephone calls, ainong other activities, in 

its effort to track clown suspected terror cells55
. Thus, the huge changes in technological . . 

development have increased the potential for totalitarian. monitoring and manipulation of 

public understanding. To that ex.tent, the new world of revolution in information 

technology is accompanied by a proactive intelligence interventi01i replacing a reactive 

law enforcemerit56
. 

Giving this premise, it is germane to swit ch tq an assessment of Nigerian 

peculiarities within the context of 'war on terro{ with a view to situating its security 

needs properly. ln essence, this standpoint will afforn us the opportunity of appreciating 

. ' 

the new security dilemma facing the country in the contemporary international system 

and how this atlècts its national security in relations with its neighbours. The above 

position ~equires that there is a need to dismiss tlie vièwpoint that terrorism is a novèl 

phenomenon and that counter-terrorism is the means by which the menace could be 

checked. If that is accepted as a given, then the tei1dency to demonise thé phenomenon 

would reduce or cease outright. lt is within this prism that we would be able to appreciate. 

that the phenomen011 is not just a symptom or malady but a political process ·and a social 
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construct that is deserving of a possibility of explanation and realistic soh,;1tion. Doing so 
. ' . 

' would not only liberate the country from using foreign lenses to view the act of terror or 

the war on ~t, it will also open up the possibility of seeing the danger in using the 'war on 

terror' to serve a select image and interpretation that are extraneous to its peculiar 

natîonal security needs. 

White acknowledging that the most fundamental of alJ human.rights is the right to 

life, arguments abound that approaches to terror focusing mainly on military, police and 

intelligence measures may undermine efforts to promote good governance and human 

rights .. It may also alienate large part of world's population and thereby weaken the 

potential for collective action against terrorism57
. What is required. is a holistic strategy fo 

address the root causes of terrorism and strengthen responsible states and rule of law and 

fundamental human rights i.e. democratic reform, ending 'occupations', addressingmajor 

political grievances, combating organised crime58
, reducing poverty, and unemployment -

which is prevalent in Nigeria and its neighbourhood. It also calls for checking extremism 

· and intolerance - via the promotion of education and fostering of.public debate. 

ti.2 Free Movement of People and New Security Challenges 

You ca1111ot build states withoul controlling borders. /11 fact, the 
militq,:v-administrative power <~{ any state can best be gauged 
through an analysis of ifs success in controlling hiteraction across 
ils boundaries, in checking the n,1ove111e11t of men, commodities and 
ideas59

. . . · 

This section shall be devoted to examinirtg .critically the above quotation wîth .a 

'view to situating it within the capability, weakness or constraints f~cing Nigerià and its 

neighbours on the nature and dynamics of interactions that exist on their borders and how 
. . 

. . . 

that affect Nigeria's national security. Such a discussion ·could ~e opened with · an 

ùnderstanding ofwhat movement or migration means. 
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Movement or migration as it were is a constant factoi· in human history. It is a · 

major element in the development of people' s culture and relations. Man· s history is the 

story of wanderings .. Ever since· creatioi:i man has multiplied and spread to ail the 

habitable portions of the globe. Though blind dispersions and wanderings often into 

undefined and inhabited land ;here opposition or conflicts do ilot arise from are .the 

original forms of migration. Archaeological. records, oral traditions, li~guistic factors, 

racial characteristic-:; and cultural elements are the testimonials to the said nature of 

migration6
~. Evidently, such tenns as invasion, conquest, colonization and immigration· 

derived their origins from migration. It could be said that migration has played a pivotai 

Tofe in the history of all nations. People who have had to move across b9rders have 

intermingled, survived as distinct groups, created ethnie comm~nities· or minorities61
. 

With thai as the premise, it cou Id be argued that free movement of peoples across 

national boundary is worthwhile. In fact, Liberal economic theory states that economic 

devel(?pment is oflen hampered by the inhibitions placed against free movement of capital 

goods and services and labour across national boundaries. This is the more reason that it 

is suggestecl that such barriers need be removed in order to develop62
. · 

It is instructive to note that during the èra of colonialism there was free movement 

of elites within the territories administered by each colonial power: For instance, many 

Sierra Leonean and Ghanaian lawyers, teachers and civil servants served in Nigeria -

being the largest. employer of externat manpower in West African sub-region as a result 

of its vastne~s and endowments63
. Furthertnore, not only had many Ghanaian fishermen 

settled freely on the Bights of Biafra and Benin, but many pastoralists and· petit traders 

also crossed unimpeded _across the colonial frontiers. In tl1e same vem, many 

Dahonieyans (Beninoise) featured in th_e Senegalese administrative cadre64
. 
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Also as a background to this part of our study, a review of the nature and dynamic 

of migration and free movement of people before and after the Nigerian Civil · War is 

equally worthwhile here. Shortly after its indepe11dence and prior to the Civil War of 
·, 

1967-1970, Nigerfa had by 1964 signed bilateral agreements with Cameroon, Dahomey 

(Now Benin Republic), Niger, Chad, Togo, Guinea, Morocco and Cote d'Ivoire which 

exempted na1ionals of these countries visiting Nigeria from satisfying visa requirements. 

The agreeme11ts ;hich were suspendrd durii1g the Civil War years were later reactivated 

after the Civil War65
. No doubt, Nigeria is the most attractive place for immigrants in the 

. . 

sub-region ai id in its entire neighbourhood. Citize1.1s· in most of the· neighbouring states 

have good reasons to go to Nigeria because of an assurance of securing a job_: although 

. . . 

the nature o!' such jobs vary. Hence, the number of immigrants from the English and 

French speaking parts of the West and Central Africa, that are sharing borders with 

Nigeria and ev~n far off, have· încreased over. time, more so with the ratification of the 
. . •' 

ECOWAS protocol on free movenwnt66
. 

To be sure, the free movement of p~ople in the ECOW AS treaty is a landmark 

insti:ument in the annals of the organization that encompasses 15 West African countries. 

It is a~icle 27 of the treaty which confers on citizens of member states the right tp be 

regarded as community citizens. This in eflè.ct abolishes ail obstacles to citizen's freedom 

of movement and residence within the co1rimunity. ln. fact, article 27 paragraph 2 says 
,, 

that the citizens of the community will be exempted from holding visitors' visas and 

residence permits. Furthermore, community citizens will have the legal right to work and 

undertake commercial .and industrial activities with the. territories of member states. lt is 

also the same ~rtic~e that covers movement of people, services and capital and un_dertakes 

to abolish obstacles to free movement67
. · The snag since the instrument came into 

existence has been how to obtain entry visa, therefore, facilitating how entry visas could 
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be obtained is tlw only way by which the ïnstrument could. be made. full y operational and 

effective. 

In a one-day summit of heads of state and goverùment of the ECOWAS that 

.took place in March 2000, in Abuja (Nigeria), attempts were made to cement the forging 

of great~r economic integration in the sub-region by creating a borderless trade area. The 

. following were agreed upon, among others, that: 

• check points on international highways within the sub·-region should be 

dismantled; 

• rigid border formalities, which have inhibited movcment of ·goods ai1d services 

ai:nong member countries, were to be eliminated; 

• limiting border post personnei to · essential officiais only, such as customs and 

· immigration; joint border p:l!n'i': should be reinvigorated; 

• free flow of information among security agencies within ECOW AS should be 

encouragcd; 

• a singlè.ECOWAS passport should be adopted; 

• the ECOWAS travel certificate should be effectiyely.used; 

• a railway line from Lagos througl,1 Cotonou to Lome and· Accra should be 

constructed and; 

• a sub-rcgional airline should be Jaunche~68
. 

As laudable as these àttempts . or goals were, there. are yet seemingly 

insurmountable obstacles. For instance, trade barri ers are yet to be rcmoved in spite of the 

. . . ' . ' 

numerous resolut ions of the pa ;t - because man y ECOW AS member countries do· not · 

• • 69 . . • . · . 
want to lose revenue accrurng fi om tanffs . But beyoild th1s, are the challenges. that free 

movement of goods and servie, ·s wi11 engender - especially with the increasing cross

border crimes in the sub-region. Coupled with that, we fourtd that the full implementation 
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of the first protocol of free movement of goods, labour and capital, which is meant to 

ensure the right of entry and abolition of visas, which is currently in force, is being 

hampered by the ineptitude of the customs, immigrations and other border officiais . 

throughout West Africa. These law enforcement agenc1es otlen demand bribes from 

helpless travellers. They have also been alleged to have emplüyed tactics suçh as · 

extortion, harassment and intimidation to achieve these inglorious airns70
. 

By 2005, ECOWAS; on free movement of people could readily boast that after 

30 years of its existence it hàs succeeded in the following areas: · 

• abolition of entry visa for community citizens; 

• provision ofi-ights ofresidence and establishment for community citizens; 

• removal of the blocks and security check points and; 

• . întroduction of ECOWAS passport and travel cèrtificate71
. 

Again, 'with the abolition of entry visa for community citizens and rights of 

residence and establishment, there are no doubt security P.roblems of cross-border crime 

. which have become increasingly intractable. Nonetheless, the organization is working 

against'trans-border crime through the following means: 

• convention on mutual assistance in criminal matters; 

• a convention on extradition; 

• the creation of the inter-governmental action group against money 

laundering;· 

• declaration of plan of action on the fight ·against trafficking in pèrson~; 

• a protocol relating to the fight against corruption and; 

• a ·cooperation agreement on _criminal matters72
. 
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It is · also a ruse to say that roadblocks and security check points at the borders 

have been removed. Essentially, these roadblocks and security check points are still 

maintained - serving extortioil purp~ses73
. 

Be that as it may, some· of the social security problems · associated with free 

movement of people across national boundaries in West and Central Africa merit a 

·discussion at this juncture. One of the reasons given by the Nigerian government in 1983 

to justify the expulsion of 'illegal aliens' from many of its neighbours (both far and near) · 

is that they not only constitute serious security problems by virtue of the religious ~nd 

social upheavals taking place iri Nigerian cities of Maiduguri, Kano and Kadur~a; bu{ that 

they have al~o encroached upon the job opp011unities that could have been opened to 

many Nigerians74
~ The impression that is gi_ven in the liternture is that between l and 2 

million people were expelled. from Nigeria - which was characterized as the "largest 

forced !nigration of people since the nineteenth centur/5
". The breakdown is 700,000 

Ghanaians; 150,000 Cbadians; 18,000 Beninoise and 5,000 Togolese, totalling 1.2 million 

according to the Nigerian Miriister of the Interior76
. 

Màny nomadic farmers rearing their herds across national boundaries is another 

flash-point within the context of free movernent of people in countries surrounding 

Nigeria. The menace of these aggressive nomads is increasingly becoming. a serious 

security issue. This is either due to overgrazing or trespasses by these nomads on other 
: . . 

farmer's crcps a_nd land. These itinerant nomads' activities are i10 respecter of boundaries 

- as they rear their cattle across the borders, P~rhaps, common grazing reserves for them 

could stem the tide of notoriety of these nomadic cattle rearers and widespread clashes 

they engaged other farmers that are into food and cash crops in 77
. 

Other sundry social evils associated with free . movernent of people across the 

different West and Central African boundaries include cross-border crinie, d~stitution, 
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disruption of farnily life, poor conditions of employment and damage _to the economies of 

bo_th the receivi11g and the rnigrnnt~' countries78
. Needles~ to say that organized labour 

migration is limiLed in scope as it is actually a navel phenomenon in West Africa e.g. the 

agreemènts of organized labour movement between Nigeria. and Gabon, Nigeria and 

Equatorial G~inea and between Cote d' [voire and Burkina Faso79
. Besicles_, there is a 

tendency that, with free movement ·of people in ECOW AS countries, people would move 

away fro'1} low-wage areas to high-wage ages. Beyond that, many riligrant workers that 

are often wil1ing to sell their labour cheaply might begin to deprive the locals from 

getting jobs. Furthermore, the grossly inadequate pùblic utilities and security apparatus of 

the more developed sister states that migrants workers might be keen on going to would 

. 80 
de:finitely be overstretched . 

For insrance, with free movemerit of people from both f:COWAS and nbn-

ECOWAS cmintries surrounding Nigeria, there is a blatant disregard for· Nigeria's 

immigration Jaws and generations of swarm of cheap labour in the Nige~ian construction 

and service industries. In some ways, this category of cheap Jabourers constitutes some 

sense of national security problem, not to talk of how they constitute à destabilizing force 

to an effective labour unionism in Nigeria. This. standpoint is predicated on the facf that 

this crop of cheap labourers were willing fo take up any odd job and inferior working 

conditions of service, just as they were readily available to replace in duties or positions 

protested against by Nigerian workers81
. 

Interestingly too, it is not ail the immigrants that are gainfully. employed whether 

at the level of professional cadre or on menial jobs. Thus, this other category constitutes 

what co,uld be called unemployed visitors and refugees which in turn constitute social and 

security strain. on Nigeria. For instance, tht: Chadian war of the 1980s generated people 

that constituted enormous burden on the Nig'erian social and security spaèes82
. They 
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engaged in illegal syndicale activities, and crimes, smuggling, prostitution destitution and 

vagrancy83
• 

Another danger with mass movement of people as a result of 'free m~:>Vement1 

under discourse is the high probability of importing pests and diseases by the immigrant . 

to their host countries as well as the stress on the amenities like houses, schools, 

transportation and medical services in tl1e receiving countries84
. 

In a situation where there are no physical barriers across the bordèrs; where 

people of coinmon culture and language live in both sides of the border and above all, 

there are several bush trails connecting neighbouring markets and villages like the 
. . 

Nigerian/Nigerien border, then the act of restraining or monitoring freedom of movement 

across · national boundaries effectively becomes cumbersome and somewhat 

unrealizable85
. Igor Kopytoff captures this African porous ~nd gregarious scenario in the 

following manner; 

1,stablished societies were surrounded by large tracts of land that 
were ·open politically and or physically, or bath ... ... settler.i wishmr 
to leave the established societies could move into this i11temal 
African Jrontier and set up their · own social order in the mid~·/ <!f, 
what was effective/y in institution o.f vacuw1186

• 

A corollary to that and that which is also associated with. free movement of people 

in Nigeria's n'eighbourhood to the West ài~d Central parts of Africa is that which is 

common to other African countri~s · - and that is the problem of arbitrary boundary 

demarcation by the colonialists. It is this that would necessiiate the appraisal that follows. 

It has been rightly observed that the concept of nationality or a sense of or claim to 

having originated from a particular country in Africa js so problematic. To. illustrate thi~ 

position, the following retlection is pertinent. 

ln · many parts c!f Africa the concept qf nationality is new and the 
co11scious11ess of being a national of one cow1t,y is not yet strong. 
Some. residents qf foreign origin might have a good claim to 
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citizenship ff the ilecessmy . documentmy .evidence could be 
produced ln this kind <?/ situation, irre.,pective <?/ a person 's legàl 
status, members of the general public may assume, becliuse <?f his 
appèaiw1ce, or ;,,ode qf behaviour, that he is of another· 
nationali ty87

. . . · 

As previously hinted elsewhere in this study, it is further observed that 

Some communities inhabit b.oth sides of a fro11tier alll/, in less 
intensely administered areas; the y migrate . so freely. thai their 
nationality is not yet distinguishab/e. The descendants of inter-tribal 
or inter-racial marriages often pose similar problems of 
nationality88

• · 

In fact, many Nigerians see the colonial boundaries as serving purpose(s) for 
. . 

FranGe and Britain not as a barrier for Africans aga1nst each other aèross borders. It is 

rather · a postcolonial phenomenon that the various African coùntries after their · 
. . 

independence began to mount a variety of immigration laws to discourage 'alien' from 

·getting into their countries. Whereas, hitherto, citizens of the various countrie~ were once 

free to live. and work in any country in their neighbourhood89
. But today, immigration 

laws have been made hostile to 'aliens', th~reby leading to brutality of law enforcement 

and flagrant disregard. of the fondamental hurnan rights of the so called 'aliens' by the 

state ~gents in charge of policing of immigrants and customs and excise assignments. 

This kind of development does not augur well for sub-tegional cohesion and integration 

and as such a proposai for the harmonizing: the immigration laws of the various countries 

surrounding Nigeria should be considered to be highly desirable. 

For instance, visa abolition agreement exists between Nigeria and Cameroon. This 

bilateral agreement was signed in 1962 to facilita te free movement of person .and goods 

between both .countries. But unfortunately, the event of land and. maritime bord~r dispute 

that spanned between 1994 and 2002 stalled or sl~wed down the pace ofthis agreeme~t90
. 

Apart from that, there is a germane and pecuJiar problern which though not part of the 

fallout of the ECOW AS Prot.ocol on Free Movement, bothers on free movement of people 

in a Nigerian contiguous neighbo_urhood of Cameroon. This issue is gerrnane and peculiar 
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to the extent that it speaks to the historical affinities that exist between Nigeria and 

Cameroon. Both of them shared cultural and colonial expe1;ience which has led to the 

presence of a large settler population of Nigerians in the Anglophone part· of c.ameroon. 

Furthermore, there exists a large as well as a continuous drift of Nigerians of the 

commercial ·class into the Francophone part of Carneroon. Report has it that this large 

chunk of Nigerians (numbering about 4 million) place on the Nigerian missions in 

Cam·eroon tremendous consular responsibility a:nd/or problem
91

. 

The problem is reportedly hinged on the payment of resident pern1it, arbitrary and 

multiple taxation, illegal detention, seizure · of persona! properties, exto1tion, physical 

abus·e and so forth - which thé Nigerian migrant population suffers in the course of their 

living in -Cameroon as foreign nationals. This could be illustrated with the payment · (by 

Nigerians) of 83, ·ooo cfa (WI8, 888.· 00 -:- Nigerian currèncy equivalent) to obtain a 

'resident pei:mit' that is valid for only two years and 'exit tax' of 31, 500 cfa (W7, 18..8.00 

- Nigerian curre.ncy equivalent) for each journey out of Cameroon. The inability of these 

immigrants to meet the tough immigration laws is often greeted with brute force by the 

. Cameroonian law enforcement agents92
. 

It is instructive to note also that there exista consular agreement on a 90-day entry 

visa exemption between the two . countrics, but report has it that even when some 

Nigerians arc yet to exhaust the expiry date of tl1e exemption, they are often harassed and 

violatcd by the Cameroonian law enforcers. Arising from this is ihe imperative to 

establish a joint Nigeria-Cameroon permanent commission on consular, immigration and 

security matters93
. 

Another similar illustrating development on the issue bordering also· on free 

movement of people in Nigeria neighbourhood is a case study of the consular matters 

between Nigeria and Niger Republic. To appreciate this better, we have to recall that ~n 
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estimated 1.5 million Nigerians are resident in Niger Republic. This could not be 

divorced from the nature of cordial relationship existing between the two countries - the 

cultural and religious tie~ .. inter-marriages and proximity. lt is instructive to note that 

Niger Republic shares boundaries with seven states of Nigeria i.e. Sokoto, Kebbi, 

Katsina, .ligawa, Zamfara, Ycibe and B·orno. fpsojàcto, it is, therefore, easy for the people 

sharing the same Ianguage and religion to cross the borders. Certainly, as a result of this 

affinity, many Nigerians go to Niger Republic and vice versa without travel documents -

i.e. pas~ports, identity cards and so forth94
. 

lnterestingly, many Nigeriens that travel to Nigeria witho.ut travel do_cuments are 
' 

reported to visit the Nigerian ernbassy in Niger asking for passports and identity cards. 

The problematic, according to the report, is how to differentiate between a Hausa man 

from Jigawa State (ii-i Nigeria) and a Nigerien Hausa man from Maradi (Niger Republic) 

. - especially as there are daily markets patronized by the border communities in Nigerien 

border towns and vice versa. Not only that, the major Nigerian ethnie groups - the 

Hausas, Yorubas and lgbos have chiefs - organizing themselves along ethnie lines in 

Niger - although the Nigerian embassy in Niger has encouraged an ail encompassing 

Nigerian com,nunity organization in Niger which is a step ahead of ethnie cleavages as 

stated above. It is interesting to note that the arrangement is alreqdy coming into 

fruition95
. 

· Another striking feature of the ir~e. movement of people is the luring of a large 

number. of Nigerians into Niger Republic with the promise of bei11g taken to Europe 

through Algeria ai1d Libya. Regrettably, many ofthern get stranded in the northern region 

of Agadez,. which shares a common border with both Libya and Algeria. Many of_. them 

are reported to _perish in the desert in their attempt to cl'oss to the two countries, white a 
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few ofthem that make it into Algeria, if caught, are.deported to some kilornetres from the 

Malian border sirice Niger Republic had retl,lsed to accept them96
. 

Apart from the foregoing; the facility of free movement of people has also given 
' ' 

rise to an estimated number of 5,000 Nigerian ladies iiving in Niger Rèpublic prostituting. · 

Most of these girls are taken to Niger Republiè by their fellow Nigerians also under the 

. f' ak' 1 E 97 gmse o t mg t 1em to urope . 
' 

The flow _of small arms is another _major national ·sècmity concern that seems 

tangential to the subject of fre~ movement of people.· The world is estimated to be 

plagued by 500 milJion sman arins in global circulation. If that is accèpted as a given, it 
. . 

means that one small arm is in circulation for ~t least every thirteen people. Hence, free 

moven1ent of people in Nigeria's W~st and Central African neighbourhood and 
,( . . . 

proJiferation of light and smàll arins have to contend with the obvious snag of lengthy, 

porous and poorly policed borders, inadequate training for securi_ty. forces,. inef.P~j~nt 

b.order controls and modern technology98
. these obstacles have singly or collectiveiy 

coinbined to · reduce the effectiveness of efforts to monitor and detect tlJe ilHcit flow of 

small arms and this portends national security danger (for Nigeria) in view of the 

ECOW AS protocol institutiona)jzing free movement of persans as a way to ensuring or 

consolidating regional integration. 

The danger becomes more telling 'if we consider the fa:ct that more than 80 

countries m~nufacture these weapons for an estimated US 4 to 5 billion dollars ann1,1ally 

and over 40 p~r cent of total supplies are believed to be through illicit means99
. 

Furthermore, the United Nations. Organization has it that easy availability of over seven, 

million military~style arms arid light weapons in West Africa facilitated the abduction and 

exploitation of"ovér 25,000 children as c.hild solc:liers in armed contlicts, civil strife and 
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rebellions in the last decade atone and have claimed over two millio11 1ives in the sub-
. ' 

region100
: 

In this circumsta11ce, heavy respom~ibility is on the state to ensure national . 

securîty and provide adequate rèsources to guaranteeing safety of life of its cit~zens and 

their property- thereby reassuring them of protection from. fear, widespread insecurity 

and armed banditty by 1 hose who carry w~apons illegally101
. Beyond that, the state 

armoury ought to hold wcapons in absolute security, away from the possibilities of theft 

and 'rent' to crimina!s b y corrupt security officiais. A corollary to this, as mentio~ed 

elsewh~re in this study, is a collective responsibility on ECOW AS member states to 

facilitate work on harm )nizi;1g legislatipn and administrative procedure concerning . ' . 

firearms. Suçh legislation is .exp.ectecj to bê binding on all _countries especiaily those with 

factories that are invo1' ed iri sophisticated traditional gun--making. Fu11hermore, a 

measure of such nature wuuld enable Nigeria security agents and those of its ne_ighbours 

to act on a comm.on line , ,f pre-agreed rules and regulations in the control of small arms 
' ' . . . 

as people freely cross in ernational boundaries in Nigeria's West and Central Afrièan 

neighbourhood. This kind of measure would alsq ensure that a couple of countries would 

take action in isolatjon to ;uspend thé issuance of persona] firearms permits 102
. 

It is also interestin -~ to note that in the contemporary international system in which 
. . . 

technological revolution lns changed a numbèr of things radically, we see that the worlds 

of communication technr logy, information processing and transportation ·have eroded, 

borders, ·altered migration and allowed individuals ail o_ver the world to share inforniation 

at a speed that is hitherto inconceivable103
. There is no doubt that such changes cannot but 

have its own benefits. However, such benefits have been dwarfed by great potential ha~m. 

For iristaoèe · smaller and smaller nu!'nber of people is able to inflict greater and greatèr 

amount of damage without the . support of any state. Als9, a new · set , of threat and 
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transnational organized crime have underrnined the rule oflaw within and across borders. 

Ironically, therefore, technologies that were originally designed to transform and improve 

daily life,are now being used for aggressive purposes. w4
. So, the technological revo.lution 

and free movement of people across borders have generated a different and fundamental 

security climate - one whose unique opportunities for co-9peration are side-by-side with 

. unprecedented scope for destructionw5
_ Arising from this is the stark reality that more 

than e~er before, threats are interrelated today and a threat to one is a threat to all - which 

speaks to the fact that there is no time in human recollection when mutual vuh1erability of 
' 

states is quite evident as we have today . 

. . To gain further insight into the nature and dynamics of today's threat arising 

from free movement of people the following c.itation is apposite: 

... because imemational jlight time.\' are· shorrer than the incubarion 
periods for many infectious diseases, any one ~f 700 million· 
intemational airline passengers eve,y year can be 1111willing global 
disease-carrier. Severe acute respirat01y jyndronie (SARS) jpread to 
mure than 8,000 people in 30 cmmtries in three momhs, killing 
almost 700 . .171e Ïl!fl.uenza pandemic <?f 1919 killed as many as 100 
mi/li.on people, .far more thari the 1'ïrst World War, over a fittle more 
than a year. Today, ·a similar vims could kil/ ten of millions jn a 
fraciio11 of the timeN}(,. 

Evidcntly many states which Nigeria is sharing borûers vdth are not only in 

gross disability to control their borders, they are also weak. This. position should be 

digested alongside the fact that weak states are easy sanctuaries for international terrorist 

groups. whose recruitmeot is aided by grievances nurtured by poverty, foreign occupation, 

absence ol human rights, religious and other intolerance and civil violence . 

. 6.3 Bakassi Peninsula as a Security and Strategic Issue 

lhe Bakassi peni11sula is Nigerian and should. be pro1ected. B11i 
where Nigeria 's sovereignty ovà the peninszl!a is contested, I think" 
lhejirst approach should be )aw-jaw ", it may not be emy.:. rn7

_ 
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The above terse quotation speaks to the controversial and tension-soaked claim to Bakassi . 

peninsula by Nigeria and Carneroon. lt also hin~s us of the hom of dilemma that Nigeria 

fou,nd itself as· a result of the confüctual claim to the ownership of the peninsula and the 

uncertainties that surround the sustenance of t_he means of livelihood of many Nigerians 

living there. lmplicit in it too is the hint of the peninsula' s ~esourcefulness - its oil

richness as well as the uneasiness that surrounds Nigeria's long draw_n historical basis of 

ownership as well as its capability to sustain the clairn, as shall be seen later as the study 

progresses. It is a combination this that makes us see it a security and strategic issue that 

is w01thy of attention. 

Obiozor's anxiety and unease in the above quotation also found expression .in 

President Olusegun Obasanjo's108 submission when, as shall also be .fully shown later as 

the · study progresses, Nigeria .eventually handed over. the peninsula to Cameroon 

following the International Comt of Justice (ICJ) verdict on the issue at the Hague in 

2002. His words were: 

As 'a great advocate of the obse,:vance qf the mie qf lmv natio11ally 
and internatio11al~v and a great believer in the settlemei,t qf disputes 
peacefully, we accepted the verdict notwithstanding our 
disappointment109 

•. 

With the foregoing at the background, it is apposite to dilate a little into 

understanding Cameroon, the peninsula and the nature and dynamics of the country's 

_relationship with Nigeria as well as the trend of events that took_place betweèn both of 

them Of! the contentious Bakassi peninsula - in order to properly situate the discourse 

within the context of security and strategy. 

Cameroon ha·; a population of about 15. 5 m_illion and sha~es 1700 kilomètres 

of land boundary with i\figeria - stretching from Lake Chad to the Atlantic Ocean. ln 

ethnie terms, the country, like Nigeria is a mosaic of over 200 ethnie groùps110
. The 
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country was initia:lly colonized by Germany, but it lost the territory to France and Britain 

after Wo.rld War I under the United Nations trusteeship. While France administered 

eastem Cameroon directly from Paris, under its assimilation policy, Britain administered 

.southern Cameroon as part of Nigeria. France granted independ.ence to its section (of 

Cameroon) on January 1, 1960 -thereby taking the name· "La Republic du Cameroon". 

Southern Cameroon, along with Nigeria, in the _same year, attained independence from 

British rule on October 1, · 1960. This informs the country' s membership of both La 

Francophonie and the Commonwealth 111
. 

Following the 1961 UN plebiscite, southern Cam~roon voted to join La 

Republic du Cameroon to form the Federal Republic of Cameroon. This foderal structure 

agreed to at the Foumban Conference in î 961 gave way to a unitary state, thanks to a 

1972 Presidential Decree. It is instructive to note that this unilateral action of the 

pioneering President Ahmadou Ahidjo, to change Cameroon from a federal to a uni-tary 

state is the basis of the problem of the southern Cameroon. The southern Cameroonians 

an~ those referred to as Anglophones who suddenly lost the.ir right.s to self assertion, 

eqùality and participation in Cameroon's national life112
. 

. . 

Cameroonian economy is predominantly agrarian in cocoa, ·coffee, banana, tea 

and timber production as major foreign exchange earners. In recent years, however, crude 

oil; offshore i~ the Bakassi has become a 1-iew source of incarne. lnterestingly too, the 

govemment is making efforts to privatize most of its parastàtals in order to be in the 

'good boc:,k' of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. Furthennore, the 

attempt to privatize is hinged on the need to fully cornply with the requirements of the 

Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative (HIPC-1) by the end of 2004 so as to enable it. 

benefit- fully from debt relief from its creditors that are chiefly Western countries113
. 

Theretbre, the country that prides itself in leading the Central At'rican Monetary and 
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· Economie Çommunity (CEMAC) -- an umbrella organization for six central African 

countries formed in 1994, to foster economic growth and integration of the sub-region, is 
. ' ' 

bankrupt, a.fier a.IL Thus and understandably tao, it was bu1t on claiming the disputed oil-

. h Bak . . . l 114 
ne. ass1 penmsu a . 

The peacetul cooperation and longstanding good neighbo.urliness between Nigeria 

1 • 

and ·Cameroon only gave way to rancour and uneasiness due to the Bakassi issue. Bakassi 

peninsµl~ was historically Ni~P-rian. Record has it that more than 90 per cent of the 

înhabitants there are Nigerian by 'jus sanguinis' i.e. by bfood relatîonship 115
. 

The peninsula is peopled by Efik ethnie group - one of the Nigerian numerous 
,• 

ethnie groups. The peninsula is located at the western side of the Rio del Rey River. The 

m~ritime area · is contiguous to the Cross-River (Nigeria) estuàry and the mai!1 

prëoccupation of the people is fishing 116
. Another account'that is similar to the one just 

mentioned states that the peninsula is a collection of small islands located at the south

eastern tip of Nigeria. It is a low lying region bordered in the West by the estuary of the 

Cross River (mentioned a.bave), in the N01th by the Akpa Yafe River, in the East by the 

Rio del Rey estuary and in. the South by the Gulf of Guinea. The Bakassi area is 

predomii1àntly inhabited by the E(ik and Efut peoples of Nigeria. They have been leaving 

in the area since the l 61
h century when they founded fishing s·ettlements in the islancls. It 

is estimated that there are about 2 million Nigerian fishing families in the area117
: 

J\.s a resuh of numerous unprovoked attacks and assaults from the Cameroonian 

g~ndarmes (iaw enforcement agents) and utter neglect of the Nigerian government, the 

: 

Bak~ssi people have oflen alleged the Nigerîan government of abandonmènt118
. Hostility 

between Nigeria and Cameroon on this peninsul.a began in the 1970s, ~s stated elsewhere 

in the study, when three custom ?flicers on patrol, were kid!iapped hear Ekang by 

Cameroonian security agents (the gendarmes). This evènt was followed in 1972 by the 
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Cameroonian security operative's seizure of .one fishing boat belonging to the Ewang 

Multi-Purpose S<:>ciety in the Cross_-River state (one ofNigeria's states). Also in 1981, the 

gendarmes again killed Nigerian military officers on patrol duty on Nigerian territory -

close to the peninsula. This nearly lecl to war between the. two countries. Interestingly, 

this manner of unprovoked attack by the gendarmes on the propetties ·and persans of 

Nigerians living in the peninsula continued unabated tilt today119
. Therefore, the 

'Cameroonization' of the peninsula through the instrnment of violence and aggression 
. ' ' .·· ' ... 

aQd forcefül collection of taxes from the Nigerians 'on their own land' is the major source 

of irritant and over time, it has brought tension to bear in the Nigeria -- · Cameroon 

relations 120
: 

Fundame_ntally, the . Nigeria-Camel'oon dispute cannot be· divorced from the 

incongruity of colonial agreements whic~ tried to define the boundary between the two 

c~mnt_ries from two conflicting interpretations. It is assumed from the following citation 

that the Nigeria-Cameroon borders have been clearly demai:cated: · 

1· 

. 17,e bounda,y between Cameroon and Nigeria was the object of 
negoÙations between the UK and Imperia/ German Gove.mment 
bellveen 1885 and 1913. These 11egotiatio11s e11ded.i11 trea(ies which 
were duly ratifted be.fore the outbreak of World War !. Be.fore the 
parlitio11 of Cameroon in 1916, this boundary has been actually 
demarcated 011 the ground throughout ils enlire length /rom Lake 
Chad to the Atlantic Ocea11 and was not therefore the abject of any 
contioversy121

• · . 

Howe.ver, problem arose because ~orne of these agreements were duly ratified 

others were not; much less the fact that boundaries are not as perfect as they · are roughly 

generally indicatèd on maps and papers. Prior to _the controversial, 1913 agreement, ail 

the previous agreements on Nigeria-Cameroon borders put the Bakassi peninsula on the 

western side of Nigeria and make the Rio del_ Re~ River the boundary bctween the two 

. countries. But the 1913 agreement shifted the boundary from the Rio del Rey River 
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westward to Akpa Yafe River - which is a tributary of the Cross River (Nigeria), thus 

putting the di~puted territories on the Cam:eroonian side122
. The. bone of co.ntention is 

whether or not the agreement ( of 19 i 3) is val id or enforceable. · 

It !s important to dwell a bit on the subjects of 'demarcation ', 'delimitation' and 

'ctJlineation' in order to get a fuiler understanding of the clause 'duly ratified'. 
1 • 

Demarcation could be by any of these methods: triai1gulation, dilatation, doppler satellite 

positionlng: 'globaïj)Ositioning system or tfà:\1ersing - which is the most popular today. 

belimitatfon. is the first step to be taken before demarcation - it is 'delineation' on paper 

and not on the ground. It is a theoretical description of a boundary_ on a map or chart 

which only serves as a guide to surveyors and cartographers in actual demarcation on the 
. . 

ground123
. By demarcation we refer to physical emplacement on the ground of marks, 

pillars and beacons - as proof of alignment of the boundary as agreed in the agreements. 

After a joint actual demarcation on the groµild, a map of the jointly accepted border will . . 

th:en be ,n:iade - using any of the ground or: aerial survey methods. But this was never' the 

case in the border between Nigeria and Cameroon. 

The imperative of the Nigerian civil war then made for a discussion on the 

inconclusiveness of the Nigeria-Cametoonian border. Thus, in 1975 through the Maroua 

declaration between General Yakubu Gowon and Ahmadou Ahidjo _:_ the Nigerian and 

Cameroonian heads of states respectively, · Cameroon · claimed that Bakassi had been 
• 1 ' • • 

. ceded toit. It is·true that General Yakubu Gowon, the then Nigerian Head of State signed 
' . 

. . 

the Marou? Dyclaration but the Supreme M!litary Council - the Nigerian highest ruling 

body, refused to ratify it, thus ma~in~ the Declaration. null and void 124
. 

Interestingly, there are strong claims in the Jiterature that in the Maroua 

Declaration, the peninsula was given to Cameroon as a gifl. Ifthen Cameroon accepted.to 

· sign an agreement by which she showed readiness to accept'the Bakassi peninsula as a 
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r 
gift fro~ Nigeria, it can never lay a legitrmate claim to own the peninsula originally. 

Another thing is that Cameroon seerns to be downplaying if not disregarding the issue of 

ratificatiop of the Maroua agreement by the Nigerian Supreme Military Council, as if it is 

str'.ange to the p'ractice oflaw of nations - particularly when it cornes ~o ceding territories, 

or. that similar practice is not àbtainable in the Cameroonian legal system
125

. Murtala 

Ramat Mohammed, Olusegun Obasanjo and Sheu Shagari - successiv.e Nigerian heads of 
stite, both · mi,lit~~y and civilian alike~ ev~n repudiated the D~claration m,_ Given · this 

scenario, while Cameroon was confrontational on the issue, Nigeria was conciliatory 

because of the need to maintain its good neighbourliness policy and its ale1tness to overall 
. . 

leadership role in the continent. 
' .. 

Another interesting character of the dispute is the keen economic and political 

interest that France has there. France is thus · regarqed as the first and foremost extr~

. African neighbour of Nigeria particularly because of its stake in its erstwhile colonies 

which are N:igeria's immediate neighbours - surrounding it letl and right. Added to that is 

• 1 

the bond of defence pact France has with Cameroon (akin to that which it has with all' its 

former colonies) which requires France to provide assistance to Cameroon in the event of 
. . 

war with "-nother non-French speaking country. Sorne surmised that France did not wait 

for any provocation from Nigeria before it began to encourage Cameroon to take to 

' c~nfrontation. In addition to having enormous economic interest in thé disputed territory, 

France.s.ees its involvement in the dispute as strategic; particularly in its bid to contain 

Nigeria - the African giant, against its predominantly Francophone next-door neighbours 
1 

rnost of which are poor, weak and. small 126
. Be that as .it may, the Efiks in Bakassi 

. . 
p·eninsula 'do not want to be Cameroonians even if it is ceded to the authorities in 

Yaoundé 127
. 
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As the recent event which culminated into in the Green Tree Accord signed in the 

US between the immediate past Nigerian President Olusegun Obasanjo and President 

Paul B:iya of Cameroon revealed, some have atgued that the Bakassi issue was unduly 

interné1,tionalise<l by Cameroon - by. r~shing to the United Nations Organization an~ the 

International Court of Justice. It was further argued that this action, therefore, rendered 

useless, the utility offormal tJnfettered exercise ofstate discretions - which is a fonction 

of an informai or.political means for resolving dispute between traditionally friendly 

nation~ 128
. 

The~e is a much held view that France is Nigeria's àrch-enemy by ·virtue of 

what bas beeh transpiring between the two countries. For instance, earlier in the crisis 

over the ownership of the peninsul.a between Nigeria and Cameroon, the Nigerian Army 

through Brigadier-General Fred Chijuka. - the then Nigerian Director of Defence 

1 • • • 

Information, confirmed the French physical presente in the area disclosing that the 

French troops were deployed to east Atabong and lsangele parts of the disputed territory. 

·The :french troops, war machines and frigate warship arrived in· the Cameroonian port 

city of Dou~la supposedly on surveillance mission 129
. 

Howcver, Jean-Marc Simon -,- the French ambassador to Nigeria suggested that 

the 'Nigeria-Ca111eroon rift over the Bakassi Peninsula should be scltled amicably·. He 

argued that Ni.geria is already included in Frànce's "area ·of priority and solidarity in 

AfriC:a" The basis'for this is that France has ,well ov~r $4 billion ihvestment in Nigeria and 

this surpass )S ail the businesses it has in the entire West African sub-region, including 

Cameroon1
~ >_ 

T1e ambassador was quoted to have said that: 

Our policy has always been that of neutrality. Our polièy is 110 

longer Jocused on French speaking countries .. . ... . We believe 
Nigeria is a major actor ~n the African. stage. and a great partner 
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whose views should be cultiva/ed se,:iousiy-towards the slabilily à11d 
/3! . 

development of the co11ti11ent . 

. lnterestingly too, French oil companies (Total, Fina, Elf) have no wells in the 

disputed peninsula. Though, France's rnilitary pact with Carnerooti. provides for training 

with a restricted direct support, yet it was not ready to encourage a war situation bet-Ween 
, . 

· . d C h d. d . 132 
N 1gena an ameroon on t e 1spute terntory · . 

At a strategic level, the coverage rate of Nigeria-French bilaternl trade is about 86 

percent in favour of Nigeria. _Nigeria is the first trading partner of France in sub-Sahara 

Africa and it is the second trading customer with 90 per cent of export based on oil from 
• ' 1 • 

· Nigeria. From France, Nigeria imports equipments for its agricultural, automobile and oil 

industries. Nigeria as at 2002 owes France to the tune of $3.8 billion. French invest1ilent 

in Nigeria· trails that of the US and it is more than that of the UK. While the US has $8 

billion investme~t in Nigeria, France has $4 billion while U.K. has $3.5 billion 133. 

Before what Jater culminated into signing of the Green Tree Accord 134
, there 

was a Saint Cloud (a Paris neighbourhood) meeting held on Septeniber 5, 2002 and a 
. . . 

General Surnmit of November 15 and 16,. 2002 - ail aimed at extracting a commitment 

from the leaders of Nigeria and Cameroon to honour the ICJ's verdict. Apart. from that, . 
there was a Mixed_ Bilateral Commission which comprised representatives of Nigeria and 

c;ameroon, a representative of the UN Secretary General and four international observers. 

This Commission was chaired by Ahrnedou Ould Abdallah, representing the UN 

Secretary General. It was to implement the verdict,· demarcate the land ·and maritime 

b.oundaries and affect the withdrawal of troops along the di_sputed areas. In no distance 
1 

time the Commission achieved appreciable progress on its 1nandate135
. Troops were 

withdrawn, villages were sorted out in the Lake Chad area and agreements to impr~)Ve 

diplOmatic relations had been reached just as joint security patrol along the border arèas 

have been wOrked out. Ali of these encouràged the lJN and the four nations (the US, UK, 
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Germany and France) mandated by the UN to be observers. These observers were 

expected to se_e that the leüers of the verdict come into fruitionu 6
. Obviously with this 

scenario, Nigeria was on a hom of a dilemma as to protecting ils citizens living on the 

peninsula in one band and honouring the verdict stoked by the push and pull of the 

· international community, on the other. 

An overview of the essence and mandate of the above mentioned Ni~eria

Cameroon Mixed_· Commission is quite illuminating and_ m_erits our attention at this 

j~ncture. The Commission was · set .up under the auspices of the UN. It is a fallout üf the 
,. 

October 10, 2002 verdict of the ICJ, regarding the land and maritime boundary dispute 

b.etween Nigeria and ·cameroon, and the subsequent summit meeting held in Geneva in 

November 16, 2002 between the· Presidents of the two countries. The first session of the 

Mixed Commission was !wld in Yaoundé from December 2 - 3, 2003 and since then, six 

other r~gular sessions and two extra-ordinary sessions have been held137
. Highlights of 

the discussions of the Commission have been on confidence building, dernarcation of . 
1 

qoundary as well. as issues pertaining to rights of the afiected population and withdrawal 

(rom affected areas138 
.. 

It could be said that the ICJ verdict was not premised on. the consideration of 

t'raditional title and Lordship of the Efik people ovèr the area. Instead, it chose rn use the 

1913 freaty (referred to elsewhere in this section). The treaty which was between Britain 

and Germany gave the peninsula to Germany. Later on, by the treaty of Versailles, 

Germany was . said to have transferred the area t~ ·France which. in turn gave ~t to 

Cameroon. Interestingly, there is a clause in the· agreement which says that Nigeriâns, 
' 

who so desire, can reseule in Nigeria or decide to stay put in the penin.sula and will be 

seen as 'Nigerians resident in Cameroon··. - in this event, the Accord stresses thàt 

Cameroon should not force them to ch~nge their nationality, langùage and/or belief 
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system 139. No doubt, in the clause mentioned above, ~e see a contradiction.in terms, if w_e 

begin to raise posers such as the following: to which government will such people pledge 

allegiante?; to which country, (of the two) would they be paying taxes?; under which 

regime of law enforcement would they be?; which local government would be theirs and 

to which country would su~h a local government belong to? ; arnong o.ther _legitimate 
1 

pos~rs. 

The Green Tree Accord was signe~ by June 12, 2006 pursuant of Nîgerîa's bid 

to obey the International Court of Justice ruling and the country finally quits Bakassi on 

August 14, 2006. The area in contest is about 1000 square kilometers patch of Atlantic 
' . 

coastal swap. The agreement was signed in New York between Chief Olusegun Obasanjo . . 

and, !vlr. Paul Biya the respective Nigerian and Cameroonian · Heads of. State. 

Subsequently, at a ceremony which took place in Archibong Island, the Nigerian flag was 
' . 

lowered in place of the Cameroonian tlag to symbolize total take over and an end of 30 

years of dispute over ownership of the area140
. 

Many p~ople objected to Nigeria handing over of the peninsula to Cameroon -

On~ of them is Major General David Ejoor, a former Chief of Army Stan: and a major 

acto:r in the Nigerian civil war who worked closyly with General Yakubu Gowon, the then 

Nigerian Head of State. He refüted the allegation that it was Gowon who actual1y ceded 

Bakassi to Cameroon in an agreement141
. 

It is interesting to note here that the Green Tree Accord was p~eceded with an ad

hoc' security committee set up by President Oluseguri Obasanjo. The committee was td 

study and advise him on the ICJ's verdict of 2002, but the recommendation of the 

committee not to cede the peninsula to Cameroon was simply ignored by the President142
. 

1 

In fact, Donald· Duke, the then. governor of Cross River state, in whose territory -the 

penirisula is located · once assured the Bakassi people that "the Federal Gover-~1Înent ·of 
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Nigeria is not .prepared to cede an inch of this island to any country
1
·1J,,. The people of 

Bakassi only woke up to the rude shock of signing off the peninsula to Cameroon
144

. 

Interestingly too, the said ad-hoc security committee was headed by General 

Theophilus Danjùma, a former Minister of Delence during the fourth republic. lt also has 

on board Chief Richard Akinjide, Senior Advocate of Nigeria (SAN), co-agent and 

1 • 

member of the Nigeria's legal team at The Hague, and securüy chiefs. To the committee, 

cedin~ the penfosula away to Cameroôri, in compli:111ce with the l(Ts verdict, is 

tantamount to trading away the traditional homeland of I lie people of Bakassi that hitherto 

see themselves as Nigerians per excellence._ ln _fact, 11 ,.vas insi11uated that the ICJ' s 

. judgment presided over by a French man could not h:1ve been any better - 'giving the 

known and perceived disposition of France towards Nigei-ia1
·
15

, as arguecl elsewhere in 

this study 

lt was argued from ·a technical standpoint that •:omplying with the ICJ's vèrdict 

has security i111 pli cation of inhibiting an effective : .ecurity monitoring of Nigeria· s 

territ• rial waters 146
. For instance, an intrusion into th~ Cameroon te,:ritorial waters is 

~nevi: 1ble if the Nigerian Navy at the Naval Base in Calabar is to e_ffectively p::1trol the 
. . 

NigeJ an internati<mal waters. Apart froni that, once the peninsula is ceded to Cameroon, 

· ,the ar ,:1,uwent coJ11 inues to say thal it is delinilely 'too-clo:c-e-for-cornfort · to Nigeria and 

as sw h it could be used as a launching pad to attack Nigeria if need be 147
. This argument 

was I i-em,sed on ihe discovery of a large cache of arms huge enough to èquip a military 

comn and on the island in 1996 atler the Nigerian military pushe< back the Cameroonian 

'gendii nnes 148
. 

Furthermore, the committee in its submission argued tliat tomplying with the 

ICJ's judgmenl has the damning polential of threatening Nigeria ·s economic activities in 

the arca. To illust rate this, the verdict required that the nine N igerian oi I wells on the 
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periinsula should be respected by Cameroon. This translates to the . fact that oil 

exploration sites in the peninsula shouid be lefl under the current national ownershiµ
1
·t'J -

a 'clause that Cameroon may not honour. 

The other side of the argument is. that if Nigeria refüsed to comply with the 

verdict, any further attack of the Cameroonian. gendarmes on the Nigerian fishing 

community in the peninsula will surely receive international syrnpathy in supp011 of 

Cameroon. But the 1996 experience, when late Generàl sa:ni Abacha approved a military 

action to push back the Cameroonian security forces as far back as Abana - . which is 

about one thjrd of the peninsula could èt!ectively deter any aggression. on the part of 

Camerooh150
. 

However, the fa.te ofNigerians stIII living in the peninsi.Ila now is at the mercy of 

the Cairiero01.1ians. Speaking oo this,. General Martins Agwai ~- Nigeria 's Chief of 

pefence Staff during the immediate past regime of Chief Olusegun 'Obasanjo hoped "'. .. 

that the Cameroonian armed forces will in the spirit and leuer of the Green Tree 

. Agreement safeguard the.lives and property and dignity of Nigerians who have decided to 

stay in the peninsula and invariably Cameroon" 151
. By this act, Bakassi_ an island of about 

1,090 square kilometers divided among 32 communities populatèèl by about 600,000 

Nigerians was signed offto Cameroon152
. 

Expectedly, there cannot but be violations of the Agreement. lt was repo1ted that 

70 Cameroonian gendarmes have occupied Ibekwe village - part of Northern Bakassi to 

be administered by Nigeria for two years - until it is able to relocate its nationals. The 

iµea was to be dernilitarized for another five years beforn the final handover to Cameroon. 

In less than 24 hours atler Nigeria. formatly handed over the peninsula to Cameroon, 

Nigerians, still resiàing in the Northern part of the island hav~ raised allegation of torture 

and harassment'agaînst Cameroonian gendarmes153
. 
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Shortlv before the ceding of the peninsula, youths drawn from the ten clans of 
• 1 

Bakàssi named Bakassi Movement for Self betennination, in a public protest condemned 
' 1 ' ' ' 

what they termed as ill-fated surrendering: of the peninsula by the Nigerian government to 
1 

the Carneroonian authorities., They design:ed a white and blue striped tlag with ten stars -

re~resenting their clans to register their '~vowed disapproval of the Accord'. They called 
' ' 

their 'new nation' Democratic Republic 6f Bakassi with the motto 'God is our strength'. 
1 

They did this purportedly to say that thein secession from Nigeria is in Iine with Article l 
1 

' ' ' 1 ' 

arid 55 of the UN Charter and that the 'uüilateral' action of President Olusegun Obasanjo 
1 

to change Nigeria's boundary without re1ourse to the. National Assembly left much to b~ 
' ' 

'desired as it is unconstitutional. This resdnated later as we shall obsèrve in the actions of 
! 
' ' 

t~e curr~nt Nigerian Sen~te in the Nati9nal Assemhly shortly after Pr~sident Olusegun 

Obasanjo lefl the reins of government. lt' was also argued that sidestepping a conduct of 
' ' 1 ' ' '. 

pleh.iscite of the Bakassi people is an o~tright violation of their fundamentaL rights for 

If d · · 154 se - etermmatton . 

A discussion on the state of Baka~si now after the Green ·Tree Accord is germane 
' 1 

1 ' 

to this stùdy as it would be quite revealit1g of the experience cun1 nost'algic feeling of the 
' 1 ' 

displac~d Nigerians there. Also, the nature and character qf the new security environment 
• ! 

that the Bakassians found themselves, the attitude of the Nigerian government to them as 
1 1 •• ' 

1 

well as their anxiety or plight in the hf1nds of the Cameroonian ge11darmes - are the 

accounts that follow. Shortly atler the 'Greeù Tree Accord' that took eftèct on August 14, 

·2006 the new security challenges that faqe the people in the arèa are that of apprehension 

of the Cameroonian gendarmes; the anxieties and agonies· of relocation/resettlement of 

the people as well as their economic well~being. To illustrate this,.many Nigerian.Bakassi 
1 • ' 

irtdigenes have relocated from villages called Archibong and Atabong in Bakassi to towns 
• '1 ' 

and cities in Nigerian states of Bayel sa, Akwa lbom and Cross River. The reason for the 
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fl~rry of the people from these villages t~· Nigeria's towns and cities is because of the 
1 • 

t;epidation in which these Nigerians hold the Cameroonian armed forces personnel, called 

gendarmes, who are known to be very hostile tothem
155

. 

Part of the problem is alleged to be resulting from unwholesome competition 

arising from the fa.et that some of these gendarmes, who combine their security wor~ with 
1 

fishing, see Nigerians as rivais in the fishing business - which is the common occupation 
1 

of most people living in the settlements withi.n this border between Nigeria and 
' 

~ameroon156. The combination of mass migration and social dislocation'. of these 

Nigeriaps have untoward implications for transportation and econornic activity of the 

p~ople in the.area. Many are stranded as th~re are no means of transp011ation and buying 
1 . 

and selling have been hampered in :view of the fact that the settlements are rww desolated. 

This type of development is already defeatist of the spirit and Ietter of the Green Tree 
Î .. 

Accord because a part of the terms of the agreement states that Nigerians will remain in 

Bakassi till 2011 with Nigerian security officiais in _contrai of certain ·territories157
. 

Another problem is the insincerity and derelict of the Nigerian government to 

. t~ose displaced or sùpposed to be evacuated from· the peninsula to . new settlements. 

1 

. ~lthough the Federal government of Nigeria promised these displaced Bakassi indigenes 

1 • . • • • 

~ .Place to resettle, and a joii1t Federal and Cross River state governments task forcé was 

set up for the purpose, but many months aftèr the promise was made, there is no evidence 

of any action taken to that eflèct158
. The, proposed land for the resettlement is to be 

carved out from Akwa Abutong village in Akpabuyo local government area of Cross 
1 

füver state159
. 

· For not resorting to war i-n settling the Bakassi debacle, African leaders have 

christened Presidents Olusegun Obasanjo .of Nigeria a"nd Paul Biya of Camerooil as 

Af:rica's 'peace ambassadors', and they are, thus, slated for honours in Abuja on May 27, 
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2007. Chad, Niger, Congo Brazzaville, Representatives of Congo, Libya and Sudan, 

' . 

among others, are to grace the occasion 160
. While this is on, there is also a regrettable 

rhetoric (as it later becomes) - as captured below: 

1 

We have ensured that Nigerians lil'i11g 110w on the peninsula hal'e a 
. choice to (they can) make, we. hàve taken adeiuate measures .for 

· lheir protection, security, weljare and we/1-being 61
• . 

The cxperience of the Bakassi people two years down the road atler the Gr~en 

Tree Acco~d has rendered the above position impotent. It is not only embarrassing, but 

also appalling to see that the. people of Bakassi were abandoned - with no Impe of 

resettlement - over two years afler Nigeria forrnally handed over the peninsula to 

Cameroon. Ikang north, central and south in Akpabuyo local govern111ent area of Cross 

River state (Nigeria) has been agreed upon since July 2006 but no construction work is 

ongoing in the' area, not even in spi te of N6' billion sought in the supplementary budget 

fof the resettlement of the people of Bakassi162
. A Nîgerîan tabloïd in its editorial took a 

swipe on the Nigerian federal/state governments, the representatives of this people in the 

1 . • • • • 

national assembly as well as those others that are in the corridors ofpower from the area 

for negligence, irresponsibility and insensitivity ·to the plight of the mass of.the displaced 

Bakassians 163
. 

Finall_y, part of the· incongruities in the demarcation of African houndaries - that 

was mentioned earlier on in chapter four mariifested in the Bakassi crisis. Loudly though, 

the c'risis was between Nigeria and Cameroon, but it is also to protèct Nigeria's legal 

rights in the Gulf of Guinea. We could recall that Equatorial Guineà. shares maritime 

boundary in the Gulf of Guinea with Nigeria and Camèroon. This then made Equatorial 

Guinea challenged the Cameroonian claims (of March 16, 1995) to ·the extent that it 

ignored . "the legal rights of Equatorial Guinea in the most flagrant way because. it 

disregards the meridian line that divided the two states164
" - Equatorial Guinea and 
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Cameroon. This is said against the backdrop of the fact that the Bakassi issue is hydra

headed; just as the Nigerian Senate, afl:er the ouster of President Olusegun Obasanjo, 

began to cry wolf on the issue. They repudiated the Green Tree Accord and_ contested its . 
constitutionality, its violation of due process, its arbitrariness and gross insensitivity of 

the gov~rnment ofFederal Republic of Nigeria to the yearnings, aspirations, human rights 

and rights to self detennination of the mass of the Bakassi people who folt empty and 
! • • • . • . •. : . • : 

betrayed by the singular action of the Nigérian· government to cede the peninsula, to 

Cameroon165. The local and international context of this repudiation by the Nigerian 

Senat~ is currently occupying the front humer of political debate in Nigèria166
; though 

that is outside. the scope of this study. 

6.4 The Gulf of Guinea, Extra Regional Power's Iritmsion and its Security 
· · · Implications · 

This· section dwells · chietly on the nature and dynamics of. US's intrusion into 

Nigeria's neighbmirhood of the Gulf of Guinea and the cost benefit analysis of such 

intrusion for Nigeria's national security. This analysis intends to x-ray the resource . . 

endowment of the Gulf of Guinea which qualifies it to merit this kind of focused 

,discussio,n and Nigeria's overdependence on such type of resource that the region. is 

1endowed with,'It is also within the prism of the foregoing that.we woµJd be examining the 

;raison d'etre for an alternative fuel initiated by the developed industrialized countries of 

. 'the West and the national security and environmental challenges that·such a development 

:poses riol only tor Nigeria 's national security but also for that of its neighbours and many 

'countries in the developing genre. 

To start with, Nigeria has 35.9 billion barrels of proven petroleum reserves -

which is_ the largest of any African country and the eight largest on earth. It exports 2.5 

.million barrels per day and the government plans to ne~rly double that amount by 
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2010167. If that is accepted as a given, then it is not inisplaced to examiné, agi;i.in at this 

seminal stage, the nexus of interaction between the US with Nigeria's oil. The v61atility 

of the Middle East is not the beginning of what ignited US' s interest in the Nigeriau oil 

sector rather it is an interest that has been consciously sustained -over the years_. and 

part1cularly commencing from the discovery of oil in Nigeria. Little _surprise,·· theretore, 

that Nigeria'·s relations with the US have been conditioned by the· oil. factor. The US 

became the major consumer of Nigerian oil· in the 1970s - at a time when ti1e oil sector 
1 • • • • 

was fetching 82 per cent of Nigeria's foreign eà.rnings168
. Between 1972 and 1973 

Ameri~an imports of Nigeria oil increased by 84 percent 1
69

. 

Interestingly, the US is Jess than 5 per cent of the world's population but 

consumes 25 percent of the world' s petroleum. It has, thus; initiated a programme called 

Afücan Oi] Policy Initiative Group (AOPIG) which wiH facilitate its drive to source oil 

from the continent more than ever before. Today, the US increases its oil imports from 

Nigeria from 900,000 barrels per day (bpd) to 1.8 million bpd in the !lext five years and 

African . oil exports to the US will rise to 50 per cent of total oil suppl y b.y 2015. 

Currently, Nigeria is the tiH:h largest exporter of oil to the US behind Canada 1.8 million 
. , 

bpd, Saudi Arabia 1.4 million bpd, Mexico and Venezuela (each also with) 1.4 million 

bpd170
. However, the most reèent report has eveü shown that Nigeria has ove1taken Saui:l.i 

Arabia and Venezuela. It is now the third largest exporter of crude oil to the US; from 8 

per cent in the yesteryears, Nigeria now supplies about 12 per cent of US. oil imports ..:... 

tr~iling_ behind Canada and Mexico (the first two largest exporters of oil to the usj by 

e~pqrting up to 1,156,000 bpd rn. 

Another variant of the nexus of interaction between the US and Nigeria is the . 

latter's oil export to the former. in 1994, 53 percent of Nigerla's oil went to the us:· 36 
. . . ~ . 

percent to Western Europe, 6 percent to Asia and 5 percent to Africa172
. 
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As mentioned earlier the monocultural character of Nigeria's economy which . . ' . . . 

al:so borders on over-reliance on oil as the country's major export ea~ner is another . 

preliminary commentary needed to be able t9 situate this discourse in proper context. 

B
1

etween 2002 and 2006 alone, Nigeria earned a total ofN8.875 tril_Jion or $71.12 billion 
1 • 

f;om the sale and exploration of petroleurn resources. The brèakdown of this is the 
. . . . . 

1 • • • •· • • 

revenue from crude exports, profit tax and royalties paid to the Federal Government by 

oÙ cornpanies, penalty for gas flaring, rentais and si.griature bonuses 173
. 

1 

Therefore, the essence of the Gulf of Guin~a as it. relates to this study is that of . 

oil. Obviotisly, oil supply and utilization •.mderlie modes of production and social 

o,rganization, its source and availability determine industrial development, meal).S of 
1 • • • 

t~ansportation and subsistence, it changes social relations within and between 'regions of 

the world. But more important, US hegemonic interest in West Africa,would not. have 

eyolved safe the. realization· of the region~·s deep-water oil and_ natural gas since the 

W90s174
. 

Today, the major motivation for the interest or"the ÙS in the Gulf of Guinea is . 

the realization of the increasil)g volatiltty of the Middle East which is one of its major oil 

suppliers. This became obvious in the words of Tom Lantos - .a Californian 

' 
Congressman, which read in part as follows: 

. . 
... America 's dwindling oil reserves provide less ihan half cf the oil 
our econom_v needs. This /eaves us heavily dependent on the Middle, 
Eastern regimes that control the vast majority of the l·JJ<Jr/d:S known 
oil r'!s.e1:ves. A1any of these regimes are either achvely hostile to the 
United States, as in the case with Iran, Iraq, and Libyci, or unsteady 
autocratie regimes beholden to. lslamic F1111dame11tcilists /ike Saudi 
Arabia175• · . · · .· · · . 

. 
As a result of this, the Gui f of Guinea emerged as an area to be seen as vital to the 

lJS interest and other major· oil ·consurne~s in· the globe· sh~uld b.e deterred from the 

area
176

. By early 2004 the US ariny's .Èuropean Co_mmand had embarked on the J>an-
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Sahel Initiative, training troops frorn Chad, Niger, Maurital)ia and Mali, cornpleting the 

training and supplying of armies of the Maghreb. Ali -these were preparatol'y to containing 

the 'arc of instability' spanning from the Caucasus, through the Caspian states, the 

. Middle East and Sahel to the West Coast of Africa177
. The overriding interest of the US is 

oil. 

The US enèrgy oflicials have predicted that within ten years, the Gulf of Guinea 

region will ·provide a quarter of America' s crude which is equal to th~.t of the Gulf of 

Mexico today178
. Hence, since September n 200 l; the US/Bush government has courted 

Nigeria as an alternative to volatile petrol-states in the Middle East and Latin America. ln 

fact, ~ù -2002, the white i1ousè declared the oil of Africa 179 a strategic national interest and 

that is to say that the US is inclined on using military force, if necessary, to protect it. 

This translates to the fact that Nigeria's 'troubles' could become America's180
. 

But .Nigeria' s troubles are hydra-headed too when compared with the troubles 

of the oil-bearing Middle East states that the US administration seeks to sidestep. Some 

emanate from the problematic that this study introduced in the preceding chapters i.e. Jack 

of single minded· cohesion in· the country as a result of the colonial legacy and· problems . 

brought abm:1t by the arbitrary border demarcation where kiths and kins were scattered ail 

over, thereby giving Nigeria a 'diflicult-to-inanage' multinational conglomerate. The 

intent of the colonialists at that lime was ptirely to serve London's econoinic interests. 

In this event, the country was divided along ethnie and religious lines. The 

Muslim north, arid and poor but With almost _half of the coi.uitry's population and 

dominates the army. The northern praetorian leaders dorninate the Nigerian body polity 

and plunder the fertile and oil-rich but disunited south whose largest ethnie groups - the. 

Yorubas in the west and the Igbo in t_he east -,together represent just 39 per· cent or the 

. population181. Democracy alsci favours the north, which, united by ·Islam.and votitig en-
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bloc has determined the oufcome of virtually man y elections. Y et the multinational 

character ofthe country bas been worsened by the eri-bloc voting pattern along ethnié and 

1. . 1· 182' re 1g10us mes .. 

Another problem 1s conuption. For instance, i1.1 the last twenty-five years, 

Nigeria earned more than $300 billion in oil revenue - but annual per capital income 

plummeted from $1,000 to $390 183
. More _than two-thirds of the population live beneath 

pove1ty line, subsisting on less than a dollar per .day. Since independence, its leaders have 

squandered or stolen some $400 billion in government coffers184
. According to a 2004 

Word BaQk report, 80 per cent of the country' s oil wealth accrues to the private purse of 

one per cent of the population. The UN Human Development Index ranks Nigeria as 

having one of the worst standards of living, below both Haïti and Bangladesl~185
. This 

cannot but breed violence from the large populace who toit daily to make ends meet in the 

face of debauchery of those holding politiçal oflices. 

In sum, if by virtue of its energy intere~t, Nigeria;s troubles.become that of the· 

US's; then, the latter should be on the alert and responsive to the crime, neglect and 

inefliciency that is rampant in the former's oil sector. For instanc~, the issue of 

'bunkering' - tapping into pipelines and siphoning oil .into makeshift tankers hidden in 

the swamps of the Niger River Delta, is n?W widespread and responsible for the loss of 

some 200,000 bpd 186
. lti 2003 alone, Shell Producing and Development Company 

(SPDC) - an American oil prospecting firm in Nigeria which produces half of c~untry's 

oil, lost an average of 100,000 bpd to bunkering. However, the loss dropped to 20
1
.000 

bpd in 2005 187 
.. Furthermore, the security implication of bunkering is· untoward for 

Nigeria's national security, 'well-:being' of the oil prospecting firms and by implication 

for the US vested interest in the Delta region and by extension the Gulf of Guinea. This is . 

· so becau.sè bunkering or siphoning of oil from pipelines for sale in the black ·market 
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generates huge sums of cash with which the Niger Delta militias have been able to buy 

arms. For instance, in September 2004, Alhaji Asari bokubo, leader of the Niger Delta 

People) Voh.iriteer Force threatened an all-out war with the Nigerian governn1ent. This 

was at a time. that the international oil price.skyrocketed to $50 per barrel for the first time 

and preceded his arrest, detention and charge with five counts of treason in October 

Again, if Nigeria' s troubles become that of the US, then, the latter is expected to 

find a lasting solution to the crime, neglect and ine!ltcièncy that mariifest also in oil spills 

, and gas tlares that blights Lhe delta region of Nigeria - thereby ruining farinland and 

. poisoning fishing grounds. lt should also stem the rising spate of tension and contlict in 

the Niger Delta189 
- the site of most of Nigeri~'s mainland petr'oleum reserves, where 

restive youths .have taken up arms to challenge the state and the 'insensitivity' of the oil 

prospecting firms to environmental spoliation of their land as a result of spillages, gas 

flaring and other suchlike fallouts of the activities of the oil multinationals. Otherwise, the 

troubles that the US shall face in Nigeria and its 'thirst' for alternative oil in the Gulf of 

Guinea shall dwarf the ones it is trying to sidestep in the Persian Gulf or the Middle East. 
. . ' . 

For instance, if persistent activities of the numerous Niger Delta militias succeed in 

halting c•il extraction in the· delta,. drying up the revenues in which the political élites 

depend, it will ignite colossal chaos and perhaps intractable religions crises which may 

absolve the res~lve of the US greater than its massive military intervention in Iraq 190
. 

. . 

Evidently, the US has an unstoppable 'thirst' for oil. and gas. It has beeù estimated 

. that withiri the next few years, some 25 to 30 per cent of American oil would corne from 

_ Africa, primarily West Africa and Nigeria. Thus, while the US responds to September 11, 

2001 Al-Qaeda's attack by waging wars in ~fghanistan and Iraq under the guise of 

protecting national security, it has also. sought new ways of protecting its economic 
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security. This means protecting energy diversity and getting oil from as many sourcés as 

possible, especially outside of the troublesome Persian Gulf. America, therefore, sees 

Nigeria and other countries in the Gulf of Guinea as the 'Next Gulf- i.e. a counterweight 

to the Middle East. Increasingly, Nigeria will play a strategic role in America's energy 

· needs whether the communities of the Delta want it or not191
. Withoul equivocation, this 

conclusion spells grave security implications for Nigeria and the US. 

More graphically than its earlier men!ion, there have been repeated calls from a· 

variety of intluential right-wing and non-conservative think-:tanks in Washington to 

declare the Gulf of Guinea an area of' vital interest' to the US, which need to be protected 

by American military might. The Heritage Foundation, the American Ent~rprise lnstitute 

of Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) are in the frontli~e of the 

campaign for greater US intervention in the Gulf of Guinea. In July 2005, for instance, 

CSIS recommended that the US should "make security and governance in the Gulf of 

Guinea an explicit priority of US foreign policy" and that the area should become a . . 

regular item on· the agenda of the G8 - the world ntost industrialized nations192
. Britain 

and the US already have_ a close working relationship called_ the UK-US Energy Dialogue 

where they have agreed to cooperate on 'promoting the security and diversity of future 

inter~ational energy supplies' which also targets Nigeria193 
. 

. · · It is also becoming clear that the dependence of the US is not only on Nigeria' s 

oil but also on its natural gas. Nigeria's vast gas reserve which has been flared for 

decades thereby causing huge ecological and social problems can now be put into . a 

productive and perhaps more strategic use. lnvariably, no sooner than ·the US began to 

import natural gas rocket, Nigeria will become its key supplier. This is said also against 
. . 

the backdrop of Nigeria accounting for abouthalfofthe Gulf ofGuinea's oil 194
. 

. . 
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With these at the background, the US is steadily intensifying its military 

operatio~s on the African continent. For instance, in October 2005, Pentagon oflicials 

secured agreement with eight to ten African nations to allow.the US military utilize .their 

air fields and othersuitable sites to establish 'coop·erative security locations' from which 

· it can launch military strikes195
. In the same vein, the US is also increasing its military 

presence · in. Nigeria. That is if the following are anything to go by - increase in the 

number of the US military oflicers detailed to prôvide secUrity assist~nce between the US 

ànd Nigeria military and increasing emergence of American weapons in the hands of the 

Nigerian army and navy in the Delta region 196
. 

1t has been argued that increasiiig American military presence in the Niger. 

Delta is worrisome. This, therefore, bespeaks the fact that what is · best for American 

energy. ~ecurity is not the best for the millions of people who live in the Delta and by 

implication Nigeria's national security. The palpable presence of.the American force in 

. . 

the Nigerian Delta region can only heighten tension and in ail probability lead to a _more 

protracted violent conflict; this is ce1tainly a new form of national security challenge that 

. ' 

the Nigerian state has to contend with. In other words, if the US military intervention in 

the Delta region and the Gulf of Guinea does not havè huinan face, theri in a ·couple of 

years to corne, it will be diffic~lt to get a barrel of oil without a life197
. 

He1!ce, violent youth militias, U~toward activities of pirates, the enigma of 

corruption, and environmental catastrophes i.e. •gas flaring, oil spiilages, killing artisanal 

fishing and despoliation of arable land - on which the mainly peasant population living in 

the NigerDelt& depend are part of.the daunting obstacles and challenges that Nigeria and 

the US face in the serpentine creeks and boggy coastal land· of the Niger Delta and the 

9ulf ofGuinea198
• Thus, environmental damage and o.ften-vioient.scramble for the spoil~ 

are fuelqng instability and popular resentment cum combustible anger .against the state 
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and its foreign collaborators - all of whicb translate to unhealthy signais for Nigeria's 

national security. 

With the c;liscovery of oil in commercial quantity in th.e Delta in 1957, Nigeria 

began transforming from an agriculture-based economy to an oil-dependent one. 

Expectedly, at first there was à stark shortage of food supply leacling to imp01tation of 

food items. This was followed by a Jarge-scale the.il of the oil wealth. The oil thievery is 

carried out by low-level operatives who work for sophisticated crime· syndicates with ties 

to senior government, military, a11d police officiais 199
. Most of the siphoned oil was done 

· through high-tech equipment that taps into the official lines and diverted intç, waiting 

barges. The barges then bring the stolen oil to other tankc,:s waiting offshore. Those 

tankers are believed to dispense the oil to other West African countries200
. This kind of 

theft called bunkering is now very pervasive in the Delta region. of Nigeria and shall 

certainly· be a source of worry and security concern for the Nigerian and the US 

governments in the Gulf of Guinea: 

At this jùncture, it is worthy of mention à.gain that the US did not suddenl'y 

begin to develop keen interest in oil. It is rather a systematic development that spanned 

many centuries ago. The US is almost unique in the development. of petroleum industry 

from about 1860 until the 1~70s. This is due to a combination of the following factors: 

known recoverable reserves, private property, freedom of contract, a highly literate 

population conditioned to seek its own self-interest through competitive markets and a 

stable political environment. Thus, the US was a clear and early. leader in the exploration 

of its petroleum reserves. Except for a few ·years around the turn of the century, the US 

until l 951 produced more oil than al! other countries combined201
. It is, therefore, 

understandable ~hat the US energy goal since the 1970s is to achieve a high lev~l of 

security i~ regard to supply and to minimize cost. By extension this means maintainine; 
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the ·.suppl y sources which · are· secure . enough to ensure adequate national defence 

capabilities as well as utilization of resources which can be obtained at relatively low real 

costs202
. This could also explain away the U~' s goaded incursion .to the G~lf of Guinea. 

In comparative terms, the influence of the oil majors .is strong and the 

dependence on foreign oil is compelling in the US, but in some high oil consut~ing 

countrtes like France and Germany, alternative policies. have been introduced. For 

instance in France, there is an active nuclear programme meant to minimize dependence 

on foreign energy coupled with the fact that domestic producer interests in oil and natural 

gas are weak. In Germany, domestic oil producer interests . have been strong yet the 

international oil majors are relatively weak. The same c.ould be said of Japan - i.e. 

relative weàk clout of the oil majors. Great Britain and Noi"way have large interests in the 

North Sea oil203
• 

The above being the case with the U~, then it is obvious that its energy need is 

unique ~ with only five per cent of the world's population~ it consumes more than one . . . 

quarter of the energy produced world wide each year. ln 2001, the US consumed 19. 8 

million bpd. Government calculations see that increasing between 26.9 and 31.8 million 

bpd in 2025204
. There are other nine large cons~me1:s of oil, apart from the tJS, that round 

out the top ten. · These ten countries consume about three-fourths of' all energy produced 

each year
205

: Soit is not exaggerated to say that the world mns on oil. As far back as the 

period before World War I, the US was consistently producing well .over 60 percent. of 

the 'entire wo1:ld's oil and possessed probably 85 per cent of the w~rld's refining 
. . 

capacity
206

. Bowever, the situation today bas changed. The. US oil consuminR propensity 

bas dwarfed its producing capacity - thereby making its oil need spectacular as never 

before. 
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It is this- type of development that can explain better s1,.1ch US initiative as the 

African Growt.h and Opportunity Act (AGOA) which tends to present a glowing picture 

of increasing access for African countries to the US market. The US Department of 

Commerce in 2_003 reporteq that the volume of trade between .Africa and the US 

increased to 54 per cent, but on ~ closer look, 80 per èent of this represents petroleum 

experts to the US. The remaining 20 per cent consists of textiles and appard, 

~ransportation and agricultural equipments. Interesti~gly too, the leading beneficiary 

countries of the (so called) experts to the US market are Nigeria, Sout_h Africa, Gabon · 

Lesotho and Kenya. These five countries accounted for 93 percent.of AGOA utilization 

in 20.02. To get a clear picture, an estimated 85 percent of non-petroleüm AGOA experts 

to the US originate from countries in Southern Africa207
. 

Since our . suh-theme hère dwells chiefly on. oil· in the US/Nigeria and its 

· neighbours relations, it would not be misplaced to touch on alternative sources of energy 

and its implications on the said relationship. The search for alternative energy sources is 

' . 

beneficiai to the battle against greenhouse gas emissions; just as it could be said that the 

terms 'alternative fuels' and 'energy conservation' are associated with the demands. of 

environme~talists to substitute oil, natural gas, coal (and for other reasons, nuclear) 

· energy sources with others that do not contribute to global warning an_d that do not pose 

immediate thr~ats to communities and ecoldgies through pollution208
. Fmihermore, the 

· quest to transform the global economy from one based on hydrocarbons to one fuelled by 

hydrogen emerged in the late 20'11 century, . borne out of scientific advances, 

industrialized-c'ountry's fèar of dependence on developing oil-bearing countries and 

growing realization of the environm~~tal catastrophe~ that global wanning will bring209
. 

But then, a hydrÔcarbon-free future is a very long way off In fact, daims from scientific 

observations of the International Energy Agency and the US put it that it will take 
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between a decade and five (from 2005) before hydrogen becomes more than a mino.r part 
) 

of the energy mix210
. To look at it more closely, the development of hydrogen fuel cells is 

not an immediate threat to the oil and gas industries to the extent that ·hydrogen in itself is 

not an energy source but a carrier of energy derived elsewhere. In other words~ hydrogen 

Iike el~ctricity is not available without being powered - either by chemically splitting it 

from hydroca,rbons, which currently accoù~ts for 98 per cent of hydrogen production, or 

by electrolysis211
. Hence, the prospect of massive new demand for hydroge11 also opens 

up the prospect of a new market for oil a11d gas (producers). ln fa.et, a report has it that the 

US gover·nment support of fuel cell vehicles is aimed primarily at reducing dependence 

on foreign oil, not at reducing emissions per se212
. 

lt has been observed while retlecting on biofuel as it. affects Africa, and by 

. implication Nigeria and its neighbours, that there is growiüg anxiety that the Third World 

countries especially African countries would be. worse off for it, soon as the developed 

ind1,1strialized countries, in their desperate bid to source for fuel or find an alternative to it, 

began to divert agricultural produce into generating agrifüels. The reason is not far 

fetched, neither the US nor the European Union have enough. land to · support massive 

food production and an expansion of the agricultural produce for agrifuels at the same 

time213
. Thus, the pressure of food cri sis that is already facing the mass of the poor people 

in the·South would be worsened, as muchas the problem of desertification arising from 

clearing of land surface to be able to cultivate agricultural produce to the extent which we 

have hinted214
. 

Currently, more than 2 million people are suffering from hunger worldwide. lt, 

therèfore, means that the growing world population of 76 m.illion people per year, whose 

Iarger percentage cornes from the South, will obviously · be compelled tl• scramble for 

food thàt will certainly be expensive or unavailable then215
. The foregoing might seem 
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remote to our study but a reflection on Nigeria' s demography and its ~nbridled population 

growth coupled with food crisis already being experienced .by it and its neighbours would 

. certainly speak volume on the nearness of the issu'e to thern just as it would illurninate its 

nationai security implications. Apart: from those mentioned above, the process of 

producing ethanol and agrifuels is not envfronmentally friendly as we might .be made to 

believe. Even if ethanol produces less carbon emissions, procèssing it pollutes the surface 

and wat.e~ with nitrates, herbicides, pesticides and waste; the same way the air is polluted 

with aldehydes and alcohols that are carcinogenic
216

. 

This emphasizes the fact that the preseilt. state of technological know-how 

· notwithstanding, the 1nuch-desired hydrogen economy would be based on oil and natural 

gas217. By implication the increasing saliency of oil and natural gas c~nnot be ducked. 

This remains germane for a Nigeria whose 1977 figure of ex.po~ earning from · oil 

ave;ages 93 percent and 99 percent in 2002m'. 

What this portends is that the developed industrialized world. now has to rel y 

on their former colonies, dependencies and mandate territories that sit on top of the bulk 

of the world's oil and natural gas. For instance, in 2000, the demand tÜr oil was some 75 

million. bpd, compared with less than 47 million in 1970 and 66 million in 1990. 2030 

projection stands at 120 million bpd. Industriali~ed co~ntries of the Organizàtion for 

Economie Cooperation and Development (OECD) currently account for over 60 per .. cent 

of world oil demand and 55 per cent of natural gas demand219
. Ali of this adds up to 

explain why the Gulf of Guinea is strategic not only to Nigeria ·and its ~eighbours that are 

joint stakeholders in the area, but also why a spirited attempt is made by the us· to guard 

what goes on there; 

Linked.with the above are the followi.ng challenges; first, it would be recalled that 

elsewhere in this study 1s a background discussion on the · artificiality ~f African 
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boundaries as a result of colonization. Arising from that, the fact that European scrambled 

for the African natural resources, as they did in· other territories of. the world that they 

coloniied, there arase conflict between these imperialists and the indigenous peoples. 

Shortly after' colonial disengagement, such conflicts have been devolved to successor 
. . 

states of the colonial entities suéh that the Jure for rent from experts to the North 

generate~ and ~ustains com1~etition for natural resources between the successor states
220

. 

The nature· and character of US scramb le for the African natural resources, parti eu lady oil 

in the Gulf of Guinea, is not different from those 9f the former European imperialists 

characterized above. l-Ience, Nigeria needs to be cautious in the· Gulf of Guinea not to 

· 'pick qÙarryl' with the countries in the region or any extra-African power on the issue of 

· the minerai deposit that the region is · so endowed with. · This temains pertinent if we 
. . . 

teflect on the fact that the late 1990s saw a rush for oil and natural gas in the Gulf of 

Guinea which is off the coast of West Africa. It is instructive to note that it is the 

scramble to claim rights over marine acreage that has resulted in more than thirty 

territorial disputes across the globes. Those that could be quickly in.st:inced include the 

territo~i~l dispute between Senegal and Guinea Bissau, Nigeria and Cameroon, Morocèo 

and Mauritania etc221
. 

Another challenge facing Nigeria's national security and its Gulf of Guinea's 

neighbours is the standpoint that "for the big powers oil and gas are too important to be 

left to their owners to manage222
". This was clearly stated in the ·thoughts expressed 

below: 

· ... OPEC ... conspires to .fix prices and restrict the suppl), of crude oil 
to the world market in order to maximize pr<?fits. We must devise 
altemate sources C?f energy andsupplies to c01ifront this threat223

. . . 

In the same vein, it was argued elsewhere (in Britain) that 

Our economic wel/-being dependr; 011 secure . energy supplies al 
affordable prices for the UK and wor/d economies. We will need to 
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improve the long term efjiciency and stability of the. i11temalio11al · 
energy market through po/Wc~~ and economic reform in key 
supplier and transit c·o1mtrie.\·-.-1 . . 

The foregoing portends t_hat a secured suppl y of energy ( oil and natural gas) is 

a key or strategic objective of consumer-country's foreign policy and that is certainly a 

challengè that.Nigeria must come to term with in its activities especially as it concern the 

Gulf of Guinea. Evidently, the demand for oil will continue 'to rise as natural gas and oil 

consumption continue to increase in many years to come. As far as 2025/2030, it is 

projected that oil shall remain the dominant energy source. This remains critically so 

because the path to hydrogen economy, which was projected to have been attained since 
' . 

the .19th century, lies yet on fossil fuels225
. lnterestingly enough, the ·dsing demand for oil 

is not limited to the US or developed economies alone but to developing ones as well. 

For instance, in 2001, developing countries consumed 64 p~r cent ·as much oil as 

industrialized countries. lt is projected that by 2025, they will consume 94 per cent as 

much226
. One of the reasons is that they are the ones that serve as factories for the 

industria'tized countries and the other is that their energy intensity is greater and their 

demand is growing, even faster than their ability to pay. Hence, developing oil-importing 

countries ~ear the brunt of higher (oil) prices227
. 

Aparf from the mouriting evidence of growing demand for _oil globally and by 

extension growing attractiveness of the Gulf of Guinea to the major player(s) in the global 

economy, it is pertinent to note that oil and natural'gas are an integral ·part of geopolitics. 

The basis for this is that beginning from the time the imperial powers were committed to 

the change of ehergy source from coal to· oil, they have sought to ensure. its supply 

through power relationships. Major oil consumers ensured its supply either through 

outright plunder as obtained in the concession system, or the ·exertion of influence over 

client states, or the undermining of a regime that is seen to be 11011'-conforming to their 
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whims and capnces. Also to ensure an uninterrupted flow of oil, ~hey relied on 

garrisoning of producer regions and the extension of political and economic influence 

over new producer counfries228
: It is when _this is full y ,ippreciated that we would corne 

into a f\iller grasp of the geo-strategic essence of the Gi lf of Guinea, the extra-regio'nal 

power's intrusion there and the national security weight of the area for Nigeria .:.... being 

focused in this section229
• 

Although, Nigeria bas not refused multinational 1 ,il companies to operate as done 

by some radical oil-producing developing countries. lt could be argued that as new 

opportunities for the West arises in countries like _Equatorial Guinea or Sao Tome and 

Principe,. Cameroon and Gabori - Nigeria's neighbours on the Gulf of Guinea, the 

Western focus would not be on regime change or good governance but strengthening of 

military links between them and the West (espeéially the US).This shall be done in order 

to further secure commercial ties. Hence, the new nature of security challenge for these 

West and Central African countries is the brazen quest of the powerful èonsumer nations 

(particularly the US) for access to energy ori their ~wn terms· which runs parallel to the 

commercial well-being and decency of the oil producers. In this .event, tlie natives of 

producer countries are good natives to the extent that they can guarantee supply of oil and 

natural gas at prices that are Iow enough to b.e acc~ptable to companies and governments 

inthè rich consumer countries and high enough to keep the shareholders of the oil majors 

happy23o. 
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Chapter Seven 

Conclusion 

This section contains the summary of our findings. This is followed by highlights 

of the problems and prospects that are inherent in the study. The fast part of the· chapter 

also highlights- the recurring decimals, barren areas and those suffering from dearth of 

scholarly attention with a view to otfering suggestions. They are thereby considered as 

the recommendati~ns that could enhance Nigeria' s national security· in relation_s with its 

West and Central Africa neighbours and areas for fu1ther study. 

7.1 Summary of Ji'indh!1M 

These n-re the synopsis of our findings in this study. 

• It is evident that there are no systemised and consistent programmes on Nigeria's 

national security in relations with its West and Central African neighbours. 

• As a corollary to the above Nigeria' s security agenda is still 'somewhat' foreign

driven i.e. driven mainly by the major pl~yers in the int.ernational. system, especially 

the United States of America. 

e Apart from scholarly analysis of Nigeria's national security m relations with i.ts 

neighbours, the Nigerian government did not give it more deserving attention. 

• The post Cold War realities have tremendous geo-political implications for Nigeria as 

it pertains to the country' s relations with its neighbours. 

• Nigeria's hegemonic sway in West and Central Africa demands that the nature and 

character of its national security concerns become more expansive. 

• The nature ofNjgeria's relations with its i1eighbours also requi_res that they shç:mld be 

'inward looking' in terms. of promoting and sustaining efforts at ensuring peace 

between and among themselves. 
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• 

• 

' 
More than ever before, it is obvious that Nigeria needs to place higher premium on its 

national security in relations with its neighbours. 

Overall, most Nigerian citizens and the law enforcemei1t agents, in particular, are not 

properly mobilised towards the promotion of national security. This has been 

exacerbated by poor attitude change _on the part of many Nigerians themselves 

towards self-induced patriotis1:n and conùnitment to the development · of Nigeria 

nationhood. This, in part, is due to their informed self-interest, · desperation for 

personal gains, corruptfon, . greed and today's warped notion of. success and 

achievement in the larger society. 

7 .2 !.'Eoblems and Prnspects · 

Having considered the array of issues,. this section examines the problems that 

are .inherent in the series of our discussions as well as pinpoints areas of l10pe for 

Nigeria' s national security within the context of its relationship with its West and Central 

African neighbours. 

First, there is the need to stress that many trends today have combined to reduce 

the significance of boundaries even as maiiy states strive to fix and demarcate theirs. This 

development could be attributed to the fact that peoples are brought closer together by 

vastly better communications and transpo11.ation; they are more and 111ore being forced or 

lured to look beyond their own national boundaries and become more familiar with the 

people elsewhe1:e. As trade, travel and tourism increase, boundary fo,rmalities are being 

recognized as unnecessary and very harmful impediments; t,ms, the formalities have been 

· downplayed or removed outright. Be that as it ma.y, many groups of states around the 

world a·re integrating their economies in varying degrees . and fundamental to all 

integration is free movement across borders. Boundariès are becoming more permeable 
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and Jess hostile1. However, this development holds grave implications for Nigeria's 

national security in relations with its neighbours.....: not only because of the porosity of the 

borders but also because of the stark deficiency in policing and monitoring systems across 

the borders - th·e detail ofwhich has been given in the body of this study. 

Aside the problems associated with natural boundaries, there is ~Isa the problem 

arising from neighbours as it has been demènstrated variously in the body of the work. 

For this purpose, it could be reiterated that neighbours are the major determinants of the 

measurè -of security a nation could enjoy and needless to say that countries should be 

mindful of their relations with neighbours. The premise is that inter;..state relations may be 

inadvertent and intricate. For instance, the recent developments in Darfur region of S~dan 

have complicat~d the relationship between Libya, Chad· and Sudan. lt has been argued 

that the distinction between Arabs and non-Arabs in Darfur has been intensified via 

Libyan political agitation. As if that is not enou'gh, Chad that is weak depends on a 

stronger. Sudari, · at the same time certain ethnie group called· the Zaghawas whose 

homeland straddles the border between Chad and Darfur demands that Idris Derby's 

government should be sympathetic. to their cause. Hence Derby's government cannot 

afford to be neutràl or act as a facilitator for peace negotiations. It is not misplaced to 

argue that with considcrable number of refügees entering the Chadian territory from 

· Dat:fur, naturally a political action, of sort, is expe?ted from. the Chadian government2
. 

The kind of intricate relationship illustrated above is ari alert note for the delicate nature 

of relationship that Nigeria might encounter in its intercourse with its West and Central 

African neighbours. 

· Another problem is that of arms flow. Since the end of the Cold War there has 

been massive flow of arms across national boundaries .. The US is the world's leading 

arms merchant with 58.3 per cent of the m~rket3. In fact, ·1here- have been s~me years 
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since the end of the Cold Warin which th~ US defence industry has sold more warplanes 

to other countries than to the U_S governmént. Such weapon production· keeps (US) 

workers on the job, increases taxes from their incomes flowing to the government, and 

profits f~om sales rolling in to corporations and their investors
4

. 

The above specific reference is germane to the extent that" the flow of some of 

. these arms comes to West and Central Africa and most time they are engaged by regimes 

. in there to maintain some manner of 'security'. Such endeavours, in the real sense, are not · 

to promote genuine national security, hence th~y remain a suspect. Tax payers manies 

that are expected to take care of providing for social amenities and secU:rity are 

'squandered' on matters of amassing weapons of destruction. The overall implication of 

the continuation of this kind of endeavours certainly spells doom for the continent and it 

is hereby problematised to the extent that the US national security i1~terest would not be 

misconstrued for West and Central African security. 

· Aside that, poorer countries that impo11 arms massively stand the danger of what 

could be called classic 'gun or butter' budget decisions, whether to spend on defence or 

domestic social programmes. Underlying the massive flow of anns is the increasing .. level 

and frequency ·or violence within and between countries as . well a~ wars that may be 

greater in intensity, duration and reach5
. The other dang~r is the dangerous symbolic 

relationship that develops between the countries supplying the· weapons and the ·.· 

recipierits. For instance, unpleasant incidences in the anns recipient country rnight tempt 

or compel the.supplier to send advisers to the recipient, engage in limited compat support 

and eventually commit to a full-scale military intervention with its troops in the recipient 

country6. '.fhis does not exempt the possibility of the suppliers too having to face its own 
. . 

weapons ifthings go sour between it and the recipient7
. Neither does it place the supplier 

on high moral ground if it attempts to check other countries not to sell 8. 
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With the massive flow of anns is the associated proble~n of organised crime. 1t 

becomes problematic that ~fier wars, many belligerents attet'npt t_o exploit criminal 

connection and know-how developed duri11g the war to jeopardize peace building efforts 

and cause havoc at home and across borders. Beneath this are the obvious manifestations 

of corrupt practices, the use of violence to protect cri minai activities and unholy alliance 

between criminal elements and political elites hindering thè observance of rule oflaw and 

an effective stàte performance~. 

Further linked with illegal massive flow cum otftcial acquisition of arms, Nigeria 

.partly faces the problem of sorting the disturbing spate of the law enforcement agents 

lending 'their rifles to robbers who usually returned them along with the agent's share of 

the stolen loot. More disturbing but conneéted to the above is the discovery that some 

soldiers i~ the Army are involved ii1 robbery than the men ofthe Air Force and Navy
10

. 

This man~er of national security threat looks local yet has a devastating effèct on the 

overall concept of national security within and outside Nigeria and most especially in the 

country's relations with its neighbours - in as rnuch·as the process and attempt at curbing 
. . . 

anus trafficking have been insufficient and sanction regimes have also been insufficiently 

enforced 11
. . 

Worse still, organized crime is increasingly operating througl~ fluid networks.· lt 

provides crimi11als with diversity, flexibility, low visibility and longevity of activity. 

There are networks of networks as organized criminal groups move freely. across borders; 

whereas states are hindered by cumbersome information sharing, just as they are also 

weak in. cooperating in criminal investigations and prosecutions12
. Thus, there is th,e 

nagging.problem of cross.:.border crimes between Nigeria ~nd its neighbours. It has been 
. .• 

particularly hinted that the affinity and deep socio-cultural ai1d linguistic homogeileity of 

the various sroups inhabiting both sicles. of the border, have in its own way, created 
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enonnous opporlunities for illicit trade, like ~muggling, child or human tra.fficking, gun 

running and cross-border robberies 13
. A glowing example of a notorious cross border 

activity,. especially smuggliog, is that which takes place at Seme border between Nigeria 

and Republic of Benin. The border post is heavily traflicke~ and the notoriety of the 200 

metre stretch of borderland between the two countries is at best chàracterised by. a 

multitude of iJiegal checkpoints manned by thugs who operate side by side those of the 

official Jaw enforcement agents14
. However, it is not just the presence and 

acknowledgement of this fact that is à p.roblem but the several haphazard or ineffective 

attempts by the two countries to mount a joint-security committee to stem the tide of this 

menace. 

Besides the foregoing, there are major devclopments in the world economy today 

that have serious implications for Nigeria 's national security in relation to its neighbours. 

One of-such is the further extension of the European Union (EU) to include members of 

the European Free Trade Areas (AFTA) and the admission of Eastern European· countries 

which were formerly part of the defunct Soviet Union. The effect of this development 

means further .weakening of EU trade ties with many African countries. Ce1tainly, the 

poorer countries of Europe - Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary and Poland will have the first 

call on EU resources for development ass1stance15
, not the many 'beggarly' ·economi.es 

like Nigeria's ·a11d its West and Central African neighbours. 

In fact, Africa is becôming increasingly marginalized as we move on in the 21 st 

century. Many African countries. are raw material producers while some of them are 

monocultural economies. As a result, their products are subjected to price fluctuation 

which . has serious implications for their economic development and other social 

programmes. Worse still, developed countries of the world have increased the tempo of 

. creating artificial substitutes for the raw materials: This is what is referred to as 
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dematc~ialization of the global economy -.which means changing the content and style of 

manufacturing thereby reducing or totally eliminating the use of raw materials 
16 

which 

mainly emanate from the Third World. In view of this development; more pressures or . 

obligations have thereby been placed on Nigeria, being the most pre-eminent power 

among its West Africa and immediate Central African neighbours. The country needs to 

take care of its national security more than ever before and ensure mutual and progressive 

· intercourse with .its neighbours. Indeed, there is a need for ~apid expansioq of their 

itidustrial ba~es, enhaücement of their exp011s and penetration of the . ma.rket of the 

industrialized countries. But this requiremeiit. is easily said than done. This is because 

both Nigeria and its ncighbours are importers of food items meant to keep pace with the . . . 

high rate of population growth. Added to this is mammoth debt burden which _ weighs 

heavily on their economies and constitutes a major drain on their foreign earnings17
: 

Furthermore, the evolving world communication order which allows natio~1S fo 

share industrial information through the internet is gradually creating a situation where 

competitiveness in production and export would depend Jess on the ownership of natural 

raw. materials ·and more on the possession of high levels of technological skills 18
. 

Certainly, this requires that Nigeria and the variety of its neighbours n_eed to keep abreast 

the pace of these developrnents in order to avoid increasing inarginalization and 

unemployment of their peoples. To illustrate this with the Nigerian experiencè, it has 

been emphasized that one of the prospects of updating the country within context of the 

global. ~·ave of revolution technology and ensure its proper standing in gtobalized trade 

and (world) production, there is an imperative to enhance its infrastructures especially its 

telecommunication system. It is quite appalling, however, to see that over a half of the 

world population have never diaJled a telephone number and there are more telephone 

lines in Manhattan, New York city alone, than in the whole of sub-Saharan Africa19
. 
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' Another problem thal this study envisages is also of a global characte~. It is the 

problem of· global inequality which has various manifestations. · Sorne of the 

manifestations speak to the hàrrowing e.xperiences of many countries in the South 

particula~ly th~ countries in the Nigerian neighbourhood. This is a neighbourhood that bas 

hundreds of thousands of children die of preventable or curable diseases each year; where 

many outstanding graduates end up wo1:king or ~oing research work, in developed 

' countries; where fossil fuel reserves are being depleted and the growth in the number of 

- ' 

· proven oil. and natural gas reserves is out-spaced by consùmptiori, and where the 

· environment deteriorates as a result of the activities of rich nations which encourages 

exti:eme forms of consumerism; where unemployment, poverty and hunger persist; .and 

where war and economic might are being useti .to imposé a veritable dictatorship upon the 

people; and deceitful discourse aims to distort reality20
. This is part of the security. 

challenges that touches, even if latently, on Nigeria national security in relation with its 

neighbp~rs and as such, worthy of it being alert to thern.This becomes pertinent in view 

of the fact that certainly walls are erected across borders and immigration/police forces 

assembled, but the 'tall walls' could not to prevent the entry of scientists, doctors, nurses, 

information experts , and other highly qualified. professionals and technicians into 

developed countries of the world, while the developing ones,· such as those in Nigeria's 

neighbourhood have had to live with their harrowing experiences. 

The next is an intricate problem associated with oil resources. lf\vhat bas been 

documented by Noam Chomsky is anything to go by, namely that 
' . 

. lt 's been a leading, driving doctrine cif US.foreign policy since the 
1940s that the vast a,id unparalleled · energy resources (!f the 
(Persian) Gulf region wi/1 be effective/y dominated by .the United 
States and its clients, and, crucially, thatno independent, indigenous 

· · force will be permilt'!d ta have a suhstantial i11.flue11ce oi1 the 
administration cif oil production and price21 

. 
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; if lraq's attempt to be independent on the administration of its oil resources may _have 

been its crime, which necessitated US intervention, rathei· than the . hype that the 
' 

intervention and occtipation o_f Iraq was as a result of ils.invasion of Kuwait in 1990; and 

if we sec that Iraq's invasion was, afler ail, no more than what Indonesià had done to East 

Timor, with Washington's blessings2
~, then the US's renewed and r~invigorat

0

ed interest 

in the Gulf of Gui~ea certainly· cannot but generate a serious. national security problem for 

Nigeria if not'1~ow, in no distant future. · 
. 

The national security question in Nigeria's relations with its neighbours is also 

problematised by human secùrity. It is true that foreign press refers to Nigeria in glowing 

terms and Nigerians themselves enjoy basking in the euphoria of reference · to the 

greatness and wealth of their nation; as if this wealth rubbed off on the mass of its 

·people23 or whether the nation 's prestigious 'frontlin_ing' in the affairs of the· continent 

alone suffic_ed and solved the entirety of its national security problems. Indeed,_ the 

Nigerian state has been found wanting in the management and nurturing of its human 

capital. The country is yet to evolve an effective mechanism by which the t~ass of its 

populace could be mobilized to suppo11 natio1ial cause in the area of security. A large 

percentage of the populace is malnourished, there are armies of unemployed youths, there 

are bottled-up emotions arising out of long years of deprivation and the Impe to 'get out 

of the ?oldrums' for millions of the impoverished and disgruntled populace are not in 

sight - due mainly to the totalitarian grip of some privileged.few on the nation's economy 

and polity. The point must be made that leadership abroad as well as national secÙrity 

with neighbours can never be sustained unless it is complemented by good leadership a:t 

home i.e. leadership supported by ail the people. With respect to this study, Nigeria's 

national security with its neighbours would be strengthened if human security of its own 

nationals are a~tiv~ted in a manner that will jolt the entire citizenry Înto supporting the 
. . 
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prnmoting the 1,1ational security project24
. ln this direction, what obtained in the us in the 

early 1960s is instructive. The. US populace· supported its government ,vhich was 

obviously rich and· powerful enough to enter South-East Asia then. But the government 

was brougi1t down when Amedcans saw that their wealth was squandered abroad only für 

· the benefit and interests ofa few corporations, not for the intefrst of all and that the home 

front was ignored with decaying cities uncared for2
:\ Therefore1 Nigeria's wealth 1s 

expected .to be used. in transforming al! citizens' lives riot merely thos.e of the few, if 

national security with neighbours is to be promoted in the real sense. Quoting Lt-General 

Olusegun Obasanjo in what be called "Dodan-Declaration" of January l, 1977, which is 

also relevant today and to our topic, Joseph Wayas agrees with the then Nigerian military 

Head or State that: 

.We cam10t afford to build a nation in which a hanc(fu/ of people 
exclusive/y own and contrai the means of production and 
distribution to the perpelual deh'iment of the 111(ljorily ... .... We must 

· .ail rededicate ottrselves anew to the tasks of reducing the mental and 
material hardship brought on fellow Nigerians by artificial scarcily, 
poor medns of distribution, 6rree(/, se(fishness and minori~}' control 
of resources belonging righlly to ail Nigerians26

• 

7.3 Recommendatfons 

There have been several prescriptions aimed at changing the fortune of many 

African countries for better, but most of such prescriptions have failed, hence,' there is. 

need for these couritries to be more inward-looking. As it relates to our study, Nigeria 

needs to work concertedly with its West and Central African neighbours to ensure mutual 
, 

security and peace. As a preliminary remark and from a foreign policy perspective, states 

attempt to change their enviroriment in accordance with aims and objectives they have set 

for themselves, · but from a structural perspective, states attempt to adapt lo their 

environment by maki~g the best of what is availablt': in the internatio1~al system27
. That 

being the case, the study, just like many others, has shown that there are clear indications 
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that African countries are 'on their own' when wars break out. The Western world are not 

enthused to spill the blood of their citizens on African wars whenever they break out as 

they are. keenly interested in procuring the things that are beneficial to them especially as 

the war cases in Liberia, Sierra Leone, Congo, Sudan and Ethiopia/Eritrea .have . 

demonstrated. Therefore, since economic facto_rs are central to the beginning, susteoatice 

and spread of wars in Africa - even in derailing post war programmes of disarmament 

and demobilization, then econotnic policies initiated by N!geria and its neighbours need 

to be designed with more attention paid to their security implications
2

~. 

As remote as it may be, Mikhail Gorbachev's stance, cited hereafter, during the 

intense Cold War rivalry between the defunct Spviet Union and the US is not only worthy 

of repeating, but worthy of emulating in order to benefit Nigeria and its neighbours: . . . 

· · We certain/y do not need an enemy image ... , neither for dumestic 
nor foreign policy interests. An imaginmJ' or real e11e11~v is 11eeded 
only if one is bent on mainlaining tension 011 co,?fro11tatio11 with far 
reaching and ... unpredictab/e co11seque11ces ... I am convinced .that 
we have eve,y opportunity to rect~fy the sih~atio1129

• 

Nigeria caught the image of 'big brother' by many of its neighbours as many of 

them look up to it for assistance and leadership. lt is on the strength of this that Nigeria 

should strengthen its policy of 'good-neighbourliness' in order to further enjoy the 

goodwill and reverence of these neighbours. For instance, Niger Republic, one· of 

Nigeria's coiltiguous neighbours also shares boundary with an oil-rich, and_ influential 

country - Libya. It, therefore, behoves Nigeria tb be on the . alert to keeping Niger 

Republic in its fold so as to keep Libya at bay. Interestingly, Burkina· Faso is already in 

the Li~yan's fold and Mali and Niger are the next Libyan targets in order· to ~omplete its 

dream of a greatei- Maghreb empire30
; which will be devastating to Nigeria' s national 

security and. interest if eventually they are all encapsulated by Libya's expansionist d~.ive. 
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There is ~ need to give Cameroon a special mention be-cause, unlike ail the other 

Nigeria's contiguous neighbours, there was a very recent case of soured relationship 

bordering on a déclaration of war due mainly to the ownership and contrai of the oil-ri ch 

Bakassi peninsula - detailed elsewhere in this study. Even on thé same issue there is an 
. . 

ongoing misunderstanding between the two countries. Given ail that have transpired 

between.the two, it is, therefore, recommended that there is a need to: . . . 

• .reactivate moribund and outstanding bilateral agreements and work at ensuring that 

they are implemented to the letter; 

• have a mutual arrangement with neighbour(s} towàrds reorienting their security 

opcratives against unprofessional brutalization of each others civilian population 

especially traders and the vulnerable border communities. In cases where applicable, 
• 

there is a need for reciprocal abrogation of residence permit or a reduction in its tariff 

to the barest affordable minimum; 

. . . . 

• institute a joint permanent commission on security, immigration and consular 

matters; 

• undertake a mutmd repatriation of refugees and destitute to their respective countries, 

where applicable_;· 

• reinforce border security patrol apparatus in order to check cross-border crimes; 

• ensure that Nigeria's joint commission with neighbour(s) should not be starved of 

. fund - for su,ch commission fo be really functional, facilitate their experts meetir~gs 

and provide their financial obligations such as payment of salaries and- settlement of 

utility bill; 

• ensure that the Nigerian Ministry of Internai Atîairs, and by thàt very fact, the 

Department of Customs and Immigration Services should be adequately funded 'Ïn 
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· order to cope effectively with the challenges of border monitoring and allied 

immigration legislations that work in a manner that wou.ld not compro~ise the 

nation' s security - in the area of smuggling, trans-border crime, trans-bor'der violence 

and ECOWAS and non-ECOW AS expatriates constituting security · risk - by 

insinuating or·stoking instability and violent insurrections
31

: 

As evident in the above presentation, it need be stressed that these set of 

recommendations are not exclusive to Nigeria an? Càmeroon alo11e, they can also be 

.adopted by other neighbours that are sharing contiguous borders with the former'. 

Certainly, an unbridled flow of small arms and weapons are part of the challenges 

that the ECOW AS protocol on free movement of persons brings · along, therefore, as a 
.. 

c.orollary to the above suggestions, there is the need to strengthen the control at border 

posts to prevent illicit trafficking of small arms and enhance the capacities of the whole 

system oflaw enforcement in the control of small arms32
. Nigeria's national security and 

peace in the neighbourüood would be fostered if there is a collective responsibility on the 

part of al! the states in the neighboLÎrhood towards harmonizing legislation and 

administrative procedure concerning firearms. Such legislation is expected to be binding 

on all countries especially those . with factories that are involved in sophisticated 

traditionaI gun-making. Furthermore, a measure of such nature would enable Nigeria 

security agents and those of its neighbours to act on a common Iine of pre-agreed mies 

ancf regulations in the control of small arms as people freely cross international 

boundaries in Nigeria's West and Central African neighbourhood. This kind of measure 

would e~sure that there is a uniform issuance of persona! firearms permits33. 

Nigeria security agenda in relations with its neighbours need not be fore;gn (US or 

Western) driven. The African peculiarities or Nigeria's peculiarities orthose that border 
. . 

on its natjonal security with its neighbours should be focused. This calls for proper 
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training and re-training of the law enforcement agencies so as to measure up to the 

. modern day standard of border patrol/protection and tacklin.g of terrorist-action. In this 

regard, all the citizens must be tuned and ready to a~sist the law enforcemeùt ag~nts. The 

government in tum should be devoted to enhancing the welfare of the people. lime has 

corne for thè nation{s) tn redefine its (their) conception of national security to be ail 

embracing - especially of non-tnilitary security. It is by so doing that we can easily 

evolve what co~ld be called a 'civilian-based' defènce or national security
34

. Besides; a 

reinvigoration· of the existing cooperation between Nigerian and its neighbours' security 

apparatuses is imperative to stemming the tièle of trans-border crime and other security 

violations. _Training and· retraining of mimary and police officers should be facilitated 

using t~ie· well established Nigerian law enforcement training institutions such as 'the 

Command and Staff College, Jaji, the National War College Abuja and the Police 

College, Ikeja, to mention but a few. The advantages of the training are multifarious. One 

· of them is that those trained in these institutions, who would later return to assume high 

level decision-making positions in their countries would not be averse to Nigeria or 

would at least have colleagues, classmates or mentors that they would be willing· to listen · 

to or deferred to· wh.en it is most crucial. Closely linked to this is the need for a subtle and 

long-term strategy for creàting a mutual. understanding between Nigeria and its 

neighbours - by putting in place an orientation ~nd mind-developing institutions that are 

obviously non-existent in Nigeria's neighboùrs. For instance, nothing· stops Nigeria from 

taking the initiative of establishing an English speaking school in the country. Perenilially 
. . . 

such a school would be enrolling young Nigerians, Nigeriens, Beninoise, Cameroonians, 

Gabones_e, Equatorial Guineans, · Chadians and other citizens in the Nigerian 

neighbourhood. The advantage in this is to develop, in the mi~ds ofthese youngsters and 
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from the scratch, a Nigerian orientation throughout their studies, and by so doing, _they 

would haye imbibed some positive notion of"Nigeri.a and Nigerians. 

In like manner, joint military exercises should be encouraged and the Nigerian 

Police and other Iaw enforcement agents of its neighbours need to cooperate in order to 
' ' 

. 'exchange notes' pursuant of tracking down cross-border crimi1Jals and organised 

criminals. A corollary to titis is the availability of better communication gadgets to 

security men· on joint patrol. More patrol ·veliicles and better cooperation by the local 

people in the border areas and · the security operatives is also helpfül. However, 

enlightening thê border communities on why they need to cooperate with the security 

operatives has to be stressed and promoted. 

Olusegun Obasanjo, the immediate past Nigerian leader and Col. Moummàr 

'Gaddafi, his Libyan counterpart, recently have jointly initiated a hèalth initiative aimed at 

' ' 

assisting ne~dy Africa countries. The Republics of Niger and Chad, The Gambia, Sierra 

Leone, Burkina Faso and Mali were to benefit in the first phase of the programme. The 

initiative is to help in the area of health delivery in the select countries - by way. of 

providing hospital equipment, drugs and expertise of Cuban, Nigerian and Libyan 

medical personnel. The programme also enjoys the collaboration of the World Health 

Or~anization and the UN Children Fund (UNICEFl~. Reference is màde to it because it 

· is certa~1~ly a kind of initiative that is confidence-building and good-neighbourly and as 

such should be promoted and sustained. 

The ongoing global war on tèrror is germane to Nigeria' s national security and its 

relations with its neighbours. Therefore, a holistk strategy is required to address the root 

causes of terrorism and strengthen responsible states and rule of Iaw and fundamental 

human rights. This calls for democratic reform - that has · human face, major, political · 

grievances need to be addressed, organised crime bas to l;>e combated, military 
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'occupations' have to stop, and poverty/unemployment - which is µrevalent in Nigeria 
. . 

and its neighbourhood has to be vigorously tackled. lt also calls for checking extretnism 

and intolerance - in this regard, education and the culture of public debate have to be . 

fostered and promoted. 

Also fa~ing Nigeria's national security is the menace of the nomadic farmers. The 

aggressive activities of the nomads are increasingly becoming a serious security issue. 

This is either due to overgrazing or trespasses by the.se nomads on other farmer' s crops 

and Ian,d. The ·norhads' activities are no respecter of boundaries - as they rear their cattle 

across the bo.rders. Perhaps, common gràz.ing reserves for them could stem the tide of 

their notoriety and widespread clas.hes they engaged other farmers that are into food and 

cash crops in. 

It must be stressed in this section that if Nigeria's troubles are to become that of 

the US then, the latter should play an active role in finding a ·lasting solution to the crime, 

.neglect and inefficiency that manifest in oil bunkering, spills and gas flares thatblight the 

Delta region of Nigeria - thereby ruining farmland and poisoning fishing grounds. It 

. should also contribute to stem the rising spate of.tension and conflièt in the Niger Delta -

the .site of most of Nigeria's mainland petroleum reserves. This ·is said against the 

backdrop ofrestive Niger Delta youths who have taken up arrns to challenge the state and 

'insensitivity' of the oil prospecting firms to environmental spoliation of their land as a 

result of spillages, gas flaring and other fallout of the activities of the oil multinationals. 

Otherwise~ the troubles that the US shall face in Nigeria in its 'thirst' for alternative oil in 

the Gulf of Guinea shall dwarf the ones it is trying to sidestep in the Persian Gulf or the 

Middle East. For instance, if persistent activities of the numerous Niger Delta mil·itias 

succeed in halting oil extraction in the region, drying up the revenues· on which the 
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Nigerian political · elites depend, it will ignite colossal chaos and perhaps an intractable 

crisis which may confound the US greater than its massive military intervention in Iraq. 
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Appendixes 

· . Appendix 1 

Department of International Relations, Faculty of Administration, Obafemi 
. Awolowo University, Ile-Ife. Nigeria. 

Research Topic: National Security in Nigeria's Relations with its Neighbom·s. 
' . : ' 

Research lnstrunumt A · 

In-depth Interview f()r Oflicials of the Nigerial1 Federal Ministry of External Aff airs: 
(Desk Officers, Cultural Attaches and Consular Officers·- those relevant to our study). 

• What in your own opinion is national security? 

·• What is the trend and dynamics of national security_ in Nigeria's relations with its 
neighbours, over the years? · · · 

• What is your perception of national security in Nigeria' s relations with its 
neighbours; especially inthe country that you served? · · 

• How does na,tional security feature inNigeria's relations with its neighbours; in 
the country that you were postec! to? 

• Can yoti (please) identify and critically discuss any extra-African power(s) whose 
actions .and policies impinge on Nigeria' s national security in relati.ons with its 
neighbours? · · 

• What is the role(s) played by your own Department/Ministry with re_spect to 
national security in Nigeria' s relations with its neighbours? · 

• What in your own view, are the problems associated with national security in 
. Nigeria's relations with its neighbours? 

• What do you suggest to be the sdution to these problems? 
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Appendix 2 

Department of lntemational Relations, Faculty of Administration, Obafemi 
· Awolowo University, lie-Ife. Nigeria. 

Rcsearcb Topic: National Security in Nigeria's Relations with its Neighbours. 

Rescarch lnstrmùcnt B 

In-depth Interview for the Secretariat Staff of the Nigerian National Boundary 
Commission; (Field Officer, Secretariat Staff and the Oirector General). 

• What in your o~n opinion is national security? 

• What is your view on the sanctity ofNigeria's tiational boundaries (as well as 
those of its neighbours) as delineated by the Colonialists? 

• What.is the ttend and dynamics of national security in N1geria's relations with its 
neighbours, over the years? 

' . 

• What is your perception of national security in Nigeria' s relations .with its 
neighbours? 

• What is your own reading of occasional disagreements and clashes· between 
Nigeria and its neighbours, over the years? 

• How does national security feature in Nigeria' s relations with its neighbours? 

• Can you (please) identify and critically discuss any extra-African power(s) whose 
· actions and policies ii:npinge on Nigeria's national security in relations with its 
ne~ghbours? · 

• What is the role(s) played by your Commision with respect ta Nigeria's national 
security in relations with its neighbours? 

.• What în your own view, are the problems associated respect to Nigeria's national 
security in relations with its neighbours? · 

• What do you suggest to be thë solution to these problems? 
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Appendix 3 

Department ·or Intemational_ Relations, Faculty of Administration, Obafemi 
Awolowo University, lie-Ife. Nigeria. 

Research Topic: National Security in Nigeria's R~lations with its Neighbours. 

Research Instrument C · 

In-depth lnt.erviews/Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) with Border Communities of 
Nigeria and its neighbours. 

' . 

• What is the nature of the relationship that exists between your country and people 
with Nigeria (and vice versa)? 

•· How would you characterise the activities and conduct of the law enforcement 
agent~ on either sides of the border? 

• What is the'trend and dynamics of national security in Nigeria's relations with its 
neighbours, over the years? 

• Please narrate any or your experience on security violations or border crimes that . 
you have ever witnessed. · 

• What is the reason for and the consequence of border closure between your 
country a~d Nigeria? 

• What do you like or hate about Nigeria and·Nigerians (and vice versa)? 
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Appendix 4 

Departm.ei1t of International Relations, Faculty of Administration, Ob,afcmi 
Awolowo University. lle-lfc. _Nhreria. 

Research Topic: National Security in Nigeria's Relations.with its Neighhours. 

Rcscarch Instrument D 

In-depth Interview with Expe1ts (Academics) i. e. Specialists on the is~ue area. · 

• What in your own opinion is national sècurity? 
' . . 

• What is the trend and dynamics of national security in Nigeria' s relations with its 
1 . . 

neighbours, over the years? . 

• · What is Jour perception of national secudty in Nigeria's relations. withits 
• • 1 

neighbm~rs? 

• . How doJs national security feature in Nigeria' s reÎations with its neighbours? 

• Can youl(please) id.entify and critically discuss a;1y. extra-African power(s) whose 
actions ~mi policies impinge on Nigeria's national security in relations with its 
neighboilirs? · · · . 

. /. . 

• What in /your own view, are the problems associated with national security in 
Nigeria'~ relations with its neighbours? . · 

. 1 . . ' 

• What dd yoÙ suggest to be the solution to these problems? 
1 . . . 

1 

1 

ï 
1 

1 

1 
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1 

1 

Appendix 5 

ECOW AS Protoèol on Free Movement of Persons, Services and Capital 

1 

THE HIGH CONTRACTING PARTIES . 

RECALLING tltat sub-paragraph (d) of varagraph 2 of Article 2 of the Treaty of the_ ~conomic 
Community of\\fest African States calls on Mcmber States to.ensurc by stages the abolit1011 of the 
obstacles to frce tnoyement of persons, services and capital; 

RECALLING jlso that paragraph · l of Article 27 of the Treaty of the Economie Conununity of 
West African Siates confcrs the status of Community citizenship on the citizens of Member 
States, and also / enjoins Member States to abolish all obstacles to freedom of movement mid 
residence within/thc Community; . 

' 1 . ' 

RECALLING further that paragraph 2 of A11icle 27 of the Treaty of the Economie Community 
of West Africa.6 States further calls on Mcmber States to exempt Comnmnity citizens from 
holding visitor'J visa and residencc pcrmits and allow them to work and uncle1t~e commercial 
and industrial adtivities within thcir territories; 

CONVINCED ,lr the need to spcll out in this protocol tlie various stages to be undergone to -
accomphsh complete freedom of movcment as env1saged by sub-paragraph (d) ofparagraph 2 9f 
Article 27 oft11d Trcaty of the Economie Community of West Africm1 States; 

1 ' . ' 

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 

PART!. 1 

1 
DEFINITION$ 

/ 
Articles 1 ./ 

ln this Prot~~oll: 

"Treaty'' memJs tlie Treaty of the Economie Community of West Africa Stat~s; 

"Council of l\tJinisters" means the Couneil of Ministers estfl,blished by Article 6 of the Treaty of . 
the Economie fommunity of West African States; 

1 ' 

"Executive S~
1

cret:iry" means the Executive Sccretary of the Economie Community of West 
Afriean States;I 

' 1 

' 1 ' 

"Communityl means tl1e Economie Community of West Afrieari States; 

"Member State" or "Member States" means a Member State or Member States of the 
Economie Coriimunity of West Afriean States; 

"A citizen of Jhe Cbmmunity" means a citizen of any Memher State; 

"A valid traJI document': means a passpo1t or any otl1er valid travel document establisiüng the 
identity of the/ holdcr with his photograph, issued by or on behalf of the Member Staie of which 
he is a citizc1

1
1 and on which endorsement by immigration and emigration àutl1orities may be 

made. A vali~ .travcl document shaU also include a laissez-passer issued by the Community to its 
officiais establishing the identity of the holdcr. 
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PART II 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES ON MOVEMENT OF PERSONS, RESIDENCK AND. 
1 

ESTABLIHSMENT 
1 

Article 2 

• The Com1punity citizens have the right to enter, reside and cstablish in the territory of 
Mcmber States. . . · . 

• The right bf entry, res1dence and establish111cnt referred to in paragraph l above shall be 
pro~ressi1ely establi_s~ed in th~ course ofa m~ximuin transitiona_l p~riod offifteen (15) .. 
ycars· frorn the defi111t1ve entty mto force of tlus Protocol by abohshmg all other obstacles 
to :free mdvement of persons and the right ofresidence and establishment. 

• The right br entry, residence and establishment which shall be established in the com;se of 
a trans.itiohal period shall be accompli<:hed in three phases, namely: · . · 

-RiglJ of Entry and Abolition of Visa 
1 

Phase I 

Phase II - Right of Residence 
1 . 

Phase II · - Righf of Establishment . 

Upoh the expiratibn of a maximum period of five (5) years. from the definitive entry into force of 
this Protocol, the !Commission, based upon the experience gained from the implëmentation of the 
first phase as set otit üi Article 3 bclow, shall make proposais to the Council of Ministers for 
furthcr liùcralization towards the subscqucnt phases of frcedom of residence and establishment of 
persans within tlie. Conununity and phases shall be dealt with in subsequcnt Annexes in this 
Protocol. 

PART III 

IMPLEMENTAjfION OF THE FIRST PHASE: ABOLITION OF VISAS AND ENTRY 
PERMIT . · 1 . 

Article 3 1 • . , 

1. . Any citiz
1
ln of the Community who wishcs to ente·r the territory of any other Member 

State shap be required to possess a valid travel document and an international hcalth 
certificate. · 

2. A citizen j of the Community visiting any Member State for à period not e:xcecding ninety 
(90) day~ shall enter the territory of that Member State through the official entry point 
free of visa requirements. Such citizen shall, however, be required to obtain permission 
for an extension of stay from the appropriate authority if after such entry that citizen has · 

1 . • 

cause to stay for more than ninety (90) days. 

Article 4 1 ·. · . · . . . 

Notwithstanding fhe provisions of A1ticle 3 above, Member States shall reserve the r:ight to refuse 
admission into their tcrritory to any Community . citizen who comes within the category of 
inadmissible inuriigrant under its laws. · 

PARTIV 
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/ 

. 1 . 

MOVEMENT 0~ VE Hl CLES FOR THE TRANSPORT A TION OF ~ERSONS 

Article 5 

I1r order to .:(acilitrte the movemcntof persons transported in private or commercial vehicles the 
following shall apfJly: · 

1. .PrivaJe Vehicles 
1 

A private vehiclejregistered in the territOI)' of a Mcmher State may enter the territo1y of another 
Member State·an~ remain there for a period not exceeding ninety (90) days upon presentation of 
the documents listed.hereunder to the competent authority of that Member State: 

1 .. · . . ' 

• Valid dri\iring license 
• . Matricul+on Certi:ficate (Ownership Canl) or Log Book 
• lnsurancc Policy recogniz~d by Member States 

. • Intcmatidnal customs documents recognized withi1i the Community. 
' 1 . . . . 

2. Commercial Vehicles 
1. 

A commercial vehicle registered in the territory of'a Mcmber State and carrying passengers may 
enter the territol)f of another Mernber State and remain there for a period not exceeding fifteen 
(15) days upon ptesentation of the documents listed hereunder to the competent authority of that 
Mcmber State: / 

• Valid·driving liccnse 
• MatricuIJtion Certificate (Ownership Card) or Log Book 
• Insurancd Policy i:ecognized by Membcr States · , 
• lnternatiinal customs documents recognized within the Community. 

During the period offifteen.(15) days the commercial motor vehiclc shall hmvever not engage in 
any commèrcial ~ctivities within the tf;rritory of the Mcmber State entcred. . 

PARTY 

M1SCELLANE9US PROVISIONS . 

1 

Article 6 1. 

1 . . 

Each Mcmber Sfate shall deposit at the Executive Secretariat spccimen of travel documents 
defincd in Articlf 1 in the present Protocol with a view to communicating tlwm to ail Member 
States. . 1 · · · . 

1 

Article 7 1 

1 

Any dispute that Fay arise among Member State regarding the interpretation or application of this 
Protocol sha~l be amicably settled by direct agreement. In the event. of failure to settle such 
disputes, the matter may be referred to the Tribunal of the Conununity by a party to such disputes 
and the decision ff the Tribunal shall be final.. · · . . · 

Article 8 

• Any Member State may submit proposais for the amèndment or revision of this Protocol. 
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i 
1 

! 
• Anv sucl1lproposals shall be submitted to the Executivc Sccrctary who shall communièate 

the~ to other Mcmbcr States not later th:rn thirty (30) days after the rcceipt of such 
proposal. lAmendments or revisions shall be eonsidered by the Cou ne il of Ministers atler 
Members States have been given one m, inth 's notice thcreof. 

1 

Article 9 · . . / · 

Member States undcrtake to eo-operate among themselves by cxclwnging · information on such 
matters that are Jikelv to affect the effective i111plementation of this Protocol. Sucl1 information 
shall also be sept t; the Executive Secrctarv for nccessary action in acèordance with the 

provisions of the ifeaty 
Article 1 O -I 

1 ' 

The provisions of this Protoeol shall not opernte to the prejuclice ~f eitizens of the Community 
who are already in residencc and established in a Member State provided they comply with the 
Jaws in general at)d in particular the immigration laws of that Mcmber State. 

. . . 1 . . . 

Article 11 . . 1 _ _ _ _ · 

• A'decision to expel aùy citizen of the Community from the territory of a Member State 
shall be 1iotified to the citizen concerned as well as the ,~overi1ment of which he is a· 
citizen arid the Executive Secretary of E COW AS. · · 

1 • • 

• The expenses incurrcd in the expulsion nf a citizen shall be borne by the Member State 
which .expels him. . . . 

• hl case of expulsion, the security of the , · itizen èonc.erncd as well as that of bis family 
shall be guaranteed· and his property protccted and returned to him without prejudice to 
his obligitions to third party. 

• In case of repatriation of a citizen of the Community from the territory of a Member State, 
that Me111ber State shall notify the government of the State of origin of the cit-izen ~d the 
Executive Secretary. . · 

· • The c9st pf repatriation of a citizen of th·) Community from the territory 'of a Member 
State shap be borne by the citizen himscif or in the event that he is tmablc to do so by the 
country dfwhich he is a citizen. 

1 . . 

Article 12 1 

The provisions dr the present Protocol shaH 1101 affect 111ore favourable provisions contained in 
agreements that Have already been concluded bet weèn two or among several Member States. 
PART VI 1 

• 

1 

1 . . . 

FINAL PROVISIONS: DEPOSIT AND ENTFY INTO FORCE 

A,:ticle 13 / . . . . . . . 

• This Pro~ocol shall enter into force provi~ ionally upon signature by Heads of State and 
Govemnient of Member States and definitively upon ratification by at least seven 
signator~ States in accordance with the C( mstitutional procedures applicable for each 
signator~- State. . . . . 

• The Protocol and ail the mstrumcnts of rn l1ficat1on shall be depos1ted with the Executive 
Secrctari~t which shall transmit ccrtified 1 rue copies of this Protocol to ail Member States 
<!,Bd notifiY them of the dates of deposit of the instruments of ratification ànd shall register- · 
this Prot6colwith the Organisation of African Unity, the United Nations and such . 
Organisa~ions as the Council shall determine. 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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. i· 

• This Protrol shall be annexed t_o and shall torm an integral part of the Treaty. . 

IN FAITH WHEREOF., WE, THE HEADS OF STATE. AND GOVERNMENT OF THE 
ECONOMIC ClbMMUNITY OF WEST AFRICAN .STÀTES. HAVE SIGNED THI:-- . 
PROTOCOL · . 

DONE AT DA.1-0AR, THIS 29m DAY OF MA Y, 1979 IN A SINGLE ORIGINAL IN THE 
ENGLISH - AND FRENCH LAN GU AGES, BOTH · TEXTS BEING EQUALL Y 
AUTHENTIC.. . 

. ' 

Source: .webmaster(à),ecowàS.int · 
Created and maihtained by the Community Computer Centre (CCC) in collaboration ,~ith the 

1 . . 

Department of In. ormation. 

i. 
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Appendix 6 

/ 

· Details of the Gree'n Tree Accord 

Details at the Green Tree Accord signed between Nigeria and Canieroon in Long 
1 . . i . . .· ' . 

Island,·New York June 12, 2006 and witnessed .by the UN Secretary General and 

representatives lrunited States, United Kingd~m, France. and Germany. · · 
. 1 

N~g~rian itroops wiH withdraw within the next 60 days after they had fought 

gallantly ta protbct lives and properties of Nigerians on the peninsula and continuously 
1 . ' 

protected them for the last 13 years. If for any extraordinary circumslances there will be 
. 1 

need for extra tiFe for Nigerian troops' withdrawal, füe UN Secretary General will 

consider and gr~nt not more than 30 days in totality. 

The two islandsl of Atabong and Abana which form the western part of Bakassi peninsula 

i . 
will continue to be administered by Nigeria for two years after the withdrawal of. 

1 ! . • 

Nigerian troops. Mobile police force will be stationed on the two popular centres · 

until cessation ofNigerian administration. In the meantime, the Federal 
• 1 • . 

1 . 

Governnient with the Cross River State. Govemment will sensitize the Nigerian 
1 . . . . 

1 . 

popùlation.in Bakassi to the new political reality of the peninsula and advise them 

to make 1 choice of either being resettled back into Nigeria or remaining as . · · 

NigeriaJ resident in Cameroon after the cessati~n of Nigerian administ~ation. 

A ~pecial transiLnal provision will be put in p;.ce five years for Nigerians afler the 

1 

. . 

. . f N" . d . . . . 11 

• 1 bl h cessatloq o 1genan a mm1stration m t ,1e penmsu a to ena e t. em to have 

access, jithout formalities, .to Bakassi w'.ïth si~ilar access for our law-
. 1 : . ' . . 

fc . fc . . . ' ' 
en orcement agents or mvest1gat1on. : . · 

It is ver)important to emphasize the Carileroon obligations under.the Green Tree 
1 . / 

Agreemdnt. Article 3 statès: 
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1 

1 . . . 

· Not to force Nigerian nationals living i~ the Bakassi to· Jeave the zone or to, 
. 1 ! . 

change their nationality; ' · · 
i 
1 

Respect their culture, language and beliefs; 

Respect their rights to continue their agricultural and fishing activities; 

Protect )heir property arid their. custom~ry land rights; . . 

Not lev1, in any discriminatory manner, any ta~es and other dues on Nigerian 

nrtional living in the zone; and . . . . 

Take evry necessary measure to protect Nigerian nationals living in the zone 

,om any harassment or harm. 

Source: Oluseg~n Obasanjo (2006), "We abided by the Rule of Law"-: excerpts of the 
text of a national broadcast of June 22 - cited in TelL June 26. P. 21. 

1 ·-

i 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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Appendix 7 

French Ambas

1

sador:. Oil firms alone can't de~elop Niger Delta 21/11/2006 (The Nation.> 

what extent has f'rance impacted on Nigeria and her democ;atic devetop~ent? 

What I can say aJout this is that Nigeria has a de~ocracy, the best in its history and that Nigeria 
is more influencdd by the British and by the LJS. Your constitution is inspired bY the U.S 
constitution and ybur laws are designed along the )ine of the UK legislation. Our action towards 
Nigeria is less vi~ible on the bilateral level than it is through the. European development fund, 
which is a global fund through which European countries and the European.Union support many 
countries especially in Africa. We have shown that we support your democratic venture, we. 
support the establishment of your parliament (the two houses of parliaments), and also w.e 
support ·full y the rJnpvation of your justice, police, immigration departments and so on.. · 

As far as France[ is concemed, you can be sure; that at the highest level in my cou~try, we. 
understand thflt Nigeria wants democracy and has indeed established democracy, even if it's not 

1 • ' 

perfect. One :hing that has not yet been done is to establish a relationship. ·between your 
parliament anc our par1iament, and .th. js is an area we'll like to explore after' your. next election. 

Your Excelle11cy you've been here since 2003, can you tell us the specific developments 
you can attribui to yourteim as the French Ambassador in Nigeria? · : . · · . 

1 will say two thirygs in which I think we've done ~orne works. The first is Debt relief. When · 1 
arrived he"re, 1 was surprised to see that the amount of coope.ration money that we have for 
Nigeria was vcry ~mali and I told my head of Dep~rtment for cooperation that this is unfair, and 
that we should bring more rnoney to Nigeria. And lie said to me· that we would do it but the best 
thing to do to lietpl Nigeria is to give them debt relief. · · 

1 ' ,• 

Servicing debt, atone cost 1'.ligeria more than one billion dollars a year. ln no way can we bring 
one billion dollars! to. Nigerir1 each year, but if you get debt relief, you will help the govemment, 
help the people ofi Nigeria to have more money for schools, hospitals, roads an~ so on. And I just 
took what he sai~ to me, and 1. think that I have done some work in Nigeria with. my colleagues 
and with other insr itutions, mainly in France to expia in the situation and the challenge al the Paris 
Club. 

1 

, . · . 

We took time to sort out this question and find a rlnal ag~eement,· and fortunaiely Mrs. Okonjo
lweala was i.n the isame· track and she made a very: interesting proposai so that we can reach an 
agreement. But 1 

1
can tell you that lt has not be.en very easy. 1 never sald that France had been · 

alone in that, the British in pnrticular have been very instrumental. · 

The seco~d th!ng IJ, have done was to try to balance·; better our efforts regarding the many regions 
we have m N1gema. Usually, we were more focus~ed on Lagos and Port- Harcourt. Now, the 
capital ls ln Abuja so we reallzed that somethlng ha~ to be done and also we have neglected too 
long perhaps, the Hausa region. · : 

1 managed to co.nyince rny govemment to make more efforts; for example now, there will soon be 
a French radio s~ation (Radio France lntemation~le, RFI), . which will produce and broadcast 
programmes in Hausa, in conjunction with Radio ~igeria. We also have a researcher in Zaria 
where we are w~r~ing \(llith tl1e Ahmadu Bello Uni~efsity. Presently we are working fro!TI four main 
places Kano/Zana, Lagos, Port-Harcourt and AbuJa.. . · · · · . 

1 

i . . . . . 
. . 

To give you an examr le of our commitment to yqur country, recently, on March 6, we had a 
meeting in Paris ~t the l 1eadquarters of our foreign minister. The meeting was devoted to what we 
could do to impro 1 e our knowledge and position in f":ligeria. We hope somè good will result from it 
soon. 
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. . 

Let's look at Port Harcourt, what specific things: do you think you can do for the people, 
towards the city a~d the people of that region in general? 

. 1 . 

1 think that first of all, the problem of 'unemployment has to be seriously tackled in Port-Harcourt. 
Companies operatiDg there need well-trained people .. Not even at highest levels of say engineers 
or high-ranking petjple, but at the medium level. There is a rack of training and they ~on't find ~he . 
people to employ in a place where there are so many unemployed people. Not only 011 compames 
but also other companies have this problem. "Perhaps if you look at your educational system, in 
the area of technic~I schools and polytechnics, there ·is a lot of improvement to do." 

. . . 
1 

. ' . 
. . 

The second thing is that there is a lot to do in the field of farming. Farming has been neglected, 
not only in the De~a region but everywhere iri your country. Here also, 1 think a big effort has to bê 
done to lmprove t~e s~tuatlon. · 

ln both sectors Je. try to help, in t.he first case through the training· brought by the French 
companies, in the 1second through cooperation programmes we have developed in agriculture. 

. 1 . . . . . 

On Niger Delta,/ there have been cases of kidnappings, · killing and disruption of oil 
company's activities. What do you think can be done to stem the unrest there? . 

1 . 

1 think that it is a breat problem of course, as people are taken hostages . .But I think that perhaps. 
sometimes they ~ave a wrong perception about the oil companies. 1 think the companies have 
pald a lot or money io the govemment or Nigeria, and thev don't deny that they have tàxes to pay 
and they are doing it. 

. 1 

The Federal goJernment and the South- South state governments get a lot of money; the 
question is on w~at they have been ·doing with the nioney. What the companies do ,s to take oil 
and gàs ln proper manner with no damage to the environment and they pay their staff salaries 
and also help sofne communities. And when they have done that and even pay their taxes, it is a 
question of the government to look at the schools without teachers, hospitals and clinics without 
doctors. 1 think the companies cannot do the work without the ~uthority of your nation. People 
thin.k that the co(Tlpanies have to do everything. lt is hottrue, the companies do their work, which 
is bringing the oil, bringing the gas, paying the taxes and thè government will deteimïne what to 
be done so asti bring benefit to the people. .· . · . . · . . 

On the questio11 of the .environment. As far as I know because I spoke with French cornpanies 
that are there, · 11 t_hink they are doing their work in a way that damage to the e·nvironment is 
minimal. 1 know/them, 1 know that they are doing their best to prevent damage .as possible, and if 
there is any, th9ry repairthem, but I don't know apout the other companies. . 

. Also, t_he compJnies ~re well informèd that the comm~mities living around have t~ benefit from the·· 
oil and they areldevotîng important means to improve:their living conditions. . , · 

One of the questions is perhaps the youths are ·aggrieved becàuse the money is not in their 
opinion going t

1
6 where it ought to go. And I think there ls work to be done to · be .sure that the 

money ls properly channeled .. 1 agree runy wlth you -.~hat companles have to take care of people 
and the commJnities around and to improve the environment. But you can't ask the companies to 

do everytoing I - _ . _ _ : . _ . . . . _ 
lt was understood that there was a tripartite meeting among the Nigerian ·government, 
British and Atnerican, and nothing. seems to have corne out of this to -stem the problems · · 
there and it has been said that all western countries want is get the oil and leave. And 
some are not only getting the oil, they are. creatîng problems of wealth, job and general 
economic prdblems. . . • · . 

We have seJ the presidential programme for the Delta region. And this programme, we looked_. 
at it and it sesms it's a serious programme, it says things that are to be done. But they are long-
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i 
term, you don't se'.e instantly the rèsult or the impact of such. We certainly wish to support this 
programme. We wish also that the stakeholders woüld work together to make it succeed. 

1 
' 1 

But the question is after this president has gone; wiU thé next president keep the programme? 
1 ' 

But don't think th~t our companies only aim to take
0

the oil and gas and to leave·. We wish to have 
also sustainable projects. For instance we want to increase the surface for rubber trees. The price 
of natural rubber is very high at the moment and will probably stay high because there is a huge 
demand from Chi.ha for this product and when you plant a rubber tree you have development for 
30 years. The treè will produce rubber for 30 years. · 

. ! 
1 

lt is a kind of thing you can do and we are working on such a programme at the moment but it will. 
also take some ti/ne. · 

i. 

There is this opinion that some western countries are actually causing trouble in the Niger 
Delta so as to hèlp the people to have their separat~ country. What do you say to this? 

1 . . 

1 have no idea about ttiis at ait. 1 don't think either British or American govemments would want to 
think that way. This is the first Ume I hear somebody mentioning this idea. As far as France is 
concerned, there is no idea like thàt at. all, and I don't think any fornign governmeni wish io do 
something similar. 

1 

On Bakassi, t~e perception of many Nigeriaris is th.at Franèe•s supp.ort to Cameroun 
influenced the judgment at The Hague to cede Bakassi to Cameroun. · 

1 

1 am aware of ,this allegation. What I can say is that when this issue arose, on the contrary, 
President Chira~ brought President Biya and Obasanjo together to èonvince both of them to go to 
the court and present their case to the international court in The Hague. 1 know, as at that Ume, 
the President Of the court was a Frenchman. 1 know him personally, and because I know hini 
personally, 1 can tell you he is a very honest man and very much devoted to doing things in a very, 
legal way. 1 am/ so sure that the judgment was given only on legal point of view. There has been 
no influence wtiatsoever from the French government. 

! . 
1 

This is one of the few cases in which a judgment has .been given and it has been. implemented. 
What is very important is ta see that after the judgment, there has been a committee for 
implementatiorl, and they had many meetings and at the end it has been implemented. 1 was a 
witness at the ~eremony on the 14th of August in B~kassi, a.nd it was done in a very moving way. 
1 think the way1 it has been done and the way Nigeria has respected its word has been very good 
for the image qf Nigeria around the world. 

1 . 

i 
Nigeria is no~ known as a country, which respects its word. But really, we have not tried to · 
influence the. court. We have supported Cameroun so that it will not be invaded but we have not 
done anythlng;more. · 

1 

1 

lt was said th
1

at you supported C~meroun because of the economic advantage of the oil on 
the location ih dispute. . · . · · . · 

1 

1 
1 . •' 

What is the difi'erence if we get the oil from Cameroun or Nigeria? lt is not true. We have a very 
good relationship with Nigeria as we have with Cameroun. And you know, many French speaking 
countries no~, iiley are dealing with American companies instead of French countries to self their 
oil. Look at Chad and Mauritania recently. And we are getting more oil programmes in Nigeria 
than in many /bf these countries. The issue of oil cannot be the expia nation. 

As a friend 1f Nigeria, what is your position on the gale of impeachments? Secondly, what 
is your country doing by way of advice because we envisage that there will" be problems? 

1 . . 

·/ 
1 

i 
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1 

We are looking at/this matter as observers. We are not involved directly in this matter. We are just 
·observers. WelL i~ is interesting; it's also surprising in a way.- As far as I understand, the issue is 
malnly the flgh' agalnst corruption. Perhaps the govemors use the money for themselves or 
friends and not to

1 

the benefit of their population. 1 mentioned earlier some states where it could be 
guessed that pefhaps funds don't go vvhefe. they· should go. Let me just · say that vve are not 
involved in your domestic problem. We are only interested in the implementatiqn of democracy. 

1 . 
• 1 

But ·also, 1 would1 like to say that this problem in Nigeria cornes in part from the way Nigeria pays 
its officiais, gov~rnors or ministers are very little paid. _And you cannot live as a governor or as a 
minister with the/ money you get from the government. That means if you have to keep your rank 
in the society, y6u have to find the money elsewhere. And one of the aspects of c;lemocracy and 
fight against cor;ruptioh is to pay civil servants, high ranking politiciens in high positions, not too 
much, but for wrat they are doing. lt is a big job to be a governor, it is a job to be a minister, you 
have to devote ? lot of your time, and you have to expend a lot of energy. . . 

When there is /corruption in high places, you move against such corrupt officiais. ln doing 
that, do ypu s

1

ubvert the law of your country? What process do you follow? ls it that the 
end mustjustify the means? · · 

1 

1 
No, not at all. / . 

What I will saJ. first is that we have established accountability in our system for long. Meaning 
that, in France, if you use money coming from the taxpayers, you neecl to get approval frÔm 
elected assemblies. 
. 1 

1 
1 • • 

The second thîng is that there is a contrai by the state govemment on the way executive powers 
at every level 

1

are using the money. There is a special court, the court of accountability (Cour des 
Comptes), whlch checl<s everythlng each year and scrutlnlses the way you have spent the 
money, and through which channel. Nobody is perfect; when you are offered the posslbility of 
stealing the r11oney, the temptation is high. Our people are not better than your people. But it calls 
for much mor~ efficièncy and when people are seen to have embezzled rnoney, they are taken to 
court,_ nonnal /courts, they are convicted and barred from contesting aga in. 

1 
On the racia! tenSion in France, vvhy are others not integrated into the system? 

1 . 

1 
lt is a questi

1
on that is important. We havé a principle that is as you. said, liberty, equality and 

fraternity. Al~o, we have another principle which is 'laïcité' meaning secularism. Many problems 
were raised ,from the fact that some people want to bring religion to the fore of our society, to 
consider everything through religion. lt is not the way we do things. On the question of integration, 
1 think in Fr~nce, we have managèd p~etty well until this recent period of time. We have a long 
tradition of i~tegration of people coming from many of the countries of the world especially Spain, . 
Portugal, lta,ly, Asia and so on. As far as I know, some people. have ,been integrated easily. But 
usually, it takes two or sometimes three generatidns _to be fully integrated. But sometimes it is 
going quickèr. Now, we have some kinds of immigrants wtio don't want to be integrated into the 
Fr~nch soci~ty. They want to keep their habits, they are not sending their children to school, and 
they are no~ complying with French laws. When yo1:1 want to live in a country, you have to comply 
with the lais of the country. . . 

1 • 

To summarize this, it is more difficult now to integrate immigrants than it used to be because they 
are coming/from countries with more diverse ethnidty. But we are trying our best. 1 know we try to_ 
integrate t'iem through schools, sports and culture, b~t when you want to int~grate people who 
don't want to be integrated into the society, it becomes difficult. This is the problem we are facing 

1 ' at the moment. . · · . . 
1 
1 

Why are Nigerians being discriminated against in th·e issuance of visa? 
1 

We are a bountry of 60 million people. We cannot have huge inflow ·of immigrants but we want to 
develop tr~de through relationship. We are ready to· give visa to people wllo are going to France 

1 . . . 
. 1 

I · 
1 
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,[. 

to do business or to 
1
visit but we have to be sure thes~ people Will ~orne back_ to Nigeria. We have 

tried. to organise our service especially the Consul-qeneral office m Lagos, m a way that people 
are recelved in prop

1
er manner and don't also have tq wait too much and get their.~isas as quic~ly 

as possible if they have with them all the proper documents we ask for. 1 know m some cases 
perhaps, people ha~e not been. received as well as :they should. Nobody is perfect. .There is no 
discrimination .in thé way we treat Nigerians but we shou.ld not hide the fact that sometimes we· · 

have difficulties. 1 . · : . .· ; ·· . . . · . 

When you consider the figures of applicantsi sometimes 25,000 people will corne to the Consul. 
general in Lagos td get visas: out of these 25,000 more or less 20,000 get their visas. That is 80 
per cent! One of thè problems we have is that often people corne too late. Sorne people will corne, 
on Friday to have 

1
their visa delivered on Monday. lt takes Ume. If you want to go to France it 

takes at least one reek to apply before coming for the visa .. Tell the people to corne in advance 
and not the fast day they need it. At least, we need to'cross check a few things in the documents. 

One other constraiht is that people corne with fake pa.ssports and docurne.nts. Wh~n I arrived here 
in Nigeria, 1 tried tb see how people are received . 1 Waited in the queue for half an hour. During 
that time, 1 saw s1even people with fake tickets from Air France. When people have the right 
documents, whet~er they are invited or they have· enough money to spend their holidays in 
France, we grant them·visas. · . . : . · . 

Americans h~ve /spoken through their mid-term election against th~ war in Iraq, France's 
position on the war is known. Now with the change in Congress of America through the 
mid-tenn electio~, will France not feel vindicated on their position on lraqi ·war? . 

Vou knew our pokition on Iraq. lt was riota position .ag~inst Am·eri~a; it ~as a position that says 
only the UN Secu1rity Council could decide this kind of operation. We.thought that as at that time, 
to go to war 'v\'a.s hot the best idea to solve the problem of lràq. Although we didn't say there was 
no problem .in Irat. We just said it is n·ot by force that the problem can be solved. 

And I think by w~at happened it showed that we were right. As you know, America has a lot of 
casualties, hundreds of lraqis are killed each day, it's a pity, and this nation is in danger of falling 

1 • 

apart. / 

we·~re not sayi~g that Iraq i~ not to be helped. We help, through European funding mainly, Iraq 
to restore peace/ and its econom_y. But when there is war everywheré, what can be done? We 
have to have a more secured env,ronment to rebuild the country. . 

And also, a waylto help was to give debt relief to Iraq. Yoü know, Iraq also got .debt relief as well 
as Nigeria. And it cosfs a lot of money to us because we are one of the most exposed countries . 
as regards what we have been giving to the government long lime ago. 

. l 

To answer yo1Ji
1 
question about the American election, we don't interfere in domestic situations; 

we understand that the voters decided to change the trend to a majority of Democrats. 

1 think PresideJ Bush himself has found th~ mess~Je very clear. Th.e US ·is a grea~ nation and 
d~mocracy is ~orking well there. The president seell'.'s to have started working according to the 
w1II expressed by the people at the last election. , . · ·. 

1. ' . ! . . 
Your Excellency, Nigeria got a debt pardon of 60 percent from the Paris Club and we had to , 
pay about $12/ billion. This caused a lot of furore in the country becausè it's a whole lot of · 
money. ft's lik

1
e a double jeopardy when the mon~y we are supposed to owe did not corne 

into the country. Althoùgh it appeared that the Paris Club was benevolent, but actually 
som! saw it wl1as a wicked act. lt was like extracting. money from the poor. What do you say . 
~~~. . . ' . 

. ' 

. ' . . ' 

To answer that, I' would say that when you borrow money you have to pay it back. 
1 . 
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. . . 1 . . 
lt's very simple. There· are two problems here. The money that was borrowed had not been used 
properly; it should h1ve produced some benefits if properly used. But it was not done this way. 

And instead of incieasing, your revenues deèreas~d. lt is not our fault. but a rnsult of bad 
management of Nig

1

eria at that lime. . . · 

ln any case, 1. thinkl it'is better to pay back $12 billion: instead of the $31 billion d~llars owed. And 
the government of/ Nigeria has accepted it as it has seen it as the bes\ way to do it. At least, 
Nigeria ls savlng now one bllllon dollar a year. · . . 

If you borrow N1 ad ~nd your creditor says you shoul~ pa,y N40, this is fair. What is bad. is that the 
money bôrrowed h1ad not been used properly. · · 

What people are laying, your Excellency is thatto pay $12 billon in one instant while that 
$12 billion can sblve the problem of infrastructure in this country aild in the process the 

1 ' ' 
problem of unemployment. . . . . 

lt was the decisio
1
h of the government of Nigeria. We gave time to the·government of Nigeria to· 

think on it before the final agreement. 

1 agree with you ~hat on econ~mic basis perhaps it is not the b~st solution. 1. do·agree .with you: 1 · 
am not disputing that. · 

But that;s the .wa/y, the Nigerian ~overnment has decided to do. it. An~ we accepted to do it that 
way. lt is for the titizens of Nigeria to make judgment aboutit. 

1 ' ' ' 

China ju~t had/ a big deal with Africa. And as far as China is concerned, it seems it is .. 
edging out Euripe and this is generating a lot of t~nsion. What do you say to this? , · 

1 read many reJorts about that, but to tell you the truth, we are not judging àt all what China is 
doing, and eachl country has a right to what ever they want. · . . 

China ne~ds m,any of the products you are produc,ng especially on, and. minerais. If Africans 
prefer to sen with better price to China, it's their choice. Competition is the main principle for trade. 
If you get a bJtter bargain with China, why not go with this country. Fair enoùgh as iong as 
everybody respects the same rules especially in tenns of the environment, and the conditions of 
security and satanes. 

The question. iJ to look ~refully at the tenns of the contract before· signing it, to make sure there 
is fair agreemeht and that Africa, and Nigeria especially, will get what il needs. · · · 

But· we see nb problem that you trade with China :and also, 1 think that the Chinese kind of . 
cooperation h~s ilot to· teach on this continent. China has been sucéessful in developing ils own· 
economy. The:re are certainly le~sons to ta~e from C~iria because perhaps their problems are 
more comparable to the ones Afncan countnes are facmg than the ones European countries are 

fuci~ .. I . . . . : . . . .. 
Ultimately, it is your decision and you have to think of .what is best for y.ou. · 

1 : ' ' ' 
. Your Excèllency, we thank you for your Ume · · 

1 ' ' 

The pleasure ls min~. Thank you all. 

Courtesy of: Embassy of France in Nigeria, 37 Udi Hills Street, Abuja -Tel. (234 - 9) 523 55 1 O -
Fax (234 - 9) 523 54 82 , · 
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Appendix 8 
i . • 

Interyiew with The /Champion Newspaper (Dcc 6. 2006 ). 

;~)f 0'.\!Gc~l\t!,i1t:;\~ipiiŒ~cy • ··. ·.. . . . : . . . . 
1Frê'~ëhAnili~ssl!)d~r:Yvês G,AUDEUL gives _his ~ecipe for Nigeria's Development 

•· :: • > . ,. . / :;:: : :.> • : :• . :· . . . : . . 
''l\ligf!riél é~n't d~v~lop ü!"llt!ss it has highly skilled manpower" 

1 • 

France is a .curio/us country which many still don't understand though the French language is now 
official language/ in Nigeria. Abdullahi M. DOKI in (his encounter with t11e French Arnbassador to 
Nigeria, SE Yves GAUDEUL, presents wide range of issues. Excerpts 

I • 

1 • 

Can you pleasé briefly introduce yourself by telling us about your impressions of Nigeria 
and your tenure· as the French Ambassador in Nigeria? · · 

1 

1 

1 am 63. 1 start~d my career in the army. 1 was an officer for 10 years before goir,g through the 
Ecole Nationale d'Administration (ENA), which trains France's high ranking civil servants. After a 
short time at thé Ministry of Education, 1 embraced diplomacy. 1 served alternately in Paris, at the 
Ministry of Fore,ign affairs, and abroad : in Ottawa, Budapest, Nouakchott, in what was once East
Gemiany, and in the United States, in Chicago, where I was Consul General. .Finally, 1 had three 
postings as an f.mbassador: in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Haïti and Nigeria (since 2003). 

. 1 ' 

After 3 yea·rs in: Nigeria, 1 cannot prétend to have a complete knowledge ofthis country, in spite of 
all my efforts ard my many travels throughout most of its 36 States. Nigeria is a big, complex and 
crowded country, very different from one region to another. lt is based on a lot of mechanisms 
and layers of decision-making entities. There is a constitution and written rules, but there are also 

I 

traditions and unwritten rules which are not easy to apprehend at Urnes. 
·/. ' 
I 

Nigeria is a fascinating country because of that complexity; here, nothing seems to be obvious. lt 
requires a gre1t deal of thinking and some good Nigerian friends ·whom to rely on. Fact is Nigeria 
is an importaht partner to France · as regards its diplomacy as well. as its economy, and it's 
important to phss a fair and accurate judgment. 

. 1 . . 

How do you ~um up the relationship between Nigeria and France? 
1 . . 

The official r~lationship between our two countries had not started well. Fren~h nuclear tests in 
Algeria, at the time a part of France, and the Biafra' civil war had seriously damaged them. On the 
other hand, it/ has to be noted that French businessrien have been in Nigeria for a very long time, 
since the beginning of the 20th Century. Today; the political relations are excellent as the 
respective vi~its of presidents Obasanjo and Chirac bear testimony to it. France considers Nigeria 
as an essential partner for its role on _this _continent but also, on a larger scale, becaùse of its 
views on the /world situation. Within the int~rnationai organizations, our two countries share similar 
or very close positions.most of the time. Experts fro,m both sides maintain a close contact. On the 
economic leyel, relations are very good and increa~ing sharply in density. Of course, the increase 
in cost of the barrel of oil has strongly inflated our imports from Nigeria, but the French 
companies' dynamism has so far limited that impact. French companies are still interested in 
investing he~e. in spite of challenges such as security, including legal security, where progress 
still needs td be made. · · · · 

. 1 

On the cultLral level, 1 note a constant increase _in attenda.nce at the 9 Alliances Françaises 
around the_ tountry: an increase of 25% in 2005. Also, we try to help Nigerian artists to be bettèr 
known froml French audiences, but we have to ackhowledge that our 2 peoples still do not know 
each other well. On the French side, Nigeria's image remains partially wrong, and still carries with 
it a lot of fears . .This image can be changed through more exchanges, including exchanges of 
students, abademiçs or researchers. The exhibit to be shown next year at the new Quai Branly 
Museum, iry Paris; on « Arts and Civilizations of the Benue » could be used as an opportunity to. 
go beyo.nd fhe mere·cultural sphere and show anoth_er Nigerian reality. 

1 

1 
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ln what context would you explain Fran_ce's role in wo·rld peace, stability and international 
cooperation? 1 .· . · . ; · ' . · . 

Throughout its history, France has been confronted to many wars, be it invaded or trying to 
conquer new tetritories... After last century's two World Wars and with the decolonization 
process, France bommitted itself resolutely to building peace. lt really started to.get some success 
in the 1950s and/1960s: in Europe first, with the gteat achievement the European Union is.today, 
to such a point that for the young generations a INar within Europe would nowadays be totally 
unthinkable. Wa~s in Bosnia, Kosovo and Cyprus showed us though that violence can still arise 
very suddenly. /. , · · . . · 

1 

As you know, F~ance is very active within .the United Nations, of which it is a founding · member. 
As a permanent/ member, it is particularly. active within the Security Council; it is active also within . 
the UN's other /multilateral agenc,es. President Chirac put the UN at the p_eart .of the. French 
diplomacy. For France, the UN is the guarantor for peace, and ·should mrlitary operatrons be 
launched it · sHould be done under the UN's aegis, under the contrai of the international , ' 
community. 1 . 

For France, mJltilateral bodies such as UNESCO, WHO or FAO should be .stre~gthened and. 
given all the m~ans they need to promote t11e right policies for.the gàod oft_he wholeworld. . · 

1 would like to lake a special mention of environment issues, ~hich are· also a determinin~ part ~f 
our diplomacy 1and France's international action. President Chirac pleads for the creation of an 
international ofganizàtion dedicated to dealing with the environment. . This would be a very 
significant step/ further from the actual UN environrtrent program based in Nairobi. The WTO has 
an essential role .to play to regulate international trade, even though one might criticize the fact 
that the humaJ dimension be not at the center of its coricerns. 1 personally think we should give 
economy a mpre tiumanist approaqh, and remember that economy is meànt to help human 
beings ànd notl the opposite. · . 

ls France's rJ1e .in relations to its fonner colonies·the same ttiat it used to be in ~olonia; 
times, or has 1it èhanged? If yes, how and in what direction?· 

France's role towards its former colonies has changed for an obvious reason: they are not 
colonies any_ more, and the relationships are todày nurtured on the basis of equality between 
soverelgn States. ln a first phase after the independences, France kept a very ·close attention to 
these countries because they were lacking managers and civil servants. But of course, the type of · 
cooperation F,~ance maintains with its former colonies has very thoroughly evolved during the la~t 
50 years, and the number of « coopérants » (technical assistants) ha's steadily decreased, 
especiallyïn /the last 15 yeàrs. The strategic issue remains. There are still a lot of defense 
agreements between France and a number .of African countries. They will be valid as 1o·ng as 
African state~ wish to rely on them. . . '. · . 

Finally, 1 shoLd not forget to me.ntion the very stro~g affective bond the French .have with Africa, 
• 1 • • 

and especially· with the former Frenéh-speaking colonies. 1 think it's a positive element that one 
should not ddny or try erase. i · · 

How is Fra~ce's policy towards Nigeria? ls that policy exclusively. politic~I, or exclusively 
economic, or only socio-cultural, or is it a balanèed mixture of all? · · 

ln a way, thj answer i:; in your question. At the bedinning, the ·~elat;~n~hip was.purely economic. 
Nigeria's ind~pendence. coincided more or less with the discovery of oil. The Nigerian mark~t was 
at that time Jne of the most active and attractive markets in the world. Today, Nigeria still ho Ids a 
major place in our trade and our oil supplying. But french investments ·go to a more wider scope · 
of interests :1 from tires. ta cernent, electrical appliarices, the hotel industry and so on. 120 French 
companies ~re present in this country, and are significant employers in terms of manpower. The 
political relationship started gaining real momentum· in 1999, encouraged by a policy of economic 
reforms and development initiated by president Obasanjo. 1 would like to emphasize the treatment 
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of Nigeria's externa1/·debt as a symbol° of their success. 1 consider the debt cancellation as a prime 
example of an exc~llent cooperation between the Nigerian authorities, the Paris Club_ and a 
number of lending c6untries, which understo_od that the ptoblem needed a radical decision. . · 

Political relations aie _excellent even If one. could h~pe for more bilateral visits. A lot of sectors 
remain to be explbred. For instance, at Parliamentary lever, there's no. interaction between 
Parliaments of our 

1
two countries. 1 h_ave raised that question with Parliament officiais here, and 1 

hope something will be done sometime afler the coming elections. 

Finally, at the cultJal level,· 1 think we could do more and better. Our pe~ples, as· 1 said earlier, do 
not · know each ot~er well enough. And I think culture and sport are very good channels of 
communication, that we have to develop. · . . 

Yes, the answer Jas in .the question. Our relationship is dense,. multi-dimensional and is evolving 
in a satisfying ·wayl, even though in certain areas I would like things to go faster. · . 

ln Nigeria, FrenJh . language is almost an official language, unofficially : Nigerians ar:e 
learning French/ in primary schools, secondary schools ançf at tertiary . institutions. ls 

. France considering or has it ever' considered investing its political influence in reshaping · 
Nigeria's·politid and ideological orientation, like the Americans are doing now? , · 

The French langlage 1s the first foreign language taught in Nigeria. This is true, · and demand is 
strong from vmioüs sectors of the Nigerian society, including administrations which feel the need 
to have French-~peaking civil servants to better communicate with Nigeria's Frehch-speaking 
neighbors. We h~ve developed specific programs of ·cooperation with experts in the teaching of 

1 . 
French as a second language. 

. 1 ' . . . 

The_teaching·o.f ranch is not emcient_enough though, and that fo~ 3 reasons: . . , 

• there are still too many pupils in Nigerian classrooms, and this is not conducive to the learning 

~f ::::: :::~•1'::;·::::i::::::::~:::
1

:::~:~:::::h a way that foreign languages · 
are depreciated vis-à-vis other topics in the course of the last years. 1 talked about that recently, 
wlth the Mlnlster·of Education, who ls qulte aware of the problem and ready to salve it. · 

1 ' . 

1 ' 
• the level of the teachers is still not where it should be, despite their persona! investment and 
dedication. Te~ching methods need to be improved and we are trying to adapt them in the 3 

· centres we sup~ort in Jos, Enugu and Ibadan, where teachers of French get their training. 

There is still lork to make the French language Nigerians' second language. But I am very 
encoùraged by/t.he pr~gre_ss made. 

As far as a poljtical orientation is concemed, France certainly doesn't intend to impose its vision of 
the world. Ou~ obje<,tive is merely to offer opportunities to better know the French culture and 
today·s France to those who wlsh so. Actually, oùr po.lltlcal orientation ln terms of culture ls rather 
to defend and /promote a cultural diversity, and a cultural dialogue between all cultures considered. 
on an equal footing. We think that the world i~ rich of its culturàl multiplicity. We're certainly not in 
favor of somelkind of a cultural standardization. 1 would like to recall the recent UNESCO vote, at 

1 • • • 

France's initiative, of a convention precisely on cultural diversity, which by the way was also voted 
by Nigeria. We. hope that Nigeria will ratify it as sobn as possible so it can be enforce·d. We 
believe culturbl diversity is as essentlal to human beings as bio-diversity. A festival of Haussa 
music organi~ed in France a few months ago enjoyed a big success. We want fo help the French . 
know more about the Nigerian culture and creativity, a cultural ass.et which Nigerians themselves 

' 1 • • . 

are sometimes not always aware of. . . · . · . 
. . 1 ' . . . . 

lt seems th~ United States · is gradually taking away from · France former Francophone · 
countries in· Africa, Asia, and the Middle East, as cases in Rwanda, Cote d'Ivoire etc have 
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1 

1 
' 

1 
1 

shown, with embrgence of pro-American leaders and increasing adoption of English 
instead of Frenc~. ls France losing out? 

1 think this fe.ar J the United States r~placing France and the French influence all around the 
world belongs to fantasies some like to brandish frbm time to time. Neither France nor the ÜS, 1 
think, has an irriperialist. approach to Africa. Of course, this . is a continent of major stakes: 
humanitarian, edonomic, strategic, in terms of peace and security and so on. French and 
American polici~s are very often complementary. To bè frank with you, there ·is room for 
everyone. There/is still a _lot to do on this continent, and we do not wish to be the only ones to 
~rea~~Am~. , . 

1 

As far as the· E~glish · language is concerned, it would be st~pid no~ to realize that English has 
become the uni~ersal language, like it or not. This reality doesn't bother us. And of course, it 
would be totally 1counterproductive to try to impose that the French language be the only language. 
to be spoken inicountries in strong need of development. More generally, the. global trend is that 
people need to ~peak more languages than just their own. There's the language you use at work, 
and there's the langi.Jage(s) you choose because of affective or intellectual reasons. 

1 

What are the ~est French policies you think Nigeria could ben~fit from to· make Nigerians 
more law abiding, like say our neighbours in Niger Republic or any other French-speaking 
African countn,? · . · · 

1 . . 

Sorne say Nideri,ans are not law-abiding. lt seems that sometimes they dor1'{ find a rational 
justification to the rules. For one thing, 1 think the reason lies with Nigeria's juxtaposition of several 
different legal /-systems. 1 also believe that the rapid change from a rural society witt1 its own 
particular rµles, to an urban society, which carries other ru les, has to. do with the difficulty 
encountered ·dy some Nigerians. The more complex a society becomes, the more difficult it is of 
course to cop~ with it. 

1 
1 would also add that, for a long time, the French have had a bad reputation for indiscipline. With 
time, we man~ged to unite around fundamental principles in order to organize our collective life in 

1 . 

an efficient ar;id peaceful way, and reduce the bad effects of.individualism. Sorne African countriês 
have made theirs those very principles in order to: live peacefully together in spite of ethnie or 
confessional i'differences. Sorne others have apparently and Ùnfortunately forgotten them! 

Nigeria, 1 tMïhk, would benefit from thinking about that issue of how to Hve toge~her, especially in 
big cities whiere social links based on tradition or r~ligion tend to fade away. We certainly have 
there experiences we could share for our mutual good. · 

' 1 

! • 

Today's Frahce is the product of n long and tumultuous history, with a lot of external contributions 
(Greek and Roman notably). Ther e would be plenty to say, but to sum it up, 1 think development is . 
linked to a steady increase in quality and knowledge a given society is able to integrate into labor. 
Collective discipline and persona! achievements are. the two engines, which means a mobilization 
of the enerbies (that's the responsibility of the public sphere), and a commitment of e.ach and 
everyone td give his or her best. And you will be ready'to give your best when you know that the 
added valu

1
e you put into your work is recognized through a decent salary and an evolving social 

status. 1 th,ink social and economiG development c~nnot be separated from a human quest for 
dignity. Th.is means respect for the other's work, and a possibility to climb tt,e social ladder 
according to persona! merlts and what each lndivldual can brlng to society. 

Courtesy Jf: Embassy of i::-rance in Nigeria, 37 Udi Hills Street, Abuja -;-Tel. (234 - ·g) 523 55 10 -
Fax (234 -t 9) 523 54 82 : · 

. i 

1 

1 
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Appendix 9 

1 • 

Interview of HE Mr Yves OAliDEUL in TI1e Nation, July 8, 2!J)7 · 

.Juiyj4 is.Jo I).~ mtrke.cf aga/n by France. arid her citizens a cross the globe. Sin ce that Day in 1789 
Whéri)hê:pid:pr:dêr g~Vfwây to a new.orte, Franc~ has gone through difficulties and challenges 
âs'hêtAmtiâssâdôrTfiNig:êriâ, His Èxcellehcy Yves GAUDEUL reveals in this interview with Eni 
Akinsôfü(: >i · · > · · · 

1 . 

Your Excellency, the day seen as the day of birth of the modern France, July 14 is known. 
as Bastille Day,/~hat is the day to France and her citizens ail over the world? 

lt commemoratei tt1e 1790 Fête de la Fédération, ~eld, on the first anniversary of the storming of 
the Bastille on 1 ~ J1 lly 1789. The storming· of the Bastille was seen as a symbol of the uprising of 
the modern Frehch "nation", and of the reconciliation of ail the French inside the constitutional 
monarchy whichl preceded the First 'Republic, during· the Fre_nch Revolution. · · · 

. . 1 
. • 1 • 

lt came becausy th•J people then saw the absolute power of the king as far from acceptable. So 
the storming of th 8 Bastille and the change of the order was a turning point, hence th.e 
celebration. / · 

' . 
The other mea~ing if you· go back into more political issues is that at that time, before the Bastille 
Day, not al,I the people were equal. Sorne were privileged. There were three orders, i.e. ordinary 
people, the clergy a11d the nobility and at that point, only the ordinary people paid tax. The nobility 
and. the clergy 1were exempted. The situation from that day turned out to be such that ail became 
equal before t~e law. lt means that the law no longer places one above another. 

1 

lt was not that/land and wealth were distributed equally but that ail French citizens had and have· 
equal rights under Hie law. . . · · · . 

' 1 • • 

. 1 . . . 

For us, it is a ~ery i1nportant event. And it was important for a lot of countries throughout 'Europe· 
as it was the ~tartin~, point of an evolution towards an equa_l status. 

. 1 . . . . 

Since that day, how has it been for France? 
• 1 

1 
1 • 

Right after the revolution there was a period ·of turmoil and terror. Sorne people wanted to go too 
far and lots of peoples - clergy and nobility were killed, most of them guillotined: Then there was 
the Napoleo~ era from1804 which was another era of dictatorship. He was defeated in the battle 
of Waterloo, ~nd the King then came back in a period called the restoration. We, from then, had ~ 
long period of chan~1e spanning two centuries in which we had 17 different constitutions. We have 
been a sta~·1e cou11try for m·ore than 50 years. We went Ihrough two world wars but have 
managed to remain a country, prosperous, and playing our rolf). 

1 ! 

We have since tearned up with several coi.mtries of Europe, é!t the very beginning with Belgium, 
France, ltaly, Luxe111bourg, the Netherlands, and West Germany to form what is now known as 
the Europea'n ùnion. We were six at first; we got to 9, 12, 15, and now 2i The main trend now is 
to build the /EU and to grow and prospere; and integrate new coùntries, particularly those within 
the old Sovi~t Union's sphere of influence, though w~ have some difficulties with .Turkey. 

We must aqmit that Ne have had a troubled history, we have howeve,r movèd on such that we are 
now well placed to face the global economy. Morè than this, we have maintained an enviable 

1 

position in \he comr 1unity of nations. At the end, thé people of France are free, they are rich, not 
eveiybody though, v:e are in peace, and we are mernbers of important international economic and 
political bodies. : · · · · · 

1 
1 . 

ln what ways has france's global economic and. political status affected her relations with 
Nigeria? / .· 

! 
1 

1 
1 

! 
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1 

Nigeria most J the time have similar position jo France's on how to deal with the problems 
confronting the world, small and big .ones. We have had, rn th1s regard, very good relations w1th 
Nigeria. And wJ are also in favour of economic ir;itegration in Africa, we are in favour of NEPAD, 
and ~ant all African countries to work together and pursue their coinmon views. 

And Nigeria b)ng one of the largest country in te~s of population is very imp~rtant. lt is ~ssential · 
to share opinidns and views with Nigeria on acc:;ount of her position and her prospects in the 
continent and the world. We have very good economic relations with Nigeria but there is a lot of 
room for imprdvement. Our level of economic re,ations we must say however is higher than our 
/evel of politica

1

/ relations. Even when there was a :situation of friendship between former President 
Olusegun Ob~sanjo and President Chirac, the level of visits of France government ·officiais to 

Nigeria was lot We·.hope to how.ever bùild on it .in t~e new ~ispensation. . . . 

You mentioned the fact that the level of econom1c relations between N1gena and France ,s 
bigger than 

1
the level of political relations. .ls it also true of France and other Africa 

countries, p'rticularly Anglophone· countries, since it is a known fact that relations with 
the Francophone countries are closer? . . · · · 

·, think we arJ discoveri~g Anglophone Africa. IUs true of'G.ha.na with who we have an important 
relation, thoJgh quite new. lt was easier with Ghana because she is a smaller country· and· 
cooperation doesn't need· as much money as we'II need in Nigeria. We ·arso have a very good 
relationship i,yith South Africa and our relationship is important bec~use of the specific realities of 
the region.· tri the Eastern part of Africa, we are developing relatiooship but such are still low. 

ln summary)w~ began with Francophone countries, we. have developed relations with Lusophone 
African countries, and now we are getting more and more committed to and involved with the 
An~/o~hone lcountries. The language. problem is not a problem any more. · · , . 

France's current president, Nicolâs Sarkozy. in the events preceding the last election 
emphasised the need for France to open up more, he said this thing about expanding the 
use of English language. ls it a carry over of this that France is reaching out to more 
countries outside the Francophone African States? . . . , . 

There are tlo aspects to the question. The first is:~hat we want to continually develop the French 
language . and make it one of the rnost important internationally accepted languages in 
intemationJr .organisations. Either in the UN or àther international bodies, we ask for bilingual 
ii:iterpreta~i?ns and documentations, so that we ca~ have documents written in French. 

At the sain/~ time, we realise more and more, esp~ci~lly in business even in politics that we have 
to be open: to other cültures, the culture of the U~ and the US as well as other countries, we are 

. also open 
1
to the German speaking countries. We

1 
are in favour of a diversity of cultures. As you 

know a convention has been signed at the level of UNESCO of which Nigeria is a signatory on the 
issue of drer~ity of culture. . . i . . . . . . ,, . 

The und~r/lyi~g philos~phy is that the world will be better with many cultures. If we have just one 
culture, 1t wrll be borrng and the people will not understand the differences and similarities 
between tremselves and others and be able from there to be more open to others. We realise this 
and that is why young people in France are aware of the need to understand English. lt is will be 
very · diffitult to make any career in France 'now without hàving a satisfactory ,level of 

1 • •. • 

understandmg of English language. : · . · 

For instate. as with ~omputers it is becoming in6reasingly difficult to live no~ without it, foreign 
languag~ is as important For peoples of Europe; the future for inst~nce will demand that they 
have woriking understanding of at least two other l~nguages apart from the one of their countries. 
Other countries of Europe are doing better than us now in that direction. The Netherlands, 
Germany and Spain have put more emphasis on other languages than we did so we are trying to 
do better so as to at least draw level. · 
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.-1 . t· : N.· · . Th d" t .b t th.e 
France had erect,ons almost at the same ,me as 1gena. ere were no 1spu es a ou 
results as we ha~e here. At the. earlier stages/ most Eui'opean countries were forthright 
about the truths ôf the Nigerian polls, but not long after that, Europe and indeed the rest of 
the World arè urging Nigeria to move ahead by accepting the product of the polls. Has the 
involvement of France, and by extrapolation! ·au the other European countries, been 
sufficient in the democratic evolution of Africa. With Nigeria as a reference point, have you · 

1 • ' .' 

done.enough? Can you still do more? 

That is an interelting question. lt is true that we ~ent obse~ers for the last election. lt· was .a 
European team with many nations represented. 1 think we had about 150 observers with the chief 
being from the N~therlands. Also, the French embàssy sent a few individuals to observe for our 
own purposés. lt is true from what we saw that the elections were not free and fair and this much 
every other obsefver, mission and country have said. lt has been said publicly by the EU, and the 
European parti•7•n.t also made another statement, which was well reported he(e. 

The truth however is that you have a president. INEC has announced a winner, and we have to 
accept the proce~s as done by Nigerians, who have not revolted against this fact of lifé. Tl)ere are. 
voices raised in /disagreement with this reality and. some are in court challenging the result. Be 
that as it may, there is a president who is at the head of .the government of Nigeria and that reality 
is sufficient for rèfationships. . . . . · . . 

lt is sad. for NigLans who feel that the outcome did not reflect their de~ocratic ~ecisions at the 
poils. But, 1 must confess that I have no idea if the PDP would tiave won or lost had the elections 
been frêe and f~ir. So, that is an option we never got to see matèrialise. · · . · 

lri. lite, lt is sjh thàt you have to go forward ... What we · have is a president who in honesty . 
• 1 • . • 

admitted t~at t~e elections were flawed. That is a good way to start. Also, he seems to have a 
clear idea of th,e problems. He wants to fight corruption. We also saw him quickly implement the 
judgement of t~e Supreme Court as in the Anambra State. He was open,· at the last strike, to 
dialogue and an agreement was found. So we may have to look at other parameters to judge the 
man. We must/also be conscious of what he is doing. The Nigerian people seem to like what he is 
doing. The president seems to want to work in a progressive direction by listening to the court·s, · 
listening to the/ oppo~ition and engag.ing labour in dialogue. ( think .we have to give him a chance. . 

France is a big player in Africa, and there are crisis points here and there on the continent; 
Darfur, Sierr~ Leone, Somalia, etc. Even in Zimbabwe there are problems. What has been 
the role of France ln maintalning, or evolving peace, as it were, in Africa? . 

ln Sierra Leot and Liber;a, though we were not at the forefront, w~ supported .what the ~N and 
ECOWAS ~aye been able to do. You have to remember that ECOWAS has displayed effiçiency 
and effective?ess in peace keeping and finding political settlement to crisis in the sub continent. 
On Darfur, w

1
e had an important ministerial meetirjg on Monday 25 June in Paris with several 

dignitaries pr7sent under the chairmanship of tt)e. n~w French Foreign Affairs Minister, Mr Bernard 
Ko~chner. Mrs Condoleeza Rice was there, and the UN Secretary General was there among 
many others./1 think it was a successful conference and·we hope that the outcome is a step in the 
right directio~. We do not pretend that everything has been solved. Going back to Liberia, Mrs 
Johnson-Sirl~afwas in France and was received by .President Sarkozy. 

1 
" . ' . . . . . 

We are less/ involved in Zimbabwe. lt is more of a matter for the British but we have tried to 
convince Pr(;}sjdent Mugabe to make reforms, to lis,en to his population. 1 .think he is leading the 
nation to a /catastrophe. But we want to help hiril, not to punish him. We have to help the 
Zimbabweans to get out of what is a political as well ,as an economic crisis. · 

lt i.s a difficL situ.:1tion. because o«entimes in the pr~ces~ of making the leader ~f a cou~try 
accountable, the people suffer. Apart from these,· we are also involved in· the settlement of 
difficulties ;J Chad, CAR and we try to do our best. · : · 
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Looked at in a wholistic fonn, it is obvious that Africa is going through less periods of crisis now. 
than in the immediate past. lt is more peaceful than 3 or four years ago a.nd that is encouraging. 
Also, the· growth of Africa is not as bad as it used to be. lt was estimated at about 6% as at fast 
June. Tha~. you will agree wit.h me, is not enough for the millennium development goals, but we 

· hope that the ~U summit in Ghana have set the tone for further growths and development. 

What do you think was interesting about the AÜ summit? 

That is a question that should be directed at the A
0

frican leaders. But I think that because it looked 
at the· prospects of strengthening the Unity of Africa, it is interesting. My understanding of U, 
though f am not qualified to exercise any deep knowledge of the underlying politics. is that some 
countries prefer to work within the ambit of sub-regional institutions i.e they want Africa to begin 
from the basics. But some others are more ambitious and want ta create immediately a federation 
of African states with an anny, a common currency and all the trappings·. Another group think it is 
too early to do that and that there are too many problems to tie solved. The decision is one that is 
best lefl for Africans to take. What we know is that we are willing to continue to help Africa ta 
achieve her potentials. · 

. . . 

Candidly, y.rhat would you say are the specific ,nterest of France in Nigeria? 

To be very sincere, we do have clear economic interest. You · are a huge country with a large 
population and that means Nigeria is a huge market. Also, we are interested in the oil and gas 
that Nigeria has in abundance. French companies are working here, though it sometimes gets 
tough to do so. We are pleased with the results we get. Not only with Total or other companies in 
Nigeria, but we are talking of consumer goods like cernent, and some other important consumer 

. goods, so economic relati.ons is certainly the first area of interest. 

Secondly, Nigeria is hugely influential in sub-Sahara Africa. ln peacekeepin·g and security, we 
need Nigeria. Thal is why we are building on ouf' relations with Nigerian on the political sphere. 
We must confess that Nigeria has done creditably well in recent years in arresting crises in Africa, 
if you look at Cote d'Ivoire, Togo, Liberia and even in. Darfur. The agreement on Dàrfur was . 
signed in Abuja and Nigeria has three battaliolis in Darfur, a costly exemise in human and 
material tenns. · 

We know Darfur is a different place to deploy soldiers and Nigeria has lost a number in Darfur. So 
Nigeria is quite important to the peace of Africa: You have men in most places, and that is to 
Nigeria's credit. On culture, Nigeria is one of the countries in Africa having a diverse and vast 
culture. One Nigerian Director, Wale Adenuga, was réwarded in Ouagadougou with the first price 
and his film on the child-soldiers was good, very interesting. You also have good music which 
could be further developed. You have good literature with two of your people recently honoured 
with awards for their literary works. So essentially, a country that is able to have what Nigerian 
has and its diversities cannot hefp but interest every· serious player in the international system. 
Above ail, Nigeria with its diverse cultures and people is big enough and interesting enough to 
attract attention. 

What, in your opinion, has France lost or gained from the crisis in the Niger Delta? 
. i 

1 do not see wt1at we can gain from the crisis at ail. But we are losing a lot. We have had our 
people taken as hostage, though fortunately released. The situation has made operations much 
more difficÙlt and expensive. More is oeing expènded on security and logistics and that is not 
helping at ail. Also, since .the quantity of oil and gas produced has reduced, this has impacted 
negatively on the prices of these international goods. Even if the increases are a few dollars they 
count in the long run. French companies in Nigeria are as a result of this not ma king as much as 
they could have made and so that had too. · · · · 

1 think much has been done af ready to realise that perhaps the people of the Delta region have 
not been treated in a fair way in the past by the federal government, by state and local 
governments as well as by the companies. But we must say that .French companies have a fair 
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understanding of the needs of the region and are· ready .always to pay maximum attention. W,e 
. hope that now that we all know what the people want and there is a realisation that the problems 
would have to be solved, the condition of living qf the people will begin tci improve. 

Really, (do not k~ow what ·you mean by "gainl:ng" from it. We really cannot be gaining from the 
crisis. · 

The question of what is being gained came i"n because the arms that.~re being used in ·the 
r~gion are not home-made: They probably came from countries outs ide Africa.· · The 
question then is, if we want genuine solution what has friends of Nigeria done about it . . 

lt is true that -arms are getting into the region. we· see and hear of guns and explosives. Guns 
may be getting in from abroad, but sincerely I have no indication that such are with the 
authorisation of the govemments of their countri~s of origin. 

France, and I believe other countries, have in place stringent conditions, tough procedures, which 
must be met before arms are allowed to be exported. We have never r'eèeived any report of · 
French involvement in arms importation. We ha_ve as always traffickers who work against known 

· international laws to profit from gun running. lt is possible that some of them are established in · 
Europe b'ut I know they arè not authorised. · · 

But you have raised a good question which hinges on how to fight trafficking in small arms. lt is 
known across nations that small arms kill more people than major weapons .. l was, as I totd·you, 
at the Foreign Aff airs Ministry recently to discuss a proposai . by the UN Secretary General to 
reinforce and to establish international rule on the trafficking of arms. We passed our position to 
the ministry which is of our firm support for the UN secretary's initiative. We have along .that 
direction forwarded our statement of commitment to the UN secretary, to support him and 
encourage him to follow up on this malter. We hope also that Nigeria will go along the same 
direction so that we can rid the society of traffic in smalt arms. 

You know that in ECOWAS, you already have rùles on smalt arms. The 15 countries have signed 
.and ail it needs now is the ratification of the different parliaments of the member countries of 
ECOWAS. That -is one sure way of fighting the problem of trafficking in ~mall arms. 

Wè have a new· French president and an admixture of old and 11ew hands in the cabinet. 
What are the things that will change as a res1;1lt of this reality? 

. 
Yes, it is a new govemment. There is, first and foremost, a generational shift. But that is not 
necessarily to say that there is a change in the political reality. Both the incumbent and the former 
president are ofthe·same right wing party. 

1 must say however that the wày we consjder Africa will change. After independence, we had 
perhaps a paternalistic relation with Africa, French speakihg and the rest. That had its good as 
well as its bad sides. P.erhaps the relationship became too intimate between us to the extent that 

. we were interfering in the policies of some of these coun~ries. 1 think that aspect will change. Also, 
we are increasing the amount of funds committed to Africa but we hope Africa will increasingly 
take her destiny into he_r own hand. We are however still at the disposai of Africa. The other 
aspect is the question of immigration. We have a lot of West Africans in France some from 
Nigerian but mainly from francophone countries. The idea now is to, as being chanipioned by 
President Sarkozy, make immigration a win-wifl situation in the sense that We'II accept some 
immigrants héiving in mind that they will not forev

1
er be in France. 

They can get better education and jobs but will ~ave to go back at some point in time to put their 
knowledge at the service of their countries. Also, the idea is that because they earn money in 
Europe, some of the money will have to go back'. to Africa not only in paying school fef,s, building 
new houses or paying for other things, which is obviously the case at the moment, part of this 
money could g_o for medium and small enterprises or initiatives. ln this case, it is possil>le that this 
money may be augmented by both the Nigerian and the French governments since tt,e direction 

i . 
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is the improvement of the economy. The details are still to be worked out but that is the general 
idea and we have to see how it can be impleinented. 1 am sure that is the way President Sarkozy 
wants to. genuinely deal with the immigration problem. 

What message do you have for the average, French citizen in Nigeria and friends of France 
ahead of the forthcoming Bastille Day? , 

1 have not yet written my speech for the day, through 1. am sure it will be a short one. First, 1,. would 
say to the' French people: thank you for the work you are doing here. We are not numerous, we 
are just about 2900. 1 say: "you are working very much; you are gaining market for France, selling 
French knowlèdge, technology; projects and winning for her new friends. Through your work, 
many people find jobs in France, because we are exporting what is produced by those employed 
at home. You are at the frontline, sometimes in difficult situation,·we thank you". 

Myfellow citizens are doing well and they are well accepted and integrated by Nigerians. They 
are open to Nigerians and Nigeria are very open to them too. So it has been good. To our 
Nigeria11 friends, we say thank you for accepting us, the way you have always welcomed us, we 
are pleased to be in your country. We assure that France is devoted to the growth and progress 
as well as the peace of Africa. 

Nigeria has enormous prospects, great future and what is left is for the country to be well-led. and 
have good-governance. Nigeria needs only to be well-organised to make better use of your 
resources. Oil and.gas will not be there for ever and so Nigeria shou!d think of the future. lnvest in 
what could be sustained in the long run. We wish you well. You .have been our great partner. 

Courtèsy of: Embassy of France in Nigeria, 37 Udi Hills Street, Abuja -Tel. (234 - 9) 523 55 10 -
Fax (234 - 9) 523 54 82 · 
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Appèndix 10 

Interview of Arnbassador Jean-Michel DUMOND by the LEADERSHIP newspapc.r 

Nlge!ria fo No(VVefl _Known •r r::"rance - French Arnbassador 

<i~l=l:\DE:RSHIPj MAR.CH 17, ~008 
'' 

/L ,,<!Jf)l~Somorin,_Foreign Editor 

.,.,, .•.•••• ,1-.• ••.•• :t·. 
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''.'Nlgerj~ Is ~ofW'cll .Know,1 In 
J~rançe~ Fre11:cliA111bussador 

Until his posting to Nigeria as the French ambassador and an accredited represe,:,tative of the 
French govemment Jean-Michel Dumond was the deputy head of the French mission in Berlin, 
Germany. · His career spanning many years; had mostly been in Europe. Therefore, his 
assignment in Nigeria where his country has so much business interest, becomes his first posting 
to Africa, yet the interaction between the two countries and ils peop/es remains at a very low 
level, but the Frenéh diplomat would not accept that language has been responsible for if. To 
Ambassador Dumond, the real reason is "ignorance" This he said, in his first interview since 
arriving the country in January, will be his major task during his duty tour in Nigeria. He also 
spoke·on many other global issues to Kunle So~norin and Emmanuel lffer. Exce,pts:. 

Your Excellency can you paint a picture of the relationship between France arid Nigeria? 

Weil! France and Nigeria share the same global vision, we share the same basic values, and we 
both work' towards adapting to a globalised world. ·we both have a common. ambition of 
eliminating poverty and making progress towards · deveiopment. We bath work towards 
strengthening the rule of law, justice and transparency, as well as cultural diversity. So those are 
our common goals as members of the world community. 

And when you look at events on the world stage, on many occasions, France and Nigeria have 
been on the same line. One can say that we . both have common interests. Wf1en it cornes to 

· trade, Nigeria is_ the_ second biggest trade partnér of France in sub-Saharan Africa; we have about 
1 o percent of Nigeria's internai market. We also top the list of investors in this country.' We have 
about 160 enterprises that are performing very weil in Nigeria's economy. So clearly we have a 
very large ecor,omic interest in this country. · 

. On the· other hand, Nigeria is also exporting a lot of oil to Franc~. last year a!onè; on~ billion 
dollars worth of oil was exported Jrom here to France. So that is the first point I want to 
emphasize: huge economic interests. Secondly, the stability of the West African region, and we 
are indeed appreciative of the role Nigeria is pfaying in this part of the world, as a Qlobaf power on 
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the continent of Africa. We do appreciate the role its f9rces are playing in peacekeeping 
operations ali'over Africa. 

But w'hen we look at the polit_ical lever. the relationship doesn't match our present economic 
relation, as well as the role we are j:>laying in the region, and I think in the coming years, this has 
to be considered as an important aspect of the relation between Nigeria and France. France is not 
well kriown in Nigeria, just as Nigeria is also not well known back in France, so I think one of my 

·. major tasks while I serve here will be to work on this to ensure that our two countries get to ~now 
each other better than it is the case presently. · · 

How do you hope io bring about the realisation of this vision? 

1 think we have to develop the politica( cultural and economic relation between our two countries. 
How do we ·go about this is by facilitating missions from Nigeria to France, and from France to 
Nigeria. By facilitating, particularly, trips of business people from France to Nigeria, as well as for 
me to go to France from time to time to present the diversified realities of Nigeria to the people of · 
France. And it is within this global framework that we shall strengthen the bound between our two 
countries. 

1 think we can begin this process with exchanges at many levels. Already our minister has 
extended an invitation to your minister of foreign affairs to visit France, and. your foreign minister 
has accepted ttie Invitation in principle, this vislt wm provide them the opportunity to discuss on 
how to establish a global relation between Nigeria and France, which would allow for the setting 
out of a new partnership between us. As you know, we have decided to establish a framework 
between Franc,e and Nigeria which would deal. with any issue on the international agenda. Our 
plan is to take full advantage of the pending meeting between the two ministers to set out the 
global framework of our relation. Our thinking is that, this relation should no longer be Just between 
one arm of government alone. but all the other arms of govemment as well. for instance, between 
parliaments, a situ~tion where parliamentarians from Nigeria would visit France and interact with 
their fellow parliamentarians in France and the other way round. These encounters would afford 
the visitors an opportunity of exchanging views, thereby sharing experiences amongst 
themselves. · · 

There could also be relations between other bodies such as civil society groups and NGOs, or 
. between Nigerian States and France regions. lt is a .pity that at present, the.re is no single 

partnership existing bÉfween any Nigerian State and any French region. 

Don't you think thaf language could have been a barrier, considering that Nigeria is 
English an speaking , ountry? 

Absolutely not. Honestl r, 1 don't think language can be a barrier. 

So ~hat do you think is responsible for this situation? · 

1 think it is a question , ,f mutual ignorance, 1 think our two peoples do not know themselves well 
enough, because so f; 1r as culture is concerned, there is no barrier. For fnstance, the French 
people have recentty d scovered that Nlger1a had ln the past an lncredlbly rlch culture, thanks to 
an exhibition in Paris : 1bout Benin culture of Nigeria, and mosf French didn't know there were 
such rich art works in i -ligeria. So it is more a matter of ignorance. We must now work towards 
developing the knowlec Je about ourselves. 

So clear1y, the questior of language is not much of a problem, afterall, there are many Nigerians 
· who speak French or v 1ant to speak French. When you go out there, you meet many Nigerians 
who arE;l' willing to learr the Frerich language, without asking for a sponsoring from the French, 
which tells you a lot ab< ut a desire for the French language in the country. 

At some point, Frencî 1 language was adopted as Nigeria's second offic;ial language, how 
· did the French goveminent got involved with this project? 
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Well, it is up to the Nigerian govérnment to tell us exactly what they want us to do, but what I can 
tell you is that when you consider our cooperation, and I can assure you that what we are doing is 
always based on iocaf requests, you wiil notice a cfear difference between us and many others. 
Our cooperation focuses mainly on teaching the French language and on cooperation with 
schools and other learning institutions. · 

We do know that there is a French language school in ·Lagos, which is purely managed by 
Nigerians are we likely to see your government sending some experts to assist? 

Well, we have a network of sctJools, and in all these schools, w0 have French people sent by the 
French government to organise French lessons. We are happy that many Nigerians attend 
classes in these places and learn the language. 

Mosf international relation experts are of the view that Nigeria has not benefited frofll. her 
relation with France, particularly in ECOWAS, it is believed that France is the one that has 
always worked against Nigeria's interest in favour of its former colonies within the 
organization what is your take on this? 

Very bluntly, 1 think this is not accurate. 1 cannot recall a single occasion when we worked against 
Nigeria's interests in ECOWAS. What I must tell you is that we commend the role ECOWAS is 
playing. Let's take the issue of peace, security and stability. ·1f you recall what happened in Chad 
when rebel groups decided to overthrow the legal government there, we refrained from firing a 
single shot.. We decided to wait for the decision of the African Union in Addis Ababa and for the 

·. declaration by the president of the Security Council in New York. 

So our· major concem now is to see how we can help to build a new security system on the 
continent of Africa, which we believe should be in accordance with the way Africans themselves 
want it to be built. ln this regard I can say tl1at ECOWAS is playing an active role, by buildi!l9 a 
force that sometimes in the future can be deployed to intervene when security is threatened. Our 
objective is to help, through an open and honest assistance, so that Africa meet up with this 
objective of peace, security and stability on their continent, not only through the ECOWAS but the 
African Union as V{ell. 

For instance, there is going to be an exercise in Bamako to demonstrate how these forces are 
being built, there has been similar èxercises in Abuja, a few weeks back, in wt1ich many French 
officers were involved, so that is how we are looking at things now. 

As you know, w,e want to give a new impetus to the relation · between Frânce and Africa, our 
President, Nicolas Sarkozy, was in South Africa a few days ago. When· you look at his speech in 
Cape Town, it is clearly said that he wants to _establish a new pattern of relationship with Africa, 
which is based on our common values and understanding of the world and common interests, but 
this is not something that can be achieved in a day. 

Are we likely to be seen a relatioriship between . France and. African more in terms of 
strategic interest rather than historical as has. been the case ail this while? 

Clearly, history is history and we. can not change it, but what I would like to stress is our desire to 
establish a new ·partnership with all African nations. lt does not .mean losing sight of the reality 
hlstory has forged between France and some African countries. Deflnltely France ls lool<ing at 
deepening cooperatiori with all African countries. ' 

Are you likely going to have a stronger relation with Nigeria more than s9me 
Francophones? 

But why would you look at it as a competition. Nigeria is a very huge country with a very large 
population, it îs one of our largest trade partners in Africa, and as far as trade is concerned we 
want the relation to be even more active. 
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Many Nigèriél"S believe that, the lose of Bakassi to Cameroon is because of France, due to 
the large deposit of oil in the area, how do you react to this? 

What I can say is that there was a judgment delivered by the international. court of Justice, and 
both · the Nigeria_n and Cameroonèse governments had decided to abide lJy the judgenient. 
France never interfered. 

But really, is ttie French government happy witll tlle fact that the judgment reduced 
Nigeria's local governments and given to Cameroon? 

Well, as you know, llle case was not just about Bakassi but all along the border from Lake Chad 
to the Gulf of Guinea. There are spots where the court decided in favour of Nigelia, and in some 
Instances ln favour of carrieroon. But what the court declded was not our concern. Our concern ls 
about stabï"lity, because it could have led to instability which we are always worried about, 

· especially. when the stability and security of the region is at stake. 

One was wondering why the group from France which was caught with children in Chad 
has to be sent to France for their jail term at the request of the French government? 

Because _it is a legal agreement entered into for certain cases .. betv,,een independent st8tes, 
whereby people condemned abroad can serve their jail terms in their home countries, without 
changlng the natµre of the punlshment, except ln a situation where 1he authoritles where the 
judgement was rendered decide to pardon or adjust the sentence. 

But really what is the philosophy behind this kind of agreement? 

lt is very simple, when such a sentence is passed on you, you prefer to serve your time in jail 
where your family m.embers are, where you have your own. people. But I his is only possible when 
such an agreement éllready exists between France and the considered ê•)untry. · 

The issue of the economic partnership between Europe and ECOWAS, where the EU was 
given ECOWAS a deadline to enter into the agreement, what do you think is the implication 
of this hard line posture on the part of Europe? · · 

As you see negotiations are still on, that is all I can say. 

But there was a_ deadline; can you ~ay that negotiations are still going on? 

. You see there was nothing hidden about it. The only thing is that the former Generalized System 
. of Preferences (GSF') agreement was about to expire on December 31, 2007 and countries that 
benefit from this agr<!ement were bound to loose such advantages. But negotiations are still on. 

But do you think th it African countries stand to benefit from these klnds of agreements? 

Of course, that is the intention. 

Because we have S!ien things happen and you know that such relationship between Africa and 
· Europe has nevet been mutual, _so do Africans stand to benefit from EPA? 

Yes, that is the reason for negotiations to be going on. 1 do believe that, at the end of the day, 
everyone will get sorne benefit from it. · 

The agreement wa~ that under this arrangement, there wasn't going to be s'ubsidy if we are 
to trade like partners, but tilt today subsidy existing, in OECD countries, so what have to 
you to say about th at? 
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Well, we are going to negotiation with an open mind that there Will· be something for everyone to 
benefit in a mutual way. · 

Recently Kosovo declared independence, you and other Europeans· supported it, and now 
Taiwan· is already looking in that direction, do France think that the unilaterally way 
Kos9vo declared independence is in .order, wouldn't it create stability problem. in that 
region? ' 

· We think this move will contribute to political stability in the region.' Shortly after the unilateral 
declaratioli of independence·, member states from the European Union met and agreed· on two 
things, one, every çountry should decide on what it feels is rigflt, secondly, they agreed on 
sending. European forces to take over from those. of the UN, so as to help stabilize the sitùation. 

But how are you going to resolve the looming crisis. between Serbia that is supporting the. 
Kosovo action? 

Well, we are open to discussion with Serbia and we are taking into consideration tlleir views, but 
we believe, under the present circumstances, this move remains the best option to cairn down the 
volatile situation in that area. 

About Iran, how do wm reconcile that accusation Iran that it. is planning nuclear weapon; 
considering that this was the same way Saddam was accused eventually invaded but the 
story now is no weapon of mass destruction? 

. 
1 do not see any contradiction between the positions we adopted vis-à-vis the two countries. · 
Events in Iraq, as you know, shoWed that we were rightConcerning Iran, we want to find away to 
solve the issue. that's why we ~re trying to combine openness and firmness. 

Nigeria had election last ye·ar, which EU has deeply interested in, and your observers, like 
many othell"s returned a negative verdict on the conduct of the polis, but few days b~ck the 
tribunal said that the election was clean, how does France react to this? · 

As you know, final judgement is not yet known since the· case is now going to the Supreme Court. 
So let's wait for the outcome at the Supreme Court. 

Courtesy of: Embassy of France in Nigeria, 37 Udi Hills ·street, Abuja -Tel. (234 - 9) 523 55 1 O ..... 
Fax (234...., 9) 523 54 82 . · · . . . 
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Appendix 11 
. Interview of the Anibassador in The Nation ... 

. Ap~l2~2008 

The French Ambassador to Nigeria, His Excel/ency Jean-Michel Dumond in this interview with Eni 
Akinsola speaks of.his country's mission in Nigeria, the E11ropean Union and prospects for greater 
France-Nigeria relation. 

You have Just ·arrlved, have you fdentifled areas that you think you can improve upon or 
the Nigerian govern~ent can improve upon in fostering better, relations? 

1 must say there is a wide gap between what happens in.the economy and trade and what happen 
in politics. 1 think the niost important thing is to have relations established between political 
'authorities at the highest level so that means tt1e level of the French President meeting with the 
President of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. The two h_eads of State have met from time to time, 
in Heiligendam when there was the G-8, in which Nigeria. took part as a member of the G-13, 
they mèt in the margins of the General Assembly of the UN in New York and lastly at the margins 
of the European Union Summit in Lisbon under the Portuguese presidency. Now is time to have 
discussions where the two heads of State · can state their views about the international situation 
and ~et the framework for relations betwéen Frahce and Nigeria. 

These relations are also to be establislled at the level of ministers of foreigri affairs to be followed 
by meetings between responsible ministers · in different stages. · Relations between 
parliamentarians will also_ follow. We are glad to mention that the Speaker. of the House of 
Representatives, Mr. Dimeji Bankole visited between the 26th and 27UJ of March and met several 
high · ranking French officiais, including the president of the Assemblee Nationale, Mr. Bernard 
Accoyer, as well as the presiderit of the friendship group in the National·Assembly. 
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France is already the president of the EU on behalf of Slovenia· since Slovenia does not 
have a mission in Nigeria. ln this capacity,. what are the specific contributions of .the EU 
that you can point to as a direct fall out of the P~esidency of the EU? 

As the president of the EU, and on behalf of the European Union, we have led the normal work of 
the different groups of the European Union. We have also met the Minister of Foreign Affairs and 
the Minister of Justice to express the support of the European Union on the fight President 
Yar'Adua îs launching against corruption. 

Starting from July 1, France will effectively take over the EU presidency. Can you let us in 
to some specific goals France will pursue as EU pre~idency? · 

. W'II with representatives of tile European Commission in Abuja meet with journalists to highlight 
the priorities of the French presidency du ring the commencement of our tenure later in the year. 
For now, 1 will only repeat. our general goals which are. energy, environment, climate change, 
migration,· European defence and more broadly, external and internai security policy, and of 
course prepa.ration of the implementation of the EU treaty which was signed in Lisbon. 

The French President was in South Africa a few weeks ago, and '1e highlighted a new 
approach to French-African · relations. Are there direct ways that this would impact on 
Nigeria particularly your posting as the Ambassador of France to Nigeria? 

Our president expressed intention to establish new patterns of relations between France and 
Africa. Our main goal in this framework is to help Africa to build ils capacities in ttie field of peace 
and Security. And this I think wi!.I greatly impact as far as, for example, we are trying to do our 
utmost in the framework of ECOWAS to help this regional organisation to build its own capacity. 
There was an exercise organised in Abuja some weeks ago, in which seven French officers took 
part with the aim of helping to prepare an exercise which will be organised in Bamako and which 
is to test the capacity of the organisation to match such challenges .. Sudan is a sore point in 

. Africa .. France is an important player in the continent and has maintained strong presence 
in Afri~a·. ls there a way .that France thinks that the world and indeed Africa can approach 
the Sudan issue differently? 

There was ail agreement which was signed between the presidents of Chad and of Sudan in 
Dakar at the. margins of the meeting of the Organisation of lslamic Conference. We welcome the 
signing of t.his agreement which was a direct agreement between the two countries and we·hope 
that it will help bring peace back to this region. As a sign of the new pattern of relations which we 
want to establish-with the African continent, the French Anny which was present did not intervene 
in fighting in N'Djamena. We èan't accept the tentative attempt. to overthrow a government 
established after elections and we expressed our support to the government of Ctiad. And I think 
that is a sign of this new attitude. 

At the same time the European Union has sent a force of 3,700 soldiers, among them 2000 
French soldiers,. which is based .in the Eastern part of Chad in order to protect the population 
which are there. · 

Let's corne to· Nigeria, has Frànce's business interest been affected by developments in 
Nigeria's Niger Delta? 

Honestly, our companies are very active in the Southern part of Nigeria. There are companies 
implementing new plans for production of oil and I can say with satisfaction that there have been 
many new projects in Nigeria. 

Nigerians accept for instance that we have a huge problem with power generation and 
several countries h<Jve expressed interest in the past to help out. ls there any French 

·. interest involved in Nigeria power sector? 
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Yes; ttiere are many French c~rnpanies involved. We have Schneider, Areva, LeGrand and many 
other companies active in the field of electricity supply. 

Are they under any stress as a fall out of the probe by the Nigerian parliament· of the 
energy sector? 

No, to the best_ of my knowledge. 

Has France's presence in Africa achieved the desire or France, or are there areas that you 
could still participate in helping Africa? · 

We can say with sorne confidence and optimism that the situation has improved above what it 
was in previous years, and in this regard we appreciate the positive rolè that Nigeria has· been 
playing, and is actualiy stiil playing, and will he playing to improve the siabiiity of whoie region. As . 
. you see, the announcement of election in Cote d'Ivoire on the 30th of November of this year and 
compare wit!'J the sit•Jation which was prevailing in this country on few years ago, we can only . 

. share within you thal there has been an improvement with a new development which have has 
occurred in Cote d'Ivoire and we are hoping that t~is will continue. 

What would you sa)' qualifies you to be the French Ambassador to Nigeria? Why were you 
not posted to other countries elsewhere, why Nigeria? 

Because I have worked in big countries and Nigeria is a big country which we want to consider as 
a global player; to pa,tner with and discuss on general questions affecting the future of the World 
such issues as clirnate change, environment, migration, terrorism,· fight against · poverty, · 
development, peace nnd security, rule of law. · 

Call we just take a v.•alk back into the places that you have worked and then the expèrie.nce 
that you have game red that will be of direct advantage to Y<:>u in Nigeria? 

1 was responsible for relation with French-speaking countries during four years and I had traveled 
quite a lot to ail these countries which gave me the opportunity to come.to Lagos some years ago. 

Y~u've been here in Lagos before? 

Yes, 1 made a stop in Lagos in 2002. 

Then, you weré on Ambassadorial posting in Africa? 

· No, 1 was responsible for relations with French ·speaking countries and particularly these countries 
which are in Africa. · · 

So, can we say Nigeria is your first African posting? 

' 
This is my first as AmlJassador in Africa. 

ln France, .what determines Ambassadorial postings, is it politics,· or your career in the 
diplomatie service? · · · 

Weil, we · are chosen by the president following · procedures which include ttie selection by a 
committee of p~ople assisting the Minister of Foreign Affairs'. The committee will propose a list of 
persans which the minister wili consider. 

So · it does not mattur if you are in the Foreign Service before on the ministry of foreign 
affairs? · 
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Most ambàssadors are career diplomats but' it is the choice of the president to choose people 
outside· of the career and it is going to have new faces of people representing diversities of 
France. · 

Vou have n<~t been here for long'. So what has the experience of serving in Nigeria beei:i? 

Well, .1 think it is a very interesting experience. 1t is a very huge country, a very vibrant country. 1 
have not been everywhere but I plan to go to the 36 States of the Nigerian Federation. 1 have 
already been to ~aduna, to Zaria, Kano, Port Harcourt, to Lagos quite a number of Urnes. 1 could 
already see the .diversity of the population, of t~e landscape of Nigeria from North to South, from 
West to East and I think il is. a very interesting experience of people wanting 'to work. 

What are the specific areas that the ambassador or the Embassy under your .leadership 
will be focusing in Nigeria? · 

The main part of our cooperation is to support cultural exchanges between France and Nigeria. 
You know that Nigeria is surrounded by French speaking countries. 1 am struck by the number of 
people who w&nt to learn French either in the population or among the administration, especially 
in the field of peace and security, in the Ministry of Defence, in the police and elsewhere. There 
are many people who want to know better our language and culture and we try to respond to 
them. And to the question of assistance, we want to answer to requests, which are made by 
certain communities and we have· dèveloped a numbèr of projects in different states, all over the 
country. · 

Courtesy of: Embassy of France in Nigeria,.37 Udi Hitls Street, Abuja -TeL (234 - 9) !523.55 10-
Fax (234 - 9) 523 54 82 · 
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~pendix 12 
Nigeria docs not have bad reputation in France-French ambassador 
Written by: Chinyere Amalu 
Saturday:02 August 2008 Vanguard (oÙline) (date acccssed 09/08/2008). 

Ambassador of France to Nigeria, Jean-Michel Dumond, is six months old in Nigeria. He believes that with 
the official visit of President Yar' Adua to France, the rclationship existing bctwcen the l\\;O cou~1tries will. 

· deepen. 

He also speaks on the significance of France's National day to all French nationals. It~ this interview with 
Saturday Van1:,'11ard, Ambassador Dumond also assured tlmt the two parties will fulfil the agreement signed. 
The full interview. 

Sir, before now, what is the existing relationship between Nigeria and France like? . 

The relationship between our two countries is excellent. It got a boost with the ret11m to democincy in 1999, 
of course. We can only be confident il will be even better afier the official visil of President Yar' Adua to 
France, duringwhich France and Nigeria dccidcd to establish a strong strategic partnership. 

Still· on the visit of President Yar' Adua to France, there is this perception that' since Nigeria is not a French 
speaking cou11try, the bilateral agreement signcd between the two countrics will not yicld any positive 
resull. What is your opüùon? 

Il has 11olhii1g lo do wit11 language, really. Lasl month, June 12 marked a ncw stage in our rclationship m1d a 
deepening of Nigeria ru1d France relations, we decided to sign a joint commmùqué dming 1I1e visit to ' · 
establish a stralegic partnerslùp. · 

We agreed to strengthen our cooperation in a number of fields which were pointed out by the President of 
Nigeria in bis 7-point agenda, and I will like to, specifically, mention energy, transportation, agriculture, 
tourism, vocational trailùng, infrastmctures, environment and security. 

More than 100 Fre.nch comparues are already operating in Nigeria arid are pleased to work hcre. France is 
among the ve1y first investors in this country, so there will be no problem in cooper<)ting with Nigeria in 
those areas. 

On cncrgy prc cisely, what is France likcly to offer to Nigeria to improve ils cnergy scctor? 

In coopcration, w~ J10pe to strengtl1en tlle partnership bctween France and Nigeria covering ail relevant 
sectors, ru1d tlmt means electricity generation, constmct ion of hydraulic clams as much as transmission and 
distribution, and evcn programmes in nuclear energy. Nigeria has cxpressed its desire to acquire a long
term nuclear power in order to increase·its energy an~ we are ready to look into developing titis in a long 
tenn, depending on safety measures and in accordance wilh all international agreements, of course. Before 
an mvolvemcnt of the relevant French firms in the Nigcrian power sector;lhere will be, vcry sbon, a 
mission in order to assess the situation and· sec how we can best implement measures bascd on decisions to 
be taken during tlùs french visit. · 

What is the trade volume between the two countries, who exports and imports what and in whose f~vour? 

The balance oftrade between France and Nigeria in 2007 was 2.4 billion euros. We import approximately 
1.3 billion worth of goods, and export 1.1 billion. Of course, the biggest share in French imports consists of 
crude oil, and our exports are petroleum equipment, elecfricity equipment, chemicals and refined oil 
products etc. In 2006, France was tl1c 3rd importer in Nigeria (6th in 2007). Depending on the year, Nigeria 
'is France's füst or second trade partner in Sub-saharan Africa. Bilateral trade is in favour 0fNigeria. 

Talking of good reJaiionship between tlie two countries, how many Nigerians are serving j~il lenns in 
France as a rcsult of illegal migrations and other offenccs? 
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I don't know the actual figure, but they are noi nmny because the number of Nigc~ians in France is 
relatively low. I would like to add that cooperation in tenns ofjustice and police between_the two countries 
is very cordial aild emctent. 

So, how does.your government tackle illegal migration by foreigners? 

Relatively few Nigérians are going to France, comp~d wiU1 other European countries. We process on 
avcr;;i__;--:: approximatcly 27,000 visas cvcry ycar but the numbcr ofNigcrians living in France is not high 
ami, so far, thcre 's no problem of bad histmy or rcputation. 

Recently, your President visited Israel and piedgèd his support to Israel's State and, at the smne time, called 
on Jsrae! to end ils war with Palestine. Wliat happcns if Israel disobcys this call? Will France wilhdraw its 
pledgc? · 

France has a clcar position on this issue. TI1e right of existence oftwo States living in security within 
borders recognized by everyone. We are encouraging the two countries to negotiate in order to reach a 
peaceful seulement of tJtis long lasting cri sis. 

This is our calling; we Impe that they will listen to us. You noticed that ail the parties involved were around 
the same table, iti Patis, on July 13, on the occasion oflhe launch of the Union for tJle Mediterranean. 

On lran's nuclear programme, your President also, during his visit to Israel, said I hat Israel is not alone in 
tlie fight but bas the full supp01t ofFrru1ce. · 

Why the statement, bas Iran threatened France with its nuclear power? 

In titis malter, France's position is the same as the European Union's and the international community's 
position, as expressed al the Security Council .. As far as Iran's nuclear progranunc is concerned_. tltere bas 
becn proposais submitted to Iran and we are waiting for tl1e Jranian autl1orities' answer to them. 

TI10se proposais put fonvard in June 2006 provide for cooperation in the area of c ivilian nuclear power as 
wcll as ecoilomic and political coopcration iflrnn would agree to suspend its sensitive nuclear activities and 
to negotiate. This proposai remailis on the table · 

Mcmbcrs ofG8 Country callcd on ail the dcveloped countries to assist African countrics in solving the food 
crisis in the sub-region: In what area do you think France can come in? . 

We have dcveloped proposais for solving the food crisis in the world, which consist in short, middle and . 
long-tem1 mcasures. As yciu know, at the European Jevel, we are concemed at dcYeloping a common . 
agricultural policy that will hclp in ensuring food security on tl1e continent and the world as a whole. 

We havé to tl1ink about how 16 organize, in the next few years, this commun policv in tl1e frame-work of 
tliis new contexl of possible shortages. By the end of the French presidency of the Council of the EU, 
Europeans must liave defined guidclines for commun agriçnltural policy so that we can set aside the surge 
in food crisis. We also believc that setting up a policy within the ECOW AS region will give a good basîs 
for ~111 goverrunents in the region to face the challenges of food security. · 

Any French assistance pro~gramme in Nigeria? 

We do bave assistance programmes in Nigeria, essentially tltrough our_participation in the programmes of 
10th European Development Fund, which runs between 2008-2013. France contributes financially to up to 
24% of tl1ese programmes. This will amount to some· 600 million euros 011 bilateral basis, to which we must 
add about.the same amount to ECOWAS. 

We also have bilateral assistance programme'froni France toNigeria, which based mainly on the teaching 
of the Fr~nch language, on encouraging Nigerians students to come for studies it1 mùversities in France, and 
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on responding to a strong demand from Nigcrian auihoritics iind the gcncral public. 

1 would, also likc to mention the opcning of an office in Abuja, in Septcmbcr, of Agence Française de 
Dcvclopment, which alrcady opencd an office of its subsidiary, Proparcci, in Lagos: just a few wceks ago. 
In hcal~ we arc participating in programmes in conjunction with the Europcan Union. As you càn see. 
France is confident in Nigeria 's capacity to move forward as wcll as il rccognizes the importance of the role 
that Nigeria plays in the rcgion and in the world. 

What is the significancc of French National Day, whicli was celcbrnted on July 14th? ls it signilicant Co 
French Nationals ail over the world? 

France National Day is the day whcn we comrnemorate the 1790 "Fetc de la Fcderation" hcld on the first 
anniversary of the stonning of the Bastille prison, whcn dclegates from al! the regions of France proclaimcd 
t11cir allcgiancc to the national community. Jt was t11e first lime in history that a people claimcd its right to 
self-detennination. 

TI1e French secs the 14th of July as the symbol ofthcir reconciliation, solidarity, freedom and as the symbol 
of the uprising of the modem French Nation. This year, wc also cclcbratc the 60 the amùversary of the 
Universal Declaraiioh ofHuman R.ights adoptcd by the United Nations General Assembly in Paris, on 10th 
December 1948. Wc are expecting our Nigerian friends to sharc wit11 the French from Nigeria and 
diplomals from other countrics our confidence in the future of our rclationship. 
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Appendix 13 

· ·Country Profile (Nigeria} 

' 
Population: _ 138;283,. 240 (July 2008 estiniate) 

Population Growth Rate: 2.382% (2008 estimàte) · 

Birth Ratè: 39.98 birth/1,000 population (2008 estimate) 

DeathRate: 16.41 birth/1, 000 population (2008 estima te) 

Life Expectaricy at Birth: 47.81 years total population 

Ethnie Groups: · 

Religi~n: 

Literacy Rate: 

GDP: 

Unemployment Rate: 

Male 47.15years 

Female 48.5 years · (2008 estimate) 

Hausa Fulani 29%, Yoruba 21 %, lgbo .18%, ljaw 10%, Kanuri 4%, 
lbibio 3.5%. Tiv 2.51h 

Muslim 50%, Christian 40%, Indigenous _Belief 10% 

68% total population 

Male 75. 7% 

Female 60.6%. 

$292.7 

(2003 estimatè) : · 

Population below Poverty Line: 70% 

· (2007 estimate) · 

(2007 estimate), 

(2007 estimate) 

Source: Central Intelligence Agency (2008), ''.Nigeria", The World Factbook(online), 
( date accessed 19/07/2008). 
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